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Ayre K-ixe Pre Amp and V-ixe
Stereo Power Amp
Hi- F1 Choice Gold Award 2005
Best Amp over £5000
"Just when you think you've got the
world of hi-fi pretty much covered,
along comes aproduct that makes you
redefine just how good your system
can sound... We were truly blown away

Ayre C-5xe Universal
Audio Player

by the living, breathing music they
delivered. Expensive? Yes,

Just awarded not only

but worth every penny."

Stereophile's Digital Source

"Our reference Gamut Dzoo power amp
(also a200 watter) is nowhere near as
fine or rich as the Ayre V-ixe which
also has more dynamic kick as well.
The K-ixe pre amp's ability to separate
out instruments and to portray their
sound is the best we've encountered.
To be frank Iwant one and Iwant it
bad."

of the Year but also overall

Jason Kennedy

Product of the Year;

HiFi Choice October 2005

yes it really is that good!
"The C-axe, as it turned out, was
e

the very best-sounding product
Wes Phillips heard all year... [al true
reference that combines superb sound

Esoteric X-oi SACD Player

quality with inspired and passionate

HiFi Choice Gold Award

engineering. lhave yet to hear an

2005 Best SACD Player

SACD or DVD player that rivals it for

"Our gold award simply had to go

pure audio purity. I'd buy it for its CD

to this on the grounds that it's the

reproduction alone and consider the

best SACD player we've ever heard:

other formats very welcome extras."

supremely natural, detailed and
communicative. The best digital
audio component yet devised?
It's certainly up there..."

Lyra Titan iMC Cartridge
HiFi News Gold Award 2005
Best Cartridge over fl000
"Flagship model from Lyra comprises
aone piece titanium body and
diamond coated boron cantilever.
, TT ,1 •

ir.,1

A world reference pick up cartridge."

SME Model io
ProAc Studio up Loudspeakers
What HiFi Award 2005 Best
Loudspeakers £l000-£15oo

"The Model io is engineered to

"From Gorillaz to Mahler's Symphony

absolute perfection, with asound

No.6 the sound is unforced and

quality to match and its delivery

HiFI Choice Gold Award 2005
Best Turntable fl000-£3000

wonderfully natural. Quality always

of the musical truth will eclipse

shines through..."

just about every other turntable
in its price range."
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THE ULTIMATE HI-FI EXPERIENCE
ber.
News Ed tor Steve
Fairclough explained. ' We
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it a' must- visit' event fcr any

have awhole new organ s-

lover of hi-fi'.
Already most of the big

will provide the ul mate hi-fi

ing team behind the shod.v

names in high end aLdio are

experience with amouthwatering blend of the oiggest

and it will be packed wit -.

making plans for what wall

great equipment, superb

be brought to and Lau -idled

The Hi -Fi News Show 2006

names in high- end audio, a

competitions, plus plenty oif

at the event with nany

bumper programme of free -

displays and demos to gve

pie:es of equipment se: to

to- see guest spea Kers, and

your ears and eyes atreat'.

be shown or the frst time

the very latest hi-fi equip-

Fairclough adced: ' For
over 20 years the HI-FI News

anywhere in the world.

ment from around the world.
In response to demand

Show has been the largest

from the public and the hi-fi

high -end show anywhere in

industry this year's show is

the UK, if not Europe, but

under one roof in the Renaissance Hotel, Heathrow,

this year it will be better
thal ever with awide var ety

London from 22-24 Septem-

of attractions that will maka
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50 .
1anniversary in ncve.
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GOLDEN HEADPHONE ERA?
DR1C0 and DR150. All are
dynamic open- back designs,

GOLDRING CANS
Veteran turntable, cartridge
and vinyl accessories
manufacturer Goldring has
re-entered the headphone

with circum-aural cushions,
and all feature a3m
detachable signal lead.

market after an absence of
more than 30 years. The

Differences between models
are related to connections and
atitanium film diaphragm on

company's last headphone

the DR150. Impedance on all

was the Goldring-Lenco K105
from the early 1970s.
Technical Director Steve

models is 32 ohms.
Priced at £ 29.95 for the
DR50, £ 39.95 for the DR100
and £ 69.95 for the DR150,

Privett admits that: ' three
decades of improvements in
both technology and
materials means our new
models are vastly superior to
the old ones'.
Three models comprise
the new range - the DR50,

Goldring claims that each
headphone represents:
'outstanding value for money
in its own right'.
Armour Home
Electronics • 01279 501111 •
www.goldring.co.uk

CLOCKWISE, FROM ABOVE:
OR100, DR50 and DR150

1 CHORD CONNECTS
INDIGO RCA
The Chord Company has
rolled out what it claims to
be its ' most advanced
interconnect' yet, in

minimal high- frequency
attenuation, making . tideal

Teflon dielectric. The Indigo's

for accurate wide- bandwidth

most striking visual feature

signal transfer'.
'The shielding system is

conductors surrourded by a

is the ' unique machined
acrylic plug casing'. More

response to the increasing
popularity of extended

similar to the award- winning

bandwidth speakers.

components are silver-plated

'outstanding vibration

Reportedly optimised for

damping properties'. The

analogue signal transmis-

for improved conductivity. The central conductor

sion, the Indigo RCA is

is comprised of unique,

ABOVE: Chord's Indigo for

described as a ' low capaci-

high- bandwidth speakers

tance design with extremely

stranded, silver-plated
oxygen- free copper

£925 for a 1m cable.
Chord Company • 01980
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Signature RCA cable but all

than just apretty case
however it apparen:ly has

Indigo RCA is available for

625700 • www.chord.co.uk

RESOLUTION TOES THE LINE
NEW SPEAKERS
Resolution is anew British
loudspeaker company that
believes it has re- invented the
loudspeaker. Its SUHTL model
takes its name from the
description Single drive unit,
Ultra- low resonance, Halfwave Transmission- Line, and
is said to be ' both theoretrically perfect and practical'.
It uses asingle drive unit
that's actually an elliptical
three-way coxial design, in
order to keep sound path
lengths uniform to the ear.

Bandwidth is given as
10Hz-27kHz ( no limits
specified) and the SUHTL
incorporates half-wave
transmission- line bass
loading. The cabinet is made
from sound insulation board,
itself made up of 90% ground
and cemented rock particles.
A sensitivity of 93dB is quoted
and anominal impedance of
4ohm. It stands 900mm high,
220 x300mm wide and deep,
and weighs 26kg per speaker.
A digital equaliser/room
compensation unit is included
in the price of £ 1950 per pair

in mahogany
finish, with
other finishes
such as
'mirror black'
adding £ 200
to the price.
Resolution
Loudspeakers • 01202
487464 •
www.resolution-loudspeakers.
co.uk

ZANDEN ADDS CONTROL
MODEL 300
Adding to the high- ticket
range of electronics from
Zanden Audio Systems ( see
p46) is apassive line
controller, the Model 300.
It features four RCA inputs
and one pair of outputs, and
volume is controlled by a

stepped resistor attenuator
made by specialist Danish
Audio Connect ( DacT). The
unit uses astainless- steel
main chassis, 5mm thick front
panel and aluminium top
cover. UK price will be £ 2250.
Audiofreaks •
020 8948 4153 •
www.zandenaudio.com

BRIEFS
MF TUNER
British hi- end audio
manufacturer Musical
Fidelity has announced it
will launch the £ 1499 A5
FM/DAB tuner in May.
To find out more go to
www.musical fidelity.com
or call 020 8900 2866.

ERRATUM
In last month's test of the
Ortofon Rondo cartridges
we quoted the rival Benz
Micro Ace cartridge at £ 50(
when in actual fact its pric,
is just £ 395. Apologies.
To find out more contact
Audiofreaks on 020 8948
4153 or go to www.
audiofreaks.co.uk

SPEAKER STANDS
Alphason has announced it
is launching the £ 79.99 ( per
pair) AG60 loudspeaker
stands that feature three
upright support tubes
made from amixed aluminium and steel material.
To find out more go to
www.alphasondesigns.com

DENON TUNER
In return for apenny under

AESTHETIX ARRIVAL
AESTHETIX RHEA
The Aesthetix range of
high- end audio electronics
is now available in the
UK through distributor
Audio Reference.
Below the company's
flagship Jupiter series of
pre- amps stands the Saturn

series, which includes the
Rhea all- valve phono stage
at £ 2995. It offers three
separate inputs, with five
valves per channel, which
can be individually configured via aremote- controllable microprocessor- based
interface. Gain settings of
38 to 75dB are available,

as well as arange of input
impedances from
75 ohm to 47k ohm.
The Rhea is said to be
based on Aesthetix's
statement Lo phono stage,
with fewer valves employed
Audio Reference •
01252 702705 • www.
musicalsurroundings.com

£130, Denon will let you
take home the TU-1500AE
FM-RDS/AM tuner in one
of two colours - Premium
Silver or Black. To find out
more contact Denon UK on
01234 741200 or go to
www.denon.co.uk

BFA WARNING
The British Federation
of Audio, the UK audio
industry's trade organisation, has expressed official
concerns about the use
of undesirably low quality
audio on portable music
players like the Apple iPod.
The BFA says it's increasingly apparent consumers
aren't getting the enjoyment they could from their
portable devices or hi-fi.
The standard recording rate
of 128kb/s, it has found, is
audibly inferior to ' CD
quality' by awide margin.
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or the love of music...

Model 7000 Series Power Amplifiers
Model 5000 Mark lV Signature D/A Processor

At last - a CD playback
system (pure and
untouched 16- bit
processing) and
single-ended amplifiers
cooked to perfection.

Model 2000 Premium CD Transport

Acustica Applicata (DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas
conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente • Harmonix • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab
McCormack • Muse Electronics • Reimyo by Harmonix • Tri Planar • Zanden Audio
Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
•

DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel. 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: info1@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

News
MARANTZ DEBUTS SACO DUO
SA7001 PLAYERS
Marantz has just released
information on the
modestly priced SA7001 and
SA7001K1 CD players, claiming first class performance
and lavish engineering'.

Closer examination
reveals the SA7001 to be
adescendant of the £ 2500
SA- 11, with the same 24bit/192kHz CS4397 ' Super
DAC' at its heart. Despite the
RRP of just £ 430, Marantz
has squeezed in bespoke
capacitors, Schottky diodes
and Marantz's proprietary
Current Feedback HDAM.
At the £ 600 point is

the SA7001K1 nearly
eliminates mechanical
vibration, and comes with a
completely copper- plated
chassis and rear panel.
Marantz UK • 01753 680868
•www.marantz.com

the Ken lshiwata-tuned
SA7001KI, essentially a
SA7001 with the Marantz
sound guru's selection of
components. Marantz claims

LEFT: The KI signature
denotes fine tuning by
Marantz's Ken Ishiwata
BELOW: The SA7001 offers
SACO for £430

C)

5

AFFORDABLE HEADPHONES
BUDGET SENNHEISERS
A household name in the
headphone market,
Sennheiser has just released
two pairs of value- for- money
'phones - the HD415 and the
HD435, priced at £ 29.99 and
£39.99 respectively.
With an iPod-friendly
aesthetic appeal, the HD415 is
aimed at portable users, and
is fitted with an adjustable
cord winder for on- the- move

convenience. The HD435
supplies a ' cleaner, more
extended sound', and comes
with an in- line volume
control, adetachable single
sided cable and apouch.
Sennheiser claims that
both models utilise an
ultra- fast, low mass dynamic
driver that delivers clear
sound, with defined and
extended bass response:
Sennheiser • 0800 6525002 •
www.sennheiser.co.uk

SERIOUS SAXONS
AUDIO RANGE
Saxon Audio has just brought
ow its new three- series audio
range, consisting of three
integrated amps, three CD
players, asix- channel preamp and astereo power amp.
Each series is aimed at
aspecific once point, and is
designed to offer acomplete
soiution depending on your
budget'.
The 300 Series is a50W
integrated amp and matching
upsampling CD player with
full remote control, with a
subtle design character to suit
most domestic environments.
The 300 series is billed as ' an

ideal introduction to quality
Brit sh hi-fi for under £ 1000.
Stepping up agrade is the
500 Series, including aheftier
75W integrated amp. To match
is the £ 799.95 CD500, with
twin differential DACs and
upsampling to 192kHz.
Topping off the range
is the 700 Series - 100W
integrated amp, twin powersupply and fully balanced CD
player, and the C700 stereo
pre- power amplifier. Saxon
claims the 700 Series units
'comprise afLlly balanced
system - aun que feature at
this price point'.

ABOVE: Value ' phones
from Sennheiser

GERMAN CABLES
OEHLBACH KABEL
Oehlbach Kabel, aGerman
manufacturer of audio
cables, is to enter the UK
market with the launch of
the PURE range.
Boasting Europe's
widest cable range with
lifetime warranties, and
aGerman- Swiss design
pedigree, the PURE range

consists of three levels of
products, classified as
'3- Star'. ' 4- Star', and
'5- Star', starting at entrylevel and progressing to
audiophile quality.
Oehlbach PURE cables
are available from Acoustat
UK, and arange of dealers.
Oehlbach Cables
•020 8424 8844
•www.oehlbach.de

RIGHT:
German
cable quality
now in
the UK

Saxon Audio • 08456 123388
•www.saxonaudio.com
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News
ONKYO STICKS WITH STEREO
ONKYO AMPS & SPEAKERS
With abrace of affordable
stereo amps and anew
compact audiophile speaker,
Onkyo has demonstrated
that it's stilt committed to
the two- channel devotee.
The A-9755 amplifier
is based on the company's
'pioneering Hybrid Class D
amplification' technology,
and delivers 150W/ch. On
the back, six gold-plated
audio inputs reside with two

tape/MD loops and aset of
'main in' jacks. Front- plate
features include aprecision
motor- driven remote
control, defeatable tone
controls and aheadphone
jack. The A-9755 is fully
compatible with Onkyo's
optional DS- A1 iPod dock.
If not quite so much
power is required. Onkyo
offers the smaller A-9555,
without the ' main in' jacks,
but retaining the same
basic technology. RRPs are

£699.95 for the A-9755 and
£449.95 for the A-9555.
If you are lacking
something to drive with the
Onkyo stereo amp range, the
compact D- 312E speaker
reportedly features 'speed,
detail, together with low
colouration throughout the

audible range and ultimate
musical insight'. With a
wood- finished MDF
construction, 65mm voice
coil, and afrequency
response of 34Hz-100kHz,
the D312E costs £ 1299.95.
Onkyo UK • 01494 681515
•www.onkyo.co.uk

BELOW: Onkyo's iPod-friendly and affordable A-9755
RIGHT: The compact D- 312E speakers

RETURN OF A CLASSIC
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1
Acoustic Energy has brought
back its AE1 mini- monitor
speaker in the guise of the
AE1 Classic at £ 845 apair.
The new AE1 Classic is
said to be: ' as faithful to the
original model as possible'
with the only minor differ-

the same 25mm magnesium
dome unit is installed in the
latest AE1 Classic and each
cabinet is hand- lined with the
same acoustically dead
compound at the UK factory.
Acoustic Energy •
01285 654 432 •
www.acoustic-energy.co.uk

FRENCH HI-FI SHOW
Europe's next major hi-fi
show - the Salon de la
Hi -Fi et du Home Cinema
-will take place on
Saturday 25 March and
Sunday, 26 March at the
Sofitel - Sèvres Paris.
This annual show was
created 28 years ago and
features more than 100
brands showing state-ofthe-art high- end products
from all around the world.
The venue is said to
have 60 luxury booths on

ences said to be ' improved
manufacturing techniques'.
The speaker's famous
ceramic sandwich aluminium
mid/bass driver - the first of
its kind to use the cone as a
heat sink, which markedly
improves power handling
over traditional doped- paper
designs - is still made at AE's
Cirencester factory.
The cone is hard anodised
to create an extremely rigid
structure with class- leading
power handling for its size
and minimal compression.
Acoustic Energy was
among the first to use a
cabinet lined with alatex
fibre/powder composite and

SHOWTIME IN PARIS!

ABOVE: Acoustic Energy's AE1

Vegas but are being shown

five levels, offering comfort
and ' good sonic isolation to
allow demonstrations of a
high level'.
This year's show is said
to herald: 'A comeback to
high fidelity, two- channel
and analogue'.
A number of companies
are showing new high end
products that were seen at
the CES 2006 show in Las

for the first time in Europe.
The Salon de la Hi -Fi
et du Home Cinema is at
the Sofitel Hotel, Porte de
Sevres, 8rue Louis
Armand, 75015, Paris,
France. Opening hours
are 10am to 7pm and the
entrance fee is E10. The
nearest Metro station is
Balard. See www.spat.fr/hifi
for more information.

speaker is back in Classic mode
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DIVA
MASTER CLASS
Rarely in the world of home cinema can you experience the level of video and audio reproduction these talented
divas can deliver.
The DV79 and AVR300 offer that elusive combination of a full feature set with the finest performance in its class.
DV79 highlights include an HDMI video output offering stunning digital video for use with the world's finest
displays as well as reference quality audio from movie and music sources.
The AVR300 features exceptional performance on both stereo and multi- channel playback. The massive
amplifier section delivers 100 watts per channel into all seven channels and 120 watts into two channels
with the kind of audiophile reproduction you'd expect from Arcam.
Book your front row seat at your nearest Arcam specialist to see and hear these exceptionally talented divas
for yourself.
For the inside story on the Arcam DiVA master class visit www.arcam.co.uk/diva

ARCÁM
DiVA
Bringing music and movies to life.
Tel: 01223 203200 www.arcam.co.uk

US COMPANY BUYS TOP SUBWOOFER BRAND
REL TAKEOVER
The British sub- bass
speaker company REL
Acoustics and its cabinet
making facility has been
taken over by the US
company Sumiko that's
already responsible for
making its own cartridges
and distributing anumber
of quality hi-fi brands in the
North American market
(including REL).
The takeover came about
as the founder of REL,
Richard Lord, wanted to
retire and this decision
sparked the buyout by the
owners of Sumiko - John
Hunter and Donald Brody.

Donald Brody explained:
We realised that we both
knew and understood REL ,,
culture, their people and
core competencies
intimately, and we felt we
could really bring something
of benefit to REL'.
Sumiko has no plans to
radically alter anything in
the REL operation but John
Hunter told HiFi News:
'We're investing in better
tools, hiring more
experienced people, and
paying careful attention to
blending leading edge design
in to the REL mix'.
REL was founded by
Richard Lord in the early
1990s and is based in

THEATRE OPENING
PHILIPS HTS9800W
Philips has announced plans
to taunch ahome theatre
system, the HTS9800W that's
set to arrive in the UK during
May 2006 for around £ 600.
The HTS9800W is a
slim- line, wall- mountable
AV unit featuring aUSB
interface, all format DVD

drive and compatibility with
(SIVCD, SACD, MPEG4,
DivX® Ultra, CD-R/RW, MP:3,
MP3-CD and JPEG media.
The rear speakers are
both wireless and wall
mountable while the DVD
section sports up- scaled
1-IDMI connectivity to
720p/1080i.
www.philips.co.uk

THE NEW REL R- SERIES
• R-505 - the top model in the
R-Series costs £995 and
incorporates a500W high current

• R-205 - a £595 unit with a200W
high current class Damplifier
• R-305 - at £795 it inlcudes a300W
high current class Damplifier

Class Damplifier

BELOW: REUs new

Bridgend, Wales, while its
cabinet making facility is in

R-505

Sheffield, England.
Lord will remain
involved in REL in a
consultancy role.
The takeover
comes as REL has
announced its new
R- Series of units
(see above).
REL • 01656
768777 •
www.rel.net

FIRST
DABBLE
IN DAB FROM NAD
company's award- winning

NAD C445 TUNER

CD players'.
The C445 model
features individual antenna
inputs for DAB, FM and AM,
plus 30 FM station presets
and 10 AM station presets.

During April NAD will
introduce its first ever DAB
tuner in the shape of the
£350 C445 model.
This DAB/FM/AM
universal tuner uses a

It comes with aremote
control and features a
two-line dot matrix display

dual-band DAB radio
frequency to work with
the two most popt.lar DAB
transmission formats,
Band Ill and LBand.
According to aNAD

E

spokesman: ' NAD has used
the same high quality parts
and proven design for D/A
conversion as used in the

indicating station
frequency, preset and
favourite station titles and
other information broadcast
by DAB and FM stations.
Lenbrook UK •
01908 319360 •
www.nadelectronics.com
BELOW: The NAD C445 tuner
will cost £350

ABOVE: The Philips
HTS9800 home theatre
system
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InsideStory

THE HIDDEN
THREAT TO HI-FI

The hi-fi industry has been slow to realise the significance
of Powerline Communication and how it could seriously
compromise sound quality. Time to wake up, says Barry Fox
attractive one. But one aspect

Beyo td this point:
Radio frequency fields may cause serious
interference with the operation of hi-fi
equipment, and disrupt radio and TV
reception
Far.° to take actron now nook, serrously damage your
'
Memo!,

interference than ADSL or cable

of PLC gets brushed under the

modems. The mains cables

carpet - interference.

often run verticey, so act as

Try putting acellphone near

efficient antenna. The BBC's

an audio system, and listen

Research Centre at K:ngswood

to the horrid motor- boating

Warren has found that fairy

interference noise caused by its

lights on aChristmas tree are

digital pulsing. Turn adimmer

especially good at causing

tight switch halfway between

Powerline interference.

full on and full off, and hear
how square- wave pulses from

There are now several
different variants of the basic

the thyristor get into the house

idea of piggy- backing high

wiring and radiate into audio

frequency data on low frequency

gear. Wince when next door's

mains. In the US they call the

thermostat kicks anoisy spike

basic idea BPL. Broadband over

of interference into your own
mains supply.

Power Line; in Europe it's PLC,

Now think what might

Power Line Communication
or Power Line Transmission

happen if the mains supply to

or TelecommLnications. Only

every home in the street, and

the names are different. But

all the wiring in your house, or

secrecy surrounds the rival and

the house next door, is carrying

proprietary technologies now

high-speed data over awide

being tested and planned.

band of frequencies.

The BBC has been
particularly concerned about

COMMERCIAL CONCERNS

radio services, of which the

technology surfaced in the UK

World Service is the obvious

at the end of the 1990s, under

example. Surprisingly however,

aprivate Canadian- British joint

no-one in the audio industry

venture. The intention was to

seeps to be thinking about

provide afast alternative to

interference to hi-fi systems.

dial- up. But after interference

As aresult all the effort is on

started messing with Air

finding ways ta stop Powerline

Traffic Control and the UK

systems interfering with radio.

government's snoop- station at

A

PLC disrupting its shortwave

The first incarnations of PLC

The amateur radio

GCHQ, the plug was pulled. But

bands are protected against
interference by Radio

tCES this year aSpanish
company called DS2

ABOVE: The future of communications

Powerline did not stay dead.

technology could be broadband internet

The idea remains apotential

Regulations of the ' nternational

-Design Systems on

'piggy- backing' on your electricity supply

pot of gold for the electricity

Telecommunicatiors Union.

companies, with home

So when, in October 2004,

networking the latest hot topic.

the US government's Federal

Silicon - showed the future
of home entertainment',

leading supplier' of PLC chips

networking audio and video

that manufacturers can then

round the home without extra

embed in consumer electronic

all round the house, asking

wires or wireless links, using

equipment. The idea of using

them to carry data signals

Powerline Communications

on wireless transm.ssion to

existing mains wiring to network

strong enough to stand clear

allow data on power lines,

technology ( see box opposite(.

homes and offices, and deliver

of the mucky mains waveform

using devices that radiate

DS2 claims to be the world's

internet data into homes, is an

creates afar greater risk of

below 80 MHz, the FCC said
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Because mains cables run

Communications Commission
changed Part 15 of its rules

SPECIAL REPORT

that the service operators must

companies will not use it unless

use electronic filters on their

compelled to do so.

equipment to try and notch'
out aeronautical, emergency

The BBC has another reason
to warn against relying on

and safety communication

'notch' filters that the power

frequencies. Notching to protect

companies control. ' There is

afew radio services is unlikely

arisk that the PLC operators

to help hi-fi.

will become censors - you can

At CES, DS2 could give me

listen to stations they choose

only very sketchy details of

to protect, but not to others.

their OFDM technology. The

This would be an absolute gift

frequencies change to match

to the regimes in countries

the changing characteristics of

where freedom of expression

the mains. There was no ' white

and uncensored access to the

paper on the technology and

internet is non-existent'.

only the briefest mention of
notching to comply with current

RADIO PROTECTED?

and future global regulatory

A BBC research team has

requirements'. My questions

thought laterally and come up

to, homes with modems. When

ABOVE: BBC technicians measure

about interference to hi-fi

with adifferent idea to protect

Iasked Scottish and Southern

interference in areas that are receiving

systems got blank looks.

radio. The BBC explains: ' If

about interference, the answer I

Powerline Communications

aPLC system can radiate

got did not reassure me.

The European Commission
has already approved draft

interference in the broadcast

rules for Powerline in Europe.

bands, it must also pick

Power company Southern

up broadcast signals. The

Electric in Winchester has been

'I arri not aware of the BBC
tests* aspokesman ctaimed.

to radio, they give aclue to the
effects we can expect on ni- fi

But if .
here were complaints we

equipment. So they give audio

PLC system could therefore

would look at ways of mitigating

desgners avery good reason

taking orders for PLC service

detect which frequencies are

interfere -ice'.

to start talking directly to the

(www.southern-electric.co.uk/

being used for broadcasting

A BBC testing team was

broadband/index.aspl, although

in that area at that time and

refused acc:ess to some homes

recently the company has

'adjust notches in its emission

in areas receiving Powertine

noth .ng to hide or fear, then

been less optimisitic about the

spectrum so that it does not

services, by the energy compary

reviewers witl soon be testing

profitability of the scheme.

interfere with those frequencies.

staff, so had to measure mains

F'LC hardware. But if there

In this way, broadcasting and

leakage from outside in the

is no co-operation the only

PLC could coexist quite happily'.

street. Significantly the BBC

solution will be for reviewers to

found 'high levels of interferenœ

sign up for connectior ard run

Regardless of commercial
interests, the interference

'You can't move further away from the
source of interference because mains
wiring is everywhere in a house'
possibility remains:

This may well work to protect

*Interference' says Hilary

radio, if enforced by law. But

Claytonsmith, aradio ham

it will do nothing to protect

and technical advisor to the

audio equipment, which does

International Amateur Radio

not broadcast so is apurely

Union, ' is not amatter of

passive target for Powerline

judgment. It is amatter of

interference.

physics. If you stand 10 feet

So how will Powerline affect

Powerline companies.
If the PLC companies have

so hac apretty good.pointer to

independent tests in areas such

how bad it was inside. As the

as Crieff as Powerline services

BBC warns, in most nomes

are rolled out.

consumer equipment will be
within 1m of apower cable.
Altnough the BBC's
recordings are of interference

Anyone who is serious about
audio quality should be acting
now, while tnere is still time to
influence everts. CI

WHAT IS PLC TECHNOLOGY?
You may not know it, but you already

evolving and competing for adoption

own the most important part of PLC

by both the power companies and
electronics manufacturers.

from ahigh-pressure hosepipe

audio equipment, bearing in

technology - amains electricity

pointed in your direction you

mind that expensive mains

connection and your home mains

will get wet. You can move

filters and isolators will not be

wiring. Power Line Communication uses

to 3G mobile telephony, and spreads

further away from the water but

able to stop an audio system

existing electricity cabling to carry data

data thin and wide over afrequency

you cannot move further away

and its cables picking up

signals for internet, telephony, audio

band that spans several Megahertz.

from the source of interference

airborne radiation direct from
the house mains wiring? No-one

and video. You can therefore receive

Ascom uses four separte 1Mhz bands

all such signals in conjunction with

at 2.4,4.8,8.4 and 10.8 Mhz. DS2 uses

everywhere in ahouse'. You

knows, and no-one will know

your electricity supply, and network

asystem called Orthogonal Frequency

cannot move ahi-fi system out

before it's too late - unless the

them around your home via the existing

Divisional Multiplexing 10FDM) like

of range either.

hi-fi companies wake up and try

wiring and adaptors that plug into

European digital radio and TV, to put

to do some tests.

existing mains sockets. An appealing

data on many narrow carrier waves that

idea, you might think.

are 1.1kHz apart.

because mains wiring is

CURBING FREQUENCIES

This is what the BBC did

At least three companies are

Main.net uses an approach similar

DS2's ODFM based service is said to

[he EC also proposes notching

when Scottish and Southern

to curb any frequencies which

Energy evaluated several PLC

developing the necessary technology

be capable of delivering speeds of up to

are found to cause radio

systems in Crieff, Campbelltown

0S2, M3in.net and Ascom Technical

200Mbps. Powerline service providers

interference. But notching

and Stonehaven in Scotland.

details are hard to tie down because

have thus far ignored the possibility of

reduces the data capacity of

BBC engineers found high levels

the systems are proprietary, still

interference to hi-fi equipment.

the PLC connection, so the PLC

of interference in, and next-door
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Letters
Yellow borders, stratospheric prices and some Kessler- bashing feature
this month. Send in your views on all things hi-fi to: Letters, Hi -Fi News,
Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or send your views to:
hi-finewsfaipcmedia.com - please name your e-mail ' Letters'

COLDPLAY = CRAP SOUND
Ialways enjoy Ken Kessler's

Ican live with that, but now,

with adecent sound will hit the

apassion that even exceeds

column in HiFi News about the

when megabucks and top-notch

stores sometime. These were

*gems' in hi-fi and music and his

my hatred for U2, the Jam, Joy

producers and studios are

the most regrettable 18 euros

Division and anything related to

criticisms about hardware and

The Smiths.

software manufacturers.

You have, however, touched

This time Ihave got one for

on avalid point, which is that a

you. It's about Coldplay's latest

vast number of modern bands

album, X&Y, acomment which I

seem to have no concern for the

sent to their official website no

sound quality of their releases.

reply received yet).

Could this be because they are

Iread all kinds of posts

of the generation weaned on

about DRM and non- playable

lowfi sources via headphones?

discs, but what about sound
quality? Coldplay .sX&Y is one

It will be interesting to see if
HardFi, amongst whose ranks

of the worst- sounding albums

is aformer audio salesman,

in terms of sound quality for

will one day release aCD of

years. Anybody with adecent

audiophile sonic appeal.

hi-fi system will agree: it has

But despair not: there are

the quality of amobile cellphone

some terrific- sounding new

ringtone! The album has no

available, such aband shouldn't

I've spent on aCD. Iwish I'd

titles out there. Start with

dynamics at all and sounds
as flat as arun- over frog lying

do this to its fans. They should

illegally downloaded X& y!

either of the Kings Of Leon

be deeply ashamed!

Robert Leonard, Rotterdam

stuck down for five days on

I
just hope some technician

CDs if you like swampy rock,
Magic Numbers' debut is a

the road. It has absolutely no

with musical ears will dig up the

Ken Kessler replies: ' You've

warmth or musical emotion in

hoot, and I've even had to nod in

mastertapes and reconstruct

asked the wrong person to

it: it is absolutely cold play.

admiration for the sound

the music tif the damage isn't

comment on the sound of the

quality of my son's current

done in that stage already).

new Coldplay album simply

faves: Green Day, Franz

Hopefutly a.remastered edition'

because Iloathe that band with

Ferdinand and The Darkness'.

The previous Coldplay album
sounded abit cold and thin;

CLASSIC COVERS

FRENCH BASHING

Page 65 of February's 2006's

and ' suspect it gave much

Artfart Ken Kessler had to

edition shows Hi Fi News at

pleasure to many.

do his French bashing and

its very best. Why? Because

Mr. Britton Johnson, Ledbury

trashing number again in the

April 1975 issue. The classic

Steve Fairclough replies: The

HiFi News, January 2006. First

yellow border wouldn't look out

retro piece will return shortly. I

of all, berets are more likely

of place today 30 years later

hope you'll continue to enjoy it'.

printed there is the cover of the

Mimetism CD player review,

-asimple, design classic,
eyecatching and wanting to be
picked up.
Also, what happened to the
little ' 20' or ' 30' years ago cover

to be worn in New York City or
Chicago or Santiago - Iwould

hi-fi

mews

record review

say pretentiously - than in Paris.
Always. The beret is apaysan
and blue collar symbol in France.
Second, Verlaine as well as

ABOVE: The Mirnetism
CD player review

comment that used to grace

Beaudelaire and Rimbaud and

the bottom of the welcome

some others are alot more

philosophy, even literature,

interesting and unpretentious

watchmaking - zero! Ken

page each month? It was fun
and reminded us not only of
hi-fis heritage and how far
things have come, but also
how old some of us are! Please
bring it back - it's historical
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r

disease'. Art, music, painting,

poets than most British

Kessler always talks about fine

poets, with the exception of

watches, this and that. Has he

Shakespeare.

heard about Breguet? What is

As Jacques Chirac said
recently appropriately about

he doing living in England for

British food: ' the only thing the

Christ's sake, the most artless
country in the world?

British brought us is mad cow

Grosse Fatigue, Chicago

YOUR VIEWS

APOLOGISE
TO THE
A**HOLES

STELLAR SECONDHAND?
£31,.75"
to he avol
ffuture returns

Ken Kessler says that FM is

Jmp e.

Jut •

to be switched off. Not true

CD Serse,
have lost

-he is getting confused with

5 ).

analogue TV. Ithink he owes

,-.rfe,ertied secondhand p.

the ' a**holes' an apology'

Ise 2 awhole new indtisti ) r; - r-; Day

Richard Morris, by e-mail

Trader:, and arbitrage sti atedv Audio Equipment
He

rids. Qi• is this a,. c.a.
se ol

Ne:

_
Ken Kessler replies: 'I've
been assured by more than

Of);
ît

one tuner manufacturer that

0-

(t.,31bU)

ardas
171

SHOCK
PRICES

eau, zavanaraie

u, ii

301 0‘1/

fClef

tuy

FM's days are numbered, but

stunning&

no-one is prepared to name

TannoyCareterbury 15HE £34000, ( RRP£

16LS val

adate. 2012? 2020? After I'm

Tannoy ST 200 supertweeter £3450, ( RRP £3950)

pre-amps

gone? Whatever happens, I
do hope I'm wrong. In which

Strata III sub-wodfer £ 3250 ( RRP £3550). Nordost Red

th ma

Dawn 2m e. rage speaker cable £3200, banana plugs
ed

attached RRP£3530.Tel: 07764 156157 FAC171
System dSC Verdi La Scala ( upsamplingS
Transport

case: 'Sorry, a**holes!'
adia 3
amplifier

QUERY
SOLVED

turntable

u

In the November 2005
issue Peter Heidenstrom
enquired about Connoisseur
Hugh McAtinden, Bearsden

parts. The contact is: Sound

Steve Fairclough replies: ' The classified section

00120 Helsinki, Finland.

er-ors were caused by acomputer glitch

Tel ( 09)- 441901, E-mail

Center Inc., Yrjitinkatu 8,

that added afigure '.3' in front of most prices.

infasoundcenterfi, or go to

Apologies all round for the accidental inflation'.

vvvvvv.soundcenterfi
Roche Schoeman PhD,

EXCELLENT
ARTICLE

PURE AUDIO
EXCELLENCE?

South Africa

BAD

APPLE?

Surely you can no

to be very consistent

Congratulations on priming

Just bought your rag after

longer use this line on

in actually publishing

the excellent article by Jim

about 10 years thinking

your cover? No longer

results in the format

Lesurf on broadcast sound

it would have got better,

is the magazine

you describe.

(HiFi News, March 2006). It

but no. Read Mr. Kessler's

was auseful combination

article where he slagged

pLrely audio, since

HiFi News used

you insist on printing

to be aserious

of hard measurements and

off Apple without saying

alarge section on AV

publication but row

valid conclusions on ahighly

what's so bad about them

(which Iguess, for

you seem determined

worthwhile subject.

and immediately threw the

many like myself, is a

to take- the title down

Ian Muir, by e-mail

mag in the bin. Unbiased

pointless diversion),

market; how much

nor do you concentrate solely on

lower do you inte.nd to go? The

aLdio excellence since in recent

picture of abikini- clad girl in

months you have wasted space

the ' Objects of Desire heading

reporting would be nice.
R. Soles, by e-mail
Steve Fairclough replies:

iPods and computers.

seems apoor indication. Oh for

'Ken is Ken and that's his

Now you have apage telling

the times of the yellow cover,

opinion so it shouldn't be

readers how your technical tests

serious content and lots cf

judged in the same way as a

work and how results are to be

record reviews.

point of fact'.

presented, but you do not seem

Phil Thorogood, by e-mail

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of Hi Fi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address [ which won't be
seeking advice will be answered, in print on our O&A pages, but we regret that we're unable to alswer

pubtishern.

Letters

questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi curies over the telephone, by post or by e-mail.
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Objects of Desire

Speaker Fit,,

is*

Speakers loom large in this month's look

at some of the most eye-catching hi-fi
equipment from around the world...

OPERA CALLAS SP SPEAKERS
£1695 ( apair)

BLACK iDECK SPEAKER SYSTEM •
£199

MUSICAL FIDELITY A5 FM/DAB
TUNER • £ 1499

Stylish two-way floorstanders from Opera

Sticking to the idiom • black is the new black'

that are slimline in design and are said

this new speaker system for the iPod has

Fidelity approach to DAB is to take the A5

to produce: ' abig, detailed sound with

been developed by loudspeaker specialist

CD player's electronics and put atuner in

excellent quality bass from humble cabinet

Monitor Audio and is available online at a

front instead of aCD transport. This is said

dimensions'. The Callas SPs also feature a

£50 discount against its normal £ 249 price

to give an: ' extraordinary sound quality

rear- firing tweeter and are said to carry on

tag. The speakers can be detached from the

unlike any other on the market'.

the traditions of the earlier SuperPavarotti

unit and are operable via your iPod or the

www.musicalfidelity.com

Not due out until May this year the Musical

model from Opera.

remote control provided.

WE THINK: If anyone can solve the DAB

www.ukd.co.uk

www.apple.corniuk

conundrum it could be Musical Fidelity's

WE THINK: Elegant and affordable

WE THINK: One of the very best )- friendly'

lateral thinking

Italian- made units

speaker systems
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CHIC AUDIO PIECES

T+A 010 CD/SACD PLAYER £4599.99
It'll be highly interesting to see how the
latest slew of stylish toploaders from the

B&W CM1 MINI SPEAKERS •
£499 ( apair)

MARTINLOGAN VANTAGE
SPEAKERS - £ 3998 ( apair)

One of the inain itanclout products of CES

A more compact version cf the ML Summit

2006 was the beautiful miniature CM1

recent CES. 2006 show compare with ttis
German- made beauty in performance

speakers from the B&W stable. The tweeter

speakers, these mid- size MartinLogan
electrostatics are out naw. Retaining

:s derived from that on the company's

the high resolution XStat, AirFrame, and

terms. TI-A claims that this CD/SACD player

amous Nautilus design while the crossover
's arevision of that seen on the B&W 800

PoweredForce technologies of the
E8000- plus Summits the Vantages also

series. Available in achoice of rosenut,
maple or wenge !( he finish shown here] the

boast amore compact price.
www.absolutesounds.com

CM1s can also came with amatching stand
www.bwspeakers.com

WE THINK: Classic ML design at an

has sound quality that can match the very
best vinyl- playing turntables in the world.
Well, if it saunds as good as it looks...
www.taetektroakustik.de
WE THINK: Two- channel bliss from a
stunning looker

affordable price

WE THINK: Superb style in acompact
design from this standmount
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20 years

musical pleasure for the listener

20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

20 years

of love and care for our customers

20 years

of guaranteed quality ( Life- Long Warranty)

20 years

of ground- breaking technological innovation

R.T. Services 32 Ráwthey Avanue, Didcot , Oxfordshire, OM 17XN
www.rtsaudio.co.uk

www.silteçhcables.com •

Hi-FiHistory

THE 19605

Ni.pi

Wei]
LEFT: Cover of June 1961

Hi-fi explodes

Hi -Fi News showing
the lighting of Egyptian
monuments - ayear long task
undertaken by Philips
that simply happened to reach

Hi-fi nut Ken Kessler continues his series
on its history with alook at why the 1960s

critical mass in the 1960s,
while the decade's new arrivals,
such as the compact cassette,

heralded ahi-fi explosion...

were derived from established
technologies. Rather, audio was

fthe 1950s marked the birth
of true, specialty audio, then

I

music centres - ensured that

Kelwood, Advent, AR1 to

still new enough and, with the

every kid away at college had an

sublime mid/high-priceo gear

dearer items like Revox open-

the 1960s defined the genre

entry-level system.

(Radford, Quad, Leak, Tannoy)
to the earliest examples

reel decks and Tannoy's larger

flowering. For those who need a

magazines, audio extremism

of extreme audio. Yes, the

for magazines like Playboy

vivid context, the 1960s were to

was adecade away, the music

gestation period for excess;ve

to feature them prominently

two- channel hi-fi as the current

charts were pregnant with

equ'pment occurred as çar back

in ' bachelor pads'. And the
awareness was high enough to
allow comedians such as Lenny

and witnessed hi-fi's greatest

The racks were filled with

genius, record shops were

as tile last years of the 1960s,

and the iPod. Yes, it was that

staffed by people who knew

feverish and exhilarating.

what they were selling - it isn't

with super- amps' appearing
from thc≥ likef of SAE and

decade is to downloading, MP3

speakers, still exclusive enough

Bruce and satirical magazines

The potent combination

'The 1960s were
to two- channel
hi-fi as the
current decade is
to downloading,
MP3 and the iPod.
Yes, it was that
exhilarating'

of the viable transistor,
the ascendancy
of stereo over
mono, the
arrival of the
Japanese
giants and
amusical
epoch
spearheaded
by the Beatles,
yanked hi-fi from the
sole province of the wealthy

like Mad to spoof the genre.

ABOVE: BBC engineers

ABOVE LEFT: Later version

Above all, the music drove

classical or jazz lover to

of McIntosh's classic MC275

shown in 1967 in the Beeb's

something far more egalitarian.

amplifier, launched in 1962

Transcription Recordigg Unit 's

the hardware sales, and the

demo and listening room. Look

hardware exploited the music.

While that may seem astrange
thing to say to British readers,

mere nostalgia that paints the

and you'll spot gear from Quad,

By 1967-8, when rock music

given that the UK took until

1960s as the decade that yielded

Decca, Garrard and Revox

had grown complex enough to

the late 1970s/early 1980s to

the most musical pleasure.

shake off the austerity of WWII
completely, it applies to the

warrant closer listening, the

Enough time has passed to

Crown, along with power amps

Flower Power generation turned

prove that the Beatles. Dylan,
the Motown canon, the Beach

from the established brands like

the act of listening to music into

Marantz and McIntosh arriving

anear- religious experience.

Boys, the Rolling Stones, Stax/

with wattage in the huldreds

BURGEONING HI-FI

Atlantic and thousands of others

rather than the tens.

In the USA the 1960s saw the

contributed to an era where

burgeoning of hi-fi emporia

music actually mattered.

world's No. 1market - the USA.

that had nothing to do with

Out of this generation came
the designers and engineers
and entrepreneurs who would

Even with the hardware there

COMPACT CASSETTE

give the next decade its identity.

It wasn't so much n
movation as

Just as the ' 60s saw decent

the mom-and-pop appliance

was something for everyone,

attitude that made it all come

hi-fi replace radiograms

stores that previously sold audio

from DIY kits 1Dynaco, Heath,

together. FM radio, the stereo

so the 1970s would see the

equipment, while manufacturers

Connoisseur and others) and

LD, the transistor - these were

formalisation of what we now

-especially KLH with its clever

affordable basics 1Sansui,

products

call... the High End. 13

eearlier

decades

1960s HI-FI HIGHLIGHTS
•1960 - Dynaco launches PAS2 pre -

history, is launched, its price is $ 58.

ir

'worldwide; 113 Marantz 10E is released,

amplifiers are used in professional

one of the grefiest FM tkiners of all time.

amp, amilestone in affordable audio.

•1962 - Edgar Villchur publishes the

•1961 - KEF is founded; the Leak

seminal work, Reproduction of Sound';

•1965 - Decry Type Anoise reduction

audio equipment, notably as summing
devices for multi- channel consoles;

Sandwich speaker is introduced;

McIntosh releases its greatest amplifier,

system is introduced.

Ouad introduces the legendary 33/303

America's FCC settles on an FM stereo

the MC275.

•1966 - B&W aectron•cs, now Bowers

pre/power amp combination

broadcast format; the AR XA turntable,

•1963 - Philips introduces the Compact

&Wilkins, is established

•1969 - Dr . Thomas Stockham begins to

the most important record deck in

Cassette tape format and offers licenses

•1967 - the irst operational

experiment with digital tape recording.
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Award winning technology

Made in Switzerland and Germany

Oehlbach have won awards from every
Audio

Oenlbach cables and connectors are

rna,or Hi -Fi magazine in Europe,
nc uding twelve

Golden Ear'

awaros from 'Audio' magazine.
Three Levels of Performance
• At Oehlbach, the end result, not
the te
3 71;g0
yr
,i
5
s the brn
ieec
aasb
ies:

made in Switzerland and German

SENSE
THE
DIFFERENCE
WITH
OEHLBACH

approach a quality and
consistency of construction that
leaves all our competitors behind'
offering inherent quality beyond
that of simply using expensive

? Never less.
1

for superior
4441,etot

4* offers premium cables,
5* is audiophile territory.
3iggest Range in Europe
Established for 30 years and No.1
in Germany - Oehlbach have a cable
to meet all reeds and price levels.

metals
They

or arcane rites of passage!

wore°

Lifetime warranty equals
- Germany's finest
range of cable
connections for
the home
cinema,

great sound and vision for life
Every Oehlbach cable is

sold with a

lifetime warranty on performance.
So you're guaranteed gre
sound and vision for lif

For more de:ails and a
colour brochure call

0208 424 8844
or e-mail

irfo@acoustat.co.uk

CleeHLESACH
www.oehlbach.de
GET CONNEUED
I Choose the right connections for
11

your home cinema, hi-fi or
computer with the help of the

;
0

Oehlbach Cable Ccrnfigurator at
II»

www.cableconfiguratoccom

Listen tin

IN MY OPINION

Greater than the
sum of the parts?
Assembling top-drawer hi-fi can seem like an impossibly
complex business. Isn't it possible to buy the very best
straight from the shelf? Ken Kessler has athink...

A

now in some areas its come

mong the problems
unique to hi-fi- that

full circle and some amplifier

is, conditions not

manufacturers have become

experienced in other luxurygoods markets - is the need to
assemble asystem's component
parts. By extension, this means
mixing brands. You do not, for
example, have to worry about
what shock absorbers to fit to
the Maserati you're about to buy.
For the most part, like cars

Absolute Studio

speaker manufacturers. They've
jumped into the arena to get
the ' package deal' type thing,
which kind of negates the whole
reason why high- end started:
to find aniche and do your very
best in that niche. You can do
anything you want, but you can't

or pens, they're purchased as

do everything.'
So when Absolute Sounds

complete, functioning entities.

announced its new Studio

With high- end audio, you're
expected to put together a
system aided only by retailers
and reviewers, neither of whom
you have any reason to trust.
If you want acost- no- object,
hey- Ma- top- o'- the-world! killer

concept, Iwas sceptical. Here

this assemblage that it works

system, there isn't one brand
that can do it all.

was the doyen of high- end
distributors cherry- picking

superbly. What we are doing with
Studio is taking away completely
the risk of choosing asystem.

BOUTIQUE BRANDS
Here's asalient section from

individual models from new
'boutique' brands. Ican just

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Wegg3 Stelar 1
speaker, the Absolute Studio concept from
Absolute Sounds, darTZeel NHB 1086
Power Amp and the Mimetism CD 20.1 player

imagine the conversation, as

PAIN- FREE CHOICE

complementary makes. Bullshit.

areview with Wilson Audio

they tell amanufacturer with,

Visitors to the Studio room at

published in March 2001. They

say, six speaker models, that

They took what they could get,
unless they did their picking and

said it perfectly:
'It's interesting how the whole
high- end audio concept spun off

they only want one of them.
'Non, non, non,' protested

our show at Heathrow heard
the mix of Mimetism CD player,
darTZeel electronics and WEGG

Ricardo Franassovici,
'With Studio, we hand- selected

speakers. You would be hard-

because of the consoles. It was
realised that this person does

aspecific system from three

this better than this one, so why

brands. We're not saying that we
won't supply their other models,

see it doing the opposite of what
the current situation of unlimited

don't you mix and match and
get the best of everything? Only

but we can assure anyone buying

.CHE SINGLL-BRAND SOLUTION
Among the specialty audio brands
-above budget level - able to supply

-wholly by accident, I
swear - here are
some producers of one- make systems

complete systems, from source

choosing some 20 years ago,
when the very best brands were
up for grabs.
Moreover, there's absolutely

pressed to fault the sound. Ican

no reason to believe that the

choice does to the audiophile

brands in agiven ' stable' will
all work well together. That's

with even ashred of doubt, which
is to scare them away. And if

why most distributors have
two or three electronics lines,

audiophiles freak out when they

afew loudspeakers, etc. What
Absolute Sounds has done with

have to choose between two
El COO- per- metre interconnects,

Studio is acknowledged that

how do you think awell-heeled

mismatches occur even between

for those of you who simply don't want

civi,ian reacts? They leave the

two stellar brands.

components to amplification to
loudspeakers, are makes from

to worry about mismatches.
Close to home are Nairn, Goad, Linn

store, buying nothing. Instead,
they purchase skis, plasma

Absolute Sounds should be
lauded for taking the pain out

Germany, the UK, Denmark, Italy and

and Roksan, while Continental makers

screens, cases of wine. Anything

of assembling ahigh- end

the USA, with set-ups from the
near- affordable to the extreme. At the

include T+A, Burmester, Gryphon,
S.A.P. and Pathos. Meanwhile, Krell and

but audio equipment.
All high- end distributors

system. The questions are: Why

risk of angering those I've omitted

McIntosh represent the USA.

have aplethora of brands,
ano will argue that they chose

did it take someone so bloody
long? And will it make hi-fi
reviewers redundant?
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Let others speak for us:
"Hi-fi nirvana is the only way to describe the new range of products by mbl, which made its debut with sleek components.These
appealing products from Germany managed to cause quite astir
not only in the way they looked but more in the way they sounded. People were mesmerised, eyes glued to the strange looking
contraptions as music flowed seamlessly without atrace of harshness.The 101E speaker was an achievement in itself, with an actual
revolving tweeter for uniform dispersion. Encore!"
(AUDIOPHILE)
bABL 1511 DA Converter

"... it is very difficult to put in words how truly magnificent the
6010 D is!! ... Ican end the search for the best components now,
and focus on what is most important.The Music! ..."
(Eric H., Glendale, USA)

_s

eAte

911111L______
--------------

ir

Flight to infinity

Proudly distributed by

SOUND VENTURE
MBL Distributor for the UK and Ireland
T: + 44- (0)1932 - B6 45 48
www.soundventure.co.uk
email: sales@soundyenture.co.uk
Demonstrations available by appointment
Retailers welcome!

Showileport

CES 2006

All1110

HIGHLIGHTS

2OO6internationaI

DEFINING TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCED BY

CrA
-

In the second part of
his CES show report
Ken Kessler reveals
more of the newest
audio equipment and
software launches
from Vegas

W

hat ayear for new
software! Despite
the crisis created by

downloading, and the downturn
in CD sales, there were plenty
of new titles to covet. Monster
Cable launched its own label,
Monster Music, arange of music
and video ' superdiscs .filled

1,ARTEMIS

SP- 1POWER AMP

s
[milles KI-270W valve integrated amplifier — 2x7OW from

with myriad playback mode-,
including surround sound,

Artemis unveiled the rather nifty SP- 1power amplifier, atwochassis design delivering 14W/ch.

four 6550s.

DTS 96/24, Dolby headphone
compatibility and even MC

www.artemistabs.com

www.hifihomeaudio.com

music files for iPod owners.

4•

LEONAMIX) CD-A9.3

tir T
HORENS

PRE-AMP

Beautifully packaged and

AAA Audio's Leonardo CD- A9.3 vied with the Pathos and Shafting

Utterly gorgeous — the pre- amp to feature in Thorens new

bursting with options, they're

models for coolest CD spinner at the show. It offers 24/192 dual-

line of electronics, which : ncludes aphono amp and a

simply irresistible - like collector

DACs and balanced operation.

200W monoblock.

edition DVDs.
As ever, vinyl was strong,
with some amazing releases

www.aaa-audio.com

www.thorens.com

from Cisco and Warner, while
the biggest announcement came
from Classic Records: they plan
to release nine Billie Holiday
mono Clef LPs, 26 Everest 35mm
film recordings on both 200g
LP and DualDisc, the Blue Note
1500 and 4000 series monos on
200g vinyl, and LPs from John
Lee Hooker, Jimi Hendrix and
Diana Kral'.
The stack Ibrought back,
however, was dominated by
SACO. DVD-A? Ithink we can
finally say goodbye to that
benighted format....
•www.hifinews.co.uk 25

Shodeport
tlic•twouo.tA4y.ii,-14,101
Final production version of Nightingale's

•
Sneak preview! No model number yet, but this is the first amp to appear in PrimaLuna's

Iwo- chassis Gala valve amp.

next range, the DiaLogue - astep up from ProLogue. Love that cage!

www.nightingale.it

www.primaluna.nl

4. AMTIOEIT PC1

I:

Continuum's Caliburn turntable, regarded by Mike Fremer as the world's best, is

This shot was grabbed after CES, at the airport Burger King! On the left. the rew moving- coil

now availabte in amore camera- friendly satin finish.

from Air-Tight, the PC- 1, white on the right is the utterly alluring Koetsu African Bloodstone.

www.continuumaudiolabs.com

www.axiss-usa.com

C7 XIMA;t){
,:
, - •-:
:,•
id

),
•
C1 . tel.

4. LA AUDIO

Inside Audio Research's new PH7 phono stage, all- tube and the display

LA Audio's A-6550 integraten amplifier uses eight 6550s to

shows the chosen impedance as well as valve life.

produce 2x150W; US price is under $ 4000.

www.arcdb.ws

www.iaaudio.co.uk
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RECORD RELEASES AT CES

r6 CREEK DESTINY RZ•IP 1
Mike Creek w,th the new Destiny integrated amp and CD player.
www.creekaudio.co.uk

CHESKY RECORDS
Billy Burnette: Memphis In Manhattan
(_10299 CD)
Larry Coryell, Victor Bailey, Lenny
White: Electric (J0308 CD)
Marta Gomez: Entre Cada Palabra
(JD801 CO)
Valerie Joyce: New York Blue ( JD316
CD)
Livingston Taylor: There You Are Again
(Coconut Bay JD307 CD)

Vince Guaraldi Trio: ACharlie Brown
Christmas ( MMU VG SS)

CISCO RECORDS

3Doors Down: Away From The Sun

The Guess Who: American Woman

-Live From Houston (3ORD OVO SS, High

(LSP-4266 180g LP)

definition video)
Various Artists - 40 Years: ACharlie

CLASSIC RECORDS

Brown Christmas ( MMU 44152, 2discs)

The Who: Sell Out ( Track.612.002 mono
2llOg LP)
The Who: Sell Out ( Track 612.003 stereo
Aproud Tim De Paravicini with afull EAR-Yoshato
front-end: turntatne and CD player.
www.ear-yoshino.com

MP& CC

200g LP)

MA RECORDINGS
Various: MA on SA ( 3hours of music on
single disc SACD/PCM sampler!)

MOBILE FIDELITY
Dave Alvin: Blackjack David IMFSL2752GAIN 2TM Ultra Analog 180g 2LP)

STRAIGHTAHEAD

The Byrds: Mr. Tambourine Man

John Heard & Co: The Jazz Composer's

(MAO 2014 Ultradisc UHR'm Stereo

Songbook ( Straightahead 103 Dual-

SACO
Alison Krauss: Live ( MFSL281-3 GAIN

Disc)
Zane Musa: Introducing Zane Musa

2'm Ultra Analog 180g 3LP)
John Lennon: Live Peace Live In

(Straightahead 102 Dual- Disc)

Toronto ( UDCD 763 Ultradisc II'm 24 KT

TELARC/HEADS UP

Gold CD)

Michael Camilo: Rhapsody In Blue

Los Lobos: Good Morning Aztlan

(Telarc SACO 63611 multichannel SACD)
Ladysmith Black Mambazo: Long

IMFSL279 Gain 2'm Ultra Analog 180g LP)

Sittectis Edwin van der Kley with what appears to be the company's Sales Rep Kit out is in

GAIN 2'm Ultra Analog 180g LP)
Madeline Peyroux: Careless Love

Walk To Freedom ( Heads Up HUSA9109
Multi- channel SACO)
Martin Pearlman and Boston

fact the new Classic Mk 2series of cables from Siltech.

(MFSL284 GAIN 2'm Ultra Analog 180g

Baroque: Vivaldi - Gloria/Bach

www.siltechcables.com

LP)

-Magnificat ( Telarc SACO 60651

Aimee Mann: Bachelor No.2 ( MFSL282

multichannel SACO)

MONSTER MUSIC

Sound & Vision: SACO Sampler (SACO -

Ray Charles: Genius Loves Company
(MMU 44162, 2discs)

63012 multichannel SACO)
Spyrogyra: Wrapped In ADream

Peter Cincotti: Live In New York IPCIN

(Heads Up HUSA9107 multichannel

DVD SS, High definition video)

SACO)
The Absolute Sound: SACO Sampler
(SACO 60011 multichannel SACD)

WARNER
Cream: Royal Albert Hall - London May
2-3-5-6 2005 ( Reprise 49416-1 3LPs1
Jack's Mannequin: Everything In
Transit ( Maverick 49320-1 2LPs)
The Sun: Blame It On The Youth
(Warner 48974-1 2LPs1
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TacT

IMAGINE ...

AUDIO

atechnology that recalibrates your entire system for every
0.1 dB level change. Imagine that in its calibrations, this technology performs Tact's unique full- spectrum room correcM2150
2005 - Stereotimes

tion as well as system crossovers. Imagine that for every
0.1 dB of change, your sound system is customized to

Most Wanted Component

match your unique hearing characteristics. Now imagine

RCS 2.2X

that all this happens on the fly, with absolutely no interfer-

2003, 2004, 2005
Most Wanted Component
Stereo Times

ence to listening. Now you are beginning to realize the
power of Dynamic Room Correction.

M/S 2150 XDM
New two- channel intelligent
amplification solution.
Featuring Tact's unique full
spectrum dynamic room
correction technology, aself
contained cross-over package,
and Tact's award winning pure
digital amplification technoloc
the M/S2150 is the ultimate
solution for any two channel
system.

DYNAMIC ROOM CORRECTION

Visit our website to learn more about how DRC
technology incorporates the Fletcher- Munson
Equal Loudness Curves into defining your unique
dynamic listening target curves.

as levels change, the tonal balance of your
system does too. so does your unique perception of it.
does your system know that?

www.tactlab.com

www.roomcorrection.com

III -FI NEWS COMPETITION

WIN CHORD'S ONE CO PLAYER!

Strike it lue
with this Chord

musical performance, accessible via proper
XLR balanced analogue outputs.
The subtle satin' finish retails at £ 3115,
the more ostentatious brilliant' ( see Hi Fi
News, July 2005 cover) sells at £ 3690, as
does the stealthy jet' scheme.
To be in with achance of winning this

One lucky reader will receive the superb £ 3600 plus

visually stylish and aurally impressive CD
player, just tick the correct answers below

Chord ONE CD player in the finish of their choice in

and send your entry form in.

our superb free- to- enter competition...

•For more details on Chord products call
01622 721444 or go to

T

top- loading arrangement as Chord's

outstanding competition bonus - the Chord

buffered, true balanced analogue output

Electronics ONE CD player. Depending on

stage attempts to extract the best possible

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

his month, the Hi -FI News prize
department has been working
overtime to bring you one

24- bit 192kHz two- channel DAC. A fully-

£4250 Btu CD transport, with an AKM 4384

your choice of finish - ' satin', brilliant or
jet' - you could be taking delivery of just
under £ 3700- worth of hi-fi excellence.
In our July 2005 issue Ken Kessler
lauded the Chord Choral range's
ONE as acompact, stylish and highperforming addition to your system,

AU 464e>

claiming that the player is to highend audio what the Porsche Boxster

(4)

is to exotic and temperamental
automobiles: 99 percent of the fun
and none of the pain.'
The ONE employs the same Philips
CD-Pro2M CD mechanism and isolated

CHORD ONE COMPETITION - ENTRY FORM
Complete this entry form ( please answer all the questions) and then send it in to: Chord ONE CD player Competition,
Hi -Fi News, PO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA Entries must arrive no later than Friday, 7April 2006!

I Please

answer the following three questions:

1. Which laser mechanism does the ONE employ?
J Philips CD-Pro2M
.J Philips VAM1202
D Philips 21208/G
1
3 None
2. Which kind of analogue outputs does the ONE use?
J 2xKDX balanced
J BNC Coaxial S/PDIF
J 2xXLR balanced
J All of the above
Please specify your preferred finish:

3. The ONE shares aloading mechanism with which
other Chord product?
• CPM 2600
• DSP 8000
ID CPA 4000E
• Blu CD transport
Name
Address

Postcode
Daytime Tel
e-mail

Competition rules
at he time of going to press. IPC Media cannot be
held responsible for any errors or disaepancies.
61 The winner will )eselected shortly alter the
closing date and will be contacted by post. 51 The
E
dais deason will be final and binding and no
correspondence w41 be entered into. The winner's
nime will be publ shed mthe June 2006 issue of

Hi Fi News. 61 The winner should be prepared to cooperate with publicity arising as aresult of winning
the prim. 71 Entry to this competition mule
acceptance of the rules All entry forms submitted
become the property of IPC Media
Hi-fi Nays magazine, published by IPC Media.
win collect personal information to process your

entry Would you like to recewe ensarto from Hr- F
News maçonne and IPC containing news, special
offers, and product and service information and lake
part in our magazine research wa e-mail. If yes.
please tick here LI
Hr-1 News magazine and IPC would like to
contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask

your opinion on our magazines and services tick
here II you prefer not to hear from us CI
IPC may occasionally pass your details to
carefully selected organisations so they can contact
you by telephone or post with regards to promoting
and researching their products and services lick
here if you prefer not to be contacted U

I.
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ro-Ject has always

purpose. An alternative to the

majored on making great

transformer wall- plug can be

than three Sorbothane-lined

turntables at arealistic

found in the shape of the Speed

aluminium coned feet, so

cost, thanks to the expertise of

Box SE, an outboard quartz-

positioning of the deck must

its prime movers, and alarge-

locked power regenerator,

be carefully planned as Ifound

scale production plant in the

which as well as giving amore

later. The big platter sits atop
an inverted bearing, with the

•

chassis and platter, other

middle of the Czech Republic

predictable AC cycle ( essential

that was already geared toward

for continued speed stability)

spindle fixed to the main plintr,

economies of scale rather than

will also allow speed change

and the weight of the platter

limited run manufacture.

at the touch of abuttoR, and

is actually supported on a

fine-tuning of pitch is available

small white ceramic point on

if required.

top of this spindle. No spare

Almost everyone knows
about the Pro-Ject Debut
success story - how acheap

It's worth taking special

lubrication was supplied with

but very cheerful manual

attention whenever fitting

turntable became responsible

or moving the belt, as I

there was enough grease on

for the continued enjoyment of

found it easy to twist the

the bearing to keep things

records as amusic format in
the digital music age. At atime

thin square- section belt by

moving. That platter may be

90 degrees between platter

quite massy, but Pro-Ject has

when people not focused on hi-fi

and pulley, making the belt

engineered away to reduce the

assumed that the LP record and

noisier as between surfaces.

force on the bearing, namely a

turntables to play on them had

To get the motor sited in the

pair of round ferrite magnets

passed into the history books,

recommended position in

sited on the top of the plintn and

the review model although

the opportunity to explore

relation to the deck, asmall

on the underside of the platter.

forgotten piles of records at a
realistic price was seized upon,

shaped plastic guide is included

Using the principle of magnetic

in the box, with matching

and the E120 marvel sold by the

cutouts that align against the

repulsi
keep t on, these serve to help
hetwo main components

lorry- load. Now, with the brand

platter outside and the pulley, to

of the c
ieck apart. The magnets

thoroughly established and with

ensure belt tension is correct.

more stylish models appearing

Unlike classic decks from

are not strong enough to
actuall yfloat the platter entirely,

all the time, Pro-Ject has

Linn, Michell, and Oracle,

out the yare supposed to reduce

assembled its best deck yet, at a

there's no isolation or

riction
f
and wear on the bearing,

price that puts it in the arena of

suspension afforded the heavy

and thereby reduce the chance

serious but affordable high- end.

ro

PIECE BY PIECE
Like the RPM 9upon which its
closely modelled, the RPM 10 is
asolid- plinth belt- drive design,
with aseparate outboard motor
pod to spin aweighty acrylic
platter. A thin square- section
rubber belt drives this platter
around its circumference, and to
change speed between 33rprn
and 45rpm you must move th.7i
belt to alower position on the
pulley. Like the platter, the
small two-tier motor pulley is
also cut from acrylic, often a
good material choice for the

0

Pro-ject RPM 10
£1500 with arm

•

www.project-audio.net

•

01235 511166

•

Simple, classy deck

e

Needs careful siting

30 www.hifinews.co.uk

Pro-Ject introduces its most ambitious record player
yet, complete with 10in carbon- fibre arm and a magnetic
repulsion bearing. Andrew Harrison takes it for aspin in
this world exclusive review
A.Wo

PRO-JECT RPM 10 • £1500

EFT: Simple, classy looks
belie novel engineering,
including all- carbon- fibre armtube
and magnetic bearing
BELOW: optional Speed Box SE power supply
makes speed change easy

of bearing- borne no ,se, in the
form of rumble, getting up to
the record.
Another notable dev'ation
from the original RPM 9des'gn

is the addition of extra mass to

rectangular oaseboard upon

subscribing to the heavy- is-

the plinth - metal particles till a
chamber cut into the underside.

which the Wire decK can stand,

good school of thought.

And adding to the whole weighty

fillings to increase its mass. For

TONEARN

RPM 10 construct is alarge

better or for worse, the RPM

Pro-Ject bucked the near

and this too is filled with metal

10 is avery neavy construct,

inaustry-wide trend to fit aRega
tonearm, and who can blame
it when there's engineering
experience and technology
in-house to make gcod
cost-effective tonearms? The
company's first serious arm was
the Pro-Ject 9, resembling a
heavyweight Linn ittok or Ecos,
and well- suited to carrying
moving- coil cartridges. This
was followed by the Pro- Jed
9c carbon- fibre tonearm, first
fit:ed to the RPM 9turntable
[Feb 021, which took asimilar
form but with atapered carbon- .1.
fibre arm tube. The latest 10
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improved noticeably since the

REVIEW SYSTEM

first, slightly agricultural feeling,
all- metal models. A smooth

TLCHNOLOGY AND
HISTORY

• Ortofon Kontrapunkt A

high- quality black finish covers

Inside the outboard motor pod is a

• van den Hul Frog Gold Row output)

all metal parts, with no trace of

10- pole AC synchronous motor, spinning

• GSP Audio Era Gold Vand Elevator

Elektro Technicke Apparaty ( ETA)

machining marks. Pro-Ject's

at 30Orpm. This can be run directly from

after privatisation, later changing to

latest arms all sport integral

the mains 50Hz cycle via an intergral

Specielni Elektrotechnicka Vyroba ( SEV)

headshells although it's worth

phase- splitting capacitor, or from the

in 1999. The Pro-Ject brand is based

noting that the variant used on

Speed Box SE unit that regenerates anew

around the collaborative efforts of an

• Pass Labs X250.5 power amp

the 10 is more carefully sculpted

50Hz cycle E67.5Hz for 45rpml.

• Chord SPM 1200C power amp

into the tube than the crimped-

The motor, like almost all

• B&W 802D loudspeakers

style headshell of the RPM 9.1.

components of Pro-Ject turntables,

Lichtenegger in Austria, Czech factory

The RPM 10's arm bearings

is made in-house at the SEV factory

manager Jiri Krotel, and with input from

EXP phono stages
• Music First Audio Passive Magnetic
pre- amplifier

• Nordost Valhalla cables

ALSO CONSIDER

group of factories, which became

international group of businessmen
and engineers, including founder Heinz

use hardened stainless steel

in Litovel, Czech Republic. Until 1990,

overseas distributors, not least Laurence

spikes into ballraces, rated as

this was part of the state-owned Tesla

Armstrong of Henley Designs in the UK.

ABEC7 standard. Arm height is
adjusted Linn- style by loosening

•Pro-Ject RPM 9x - £ 1100

two 3mm hex- headed screws

nevertheless Iwas ready to

•Michell Gyro or Orbe - £ 1239/£2413

more etched and outlined

at the back of acollar, and

believe that the arm and deck

•Clearaudio Emotion - £ 585

sound. There was now areal

sliding the arm up or down

combination was capable of

•Rega P7 - £ 1300

before tightening. Azimuth is

supporting ahigh-performance

•Avid Diva - £ 1100

sense of the edges of the
artificial recording acoustic,

adjusted after finding asmall

moving- coil cartridge. This

and incredible solidity to

screw in the bearing housing,

combination was tried without

the whole sound. The only

which allows the arm tube to

the supplementary base

sacrifice was some lest

tonearm adopts a 1Oin effective
length instead of nine ! hence

be gently twisted on its longest
axis. And tracking force is set

the turntable's moniker), and

by screwing the compliantly-

'In the best tradition of classic
arms, the Pro-Ject 10 arm is highly
adjustable for correct geometry'

also has an integral headshell

mounted counterweight in or out

molded from the same cut
of carbon- fibre material as

on its stub. The lift/lower system
worked well with only alittle

the main tube, to reduce the

drift after aiming and dropping.

platform, instead with the deck

chance of discontinuities in the

Bias compensation is set by the

sited directly on athree- leg

cemented join from impacting

through the midband, as bass

tried- and- tested weight and

Sound Organisation turntable

on the arm's resonance, and

thread system.

drive seemed to have obscured

table which has proved itself

some midrange delicacy. In a

hence sound quality.

transparency, particularly

good for Linns and Michells

bid to get the leaner sound I
prefer, Itried an open four- leg

In the best tradition of classic
arms, the Pro-Ject 10 arm is

SOUND QUALITY

in the past. The result was a

Almost as solid as the turntable

very civilised rendition of Yes'

highly adjustable for correct

is the sound of the RPM 10.

lightweight turntable stand,

'Close To The Edge', even if

geometry when fitted on the

one designed for especially the

It was initially set-up with a
cartridge costing as much as

there was not quite the crisp

LP1 2, and while this showed

leading edge detail, and slam

more air, tracks like ' Inertia

and dynamics I'd hoped for.

confidence in its engineering.

the deck: at £ 1500the Van
den Hut Frog Gold is not the

Creeps' showed aconfused,

Adding the baseboard changed

Quality of finish has certainly

unrooted bass performance.

obvious choice of pick-up but

this somewhat, creating a

The final set-up which seemed

complete deck, yet strong and
'of- a- piece' enough to inspire

least upset by air- and floorBELOW: Rear view shows the phono socket outputs that take any choice of interconnect,
and the two-piece motor assembly ( bottom is for ballast and setting correct height)
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borne energy was the three- leg
stand with metal- filled ProJect platform, separated by

PRO-JECT RPM 10 . £1500

WE LISTENED TO
Zakir Hussain - Making Music
ECM 831 544
RIGHT: RPM 10

Massive Attack - Mezzanine
Virgin WBRLP4

comes with aheavy base
platform, filled with steel fillings

Prokofiev - Romeo and Juliet
Supraphon 50104

three additional Sorbothane
hemispheres from AJdioQuest
Icame to suspect that the

height at its optimum.

motor unit worked best with

In other words, more ban

the supplied baseplate, even if

alittle recommended if you

it could result in asound that

want to get it just rige
Moving down to ar Ortofon

erred toward the bass- forward

Yes- Close To The Edge
Atlantic K50012
picked
out, with
the impact and

Awall- mounted table would

Kontrapunkt A cartridge,
something more in fitt ng with

probably work much Defter in

the deck's price point, the same

instrument to the fore from this

this situation.
Performance can also be

overall character was evident if

big- sounding turntable. Pitch

on the tables Ihad available.

pressure wave of the

Beethoven - Piano Concerto
No 5Oecca SXL 6655
Air - Moon Safari
Virgin V2848

not as refined in its presentation

stability was never in question,

suspension to go out of tune, it's

lifted by adding the Speed Box

as it was from the sweet VdH

with many piano pieces and

much more of afit- and- forget

SE at £ 300. This had asimilar

pick-up. Playing tabla from

concertos played without any

solutior to getting great sound

effect in raising the tightness of

Zakir Hussain, there was the

hint of pitch modulation, as may

'rom vinyl in asystem. And

the sound and did give cleaner

diving pitch of the note as the

perhaps be expected through

like Linn ard Rega decks, for

timbre textures in the bass,

skin was slackened, and clearly

using aheavy platter with plenty

instance, its quite possible to

comparable to getting the arm

heard arpeggio rises could be

of inertia to overcome short-

change records with the platter

term drift like wow or flutter

spinning if you're careful how

BELOW: The superbly- finished Pro-Ject 10 tonearm, to be made available later as
separate unit, uses aLinn- sized mounting collar

If you're looking for asimple

you lift the vinyl, making it avery

to use deck that requires little

user-friencKy deck for hours of

fine-tuning once you've found

endless record playing without

its best location, the RPM 10

even the hassle of stopping and

is the deck to hear. With no

starting the platter. la

THE REPORT
HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Adream to use for playing record after record, the RPM 10 oPers sleek modern looks
in ano-nonsense package. Sound is solid and impactful although some cafe may be
needed in siting this massy suspension- less design, or it may be mildly susceptible to
coloration by in- room vibrations from full- range speakers. In all other respects, atidy
deck capable of bringing very musical results, with rock solid pitch, thunderous bass
and sweet controlled treble. Impeccable finish completes an attractive package.
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True beauty,
revealed
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LEEMA ACOUSTICS

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
UNIT 6&7
LIANBRYNMAIR W ORKSHOPS
LIANBRYNMAIR, POVVYS
W ALES SY 19 7AA
TEL/FAX: + 44 (0)1650 521882
INFO@LEEMA-ACOUSTICS COM
WWW.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.com

DENCN D-M35DAB MINI SYSTEM • £300
DETAILS

the UK to match the Denon

(e
e

£300

•

www.denon.co.uk

iDenon D4435DA13
mini system

e

electronics and then built by
Denon'. In China, of course.
For openers, they look

Q1
-4 01753 680E86
•

extensively benchmarked in

Rich speakers, fine
CD.player
The curse of DAB

W

costly, their hefty MDF cabinets
featuring radiused corners
'for rigidity'; the cabinet was
designed and optimised using
laser-interferometry. The
radiused MDF front baffle and

Mini

and?

speaker surrounds reduce
diffraction. The grills fit snugly
with plugs and sockets, the
finish is alight wood grain, and
the back contains an integrated

hen Denon released
the UD-M31 all- in- ore
CD receiv2r back in

port and terminal block, with
decent multi- way binding posts.
As for the ingredients, the

;bought the review sample for

crossover is afourth- order filter
operating at 3kHz, chosen to

my son. Idon't think it has been

obtain optimum phase matching

2003. I
was so dazzled by it that

switched off since. Now, we

for the woofer and tweeter.

have the latest in the line, the

An alloy ring in the magnet

D-M35DAB CD/DAB Receiver,

assembly of the woofer ' controls

whin sells for only £ 300. It

inductance during large voice

adds, as the name felts you, DAB

coil excursions and reduces

radio, thankfully not omitting FM.

magnetic distortion.'

INTERESTING SPEAKERS

is a25mm dome tweeter, the

Below it ( Mission- fashion)

\Arth stylish dedicated speakers and
DAB capability, Denon's D-M325DAB
mini system still comes in at just £ 300.
Ken Kessler listens in

THE REPORT
HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Denon UK reckons that almost

two units providing afrequency

DAB radio performanceaside this is agreat- sounding buy. So here's my tip - if you

90% of micro systems sell

range of 43-40kHz.

want asublime mini- system, for asecond room, or for your kids: buy the D-M35DAB,

complete with speakers. The

Although easy to drive, the

SC- Ms are brand-new designs

speakers do like abit of power.

'from one of Europe's most

The D-M35DAB's 22W/ch are up

respected speaker design team,

to the task, thankfully, and the

use it for FM until FM vanishes, and then use DAB only when forced to do so,

system easily provides adequate

digs, provided they're not

by governments without aclue

levels in asmallish room, eg

expecting concert levels.

about sound quality. So yes, it

ALL- GIMMICK

yes, it gives you loads of display

Being as it is arefinement of its

data. But the sound is dire, and

predecessor, the D-M35DAB's

this winter's inclement weather

found aslew of stations, and,

astudy, akitchen,
students'

raison cretre is digital radio, so

had it cutting out frequently. In

all it did was confirm my earlier

short, DAB really is acase of

feelings: DAB is loathsome.

all- gimmick and not much

But let me emphasise that this

serious performance.

Q

is not Denon's fault. It's simply
responding to amarket
coerced into change
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LISTENING TEST

Ken Kessler lends his ear to the PrimaLuna
Three and Four pre- and power amps, and
finds asignificant improvement on the
already impressive integrated units

DETAILS
Frimzluna ProLogue 3 & 4
£1099/£799
www.ois ,olmusic.co.uk

LUNA TUNES

S

neaking admiration is
something I'm more than

ProLogue Three, while cr-eaUng

total faith in it, bJt Iwasn't

no fewer than four separate

quite prepared for the leap in

willing to offer the wily

power amps: two stereo models

performance that was evinced by

Herman van den Dungen. The

and two monoblocks1hat differ

the separate unit;.

crafty old dog has finessed the

only in the choice of EiL34s o-

PrimaLuna ProLogue line into

KT88s tubes.

acomprehensive seven- model
range using just one main circuit

020 8971 3909
Great valve sound at a
gneat low price

e

Home audition with
speakes recommended

Pistol Music - adivision of

CLASSIC AMPS
PrimaLuna's debut integrated

Absolute Sounds - supplied

amps revived the decades old

and the same 11.5 x7.75 x15in

the line- level version of the

confrcntation between the EL34

(whd) chassis.

Three and the less- expensive

and KT88 valves ! see HiFi News.

of the two stereo power amps,

June 2004 and March 2005).

the ProLogue One integrated

the ProLogue Four ( the one

Readers with experience of

amplifier vvitn KT88 in place

with EL34s1. Tney cost El 099

classic amps able to use either

of the EL34s to create tne

and £ 799 respectively. Iuse the

tube, or 6550s, for that matter,

ProLogue Two. He then spun

ProLogue Two integrated as my

will have already formed their

off astand-alone pre- amp, the

entry-level yardstick ard have

opinions of the two, and settled

He's achieved this by offering
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PRIMALUNA AMPS • £ 1099/C799

on general preferences of one

EL34s absolutely thrashes the

over the other. To spare you
searching for the back : ssues,

KT88-equipped Prologue Two
integrated amp, including in the

let's recap on the primary

areas you'd expect to attribute

differences in their power amp
sections due to valve choice,

superiority of KT88 over an EL34.

which will also apply to the

So there's more to separating
the PrimaLuna integrateds into

ProLogues Four and Five. I

their constituent parts than

wrote that, .... it's about the

meets the eye/ear: it's not just

valves' actual sonic character
and even the uninterested would
immediately note that EL34s

what serves as the output valves,
nor the fact that separate power

are slightly warmer, more lush,
while KT88s are more robust and

to share power supplies. In

commanding, and certainly more

measure to the ProLogue Three

'modern- sounding' in the lower

being something more than
merely the pre- amp section

registers. These two amplifiers

amps and pre- amps don't have
this case, it's due in no small

do not alter that relationship,
and if you already have leanings

of either integrated amp:

toward either tube type, then you

pre- amp extensively.

need read no further.'
So, although that inspires
you to choose between EL34s

G,Q22(2
eli5992eV re'lg

"
7,

PrimaLuna has upgraded the
Most obviously, PrimaLuna
upped the ante by adding a
brace of 5AR4s for full valve

'The ProLogue Four with EL34s
valves absolutely thrashes the
KT88-equipped Prologue Two'
and KT88s not on the obvious

rectification; the rest of the valve

basis of wattage but according

complements for both the

to actual sound, you will also
know that - with the PrimaLunas

pre- amp and the driver section

-the KT88's behavioJr is not
intrinsically superior to the

DETAILS

ABOVE: The ProLogue 3is a ' ully dual- mono line pre- amplifier boasting twin toroidal
transformers and choke regulation under the lid. It offers four line inputs, one
tape output and twin stereo RCA outputs to enable biamping or the connection of a
subwoofer. Meanwhile, uoint-to-point wiring, Solen capacitors and ALPS Blue Vetvet
potentiometers make the pre- amp aseriously well- endowed design

of the power amps remain paire
of 12AU7s and 12AX7s.

lower- powered, lower- priced

TRUE DUAL MONO

EL34. You really do have to

Additionally, they made the

audition the Four and Five with
the loudspeakers you'd use at
home. And as the KT88-equipped

Three atrue dual mono design,
with twin toroidal transformers,

Five costs £ 300 more just for

and it boasts choke regulation.
Add that to familiar PrimaLuna

the valve change, you could
find yourself saving achunk of

practice including designer
components like Solen

money. So choose with care, not

capacitors and ALPS Blue Velvet

just on assumptions.

potentiometers, point-to-point

35W- per- channel des.gn; inputs are RCA single- ended and there is achoice of both

wiring, superb connectors

4and 8ohm outputs. Behind that protective safety cage can be found four EL- 34

make them simpler, depending

[including two sets of outputs

valves, aset of 12AX7s, plus twin12AU7s.

on your faith in my observations
-the ProLogue Four with

for bi-amping or adding asub)

To complicate matters - or

and you have aseriously wellendowed pre- amplifier by
any standards.
But then we come
to one other element
of the integrated
versus separates
argument. While
devotees of
the former
accept that

ABOVE: According to the company, the ProLogue 4stereo power amplifier is a

,

1111011.111•111.,

^.1
1•1111111111111111131F

dedicated power supplies for
are bound to provide greater
performance for the separates

• Sources - Musical Fidelity kW25,

-dynamics, power, lower noise

DA12 CD players
• Amps - McIntosh C2200 pre- amp,

floor and more - hey do point
to something inescapably in
favour of the integrated amp: in
asingle- chassis integrated, the
pre- amp and power amp are
both perfectly matched, and they

LEFT: Selector
knob indicates
line- level inputs, though

REVIEW SYSTEM

the pre- amp and the power amp

talk to each other without asel
of external cables tampering
with the signal path.

optional phono board is

Now I'm not interested

available at £ 119 extra

in weighing the two, for I

Clued 99CDP II and Marantz CD12/

McIntosh MC2102 power amp, Rotel
RB-1092 power amp
• Speakers - Quad ESL 57, Rogers
LS3/5a speakers. PMC DB1+
speakers, Sonos Faber Guarneri
speakers, Wilson WATT Puppy
System 7speakers
• Cables - Yter, Acrolink and Kimber
interconnects; Yter speaker cables
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PRIMALUNA AMPS • £ 1099/£799

WE LISTENED TO
Claudio Abbado/London
Symphony Orchestra.
Mendelssohn Overturen
(Deutsche Grammophon
423 104-20
Candid° & Graciela:
Inolvidable (
Chesky J02491
Ray Davies: Thanksgiving
Day (
V2 Music 6388127286-21
Kenny Ellis: Hanukkah

anekk ah
diete

Swings! (
Favored Nations
FNC7040-21
SHOWN HERE: Vaives
gtowing on the Prologue

Neil Diamond: In My Lifetime

Four

(Columbia 504501-2)
? & the Mysterians: The

ALSO CONSIDER

Best of CABKCO/Cameo-Parkway
the PrimaLuna combo was

in neea of an overhaul. The

able to track the dynamic

ProLogues are seriously quick,

18771-923221

•AudioValve Assistant (£ 15001

swings without altering scale,

punchy.

Integrated amp, but incredible sound

suffering cipping or inducing

aggressive and able to caress

and value

any compression. It even

even the most delicate sounds

unique nasality to ol' Ray's voice,

•Jadis Orchestra 1E15991. Also

managed this with the rather

with complete finesse. While

and an expressiveness that's

integrated, from famous stable

hungry Sonus Faber Guarneris,

vocals were simply authentic

part wistfulness, part cynicism,

•Unison Research S6 K18501 .

but trie comfort zone for this

enough to convince' tne listener

that the ProLogues captured

Gorgeous sound AND Italian woodwork'

combination is something

of their ' reality', it was the

to perfection. Then again, they

slightly easier to drive.To

reproduction of the harmonics of

managed the textures of Neil

nail aown the sound of the

acoustic instruments that were

Diamond - tracking the maturing

have always preferred the

two products. Ialso used the

positively breathtaking. Isuspect

of his voice over three decades

separates route just tor the

Three witll the Rotel RB-109 2

that sales staff will quickly team

added headroom and dynamic
behaviour provided by two
power supplies over ashared
one. Whatever the poentiat for
diminished performance when

ut absolutely non-

'The PrimaLuna combo was able to
track the dynamic swings without
suffering clipping or compression'

set against an integrated, Iused

-and breezed through the
complex Latino vocal rhythms of
Candido & Graciela.
Was Iexpecting anything
less? Well, yes, but only because
asub- E2 000 price tag does not
make the sort of promises that

the Yter interconnects between

and McIntosh MC2102 power

to demonstrate tnis pairimg with

would have me yanking the

the Three and the Four, and the

amps, while Idrove the Four

unamplified guitar and piano

boxes out of the deliveryman's

units behaved as quietly and

with the McIntosh 02200 and

But for me, it's always the

precisely as the integrated Two.

Quad 99CDP II. No mismatches

hands. So maybe .Iowe Herman

vocals, and - flaying just heard

van den Dungen someth:ng more

occurred, and Iwas able to

Ray Davies live - it was to his

than sneaking admiration. After

EXTENDED BASS

confirm that there's an element

EP Thanksgiving Day that t

all, PrimaLuna's successes are

But what were looking for is

of universality to the PnrnaLunas

rnturnocl. meres adistinct,

becoming something of ahabit D

E70 O's worth of performance

that will let you buy either or

above that of the Two. Ana, oh,

both with confidence. But it was

do you get it. Not only does the

in tandem where they worked

combination seem perceptibly

aspecial magic, the kind of

HI- II NEWS VERDICT

louder, with more robust and

performance that lifts them

PrimaLuna has done it again, this time raising the bar for sub- UCH all- valve

extended bass, it also seems to

above the competition.

pre/powei combos the way it took over sub-[ 1000 integrateds. Indeed, its train

produce asoundstage bigger

In addition to the

in every dimension. Th's isn't a

aforementioned sense of scale

subtle evolution: it's massive.

and, yes, grandeur, the two

Whether with my current

pieces together produce a

THE REPORT

rivals by price are all integrated, not separates; you simply can't escape the cost
benefits of Chinese manufacture.
So - unfair advantage or not - there's reason to rejoice if you're after genuine
valve sound without the worry of maintaining vintage gear. As for the EL34-vs-

fave big band release, Kenny

silky sound that's emphatically

KT88 contietemps. well, only your ears and your loudspeakers can drive you

Ellis' Hanukkah Swings!,

tubey without lapsing into the

to prise another [ 300 from your wallet. Me? I'd spend that extra money on the

or the majestic swelling of

saccharine, chocolate box

optional phono board (€ 119) and some EAT Cool Dampers at [ 15 each.

Mendetssohn's ' The Hebriaes-,

gooiness of SETs, or of oid amps
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TRUST

SENSES

IKON

FEATURES

6

Have you ever heard a blade of grass crying out in fear of the
oncoming mower, begging for a drop of water or a nurturing

Wide Dispersion

spread of fertilizer? To discover aworld of details, we recommend
that you hone your nearing by auditioning apair of IKON 6at your
nearest DALI Embassy.

30 Audio

"We've yet to come across a rival that can match the IKON 6's

Low Resonance Cabinets

combination of full bodied midrange, treble sparkle and crisp timing."
"Verdict: The IKON 6's are great speakers."
What Hi Fi

September 2005

Time Coherence

"Conclusion: A loudspeaker of exceptional resolve for the money
the IKON 6 will show what has been recorded in exquisite detail and

Hand Crafted

with pin-sharp precision."
Alvin Gold

5.1

SURROUND AVAILABLE

Hi Fi Choice September 2005

Amplifier Optimised

•

IN ADMIRATION OF MUSIC

www.dali.dk

Ken Kessler gets into the ring with
Rotes diminutive new power amp...
and finds it's aknockout

POCKET ROCKET
DETAILS
Rotel RB-1092
stereo power amalifief

e

£1600
www.europe.rotel.com
01903 221600

0

ne hesitates to apply
the word ' revolutionary'

retails for amere El 600. Thus.
it behaves like aregulation

It actually sounds great, with a

to apiece of hi-fi

high- end monstrosity but with

more-ish, silky character that

equipment because it implies

less than half the volume, athird

allows you to sit there for hours

that the product is the first/best/

of the weight and at atenth of

without fatigue. Add to that

biggest/cheapest/whatever of

the price. Just think about the

seemingly limitless headroom

its type. In the case of Rotel's

trouble this amp could cause if

and an inability to be driven

RB-1092 stereo amplifier, it

into clipping tunless you're an

may or may not be the smallest

'The trouble this

insane, partially- deaf Ecstasy

500W/ch amplifier available. My
uncertainty? It's only that Irecall
atiny amp from the late 1970s

Huge sound, smatil amp

claiming vast power outputs thai
in practice would barely drive a

Care neeced with levels

power being the most obvious.

pair of headphones. The Rotel,
on the other hand, really does

amp could cause
if we all stopped
worrying about
brand names'

deliver the goods - 635W per
charnel worth.
So why am Ieven toying
with calling it ' revolutionary'?

habitué witn apenchant for club
music, heard via insensitive
speakers) and you have a
wonderfut party trick: buy the
Rotel, cover it up and play it
for knowledgeable friends
through some ravenously hungry
speakers. Then ask ' ern to guess

we all stopped worrying about
band names.
Even if we factor out the

which amp you're using.
As Paul Miller's sidebar
shows, the secret to the

Simple: this beauty occupies a

lack of srob appeal, the Rotel

compactness is the successful

space of only 432 x92 x407mm

clearly has much with which to

application of B&O's outrageous

lwhill, it weighs only 10kg and it

seduce you, massive amounts cof

ICEpower modules, by now
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ROTEL RB-1092 POWER AMPLIFIER
LEFT: Miniature amp with

scary 5.1 or 7.1 multi- channel

mighty muscles, the Rotel

THE REPORT

installation.
'Installation' is the key word.

has real appeal

£1600

LAB REPORT

Whether for pure music or
for home cinema or for both,

There's no such thing as afree lunch, so the increase in power output ( 635W vs

there's major growth in the

125W/8ohml offered by the RB-1092 over the multichannel RMB-1077 comes at the

custom installation field that

expense of aslightly reduced bandwidth (- 3dB at 40kHz vs > 80kHz) and an increase in

seems to have gone wantonly

treble distortion (- 0.6% at 20kHz vs - 0.2%1. But these latest ICEpower modules are

unnoticed by audiophiles.

very powerful indeed, conferring an output of - 1200W and - 1620W into 4and 2ohm

Listen, gang: just because

loads, respectively, through avery modest - 0.03ohm output impedance. There are few

people are hiding their wiret,

speakers that will give the RB-1077 pause for thought! Through bass and midrange,

and enclosing the amps in a

distortion falls as low as 0.002% but, unlike the RMB-1077 whose distortion remains

suitable cabinet, it doesn't mean

remarkably consistent with changing power output, the RB-1092 sees aslight

that they're the spawn of Satan.

increase from - 0.005°/e to - 0.04% at around 20W/Bohm. Whether this has any

They just don't want their homes

subjective impact is open to question but, at higher and lower outputs, distortion

to look like the mad professor's

continues to fall gracefully away. Compare the RB-1092 with the RMB-1077 by

lair in Back To the Future. Given

downloading our OC Suite reports from www.millerauffioresearch.com/avtech.

the size of the Rotel RB-1092,
familiar to many of us as they've

love it simply because it reduces

appeared in numerous models

the space normally allocated for

from avariety of manufacturers.

amplifiers rated at 2x500W by a

This is the best usage I've heard

serious margin.
ENERGY BOOST

eye to discern the causal link

Slotted into my regular review

between Rotel and B&O: Rotel is

system, driven by the McIntosh

part of the extended B&W family,

C2200 pre- amp, the Rotel felt

and B&W uses the ICEpower

right at home. It wears multi-

nodules in its hyper- cool,

way binding posts for bi-wiring

spherical subwoofer.

from the amp rather than

800W

600W

400W

200W

MetIld[lufer S

IN sSpec
<30W

Spec 1000W

Br Ns Spec
1120W

OW

0.02%
Olstortion 1

W

A-wtd Signal- to- Noise Ire. 600 ,
01/Bohm

0.016%

ooin.,
10538

Neutrik Speakon sockets for

home cinema aspect.

Manolsennors
Spec, INW

OW

requiring asplitter, and feature

Which also leads us to the

Power output into ¿ohm

Power output into Bohm

so far. Moreover, you don't have
to be abourbon- drinking private

1500W

1000W

lots of installer- types are gonna

0.008%

those single- plug connectors

The RB-1092 is, after all,
atwo- channel amplifier,

beloved of the professional

categorically aimed at music

sector. Isettled on the Acrolink

lovers. But equally, it is related

and Yter speaker cables.

0004%

It was the sheer surfeit of

to the seven- channel RMB-1077

Manufacturer's
Spec: 11068

Manufacturer s
Spec <0.01%

0%

90313

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

-eviewed by Paul in December

power that struck me at first;

2005, though those were rated

inormally use amps in the

Buying the Rotel will require aleap of faith. Alittle voice will tell you that you

at 100W per. The RB-1092 was

100-150W/ch region. It was an

simply cannot drag that much power out of so small aunit. The same voice

obviously created for those who

immediately obvious change, a

will tell you that only huge amps from the USA or Germany can aspire to such

need more power. Take two or

sense of unbridled energy that I

authoritative performance. It will tell you that azero has dropped off the price

three of these plus an RB-1091

hadn't experienced since using

sticker. But if you can live without the final, teenie bits of subtlety, and you have

mono amp ( same chassis as

the over- the- top kW amps from

speakers that aren't exaggerated up top, the Rotel RB-1092 will rock your world.

the RB-1092, but lx500WI and

Musical Fidelity. Even with the

you have the basis for atruly

Sonus Faber Guarneri, known

M

BELOW: Multi- way binding posts make hi- wiring easy while
either side of these sit Neutrik Speakon sockets
Á

CE

A

Á

Á

4.

k

k

k

k.

1111101101NX

,

CAUTION
WBBNIIMAIIKU BBZW-111
0
11
101'OPIO
11161111111
ELECTRIOUtlePAS0811511.

wage la won MUM CM Wm Reed.
teem« wo 0110101,0M6,1[15,1A
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LAB TEST

ROTEL RB-1092 POWER AMPLIFIER

TECHNOLOGY EXPLAINED:

aspecific level at that point in

INSIDE ROTEL'S RB-1092

space. The sensation has been

WE LISTENED TO

likened to an image snapping

Claudio Abbado/London

Rotel is alittle coy about the heart

switchmode power supplies. Strictly

into focus, either via the lens of a

Symphony Orchestra

of its new digital' amplifiers, but the

speaking, these are not 'digital' amplifiers

camera, binoculars, aprojector.

Mendelssohn Overturen

core technology would seem to be a

but an 'analogue' design that represents

And it's apt: the Rotel, for

(Deutsche Grammophon

customised version of B&O's ICEpower

the ongoing amplitude of the audio signal

whatever reasons, emphasised

423 104-201

amplifier module While Rotel's

by aseries of variable- width pulses. It's

this repeatedly.

multichannel RMB-1077 ( AudioVision,

called Pulse Width Modulation, or PWM

Dec ' 05) used seven ICEpower250's,

for short. The wider the collective width

experiment, with ATVs SLM-100

Inolvidable)Chesky

this stereo RB-1077 looks to house two

of these pulses in any given period, the

sound pressure level meter.

J02491

awesome ICEpowerl 000 modules, visible

higher is the audio power output. All that's

Using my usual selection of CDs,

under their protective screening cages

left is to filter this stream of pulses to

Ifound that Iplayed Candido

in our inside shot These are rated at

recover the music signal intact. While this

& Graciela's Inolvidable 2-3db

Day (
112 Music 6388 .
'-

some 1000W/4ohm but, like all ICEpower

is simple enough in theory, it's here that

louder, Kenny Ellis' Hanukkah

27286-2)

modules, run very cool indeed thanks to

the engineering can have areal impact on

Swings! 4-6db louder and Ray

their Class Dtopology and integrated,

sound quality,

So Iperformed aloose

£1600

Candid° & Graciela:

Ray Davies: Thanksgiving

Davies' Thanksgiving Day 3-5db

Kenny Ellis: Hanukkah

softer. Was there apattern? No.

Swings! ( Favored

Is this scientific? No. But it was

Nations FNC7040-21

for loving abit of power, the

'I had to stop

aphenomenon Inoted more with

Rotel simply tootled along,

looking at the

the Rotel than any other amp

the crescendos it was asked to

amp itself; the

practical terms, it means only

reproduce. Ihad to stop looking

mini size was that

one thing: keep your hand one

achallenging product at atime

the remote control when you

when blandness is the norm.

purring merrily regardless of

at the amp itself: the miniature
size was that disconcerting.

disconcerting'

I've tried in recent memory. In

audition the RB-1092 in-store.

Whatever spell such

All of this makes the Rotel

It could even breathe new
life into our jaded old hobby.

power casts over us - do we

all of its majesty and the Rotel

ON THE LEVEL

The RB-1092 is - back to trie

automatically turn hooligan at

never denying it so much as

Why is this so important?

aforementioned revolution - one

the wheel of acar faster than

asingle decibel. But

Because the Rotel can act abit

of the first amplifiers cf the

the one we normally drive?

learned that the Rotel, like every

strangely when the level is either

Class-D/post-CE regulations

-the Rotel led me first to a

product, has its ' envelope' of

too high or too low for agiven

variety for which no apologies

larger, louder work than Iwould

excellence. It has been mooted

piece. But this is academic,

need to be made. And any

use as my opener. Ordinarily,

by more than one reviewer that

because any critical listener

concerns that Ihave voiced can

it's straight to aquiet vocalist.

every piece of music has its

will always set level by ear, to

be addressed by cables, cnoice

But the Rotel pushed the right

optimum level. The logic behind

find that comfort zone. What

button: my current fetish for

this applies especially to live

was consistent was the sheer

of speaker and the mandatory
use of apre- amp with remote

Mendelssohn's ' Die Hebriden'

music: if you were sitting in a

'bigness' of the sound, amassive

volume control.

was accessed. The overture

particular row in aparticular

stage in all three dimensions,

taxed nothing in the system,

hall at aparticular concert, the

and with rich, fast, crisp bottom

the Wilson WATT Puppy system

real event would, indeed, yield

octaves that hint at something

delivering

soon

else which is pure

If you can wrest yourself
from prejudices, the Ratel just
might be the nicest lifestyle
change you've made since

speculation

re- discovering vinyl and eating

RIGHT: Over

on my part:

more fibre,

600W/channel

this amp was

comes

born to work

courtesy of

in amulti-

ICEpower

channel

modules

system fed a
fair share of

U

• Musical Fidelity kW25,
Quad 99CDP II and Marantz CD12/
DA12 CD players

movies. Its

• McIntosh C2200 pre- amp

'feel' is for

• McIntosh MC2102 power amp

excitement

• PMC DB1+ speakers

rather than

• Sonus Faber Guarneri speakers

finesse, and

• Wilson WATT Puppy System 7

it loves a
challenge:
bombastic
music,

speakers
• Yter, Acrolink and Kimber
interconnects
• Yter speaker cables

speedy
transients,
rapid level

ALSO CONSIDER

changes
-none
faze it.
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•There aren't any alternatives
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www.usheraudio.com

Be
THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION

there.

CP 8872 II
4- way system: '2x8 low- bass woof es.

woofer

2' soft dome midrange and 1' Be dome tweefer
eensitévity: 90 d8 @, 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 4ohms

With the music.

.'requency response (- 3dB): 25 Hz -- 30 kHz
oower handling: 200 watts
:rcosover frequencies: 150 Hz, 1.3 kHz and 3.5 kHz
weight: 92.7 kgs ( including base)
dimension, (w xdxh): 32 cm x96 cm x152 cm

The new Usher Dancer II Beryllium.
(

min*

1

r

CP 8871 II
3way system: 2x8° low- bass woofers
7' mid- low woofer, and 1 Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 90 dB (ai) 1watt / 1rn
nominal impedance: 4 ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 28 Hz -- CO kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 300 Hz and 2.5 kHz
weight: 77.5 kgs (including base)
dimensions ) wad xh): 32 cm x85 cm a137 cm

CP 8571 II
3-way system: 8' low- bass woofers
T mid- low woofer, and 1' Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 87 dB (d) 1watt / tm
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (- 3d8): 30 Hz

30 kHz

power handling: 100 watts
crossover frequencies: 220 Hz and 2.2 kHz
weight' 51.7 kgs ( including base)
dimensions (w xd xh): 32 cm x60 an x112 cm

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
. I
g Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan

67 Ka i
Fo

HIAudi

9 Soyerei
Tel/Fax:

Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-maikusherems11.hinet.net

n Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
443 231458 Mob:07968 272614 Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk

SIIIND 13111[S!

The 'must- have' book on
the history of hi-fi. If you
love hi-fi you'll love
Sound Bites...

•50 years of HiFi News and hi-fi folklore

•Written by legendary hi-fi scribes Ken Kessler
and Steve Harris
•Histories and information on classic kit
•The most informative and entertaining book on
the history of the hi-fi business ever written
•Stuffed full of anecdotes, faithfully recorded
hi-fi history, and bags of humour

YOU CAN'T AFFORD
TO MISS IT!
From the publishers of

Hi-FiNews
WHERE TO BUY
SOUND BITES
SOUND BITES costs £ 14.99 from
leading bookshops.
Please quote ISBN 0-86296-242-0
You can also order it by post, fr,
p&p, from Black Books.
Tel: 01562 69296; fax: 01562 630592
go to www.aarons-books.co.uk
You can order Sound Bites online at
•www.amazon.co.uk
•www.amusicdirect.com
•www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com
The Hi -Fi News Accessories Club can
be contacted at 01234 741152 or you
can e-mail your orders to:
sales fa hifiaccessoriesclub.co

44 wrive.hillnews.co.uk
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The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.

L ocie

!JL

JLit.

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration call 0500 888 909

www.linn.co.uk

LINN

SYSTEM AUDITION

Yet Zanden has nothing to do
with single- ended- triode, low- power
extremism. And this is where the
orchestra comes in, because we
are not dealing witn the kind of
system that sounds beautiful on
aclavichord or asolo guitar but
collapses when there are more than a
couple of instruments on the record.

fr

Amplification is only part of the story,

Mn

because Zanden's CD- playing frontend is also something exceptional. All
the components are the work of one
dedicated and innovative designer,
Kazutoshi Yamada, and all are
reflections of the same philosophy.
So it clearly makes sense to

W

consider the Zanden products as
hen ahi-fi company uses the
slogan, Bringing the Orchestra
home', you do get atiny hint of

the kind of music lover the designer's
thinking of. If your idea of musical
pleasure is to keep hitting yourself
over the head with Massive Attack, you
probably won't be aZanden customer,

Zanden has built areputation on the
fine replication of classical music.
Steve Harris listens to the complete
Zanden package - and the wisdom of
its founder Kazutoshi Yamada

acomplete package. This really
hasn't been done before so for this
feature we auditioned the importer's
complete system. Included in this
were an SME Model 30/2 A/Benz
Micro LP record- playing frontend
(using the Zanden phono stage( and
Avalon Eidolon Diamond speakers.

even if you're one of the lucky few that
can afford to be.
Zanden has set out to offer
an alternative to those
large-scale, big- sounding
high- end systems that
may excel in terms of
frequency response
and dynamics - but
which sometimes
just don't come
across with
the music.

SYSTEM SPEC
In polished stainless steel,
acrylic and brushed
aluminium, all the Zanden
models look great. But
under the skin, what
actually really makes
these products
different? Let's
start with the
front-end.
Zanden's

e\A
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ZANDEN SYSTEM • £ 94,300

Model 2000 Premium CD

THE DESIGNER

transport is based on a

KazutoshiYamada

Philips CDM-PRO2M drive,
plus what Zanden claims is

Kazutoshi Yamada is the founder and designer of Zanden

'the most accurate crystal

Audio Systems Ltd, Japan. We spoke to him about his

oscillator in consumer audio

extraordinary products. First, what was his background

today' with aclock frequency

before setting up Zanden?
.
1had

stability of 2x10 -12 .

three kinds of joos. Cine was to design PA, recording and

video systems for schools, small halls ard meeting room ;.

Three factors make the

One was to consult on live concerts of ail kind of music - more

Model 5000 DAC unique.
First, it uses the classic

than 700 in seven years. And one was to study and develop tube

Philips multi- bit converter

amps. Ihave never worked for other company after finishing

chip, the TDA1541A in its

university. My first product was an EL34 power amp v‘ith my on

Double Crown selection. This

Japanese patent, and atube pre- amp with aphono stage with

alone would mark the Model

the same circuit philosophy as the Model 1260. IHaven't built

5000 as alimited- edition

solid-state products apart from the Model 2000 Transport yet.

product, because stocks of the

However, Ihave some ideas for sotid-state products'.

long- discontinued but now
sought-after 16- bit chip must

Mr. Yamada's patented analogue filter is the key to the DAC s

soon run out.

performance and you can view the US patent paper by visiting
www.freepatentsonline.com/6721427.html.
Zanden literature makes much of the ' special transformer

Secondly, the Model
5000 has no digital filter or
oversampling scheme but

ABOVI Model 9500 momblock power amp

core' used in the power supplies, and also the output

instead uses aZanden-patentee

employs athree- stage push-pull circuit and

transformers and inter- stage transformers. Could he give

analogue filter which, according

pumps out 60W oClass Apower

more information?

to the abstract attached to the

OPPOSITE °AGE: CD player, pre- amplifier and

.
1use

US patent, ' lessens phase shift

the tube phono stage that weighs 9kg and

the transport, the DAC ard the 7(100 series power amp. fuse

within the basic frequency'.

offers aclaimed 70dB signal-to-noise ratio

the WB-core transformer in the 9500 mono power amp. 1use 3

the R- core transformer in the phono stage, the hne-staye.

toro'cial output transformer ir he 95011. And Iuse apermallo

'Heifetz was both forceful and
commanding, but the violin sound
was a musical entity, not a screech'

inter- stage transformer made in Japan: kthink the Hter-stacj•
transformer is the best for the phase inverter so far'.
Does he believe that push-pull amplifiers can sound as good
as single- ended?
Or theoretical grounds, the push-pull is better than the

Thirdly, the Model 5000 uses

based on avery simple valve

single-elderl. But we car) hardy hear such an advantage

6922 tubes in its analogue

amplification circuit but offers

with our ears. Actually the single- ended nas advantage and

output stage.

balanced connection by the use

disadvantage of the sound and the push-pull has also. fthink
'firm ra r. nm eundtrovered physical rf.p4 torne -ion .

of transformers at both input

Zanden's Model 3000
Vacuum Tube Preamplifier
claims to make the best of old
It is

)11,i4ei

and output. There are four
inouts, three pairs of RCA phono

What loudspeakers and

sockets for unbalanced sources,

turntables does Mr Yamada

as well as asingle pair of XLRs

use in his own system?

for the oalanced input. Outputs
are two pairs
£9,500

•5000 Mk IV Signature
16- bit DM Processor

£12,950

•3000 Stereo Line Valve
Preamplifier

£12,950

•1200 M- CStereo Valve
Phono Preamplifier

RCA phonos and

two pairs of Xt_Rs, so bi-amping

•2000 Premium
CD Transport

o

£13,950

easy in either unbalanced or

Iuse aB&W Nautilus 801
as areference monitor. I
use the Nakamichi DragonCT, Thorens 124 and an old

o:Éanced mode. A phase- invert

Deron Broadcasting used

switch is provioed ( second from

with an SME 30 12. The sterc,

left) on the front panel. The

cartridge is an Ikeda 9c and

other controls are on/off, source

aDenon DLO 3. The mono

select and volLme.

cartridge is aDL1 02..

In the same physical fcrmat

•9500 Mk3 845 Mono

i]s the lire pre- amp, Zanden's

Valve Power Amplifier ( pair) £34,950

line phono equaliser once again

And favourite composer?
Iespecially like Bach'.

imeighs in at ahefty 9kg, with thtTOTAL COST

£94,300

iteparate power supply weighino
another 9kg, al! abit over tht_

CONTACT

top fcr apnono stage.
Yet in case you think that

FIRST LISTEN

Jones favourite Easy Money'

We played many pieces of

[Rickie Lee Jones. [
Warner 256

classical music on the system.

6281 the bass was very good,

For more on the Landen system

this is the Model 1200's most

But Iwas also keen to see

the voice shghtly forward hut

contact Audiotreaks, 020 8948 4153

impressive specification, note

how the system fared with

with avery immediate quality.

or go to www.audiotreaks.co.uk and

that Zanden claims a70dB

rock or pop. And to my ears

On that crucial cymbal spiliasn

www.tandenaudio.com

signal-to-noise ratio, not easy to

it was very good indeed. On

liTney flipped adime...') the

do with tube circuits.

the inevitable old Rickie Lee

decay seemed to go on fever. Cà
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SYSTEM AUDITION

MANUFACTURER'S SPECS
ZANDEN MODEL 2000 PREMIUM
CD TRANSPORT

ZANDEN MODEL 1200 MC STEREO
PHONO EQUALIZER

Mechanism Philips CDM-PRO2M with cistom

Equalisation. selectable RIAA, Jlc Cotu -nbia, old Decca
Inputs- selectable low [4ohn) and nigh ( 40 ohm)

Dimensions: main unit 398 )1103 x254mm ( whd ,

modification
Outputs S/PDIF, AES/E11111, 12S

impedance

Weight. main unit 9kg, power supply 9kg

Clock frequency stability: 7x 10 ' 7
Phase noise - 150dBc ber 100Hz1

Output impedance: 3k ohm

Dimensions. main unit 291 o137

Frequency deflection leq accurice 05dB, 20Hz-20kHz

ZANDEN MODEL 9500 845
MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIERS

Total harmonic [ istart o-it 0.1% at 31:10mV RMS output,
lkHz

Output impedance nct specified

Signal-to-noise -Mi.): 7C[IB

(lad impedance settings- 2, 4or 8ohm

Channel balance: with n0.5[8

Walnut power output. 60W

Tube complement: tiree 692? ( main unit], one 6CA4 and

Friquency response- 6Hz - 53kHz, - 3dB
Tube complement two 845, two 5687WB,

Frequency response 6kHz-50kHz, - 3dB
Tube complement: one 6587, one 6CA4

Gain 36dB ( at lkHz, RdAA)

389mm ( whd,

power sur.ply 352 x60 x3kmm
Weight- Pot specified

ZANDEN MODEL 5000 SIGNATURE
16- BIT DM CONVERTER
Inputs AESIEBU ( XLITIaid I2S ( RS422), S/PDIF
(BNC and RCA phono)

one 6922 ( power supple1'
Dimensions- main mit 398 x10: x354min

Output 1V RMS/3k ohm ( RCA unbalanced)

supply 155 x163 0336 trim (vind!

Load impedance requiret- lure thon 10k ohm

Weight main und akg, pwer supply &. 2g

DAC IC. Philips TDA-1541A Double Crown
Tube comp ement- 6922, 6CA4

pcwer

piwer supply 398 x103 o24mm (whd)

re impedance: 10k ohm

cue 6X4, two 5u4GB
Dimensions- 320 x440 x450mm ( whd)
Weight- not specified

ZANDEN MODEL 3000 VACUUM TUBE
PREAMPLIFIER

Dimensiors- main unit 398x1030 254mne ( whc1 power
supply 155 x163 x336mm (whd)

Output impedance: 150 owls

Weight n
kin unit 9kg, payee; supply 9kg

Input impedance 170 ohm ( RCA). 10k oh Ti (
XLR)

svvarnp the voice immediately.
The bass seemed to brea*.he'

ard present it at its best. Heifetz
was forceful and commanding,

very well too.
Returning to classical music,

but the violin sound was a
musical entity, not just a

CO transport

pre- amp is ca-led
from off- board power

one of the most remarkable

screech, and in fact came over

supply by mutt- pin

demonstrations of the

of recordings fresh
and clean and present

propriety lead

system's abilities came with
my favourite ' difficult' vintage

with areal woody quality. The
orchestra sounded reatively

RIGHT: Power to 3000

reissue test disc. Heifetz
playing the Mendelsohn
violin concerto in 1959
with Munch conducting
Turning to another
old warhorse, Jennifer

smatt but with everything

RIGHT Remote
handset controls

them as music.
And think the whole

well-defined and the music had

point of the Zanden/Avalor

a real rhythmic drive.

system is that it can do exactly
this, witn no more than an

EXCEPTION TO THE RULE
Un the deoit side, the Zanden

occasional trace of hardness. On
vinyl, the overall characteristics
were surprisingly similar

the Boston SO on a 1959
RCA recording [ JVC XRCC
JMXR-00 101. This is aCD that

system couldn't fix the sound
of one problem' disc, Mitsuko

[Classic RI NCO 5052]. the
opening of 'First We Take

sounds like acomplete mess

Uchida's recording ot Debussy's

to the result on CD, with an
impeccably low noise floor from

on many systems. All too & ten,

12 Et 'ides [
Philips 468 698-

the phono stage.

Manhattan worked really we
with the radio- announcer voice

the amazing Heifetz violin tone

2. On the loudest high-level

continuing .ntelligibly under the

seems unendurably piercing,
and the orchestra becomes a

passages in this reverberantacoustic recording, the ' glare' or

so much of the barrier between
listener and music. If you can

instruments as the band came

noisy. undifferentiated blare.
But the Zanden system just put
this recording into perspective

congestion in the treble became
just toc much.

afford it, or even if you can't, you

in. On many systems the bass
and drums will seem to just

Warnes' Famous Blue Raincoat

But this was an exception
that proved the rule. Generally,

BELOW: Inside the Model 950A Mk3

the Zanden system was able

monoalock power amp can be found

to bring up

two 845 valves, two 5687WEls, one

au kinds

6X4, anc twin 5u4GBs

Pre-ariplifier
anti phono stage
benefit from separate
power su3clies
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The Zanden system removes

owe it to yourself to experience
the Zanden system. Soon. p
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1. CD500
Reference Valve
CD Player

2. A500
Reference Solid-state
Integrated Amp

•A massive 16kg chassis
houses aCDM1230
servo system,
specifically designed
and unique to the
CD500.

Each element has been
painstakingly chosen on its sonic
merits:

•Top loading system with multiple anti-vibration construction.

•Weighing in at astaggering 50kg, the fully alumin ¡UM alloy ( hassis shields,
the-art comp smuts to writ inn to thwir
isolates and allows the state-U.
maximum.

•Hand-selected NPC SM5847 over-sampling and filter chip.

•Two custom-made power transformers, 150W rated for tile pre-amp and 800W
rated for the power amp provide aseparate, roily isolate( I, i lependent >5v('r
supply for each section. Eight massive 10000pF ELMA capa( itors take care of
the filtering.

•Burr-Brown SRC4193 (44.1 KHz/192 KHz) upsampling chip.

•The pre-amplifier and powcr amplifier can he used separately.

•Four Burr-Brown PCM1704K DACs, two per channel for fully balanced
output, ensure the very finest signal reproduction.

•Six pairs of top quality Sanken power transistors (2SA129 olmo I
2SC:3264 in
parallel) provide massive power output: 2x260W into 8ohins, 2x400W into
4ohms, 2x600W into 2ohtins. Enough to satisiy even Ilo • roost xAver-hungry
loudspeakers!

•Separate power supplies for the digital and analogue circuits employing
custom-made R-core transformers.

•Two EH6922 valves with gold plated pins are deployed on the output
stage.
•Fully Balanced and Single-ended outputs.

• " Dynamic Bias Control' for, power with grace. The first all-important 20 watts
are always delivered in purl Class-A.

•Balanced and Single-ended digital outputs.

fb. Fully Balanced and Single-ended inputs.

•Dimensions: 482(w) x360(d) x100(h)nnm.

•Dimensions: 482(w) x48M1) x180(h)mm.

The CD500 is set to redefine the term ' reference' for asingle-box design.

The A500 is set to redefine the term 'reference for an integrate( I ( I(.sign.

Real hi-fi is also the official UK Distributor for the following brands:

Tel: 0870 909

3. Audiophile APS I4. Bias King I5. Heart Ib. Horning I7. Hyperion I8. Musk First Audio
For pricing, dealer list and further information please conbct us.

9. Metaxas

6777

info@realhi-fi.com
www.realhi-fi.com
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TIPPING
THE SCALES

DETAILS
Marantz DV9600
£1500

O

wwN.marantz.com

@

01753 680868

0

Superb digital video and
big, dramatic sound

e

Scaling on HDMI only

SOP..

Nipping under the
radar of Denon,
Pioneer and
specialists like
Classé, Marantz
has offered the
first ever
1080p- capable
DVD player.
Paul Miller tests it

ALI040 C./ 1,-.3 PLAYER

E1L WOO

A

ccording fc some pundits,
it's the Holy Grail of
[super) HD. But while
progressive 1080- line video

certainly represents the height
of the AV numbers game, there's

jexpect aMk II upgrade to

CD/R/RW, DVD/A, SACD and

appear sometime soon Either

MP3/JPEG media plus arange

way, the DV9600 is, in every
respect, atruly universal player

of analogue SCART, component,
composite and S-Video outputs.
On the face of it, the new DV9600

that provides compatibility with

precious little hardware operating
at this level and even less native
source material. Nevertheless,
this lias not stopped Marantz
from outperforming Derhon with
aDVD player that scales beyond
1080i to afull 10813p [see The
Numbers Game' panel, p52).
Marantz has supercharged
its DV9500 IA VTech. Sept 20051
with the atest 10- bit vice° scaler
from Anc:hor Bay Technologies to
produce this £ 1500 DV9600, but
as Denon's flagship DVD-Al XV
also Lses the same technology,
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ABOVE: Full gamut of 480p tc -080p digital video resolutiors are possible

MARANTZ DV9601 UNIVERSAL DVE PLAYER • £1500
looks just like the older DV9500
and, indeed, uses the same
multichannel audio output
with its three Crystal CS4398
stereo DACs implemented with
Marantis proprietary HDAM
op- amps. The set-up menu is
broadly unchanged too, so the
DV9600 is just as easy to tweak
from its on- screen display.
Instead, the key upgrades to
the DV9600 are at the sharp end
of AV technology with its revised
v1.1 HDMI output now supporting

'The DV9600's

HDCP-encrypted multichannel

big and cohesive

DVD-A. Moreover, Marantz has
added two S400- rated LINK

soundstaging

terminals that not only carry

is more than a

two- channel CD but also Dolby/

ABOVE: Stereo ano multichannel analogue outputs sit alongside composite, component
RGB-cempatibie Szart and comporent video cornections. On the digital side, the HDMI
v1.1 port now offers encrypted machannel audio and digital Vdeo ( up to 10814) while
two iLINK connections allow SACO audio data to be piped directly to an AV receiver

THE REPORT

match for most
mid- priced

LAB REPORT

AV receivers'

The audio performance of the DV9600 is nearly identical to that of the older DV9500,
right down to : he mild (- 350psezI but very characteristic higher- rate jitter suffered by

find the CV9601) snaring tht:.

both players. Hundreds of test results are avai(able to download from

same articulate, gripping and

www.milleraudioresearch.corn/avtech where the new DV9600 may be compared to the

typically very d-arnatic sound as

older DV9500 isee Sept 05 entries).

its predecessor. The voicing of

As ever, take care when configuring your DV9600. When the audio output is set In

the DV9600 is still suited to the

5.1, then the default OdB setting of the variable output menu yields half the level

blockbuster movie event, rather

['just 1V) epected with two-ciannel CD, SACO, 48kHz and 96kHz DVD-A, despite

than the tiligree cetailing of a

yielding afull 2V output with 192KHz DVD-A. To normalise all channels you'll need

small quartet, buz its big and

to set front, centre, surround and sub to -i-6dB or switch the level menu to ' fixed'.

cohesive soundstaging is more

Otherwise, the DV9600 delivers alow - 0.0004% distortion through the midrange

than amatch for most

with an adequate 102dB S/N ratio and very fla: responses witn all media. The latter

mid- priced AV receivers. So you.

extends te - 7_BdB at 80kHz and - 17dB at 100kHz with SACO processed in DSD mode,

might care to drive your amp

and + 0.1dB at 44kHz196kHz [IV] A) and - 4.7dB at 88kHz ( 192kHz DVO-A).

from the OV9600's analogue
outputs before reaching for.r

HU,
Multichannel output level

digital audio conrection.

Digital Distortion, IkHz/OdBFs

Like the DV9500, the ' 9600
also offers aslightly dark or
at least very contrasty picture

0.001:6%

quality via HDMI. Marantz does
DTS bitstreams and multichannel

offer gamma adjustment, but

DVD-A/SACD to compatible

even with its default punchy-

receivers like the SR9600.
Like the Denon, Pioneer

CSy

Nanulnt liars
See. C01108%

Manufacturer's
Spec 09

Ns Spec
0.0005%

Cy

looking imagery, where blacks
are very black, there's still no

and Sony. Marantz also uses a

crushing of very dark grey detail.

master clock in the partnering

The slightly hard colour cast of

LdB

CI

14BAB
Crosstalk in IkHz

A-wtd Sigrel to- Noise

120dB

AV receiver to regulate the flow
of data across the LINK for

BELOW: Set-up

optimum results. This is called

is abreeze from

the JFTS scheme or Jitter Free

remote- controlled

Transfer System. Without it, the

menu system

lx
171)de

90dB

iLINK or FireWire connection
AVTech June 20051.

decoder from Crystal, and the
same partnering multichannel

Manataterees
Spec 1AldB

HFNs Spec
103de

HI- Fl NEWS VERDICT

LIGHTS OUT
tried- and- tested 400- series

sSpec
1Je

80dB

suffers huge levels of jitter ( see

As the DV9600 also uses the

110de
Manufacturer's
Saec 9-100d8

o

While the option of a1080p oigital video output is as much to do with specmanship
as real-world value, the technology behind the 0V9600 also succeeds in delivering
astate-of-the-art performancr from genuinely useful 571)0 and 720p video
esolutions

Think Denon's DVD-AlXV without the bulk aixi extra features and you

have the measure of the D‘ 196CO.

audio board as the DV9500, it
comes as no great surprise to
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MARANTZ DV9600 UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER • £1500
1080p, HDMI AND
THE NUMBERS CAME
If the de- interlacing and scaling technology

digital video from our 01/9600? Not abit

within your flat screen TV or projector

of it. The point is, there's abig difference

has been specifically optimised for the

between display devices that scale to 1080p

LCD/plasma panel or LCD/DLP devices

and those that will accept a1080p ' input'.

within, then there's alot to be said for
SURR

COAX

ti)

R

OPT.

CLASS

HDMI
OUT
Ver . 1,1

1 LASER PRODUCT

MI. ' EC US

DIGITAL
OUT

- p,•

E US VW, OFER

KLASSE1LASERPRODUKT

,

S400

tie

SURR. L

tà)

L

S4010

eir.
:
7'
l
i
d

(AUDIO ,-

RS- 232C

'mere' 1280x720 OLP chips, did accept

interlaced 576- line feed from the ND

the 1080p feed but suffered some major

player. After all, if you pump 720p video

chroma and luma errors in its attempt to

into a1024 ( or 1280) x768 pixel plasma,

downscale. The software was willing, but

for example, then it's only going to be

the hardware simply lacked the bandwidth.

re- scaled again to fit.

But at least it tried'

Marantas DV9600 offers 480p, 576p,
FLASHER
IN

used to carry our digital multichannel audio

but you'll need atrue 1080- line display to

and video. There's been some talk of HDMI

match the latter.

v1.0 and v1.1 not supporting 1080p, but this

The Fujitsu LPF-0711 LCD projector

ABOVE: Two iLink sockets support multi- channel OVO Aand SACO
the recent DVD release The !stand

full 1080p output but because

is revealed in all its stark glory

the de-interlacer and video

Afinal word about the HDMI connection

720p, 10801 and 1080p resolution outputs,

EXT. IINT

—, •—• REMOTE

SIM2's C3X which uses

simply addressing the display with anative,

is tosh - it does. HOMI's - 561-1z throughput

(AVTech, July 051 uses very high resolution

is more than sufficient to support 1080p

1920x1080 panels and its accompanying

video but the HDMI ( CEA861B1 standard

media receiver box delivers digital,

simply makes 480p INTSC1 and 576p ( PAL)

1080p video to suit. But would this same

resolutions mandatory while higher scales,

processor/projector accept the 1080p

including 720p and 1080p, remain optional.

through the DV9600 at 720p

processing are now running

'The race through

The jet bike chase sequence

into the SIM2 C3X Lie( and with

at 10- rather than 8- bits of
greyscale resolu:ian. And this has

the streets found

from The Island flashes across

slightly better handling o the
natural film grain than Denon's

repercussions at all the DV9600's

us on the edge

DVD-Al XV, il must be said.

480/576p and 720p scaling

of our seats,

The DV9500 already delivered

options. Fast- paced action

the screen with all its edgy detail
intact and yet remains free of
aliasing, ringing or other obvious
motion artifacts.

avery fine performance from

now looks slicker than ever,

transfixed by the
action but without

THUNDER OF CARS

visual fatigue'

The first chase chapter from

HDMI, but the DV9600 builds

with motion- blur reduced to an

upon this, not because the scaœr

absolute minimum and certainly

is now capable of offering a

at the limit of MPEG encoding.

Ronin - Special Edition is another
case in point as the Merc, Citroen
and Audi thunder towards the

ON- SCREEN SET-UP MENU

streets of Nice. The fleeting but

The HDMI colour forma'. and resolution options are only enabled once the 0119600 is connected to an HMI/HCP compliant

rough textures of the chalky

display. These screenshots show the DV9600 connected to SIM2's C3X Lite projector which ' communicates' its preferred video

outcrops that flank the mountain

scales back la the player. These are illustrated on the DV9600's menu by an asterisk next to the available resolution. It's doubtful

roads remain more than passably

that any current display will communicate apreference for a108ap nput and even those that do in the future may still deliver a

detailed, contrasting with the

superior picture from a1080i feed.

smoother grey of the tarmac and
dark green of the tough, wirey
vegetation. The race through the

0111EIMII

narrow streets found us on the

On Screen 0,eplav
Angle Berg
Audeo

Setuf.

V.deo

Setup

Pefentel

edge of our seats, transfixed by

Bonus Croup
Pure Ocoee
Auto

SetUP

Poser

Scone,.
WPM,

0t

the action but without the visual

Off

Mode

fatigue easily caused by such

..CoNg

ŒEUE11111

1L=Il

myriad detail and colour being

11121:11EZI

thrown across the screen.
These images look pin- sharp
and their progression is rarely
less than silky- smooth, but
0114E1.15

it will tax the performance of

01...rug

even the best display devices.

HOC I
Pesolutoon
fordeet

PPS -

IV

le.:9

Aspect

Audit°

Bide

•

Auto

MUMIIM

MILEDUM

410,/570, ( 525,/025,)
• . 10,./,714.
15214//62Sp,

Mani

4:›

1

10801 ( 11256,
10.0P
1 1 " PI

MIMI/

M

o

dal

It's important to choose the
DV9600's partner with care - a
gocd quality DLP projector will
still out- gun the better plasmas
and LCD displays when it comes
to motion blur, and that includes
the Panasonic TH-42PV500 also
reviewed in this issue. 11
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COUSTICA
111111111

---

HI- FI & HOME CINEMA

AmphioneArcam

BT

uchlab AVID Aye B&W

Classé Focalg Lab Linn Products WU Acoustics Uonitor Audio •
Nairn Audio Nautilus
Sheinian

Pee

Quadraspire Rega BEL Rotel

Spendor Sugden Thiel \Nadia

NEW Naim 555 CD Power Supply
call us for ademonstration
Acoustica
17 Hoole Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

01244 344227
www.acoustica.co.uk

Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Road
STAFFORD ST17 4AH

Griffin Audio
3Gibb Terrace 'Gibb St
BIRMINGHAM B9 4AA

01785 258216

0121 224 7300

www.acoustica.co.uk

www.griffinaudio.co.uk
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For generations...

r
r
iiEroryiEF
1L2 CUIllpuily

has delighted the world with its cutting-edge hi-fi

products - microrrh_

It was founded in 1987 by designer

Daniel SCHAR who has previous worked with world-renowned
companies such as Mark Levinson and Harman Speciality Group.
The new

from

1111LI on

is no ordinary CD Player. It represents

the first in anew range of reference next-generation products. An
Integrated Amplifier and Tuner will follow as will aPre-amp and

ornic ra -nec,e,

• • •

è

ARIA: Black or Silver (£ 2,150)
30-day money back guarantee*

Power-amp later in the year. For more information contact
Shadow Distribution.

21 - 22 Cadham

Centre

Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710

Distribution

info@shadowdistribution.co.uk
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

Distribution made simple...
We are passionate about all of our products, which
is why we invest heavily in marketing, press releases
and product reviews, This in-turn is an investment
in our specialist network of dealers throughout the
UK. Visit vvvvw.shadowdistribution.co.uk for more
details. Dealer enquiries very welcome.
'subject to conditions

letter from America

IN MY OPINION

Honouring the
magic of music
A recent chance meeting with an English professor at CES in
Las Vegas led to Michael Fremer discovering the plans for
the ' finest listening facility at any coLege in America'

I

new home for adistinguished
collection. The William Ralston

books, music scores and videos
and in his will he expressed his

system more easily than I
could grammatically diagram

Listening Library. Sewanee: The

asentence I've written, and

Ralston, who passed away
in 2003, was an Episcopal

desire that aspace be created at
Sewanee, the University of the
South to house the collection

could probably draw you the
entire New York City subway

that includes this one. When it
comes to writing, I'm like arock

University of the South'.

in Las Vegas, when a
distinguished- looking greyhaired gentleman— the very
embodiment of his profession—
came up and introduced himself
as an English professor, and

components available'.
To that end, the University

and most importantly, provide

has embarked upon acampaign
to secure the funds needed to
complete the project. According
to this gentleman, who is

Archiv Produktion
logo

It's not something of which
I'm particularly proud; it just
happens to be the way it is.

Electronics Show ( CES)

'...the finest audio and video

LEFT: The famous

musician who can play without
knowing how to read music.

So, at the recent
International Consumer

room/library will contain more
than 17,000 LPs and CDs
and will be equipped with:

overseeing the listening room
part of the project, almost a
half- million dollars has been

RCH IV

amassed. Now comes the
difficult part: designing the
room's acoustics and deciding
what gear, including the
turntable, should be included.
Naturally, Ivolunteered to help

PRODUKTION

however Ican, especially on
the analogue side, and to visit
and speak when the project has

told me he really enjoyed my
writing, it's an understatement
to say Iwas jazzed. Naturally, a
good copy editor stands waiting
under the safety net at all times
should Ifall from my high- wire
act of grammatical ignorance,
but Ilike to think that Iturn in
clean copy.
ENTHRALLED BY SOUND
We sat enthralled by the sound

priest, teacher and scholar
who taught at University
of Toronto, Christ Church,

alocation where listeners, both
casual and scholars coulc come

'He expressed
that a space be
created where
scholars could
appreciate music'

LISTENING FACILITY

in the MBL room, listening to
apair of Radiastrahler 101 Es
reproduce aCD- R of rock,
classical and jazz I'd brought,
compiled from vinyl using the

Cambridge, St. Augustines
College, Canterbury, and the
University of the South. He was

been completed.
At atime when industry
insiders trade e- mails about

to appreciate the music.

how we might reach young
ears with the pleasures of good
sound, the late Rev. William
Ralston has shown away. When

The college has honoured
Ralston's wishes by embarking

Ichose to write about this in my

upon aproject to create within
its duPont Library, what it
says in the brochure will be:

column, Ihadn't yet read Rev.
Ralston's university affiliations.

'...the finest instructional and

Perhaps he's touched some

listening facility at any college in

of you, and you'd like to get

America'. The 35 x20ft listening

involved in his dream. CI

BIOGRAPHY
MICHAEL FREMER

Continuum Audio Labs Caliburn

apianist and music scholar
who amassed alarge collection

turntable, Cobra tonearm and

of classical music recordings

Michael Fremer is aSenior Contributing

Fremer appeared on the History of Audio

including the entire Archive
catalog and the complete

Editor at Stereophile magazine, a
Contributing Editor at UltimateAVmag.

documentary on The History Channel
and has been on MTV, The Today Show,

Telefunken and 120iseau-lyre

corn, and Editor/Owner of the online
music review website www.musicangle

CNN, and hundreds of other radio
and television shows throughout the

Castillon stand combo.
When the disc ended and
the room had cleared, he
removed abrochure from his
briefcase and handed it to me.
Urder aphoto of an LP wearing
the familiar silver and blue
Deutsche Grammophon Archive
Production label was written 'A

early music recordings through
the 18th century.
He bequeathed to the
school the entire 25,000 ti:le
collection, including 12,000 CDs,

corn. He's also contributed to The New

USA talking about the high- end audio

York Times, The San Francisco Chronicle,
Consumer Digest, and The Bergen Record

listening experience. Each month in Hi Fi
News Michael Fremer brings you his

(New Jersey) among other publications

views from the USA.

approximately 10,000 LPs, rare
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LISTENING TEST

Sutherland

DETAILS
Sutherland Director
and PhD
[1699/£1699
:check website below)
www.acousticsounos.ccm

Brothers

001 785 825 01E6
Superb transparent sound

®

Better an detail than
dynamics

High
performance
pre- amps are
renowned for
minimalism, but
this one goes
astep further
-no selector
switches! Did
Sutherland's
Director and PhD
switch on
Ken Kessler...
56 www.hifinews.co.uk

ht Sutherland

is responsible for an

on- going series of electrorics
thait operate le no other
manufacturer's offerings, eg, a

known. Although the

valve D/A converter that runs

prod.ucts are mail- order-

of

only and have to ship from the

3 computer's

USB socket

to improve the sound of your

USA, we decided to try The

PC. From the styiing to the

Director line- level pre- amp and

The remote

ergonomics, Ror has an almost

the matching Ph.D. phono stage,

-unlabelled, of course

Zen- like approach, always

to see what the fuss is all about.

-controls everything from only

minimalism and simplicity over

THE DIRECTOR

to sense the madness?) You

unnecessary complexity.

The Director is ascreamingly

get source selection, volume

original solid-state line- level

adjustment and gain setting in
utterly unconventional ways.

seeking purity while valuing

For acouple of years, Ron's

four buttons. Are you starting

been promoting components

pre- amplifier most notable for

more accessible than the circa-

afascia that contains only one

$20,000 gems for which he's

rotary contr... and 20 lights.

APRIL 2006

Input selection, for example,
is accomplished not by pressing

SUTHERLAND DIRECTOR AND PHD
abutton or flicking aswitch:
you simply hit * play' on your CD
player or lower your stylus and

£1699/£1699

THE DIRECTOR'S

MANUFACTURER'S SPECS

POWER SUPPLY

The Director instantly senses

THE DIRECTOR SPECIFICATIONS

what you're listening to. Quirky

Ir puts:
Volume Steps

4higt

the choosing.
Here's where it gets really

Maximum Cistortion:

Less than 3.01°/0 total harmonic distortion plus noise

clever: if more than one input is

Maximum Gain.

DHET + 20.7dB
ATTN + 3.8-JB
When confiçured CIFECT 42k ohms

with no recharging mechanism - for

Input Impedance:

When confiçured ATTN 29k ohms

thinking, but you get used : oit
because, well, you're not doing

3' steps 0- *dB in : he range of - 27 3dB to - 57 3dB
90steps o 0.5dB in the range of + 20.7dB to - 27.3dB

Although The Director was originally
designed to use the all- battery power
supply of the PhD phono pre- amplifier
-consisting of 16 alkaline 0- cells,

'A' weighted, outpLt evel 2.5volts RMS, lkHz

in use, ' the conflict is indicated
on the four discrete input LEDs.

DILEMMA

level nputs

its total isolation from the AC mains,

active inputs, indicating the need

Output Impedance

270 ohms

it required higher power consumption.
After much hand- wringing, Sutherland

to shut down all but the desired
input. Also, as soon as asignal

Output Voltage:

8*hl RMS meximum

opted for ahigh- bias current, discrete

Dimensions

7(4.25x15ini(whd)

circuit. Eschewing the conventional

for any source is detected, that

Shipping Weight -

29lb 11441

approach of avoltage regulator for

They will toggle between the

signal detector is disabled. If

mains isolation because its output

it weren't, the signal detector

Ph.D. SPECIFICATIONS

would add digital noise to the

Gain Settings

45, 50, 55, 60dB

was still too close to the noise on the
AC power line, they opted instead for

pre- amplifier environment:

Cartridge Loading:

130, 200, lk, 47k chns
Less than 150uV 'A' weighted, 47k ohms, 50dB gain
Less than 400uV 'A' weighted, 200 ohms, 60dB gain

an active constant- current regulator
followed by multiple layers of passive
pi RC filters. According to Sutherland,

TIHD and Noise.
f
idicators:

Less than 002%, A' weighted
Green: Power On, elow: Standby, Red Low Batteries

Size
Weight.

17x4x14in (whd)
nibs net ( with batteries installed), 41lbs shipping

Power Reqiirements:
Battery Life..

1.6 Alkaline ' D' cells
C-reater than 800 hours ( actual listening time)

Some will deem this an
inconvenience, but then, how
often do you have three or more
sources playing all at once?
Although Sutherland makes a
point of this being ano- frills unit
of sane pricing, its constituent
parts give up nothing: The
Director reeks of luxury. This 17
x4.2 5x1 5in ( whd1, 241b component
boasts asturdy, epoxy- powder
coated 12- gauge, 118in thick
steel case and amachined,
precision- grained and clearanodised front panel made of
aircraft grade 6061 aluminium.
The machined knob turns in a
large steel ball- bearing and has
awonderful ' feel' reminiscent of
far costlier rivals.
THE PH.D.
Ron already had highly- rated

The constant- current regulator gave
very high impedance isolation from
the AC power line. In this case, high
impedance is very desirable as it
represents the electrical -distance"
from the AC power line. However, the
active pre- amplifier circuit requires a

'Although
Sutherland
makes a point
of this being a
no- frills unit of
sane pricing,
its constituent
parts give
up nothing'

low- impedance power source. Alow
impedance gives the circuit direct and

'an amplifier does not make the

quick access to power. The original

input signal -bigger - - instead, it
uses the input signal to control

high impedance current source is

the delivery of power from a

transitioned to alow impedance

power supply. So the increased

voltage source using ashunt voltage

size of the output signal comes
entirely from the power supply.
The purity of the power supply is

regulator. This combination of an
active, high impedance current source,

afoundation for creating a
high- quality output signal.

by alow impedance shunt voltage

passive pi RC filtering, followed
regulator gave us the electrical ( and
sonic) equivalent of battery power'.

'Ultimate power supply purity
cannot be achieved without
absolute elimination of the AC
power line. In the case of the

ayear. Oh, and you've not spent

Sutherland PH- 2000 and the

the Ph.D. were improving the

Ph.D., there is no connection to

any money on electricity, nor on

AcousTech Ph- 1P, but he wanted
to deliver something even better

purity of the power source and
on lowering the background

the AC power line at all. Period.

atrick mains cable, so please, no
whinging about battery costs.

while maintaining reasonable

noise floor Both goals are
interrelated'. As Ron explains,

phono stages in his CV with the

costs. His main concerns with

Instead, the power for the Ph.D.
is 16 alkaline 0- cells. In this

Once the Ph. D. detects a

application, the batteries have

signal, whether simply from
cleaning the stylus or the

auseable lifetime of over 80 0
BELOW: Minimalist to the last as the rear of the Director features only

en

IEC mains

input, asingle pair of gold RCA phonos for output and four pairs for line source inputs

listening hours. As they age,
low- power supply impedance is

stylus making contact with a

maintained by high- value storage

minutes. During this time, signal
monitoring is inhibited to avoid

disc, the unit powers up for 30

capacitance. And unlike designs
that use rechargeable batteries,

any impact on the low- noise

the Ph.D. is not compromised

environment. At the end of 3D

and encumbered with
battery- charging circuitry:

minutes, the unit automatically
begins looking for amusical
signal. While looking for asignal,

You read that correctly: the

ayellow light is illuminated. If

Ph.D. is powered by 16 nonrechargeable Dcells. That fgures

asignal is not detected within

cut at running costs of maybe

30 minutes, the Ph.D. will

El 5-E20 ayear, if you listen to

automatically power down. If
asignal is detected, power i's

vinyl two hours aday, 365 days
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in the output voltage, some

The boards are square, with

As along-time user of older

adjustment may be necessary.'
So, if the Ph.D. sometimes turns

each side having an associated
configuration value. Settings are

Sutherland components, this was
perfectly in character, including

itself on when there is no musical
signal, the user reduces the

adjusted by unplugging the board
and rotating it to the desired

• SME 10 turntable/SME Series V

its professorial mien: this unit is
about transferring information

monitor sensitivity by turning the

tonearm
• SME 30/2 turntable/SME Series V

control clockwise. If the yellow
light stays on while music is

value. Ron argues that, ' This
approach gives the highest-

in the most coherent, unpolluted
way possible The magic is doing

quality connections with the

it without resulting in ahygienic,
stripped, quasi- digital way.

• AudioValve Sunilda and Audio
Research PH5 phono stage

tonearm
• Transfiguration Temper V, Denon
01.103, London Super Gold and

playing, you increase the monitor
sensitivity by turning the control

shortest and most direct signal

anti- clockwise. As the Ph.D.

custom values, as they did for

path.' Sutherland can also supply

London Maroon mono cartridges
• Musical Fidelity mW25 and Marantz

With avariety of CDs [just
to check the line inputs before

DETAILS: FRONT

CD1-2/DA12 CD players
• McIntosh C2200 pre-amp
• McIntosh MC2102 power amp
• Rogers LS3/5a speakers
• Wilson WATT Puppy System 7

.R.

..R.X3tAXXXX.X.X.:*.

3£

speakers
• Transparent Ultra balanced cable
• Transparent Reference

-

SLIT)-IEFiLAND

loudspeaker cables

ALSO CONSIDER
Instead of The Director:
Audio Research SP16L ([ 1999) Line
stage version of SP16
AudioValve Eklipse 1[2100). AU-valve

SUTFIEFILANCI.

and astonishing good value, especially
with Sunilda
EAR 912 (£ 4950): No contest - buy
this if you want aquiet phono stage

ABOVE: The Director has 16 LED bar graph above the four input LEDs to show volume; if more than one input is in use the conflict
is indicated on the four discrete input LEDs. The red lights on the Ph.D show when the batteries are running low while the single
yellow light shows when the unit is seeking asignal. The twin green lights indicate that the unit is operating properly

and pre- amp in one chassis

Instead of the Ph.D.:
Audio Research PH5 (£ 1799):
Simply sensational tube phono stage;
KK bought one)

possession, Inever touched it.

AudioValve Sunilda 1[2100):
Two sets of inputs, comprehensive

The Director, the Ph.D. boasts a
thick front panel with indicators

adjustments, all-valve, abargain

showing the status of the power

EAR/Yoshino 324 1£2068): For the
inveterate cartridge changer, boasts

management circuit. When a
signal is detected, both green

settings galore

lights will illuminate, indicating

behaved perfectly while in my
Housed in the same case as

that the unit is operating
properly. This takes place within
extended for an additional 30

afraction of asecond. And

minutes. The red lights show if

'The Director
was the first to
pee on the tree:
despite it being
mains- powered,
it seemed to
be as ghostly
as its batterydriven sibling'

the performance is slightly laidback - but it's impossible to find
if anything is lacking.

concentrating on the Ph.D.), The
Director proved itself to be, well,
colourless. It was wide open and
transparent, wonderfully detailed,
yet somehow non- aggressive.
This is the curious state of
affairs Iusually prefer, because
Iwant all the information, but I
don't want it rammed down my
throat. There's nothing heavyhanded about the sound or the
presentation - on the contrary,

the batteries are running low. If

true to Ron's remarks, there is
absolutely no change over time,

you do prefer to power- up the

indicating no warm-up period.

this review, for oddballs including

Ph.D. before listening, simply tap

God bless batteries, eh?

the cartridge headshell or brush

In keeping with Sutherland
philosophy, the Ph.D. avoids
conventional switching, which

Decca/Londons, older Audio
Notes and others that adhere
to neither the 47k ohm norm

and broad, and The Director

Ron feels is inadequate for

nor the usual mid- to- high- gain
moving- coil values.

subtlety with utter ease. What it
doesn't do well is 'slam', so the

Ph.D. features aSensitivity

configuring the low-level
signal from aphono cartridge.

GHOSTLY QUIET

dance music, rap, and most other

Control that sets the threshold
of the signal monitor; it's set

Instead, the Ph.D. incorporates

Inserted into my usual system,

abuses of both level and the

aunique plug-in configuration

The Director was the first to

lower octaves would be better-

system. As the Ph.D. is true
dual- mono, each channel has

pee on the tree: Damn, is this

served by something less refined.

thing quiet. Despite it being

the stylus: This, by the way, turns
out to be avery cool party trick.
To ensure further that there's
no unnecessary wastage, The

at midpoint from the factory.
Sutherland emphasises that this

Dynamic behaviour sforceful
can handle both bombast and

mindless hammering of thrash,

mains- powered, it seemed

[A tiny caveat: It did :ake a
while to get used to the oddball

circuit. Because phono cartridges

two configuration boards, one
for cartridge loading and one for

to these ears to be as ghostly

operation methodology. Ican't

can exhibit ' quite avariance

selecting the amount of gain.

as its battery- driven sibling.

deny it. And Isuspect that for

control does not affect the audio
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some, eg, those who figured out

addicts, There really isn't a

Jefferson Airplane mono reissLes

their iPods without looking at the

cartridge this can't match, and
the Ph.D. will show you, as do all

from Sundazed, you could
detect clear layers to the sound.

Ray Charles & Cleo Laine:
Porgy & Bess
(Classic/Rhino/Jazz Planet

instructions, it will seem almost
intuitive. I'm an old fart set in his

WE LISTENED TO

good and flexible phono stages,

Uncanny, true, but so audible

to stay with convention. On the

what rewards there are when
you can fine-tune he cartridge

as to incite about of delicious
bewilderment in those who thirk

other hand, Ididn't hate it.]

settings. Iwas able to optimise

that s:ereo is the be-all and end-

every cartrdge Itried, and the

all of sound reproduction. And
that's without amono switch.

The Crickets:

The Ph.D. seems to favour
piano and acoustic guitar or

Boogies

ways. Ihave to admit that Iprefer

Given that The Director hardly

benefits are not slight.

imposes itself on the signal,

With this in mind, Iattacked

that its volume transitions were
smooth ano precise, and that it

the Ph.D. hungrily, astack of

JP- 1831)

Bubblegum, Bop, Ballads &
(Philips 6308 149)
Jefferson Airplane:

DETAILS: BACK

Takes Off
)Sundazed LP5186) and

JEtrE es ,
)

4r,qpi,
INE

After Bathing At Baxter's

Pi, 0 0
o acs)

(Sundazed LP5187)

LEFT
120 VAC
50 - 60 02

10 WATTS

o

0156

RIGHT
Macle 11. USA

SUTHERLAND Engineering, Inc.

Stevie Ray Vaughan and
Double Trouble:
Couldn't Stand The
Weather
(Pure Pleasure PPAN393041

GROUND
MC:DEL

FRONT PANEL INDICATORS
SIKEN

POAER oN

Fltv.OvE

reume, STANDIre

PTO

<0.1. TOP FOR

ACCESS TO

REO REPLACE BATTERS
OUT

N

IN,-

•

OUT

CARTRIDGE LOADING
Carp SERINO
BATTERY REPLACEMENT

RERACE ATTH
IS O EPEE ...KAU.. EGATTERKS
SUTHERLAND ENG ,NEERING etie

will confound those who fail to
appreciate that dragging achunk
of mineral over plastic ripples
can yield such solid notes.

MANUFACTURED IN LAWRENCE, KANSAS USA

Like The Director, the Ph.D. is
clean, controlled, almost polite.
ABOVE: Stripped down when it comes to ins and outs but the units offer 'extreme' magnetic and electrostatic shielding with all
connectors made via gold-plated, Teflon dielectric RCA sockets. The Ph.D., pictured below, is atrue dual- mono design, each
channel having two configuration boards, one for cartridr loading and one for selecting the amount of gain

It never gives the impression
-like agood London cartridge
- that some near- insane
creature is about to burst from
your speakers. Which can be a

anything else that creates
its own ' atmosphere' while
demanding adelicate hand, but
it ready surprised me - given
its battery power - with Pure
Pleasure's pressing of Stevie
Ray Vaughan's ' Couldn't Stand
the Weather'. While not the most
'dynamic' phono stage I've used
-the Sunilda is hard to beat
ABOVE. Each channel inside the Ph.D [ left) has two configuration hoards, one for
cartridge loading and one for gain; the Director Iright) features incustrial-grale

-the Ph.D.'s actual speed when

Vishay/Dale and West German- made, polypropylene dielectric Wima capacitors

complemented Stevie Ray's
more intense moments, and it

even exhibited an almost valve-

LPs to hand from both normal

like conviviality to vocals, I
was

and audiophile sources. Classic's

eager to hear what it would do

'Porgy and Bess' as realised by

with the Ph.D., alongside my
reference phono stages from

Cleo Laine and Ray Charles is

Audio Research and AudioValve.

Ph.D. resolves vocal textures,
and it captures all of the air

Here's where the fun begins.
Because Ihad afistful of

aperfect example of how the

surrounding the vocalists.

handling transients perfectly

demerit if you listen exclusively
to early Stooges or Ozzy or Hasil
Adkins. Be that as it may, the two
Sutherland pieces are eminently
satisfying, and yet so deliciously
quirky [without stinking of
hand- built, catastrophe- inwaiting, audiophilic shoddiness]
that Ican't see any vinyl lovers
resisting their utter adjustability
and lack of coloration. The only
downside is that, because the
Sutherlands are mail- order- only,
you have to take my word for it.13

THE REPORel
HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
If noise is the only thing that annoys you about vinyl not the mechanically-induced
swoosh but the by-product of adding so much gain), then Sutherland has dealt with
it so effectively by going battery in the Ph.D. that you will need convincing he hasn't
simply unearthed the old dbX system - yes, it's nearly that silent in the background.

options - spare boards, the
standard selection of settings,
gain adjustments, etc - Ifound

BIG-SOUNDING

The Director matches it perfectly, but the ergonomics take awhile to appreciate.

This is a ' big'- sounding phono

These product are so clever that the design brilliance almost overshadows their raison

the Ph.D. to be as truly useful as

stage, and ' twas clearly fire-

the AudioValve Sunilda and the
various EAR-Yoshinos in terms

tuned by listeners who value

c'etre: LP playback. Throw in near- total adjustability, and you have aphono system for
the cognoscenti. Oh, and it plays line level sources just as well.

of true adjustability for analogue

three- dimensionality. Even with
amono cartridge playing he
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LAB TEST

Loud and Proud
Whether it's large
scale orchestral
music or modern
studio- produced
pop, Spendor's
latest floorstander
delivers the sort
of clean, loud and
rhythmical sound
that makes it one
of the greats.
Dave Berriman
enjoys some
old-style Spendor
with atwist

IT

he Spendor story starts in
the heyday of the BBC's
Research Department,

where no effort was spared
on sound reproduction and
loudspeaker design. The Beeb
deemed this necessary to ensure
consistent and accurate music
playback in studios and booths
across the UK. Commercial
loudspeakers simply didn't cut
the mustard but because tha
BBC did not want to become
aspeaker manufacturer they
licensed its unique designs.
So, BBC loudspeakers that
had been developed at huge
public expense became available
to awider audience of music
lovers. When Spencer Hughes
left the BBC to start Spendor
with his wife Dorothy - the name
Spendor being an amalgum of
the names Spencer and Dorothy
-he was to build BBC licensed
models, along with his own
seminal loudspeaker designs.
UPS AND DOWNS
In the intervening years the
company has had its ups and
downs but, under the current
62 www.hiftnews.co.uk
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SPENDOR S9E LOUDSPEAKER • £2895
quest for high power handling

UNIQUE DRIVE UNITS

So, it's old-style Spendor

f
he tweeter ( right, top) is built for Spendor by the

but with amodern

Norwegian specialist drive unit company SEAS. It

twist. The S9e's large

features a27mm dome and surround fabricated from
Sonolex, which is claimed to provide excellent damping

floorstanding cabinet
does not use the heavy

and low density. The tweeter's hollow central pole feads

damping pads favoured by

to an internally damped rear chamber that lowers the
resonant frequency and absorbs the rear wave. It is the same
tweeter as used in the S3e, S5e and Ste. Like the woofer it has a
bucking magnet to reduce stray magnetic fields.

(11 Spendor S9e

both the BBC and Spendor

e

£2895 ( pair)

•

www spendoraudio.com

•

(
0)1323 843474

•

Great all-rounder,

of years past. Instead, the
cabinets are critically braced.
Energy absorbing materials

e

are located at specific

Spendor always built its own woofers and
midrange units and Spencer Hughes understood

internal interfaces,

only too well the critical importance of choosing
the optimum cone material, thickness and shape.

such as between the

great bass definition
Not exactly budget priced

rear of magnets and
panel includes aheavy MDF

cabinet braces to damp

while terminating the wave at the edge of the cone

spacer arid damping pad to avo.d

and absorb resonances

to avoid coloration. The S9e is no different. The 14Umm

icroph ony

before they can build up.

midrange unit ( right, middle) features an ep38 polymer

Even if one were to approach

The midrange unit, for
instance, has arear brace

cone with asurround made from agrade of synthetic
rubber formulated for optimum termination. The 'software'

the S9e without any prior
knowledge of the Spendor bra:xi

with damping interface

parts are mounted on acast chassis, with phase ptug and
finite- element designed linear- flux shielded magnet system.

DETAILS

and modern- scale dynamict

ethos and history, it would be

land sits in its own sealed

obvious after the first few bars

enclosure).

The woofer's 220mm cone ( right, bottom)

of listening that it is agreat

In contrast

is made from Kevlar and Kapock composite
that, in contrast to the midrange, is

to the usual

Loudspeaker - one so even-

extremely rigid - designed thus because it

straight- sided

handed anc balanced in overall
performance that it would be

cylindrical port tube,

does adifferent job. The cone is partnered with a

difficult to find fault.

stiff dust cap braced to the voice coil former for even

there's alinear- flow

greater rigidity. This avoids ahollow void close to the

slot port built into the

midrange, which could resonate and colour the midrange.

base. This is designed to

market claim to reproduce low

encourage symmetrical

frequencies, but sometimes, it

Acast chassis, and highly linear computer- designed

'The classic Spendor aims
of achieving accuracy and
neutrality have been combined
in the S9e with the quest for
high power handling and
modern- scale dynamics'

seems, witn a ' creatively' written

airflow and avoid ' chuffing'

magnet system with along- throw and abalanced dualspider rear suspension ensure highly linear cone displacement.

So many loudspeakers on the

noises, for clean undistorted

specification. With the S9e

oass frequencies. Spendor

there's clearly been no jiggery-

claims that the linear- flow port

pokery. The bass here is deep,

enables the S9e to be placed

full bodied and wonderfully well

dose to awall without adversely

controlled - and when Iwrite
'deep arid powerful', 1mean it.

effecting bass quality.

Yet, to the uninitiatea the speaker
might even seem to lack bass,

The

INTERNAL CROSSOVER
internal crossover comprises

simply tiecause it does not

polypropylene capacitors and

emphasise it. The S9e certainly

either iron- powder, or air- cored

does nct reproduce what is not

chokes wound with oxygen- free

there. Bring in some real low

copper wire. Spendor does not

notes and suddenly there's lots

ownership of ex-Audiolab boss

evidence_ The ctassic aims of

believe in using resistors to

of bass. And what's more, this is

and co-founder Philip Swift, the

ach.eving accurBcy arm neutrality

attenuate the tweeter and instead

realistically presented.

company seems to be in revival,

have been combined with the

incorporates aspecially wound

having re-claimed its brand spirit
and returned more firmly to its
roots. Core Spendor values
are still very much in

WE LISTENED TO

inductive auto- transformer to
do this job and function as

'Poulenc Concerto for Organ,

in integral
part of the

Strings and Timpany' in G

crossover.

minor on Linn Records CKD

Finally, the

180 ( Organist, Gillian Weir).

crossover
'Played Twice' ( Monk) Joakim

terminal

Milder ' Concensus' Opus 3
Records No 9201.
LEFT: Base features linear- flow
slot port aimed at eliminating
'chuffing' noises by encouraging
symmetrical airflow

'Sweet Georgia Brown' ( BerniePickard- Casey) from Lars

est.4

Erstrand Quartet
Opus 3Records No 9101
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For instance, when the
lowest organ note swells in the
Poulenc piece for organ, string ,

LAB REPORT

and timpani [see 'We listened
to p63], it was both an aural

The frequency response in Fig. 1shows asmooth
output over the whole range, with agentle tilt down

and tactile experience - Icould
really feel it. Yet bass was in no

at high frequencies. The tweeter was particularly

way overblown. At the other end

600Hz, the curve was within +/- 3dB 95Hz-20kHz

smooth and free of peaking. Referred to 84dB at

of the spectrum, the strings

as measured. This is acomposite curve, with the

were at once smooth, fluid and
translucent, with harshness not
even hinted at.

combined near- field woofer and port outputs spliced
to the anechoic curve at 310Hz. The gentle bass lift
(+4dBI is due to the near file measuring method and

Behind the orchestra, the
deep and gentle natural rumble

would be virtually flat measured far- field. Bass was
so n

of the hall acoustics was
perfectly audible, giving extra
aural clues about the size of the
venue, helping to re-create the

figure'I

impressive, extending to 28Hz (- 3dB). This translates
lk

'wpm, OW

to close to - 6dB at 28Hz far field fas per Spendors

lek

spec.) and accounts for the deep audible lows. Port
tuning was at 32Hz and the port output was essentially
free of resonances, possibly abenefit of the slot

experience of being there in a
large space with the musicians.

port. Sensitivity was around 85dB which is good,
considering the outstanding bass performance, though

With this and other tracks played,

below Spendors 90dB specification..

the S9e could be wound up loud
without losing composure, no

Meanwhile, off- axis, output remained consistent
both vertically and horizontally and was slightly

doubt at least partly aby-produ( •

smoother above axis than below.

of the linear motor systems of
the woofer and mid range.
Another thing soon noticed

Impedance, as shown in Fig. 3, was trouble- free.
The minimum is 5.5 ohms at 109Hz slightly below
the 6ohm specification. Strictly speaking, this

was the excellent stereo imagery

figure 2

the Spendors set up within the

skimmed just under 8ohms, but the reduction was
very marginal. Phase here was equity benign, varying

natural- sounding soundstage.

between + 60 and - 54°, but was nowhere high where

For instance, in ' Played Twice'
the instrumental positions were
pin sharp, with drums to centre,

impedance was low.

cymbals to left, double basses

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

to right and the sax just left of
centre. Tonally and musically this
track was spot on.

The S9e is ahighly capable performer with all types
of music. True, at £ 2895 it's not exactly budget
priced, but judged on sound quality, technology and

In ' Sweet Georgia Brown' the

build the S9e offers sound value for money. What's

vibes sounded simply glorious,

more, it's agood looking design and porting is of a

and the cymbals shimmered. The
Hammond organ was rich and

type that allows it to be used close to arear wall.

fruity. With many loudspeakers,
attempts to plumb deep result
in aflabby sound lacking in
rhythm and definition. Again

SPENDOR S9e SPECS

the S9e bucks this stereotypical
expectation. In ' Sweet Georgia
Brown', the sound fairly bounced
along. So here is aloudspeaker
that is tonally neutral, plays loud,
delivers genuinely deep bass and
delivers well-timed rhythms too.
WELL ENGINEERED

Frequency response :

40Hz- 20kHz +/- 3dB

LF extension:
Sensitivity ( 1Wilml:

28Hz (- 6dBI
90dB

Impedance:

8ohms ( 6ohms minimum)

Crossover frequencies.
Power handling:

350Hz, 4.8kHz ( 3-way)
30-350 watts ( unclipped)

Bass loading.

Reflex ( 30 linear flow]

Dimensions

1ne Se turned in afine set of

1005x242x380mm
(39 6x9.5x15 in) hxwxd

measured and listening results.

Weight:

It is clearly awell engineered
loudspeaker with carefully

36 5kg ( 80.51bl

Finishes:
ABOVE: The S9e allows biwiring and

judged frequency balance,

Cherry, maple, iosenut', black ash
Spiked feet for base ( supplied)

crossover terminal panel includes

extended bass and smooth well-

MDF spacer and damping pad to avoid

controlled treble. The obvious
lack of coloration when playing

microphony

vocals and all styles of music is

porting system and so on. It is
the sum of the parts that works

testament to not only the drive
units, but the cabinet, crossover

Accessories:

41>
with acoustic instruments - and
is one of arare breed that takes

so well. It is aloudspeaker that

modern, studio- produced album
material. It's strong on neutrality

large-scale orchestral music

comes into its own particularly

in its stride just as surely as

and the generation of clean, loud
sound levels. CI
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At just 9cm in size M- Cube's revolutionary style. powerful
performance and sound quality embraces everything
you enjoy about music and film in a sleek, compact design.
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RoomPerfect TM is the eagerly awaited room correction
system, developed and patented by Lyngdorf Audio.
The UK launch is at the Sound 8t Vison Show, Bristol.
THE BRISTOL SHOW

110ii

Why use RoomPerfect?

February 24- 26th

The quality of your CD player, amplifier
and speakers might be exemplary, but
the system may still not be cutting it at
home. It's often the case that even
highly acclaimed speakers sound great
in some rooms, and disappoint in others.

RoomPerfect rm conceptually and effectively
removes the negative influence of your
room from the music, allowing your system
to sing as desicned.

The speakers are not at fault.
The perforrrance of aspeaker is known
to be highly dependent on the acoustics
of the room and relative positions of he
speaker and listener.

The performance of the RoomPerfect
system
is outstanding, with no trace of compression
Dr other negative artefacts. The system is
easy to set up and requires no room acoustic
knowledge or even acomputer.
TM

The first implementation of the RoomPerfect' m
system is an integrated module for our True
Digital Amplifier ( TDA2200), offering agreat
leap in performance for a modest outlay.
The TDA2200 becomes asingle high
performance unit replacing aDAC, room
correction system and pre/power amp:ifier — atruly scalable, versatile product. Following this, a
pre- amplifier and combined CD player/preamplifier, both including RoomPerfect , will be
available. Allowing you to integrate and benefit from RoomPerfectrm in almost any system.
TM

Innovative technology
The unique RoomPerfect im system measures
both the listening position(s) and a number
of other room positions, mapping a
3- dimensional sound- field of your room.
The RoomPerfect TM system is then capable
of combining the listening ,position(s)
information w.th the sound-field information
in awholly new and innovative way, ensuring
that you achieve superior sound, irrespective
of your room, speaker and listening position.

Simple to use
The RoomPerfect TM system is very advanced,
but easy to use. A computer is not required.
The calibration procedure will guide you through
setting up the supplied microphone in anumber
of positions, each measurement taking afew
seconds. The system evaluates and displays the
quality of the sound- field, to help you optimise
the results.

And the results...?
Sweet, dynamic, detailed, coherent and musical performances free from booming, smearing,
congestion, shouting and other room- induced distortion.

•Lyncdorf Audio UK distribute the-OUnd-breaking Lyngdorf digital
products, together with ExacPower conditioners, Stillpoints and
AudioDesk.Syseme CD enhancers. We also compliment these
products by offering/dealing with avery few, select components
such as the award winning DALI speakers, Vertex AÇ accessories
and the new range of Final Electrostatic pale' speakers
tel: 0870 9 100 100
www.lyngdor'audio.co.uk

TechTalk

IN MY OPINION

regionat
coding and music
The audio world has so far been spared the misery of regional
coding, the much- hated system that stops aDVD disc playing
in another country. But this could all change, says Barry Fox
A

be made to work, it seems
hideously complicated: blue

t
sCES in Las Vegas the
two rival blue laser

laser discs and players will

ystems Btu- ray and

be regionally coded as now, to

HD-DVD were both promising to
launch this Spring or Summer.

make new players compatible
with old DVDs. When adisc is

Because blue laser will offer the
highest resolution audio yet, with

loaded, the player checks the

more channels than ever before,

codes and if they do not match

there is arisk that any regional

playback is halted. The owner
can then connect the player to a
phone line and access acontrol

coding used by blue laser will
start to obstruct music releasing

centre. If the movie has been

as well as movies.
DVD's regional coding was

released in the country in which
the owner is trying to play it,

so sloppily engineered that it
was easily hacked. Both the
blue laser systems will use a

Region coding of DVD: 1 - USA; 2 - Europe, Japan; 3 - SE Asia;
4 - Australia and SAmerica; 5 - Africa, Russia, India; 6 - China

military strength encryption
of regional control which we

the player downloads clearance
codes which are stored on an
SD memory card. The disc
now plays in the 'wrong region'
player. The downloaded codes

to stop copying. If this is also

laser camps about this lack of
communication, and later got
back the worrying confirmation

used to control regional coding

that: ' Unfortunately, they ( AACS)

Disc and HD-DVD.
Noriko Sugimoto of Japan,

there will be absolutely no hope

were not able to confirm who

and Yusuke Shimizu and

of ahack. Discs bought in one
country block will be 100%

the appropriate contact is at this

Masayuki Kozuka of California,

time, but noted that all inquiries

unplayable in others.

should be directed to the AACS

lament the plight of Japanese
businessmen who work in

site... please follow up directly

America, build atreasured

player to aphone line - or they

with the press contacts noted
on the AACS site (
www.aacsla.

collection of movie discs and

may not be able to connect a

then return to Japan where
they find regional coding stops

portable player while travelling.
So another option is to supply

system known as Advanced
Access Content System (AACS)

LIKE THE CIA OR MI5
Both the Btu- ray and
HD-DVD camps separately said

com/pressl .
And as previously reported

may see embedded into Blu-ray

could also skip scenes banned
by the local censor.
PHONE DIFFICULTIES
One obvious difficulty is that not
everyone wants to connect a

the discs playing on Japanese

pre- coded SD memory cards, to

when Itried to do just this, the

players. ' This gives abad

go with discs, or use asystem

press contact named by AACS,

impression', they say in US

to AACS. But everything is

Betsy Damus of Edelman PR,

like AACS to update regional
code controls while discs are

still very iffy and the AACS

would only reply: lam not an

patent filing 2005/0198115.
The patent then describes

licensing administration body
behaves like the CIA or MI5.

AACS spokesperson'.
Recent patent filings give an

away of solving the ' bad

and hassle could become just

impression' problem. Although

another reason not to buy ablue

interesting insight into the kind

the new system could probably

laser system. Q

at CES that they hope there
will be no regional coding,
and if there is, it will not be

At CES Iasked both blue

playing. The added complexity

THE FACTS ABOUT REGIONAL CODING
19960 Regional coding for DVD, PSP,

release discs in different countries at

schoolboy Jon Johansen and fellow

issues new encryption keys as soon it's

and possibly also blue laser formats,

different times.
1996 • CSS Content Scrambling System

Linux enthusiasts.
2005 • AACS, the Advanced Access

known that one set of keys has been

launched — a40- bit encryption system
that was supposed to protect DVDs

Content System launched. It was

updated with disc- blocking instructions
while you play amusic or movie disc.

divides the world into six arbitrary
zones. The USA is in Region 1, Europe
Region 2, etc (see colour map above).
The movie industry wants regional
coding because it supports staggered

against digital copying.
1999 • The CSS algorithms are

releasing; film companies are able to

reverse- engineered by Norwegian

developed by eight computer and
electronics companies to prevent
blue laser discs from being copied.
Renewable encryption, as used by AACS,

compromised. Your player is secretly

2005 • AACS-LA set up as the licensing
administration body for AACS — but not
as arecipient for emails, apparently.

APki
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SYSTEM AUDITION

A

rriving in England from
Australia in 1978, Max
Townshend brought

with him arange of plug-in
stylus replacements that could

turntable. There isn't space here
to begin to do justice to all Max's
innovations, but suffice it to say
he's been developino his own
unique audio solutions since.

transform the popular pick-ups

Power

Never against digital audio in

of the day. He went on to offer

principle, Max was unimpressed

an outstanding moving coil

by CD. seeing the 16-bit/44.1kHz

cartridge, but laii, 1981, he was
demonstrating the

inadequate. ' Hi-fi at last: he

original
Rock

Red Book spec as woefully
.
.se

dwhen 96kHz/24-ai: digital
audio arrived on the back of
rthe late 1990s. And the
availability of high- resolution
:audio really gave the impetus
to the creation of today's nocompromise Tovmshend
Audio system. We took a
listen and got Max to talk
us through it.
Among Mlax's most
successful p-oducts

In aHi Fi News exclusive

in recent years has

Steve Harris chats to

been Seismic Sink
isolation ard the

Max Townshend about

uniquely effective

the latest system from

maximum suoertweeler.
Both are incorpo -ated into
the system, as is Max's

Townshend Audio

•woirk on Deep Cryogenic
Treatment ( DCT1 for cables.
LATEST CD PLAYER
A: the front end of the system
is the latest Townshend
player ,he TA565 CD. :_ ike
its predecessors, this is based
on aPoneer universal player
chassis, but there has been a
majoir edate since the Evo II
version (-eviewed in
News,
March 2005).
dal't have any amplifier
circuitry in there. We go
stra ght from the C/A
converter to astep-up
transformer that goes
from balanced to
unbalanced, then
we filte- from

THE SYSTEM
•TA565 CD/Universal Player £3000
•Pre- amplifier
(including filter) £4300
•Power amplifier
(2- channel)
•Glastonbury If speakers

£3900

(inc. stands) £18.000
•Interconnects £ 600
•Speaker cables

£ 500

•Equipment Stand

£ 1300

TOTAL COST:

£31,600

'leek

fey./

ll,iNilitt

TOWNSHEND AUDIO 2CHANNEL STEREO SYSTEM • £ 31,600
that. And the only distortion
you get from the transformer
is about 0.01%, and it's very
low order, third harmonic,
and nothing above that, so it
sounds very clear. These special
transformers use DOT wire and
are very carefully wound on the
right sort of cores. And that's
the secret of the 565 in the CD
version. The original one we
did, with FET amps, was very
good and was equal to some
of the best players out there.
But now we've done it with
the transformers, Idon't think
there's aCD player that can beat.
it. Even the fancy DACs are in
trouble. And it also does SACD
and DVD-Audio'.
The pre- amp will be available
in two- channel and six- channel
versions. It can be run as a
passive control unit or it can
be switched to provide 6dB
of gain. Function switching is
manual, but there is aremote
volume control. The two- channel
version can be supplied with
the loudspeaker eq filter ( see
later) built in; for 6- channel, this
needs to be aseparate unit. The
power amplifier is a200W/ch, 8
ohm ( 400W into 4ohm( switchmode design, again available in
2- or 6- channel format.
'The pre- amp and power amp
concept is about five years old
and we're sticking with that. It's
amodular system. We have a
DC supply that is enormously
filtered with three- stage ladder

analogue equaliser which takes

distortion you

out the resonance and can at the

un,t in this four-way array,

same time deals with the main

which is abuilt-in version of

rocm resonance. (The ftoor-tc›-

the Townshend Maximum

ceiling ' bump' usualty occurs at

supertweeter.

get from the
transformer is
about 0.01%, and
it's low order, so
it's very clear'

networks, which have their
poles, or their various turnover
frequencies, well- separated

80Hz, - 3dB - by the finat drive

'The only

around 50 or 60Hz).
SPLENDID ISOLATION

'We tried aplethora of Sgital
equalisers, and fourd we diztr't

Alt the electronics are housed in

like the sound of them. You

the latest Seismic Sink Stand.

can't get away from the fact

Springs have now replaced the

that you're putting awhole pite

earlier airbag suspension. The

by Townshend. The cabinet
measures 245x1 1013x464mm

of digital processinc in the way

springs are enclosed by bellows

of your complete signal. So

with small holes to give nicelycontrolled damping of large

to get rid of all the nasties.

Whet Max says that ' I've found

we've gone right back to avery

We've had people come round

awooden cabinet doesn't sound

traditional analogue fitter with a

movements, which doesn't affect

with their mains leads saying

as gcod as amasonry cabinet.

purist operational amplifier, to

the system's crucial ability to

what ahuge difference they

Idevebped the plaster- and-

make the variable rotch. We use

isolate from small disturbances.

make. But we know what the

steel concept with the Rock

adigital processor to measure

problem is with the mains and

turntable 20 years ago. " ve tried
marble, I've tried concrete; I've

the room aid find out what the
correction should be. But you

isolation from ground- borne

tried the all the vardLs plastic

only have aminimalist analogue

vibration and then me whole lot

cornposites_

fitter in the signal path'.

we've attended to that with the

GLASTONBURY III SPEAKER

'Traditionally, bass reflex

me midrange unit is a

Max added: ' It's avery highQ spring, so it gives fantastic

is on the floating rack. Idid use
air, originally, for the isolation.

A stunning creation in mirror-

sounas poor, because other

smaller metal- cone Jordan

But air leaks, and people get

finish stainless steel, the big

designers use avery la;g oass

JX92 192mru) type, while the

pee'd off with having to pump up

Glastonbury III is the latest in

unit with too heavy acene and

main tweeter is Townshend's

all the time So it's evo!vecr.

aline of Townshend speakers

too tow a3. But WE' use cones
that only weign fotJr grams'.

t
-ied-and-tested ribbon or teat

based on the aluminium- coned

type. The response is designed

CONTACT

to roll off very slightly at the top

You can contact Town.hend Audio

years ago by Ted Jordan. In

very near to the floor, and the

end, falling about I
dB between

on + 44 ( 0120 8979 2155 or go to the

the case of the 125mm units

upper bass resonance at around

8kHz and 20kHz. But the overall

compan}S website at

used for the bass these are

601-iz is left free, to be controlled

response is extendeo way

www.townshendaudio.com

now actually manufactured

etectronically by an adjustable

beyond 20kI-12 — to aclaimed

drive units designed many

The bass units are placeo
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TOWNSHEND AUDIO SYSTEM • £31,600
The speakers are suspended
on their own isolation stands

TOWNSHEIND AUDIO

which flies in the face of
conventional hi-fi wisdom.
'The whole cabinet is

• 1976 Established Townshend

suspended from about half

Audio in Sydney, Australia, with

aHertz up, so no vibration

Parabolic styli
• 1978 Introduced Parabolic Styli to

from the ground can get into
the speaker, and no vibration

UK market

from the speaker can get into

• 1979 EEI 600c pre- amp

the ground. A lot of people say
you've got to spike the speaker

1980 EEI 650 power amp and EEI
mmcartridges

hard to the floor to keep it
rigid. That would be fine if you

• 1981 Cranfield Rock turntable,
Excalibur arm, 2000 speakers

had an infinitely stiff speaker

ABOVE: The Townshend system reflects Max's desire to have music and cinema faithfully

support, an infinitely stiff floor,

reproduced from the same equipment

• 1982 EEI MC555 and MCP555
m- ccartridges, Super Ribbon

and azero- moving earth. But

interconnects

unfortunately, you don't. The
floor is springy and if you put a

to the movement of the cone

obvious is the deep, even and

against the mass of the cabinet.

speaker on afloor or any sort

seamless bass - Max claims

Excalibur 2arm,iMertin power

The slight cabinet movement

of stand to the floor, you make
atuning fork or aresonating

down to 18Hz, -6dB - the kind of

supply

is insignificant, and it's linear

bass which really does ' breathe'.

anyway'.

It seems incredible, but what
you're really hearing, Ithink,

system that is non- Linear.
'If you ever listen to aspeaker
from the room below, the sound
you hear, which is ahorribly

Needless to say, the system
uses Townshend's DOT speaker
cables and interconnects.
'All leads and coils,

is the ultra- wide bandwidth,
not just the low- end but the
supertweeters' ultrasonic
extension to 80kHz.

• 1983 Elite Rock turntable,

• 1984 Glastonbury speakers
• 1985 30-30 power amp
• 1986 Isolda cable, original type
with 6parallel 50 ohm coax
• 1987 Rock Reference turntable
• 1988 Seismic Sink 1

distorted bass sound, that's the
sound of your cabinet. But if you
break the link to the ground,

crossovers and speaker leads
are OCT. A lot of people are
doing cryogenic treatment,

An interesting comparison
was that between 96kHz/24-bit

the cabinet movement is only
aNewtonian movement due

where they just cool it and bring

and 192kHz/24-bit audio, made

it back to room temperature, but

possible by thedouble-sided
Classic Records issue of Close

• 1994 Sir Galahad speakers,

Encounters of the Third Kind
soundtrack. The system made

• 1995 Rega arm VTA adjuster
01996 ' sea 2speaker cable two
flat copper strips
• 1997 - Seismic Sink Stand

with our process there's alot of

`The speakers
are suspended on
their own isolated
stands, which

it easy to differentiate between
96kHz sampling ( which should
surely be good enough) and the
192kHz version ( clearly much

flies in the face of

better( in terms of space, depth
and sheer conviction.

conventional hi-fi

THE FUTURE

wisdom'

Max's concept is to produce a

• 1991 Seismic Sink 2
• 1993 Rock Mk III
Goertz Cable

• 2000 OCT cable treatment

•2001 Isolda interconnects
• 2002 - Seismic Sink Speaker
Platforms,
• 2003 - Maximum Supertweeters,

music system that also does
cinema well. The pre- and
temperature cycling. It's not just
asimple down and up. There's a

• 1989 Glastonbury Tor speakers
• 1990 Sir David speakers

power amps can be customised
accordingly, and there'll also

TA747 Univer
• 2004 Glastonbury III speakers,
TA565 Universal Player, Mk
II Speaker platforms, Digital
Interconnect
• 2005 Versatile Seismic Sink Stand

little heating involved, enough to

be acentre speaker. Max is an

melt plastic, so the wire has to
be taken off the spools'.

evangelist for multi- channel
music, as well for high-

AUDITIONING

getting rid of CDs, replacing

Max's current system can deliver
the goods, both on CD and on

them with DVD, DVD-A,
DualDisc or SACD - all of which,

still in the wings, Max hasn't

high- resolution disc sources. I

he says, we should buy now, as
they won't be around forever.

forgotten his analogue roots,
nor has he lost his basic

resolution per se. He says he's

spent arelaxing ( two- channel(
evening listening to both. It's

Most of us will never be able

(VSSS), TA565 CD Universal
Player, Enhanced Deep Cryogenic
Treatment
2006 Pre- amplifier, Power Amplifier

commitment to commonsense

abig, big sound, powerful but
never intimidating, detailed but

to muster the near E32,000 the

really majoring on speed and
acoustic realism. Immediately

could still afford to add alittle

cartridge coming soon,' says,

bit of the Townshend magic
to our music. The Maximum

'And the difference between
DOT and non-OCT is awesome.

is based on tried and tested Ted Jordan

supertweeters could be agood
place to start. And, with the

about £ 12,000. We're coming out

aluminium- coned drive units

Master Reference Turntable

at about £ 300!'

LEFT: The mirror- finished Glastonbury III

big system costs, but most of us

and value for money.
'We've got aDCT moving- coil

Somebody else has done one at

21 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710
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Dístributio ,

info(ashadowdistribution.co.uk
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

Distribution made simple...
We are passionate about all of our products, which is
why we invest heavily in marketing, press releases and
product reviews.This in-turn is an investment in our
specialist network of dealers throughout the UK. Visit
vvww.shadowciistribution.co.uk for more details.
Dealer enquiries very welcome.

30- day money back guarantee'

It was only amatter of time before they matched the sonic performance of their
indigenous designs to the astonishing material content and this year we've seen
the first evidence. ( JAS- Audio Orsa, hi>fi+, issue 43).

1
tk

Orsus (£ 2,299 pair)
Floor standing speaker

JAS- Audio Orsa ( shown above) - £ 1,399
"In some ways it always feels
more rewarding to review a
product that punches above
its weight and this is aspecial
little speaker that sets aprice/
performance yardstick that is
hard to beat."

"Impressive sophistication
considering the £ 1,399 per
pair asking price, but the
build quality and finisi are,
well bananas.'

4

ele
4:

01e£2,299 pair)
Reference stand mount

Odin (£ 4,495 pair)
Floor standing speaker

Odor Grand (£ 2,9
Floor standing spea

David Vivian
Hi Fi Choice March 2006

Chris Thomas
Hi>Fi+ Issue 42
"The Orsa is such agood all
round speaker that I
often
found myself comparing it
with my Micro Utopias Be's
which is both totally unfair
given the large price disparity
yet still acompliment."

"Astonishing tnnsparency
coupled to beautiful and
individual presentation makes
for apotent package. Now
look at the price. You m:ght
not recognise it, but this is the
shape of things to come. "

Chris Thomas
Hi>Fi+ Issue 42

2005 Awards Annual
Hi>Fi+ Issue 43

Plato reference (£13,995 0111111pperTweeter ( f649 pair)
Reference floor standing spé
win Ribbon,100kHz SuperTw

Itusik CD Player (£ 799)
24bit Valve CD Player

Zion Cables ( L49 -L795)
Reference Cables

Acacoustics

AngelSound Audio

Musiceogy

47 Chartley Ave

2Hamilton Road
Hunton Bridge

12 Vernon Terrace

Shadow Audio
21 - 22 Cadham Centre

Thesoundsurgery
36 Normandy Road

Brighton

Glenrothes

Kings Langley WD4 8PZ

BN1 3JG
Tel: 01273 7007

KY7 6RU

Exeter
EX1 2SR

Tel: 01592 744 7

Tel: 01392 66292

Neasden
London NW2 7QY
Tel: 020 8830 6509

Tel: 01923 352 479

PEACE OF MU:ID, NO RI , 30-

ONEY BACK OPTION ON ALL JASAUDIO PRODUCTS*

Unique Sound & Vision
266 Seven Sisters Road
London
N4 2HY
Tel: 020 7272 0922
subject to mditions
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Problems with formats?Confused by computer playback? Fear not,
our panel of audio experts is here to help to solve your queries...

A question of quality
KEN KESSLER
US- born Ken

Q

have to suffice for awhile. The

Kessler is

DVD-A1XV is aclear choice as

whether a universal player

player is also Pioneer ( 525).

astate-of-the-art AV delivery

need to determine

'the Hunter

of gooa quality ( I'm thinking

Ay advice will be gratefully

system. It

S. Thompsoin

Denon DVD-A1XV) compares

received.

AVTech home cinema as the

Gavin Smith, by e-mail

best 'universal solution on the

our reference in the

of hi- ti'

with CD sound with aCyrus 8

and writes

series CD player plus power

exclusively

supply. The problem is that I

for Hi -Fi News as oir

A Paul Miller replies:

can't justify spending the price

3sounds leaner compared with

Senior Contributing Editcr.

then why not audition asingle-

of the Denon on aCD only

the meatier CO performance of

media ICDi player from Arcam,

116.

market. On the other hand, if
' The Cyrus

listening to. CO is the priority,

Watch out for answers with

player but it would be worth

the Denon DVD-AlXV, but you

attitude!

Rotel or Cyrus and plump for

going to £ 2.5k if Icould get

really need to decide on your

abudget universal player from

high quality CD sound from
STEVE HARRIS

priorities first. If you spend as

either Denon or Pioneer to watch

the Denon.

much time watching movies as

your movies and listen to the odd

listening to audio then the Denon

SACD/DVD-A disc?*

Steve larris is

The local dealer says the

the Consultant

Cyrus will sound better but it

Editor of Hi Fi

is not easy to set up asuitable

News and

demonstration. My speakers

edited the title

for stereo and surround will

between 1986

be the new B&W XT series,

and mid- 2005.

having previously decided on

He has probably forgotten

a B&W 704 based set up. My

more about hi-fi than most

surround amp is afairly old

of us can remember...

Pioneer ( 808) that, if Igo the
Cyrus route for stereo, will

PAUL MILLER
Paul Miller is

Seeking software

the inventor of
HI-FI News'

lab

Kessler's
interconnects

test equipment

Q As

-the QC

audio are dying formats, when

best of my knowledge, there are

Suite - and

Ireplace my DVD player, Istill

currently no PC drives that even

was recently

want to be able to play the discs

Q Could you

recognise the OSO layer of SACO

Ken Kessler which digital

both SACO and DVD

A Paul Miller replies:

' To the

please ask

appointed Technical

that Ihave. All my SACDs nave

discs. There is DVD-A ripping

Director of the magazine.

interconnect he uses between

CD soundtracks, so it's not a

software available but much

his CD12 and DA12 units. Ihave
one of these sets and would

He's also awhizz at all

problem, but the ovo audio

of it is highly illegal. Instead,

aspects of AV technclogy.

discs don't. I

record onto aCD- R deck from

would also
ANDREW HARRISON

like to be

the S/PDIF output of auniversal

like to follow his example.
John Luke, by e-mail

player The CO layer of ahybrid

After acareer

able to

SACO disc is carried here

in hi-fi retail

play them

as, in some instances, is a

Andre

in my car,

two- channel 48kHz downmix

Harrison

and on

of DVD media. Almost all CD-

joined Pi -Fi

other CO

News seven

systems.

years ago and

Is there any

standard of 44.1kHz. Alternatively

ACROLINI(

Recorders have an input SRC
to lake 48kHz down to the CO

has been Deputy Editor of

software that will copy and

you could record SACO and

the title for the past four

convert the soundtracks, so

A Ken Kessler replies:

OVO-4 content from the stereo

years. He's agoldmine of

use the coaxial connections, not

that they can be recorded onto

'analogue' audio outputs of a

information on hi-fi and

the optical, and swap between

CD, and played on any player

universal DVD player via the

technology.

Transparent Reference Digital

(that plays CD- R)?

analbgue inputs of any CDR/HOD

Cable/75 ohm and the digital

Alan Bridgens, by e-mail

recorder'.

cable from Acrolink'.
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READER QUERIES

Each month the best tweak

Readers' Tweaks
Keeping your mains

secure, treble less fuzzy,

thoroughly with some

plugs c'ean py polshing

or so Itell myself after

clean cotton wool dippe

Ken Kessler and Steve Harris that tells the

the pins with Brasso or

ar evening's buffing!

in isopropyl alcohol

history of hi-fi and Hi-Fi News. You can e-mail

Duraglit is probably not

Anyway, what I've found

beforE reassembling your

your ' top tweaks' to:

anew tip for everyone

is .
.
hat by carefullly

mains wirinç. Just makes

hi-finewsfaipcmedia.com

-many of us knew the

cleaning off the polish

sure it's all evaporated

or post them to our usual

benefits oit keeping these

residue. sound seems

first though oefore you

Croydon address marked

MK 13A plugs gleamirg.

to stay better for longer.

plug bits nagain!

'Readers' Tweaks'.

The bass seems more

Try rubbing the oins

John Chise, Coventry

tip wins acopy of the superb
book Sound Bites, worth £14.99, by

imi

bites

Getting it taped

CD player replacement

Q Many years

Qi

ago Ibought an item called

just found to my

'Harrison test cassette from you. It has been

dismay tha: the transport

avery helpful tool with its precise recordings.

motor on my TAG McLaren

It has been some years since Ilast used it.

CDT-2CR transport no

Yesterday Ipicked it up to do some adjustments

longer works, and all that the display

A Andrew Harrison

on atape recorder, but Icouldn't find the index

shows is an ' error' message. Sending

McLaren Audio CDT2OR was agreat CD

chart telling me about the different recordings!

the CD transport back to the UK for

transport, and should not be ignored

Is it possible that you still have an index chart

servicing means incuring hefty freight

so quickly! it's still possible to get this

and can share that info with me?

and insurance charges and Ijust don't

player serviced by the heirs to the TAG

Par Ericsson, Sweden

want to be without music for too long

McLaren Audio brand, IAG iowners of

Ithink procuring areplacement CD

Quad, Whariedale and now Audiolabl.

A,
teve

Harris replies: In the heyday of the hi-fi

cassette recorder, the Harrison test cassettes
made by Ian Harrison of Derby provided enthusiasts

replies: ' The TAG

transport/player might be abetter

You can arrange to send back to IAG's

option.

service department in Huniingdon, and

What would you recommend for

cost of repars are likely to be about £ 70
[assuming minor component failure on

with auseful and affordable alternative to the

about £ 1500? My amp and speaker

prohibitively- expensive official calibration tapes

set-up consists of the TMA DPA32R

the servo circuit board), up to around £294

produced by BASF and TDK. But recording the test

pie- amp ( 192kHz DAC, DAB . nstalled1,

for accmpiete new transport mechanism,

signals accurately (at precise levels) in real time

100P power amp and Monitor Audio

if requrred. These charges are inclusive

was alaborious process, and so understandably

Gold 10 speakers. Ilean towards rock

of labour and VAT, but without overseas

these test cassettes are no longer available. But

and would like asystem not short on

return shipping. You can contact the

for specific information on the tape he has, Mr

drive. What CD transport/player should

service department through the website

Erics.son - or anyone else who owns one - should

Iplump for?

www.atidioiab.co.uk, by 'phone on 01480

David Ho, Singapore

45256

contact: Ian Harrison HiFi, 7Mir! Hill, Repton,

or e-mail: helpdesediaguk.corn'.

Derby DE65 6GO. Tel: 01283 702875'.

Magic Marantz
Q Please

could you give

some advice on the Marantz
PM7200 amp? Is it any good?
How does class A work ( do

éi.;-•4009••€..3
E

e°r
•

ti_iro,000
-

you need the source direct
base model PM 7200, rather

could be driven into distortion

A as the power transistors are

than the KI Signature model,

if attempting to play too loudly,

set to work fully- on all the time

the better bargain. On either

but the benefits found were a

rather than as- required in a

amp, however, with the Class

more fluid rnidbanci and better

Class 8 or or AB design. The

'In his review of both versions

A button engaged, power

tonal balance. Basically, the

position of the Source Direct

of this amp (Hi Fi News, Oct

output is reduced from 95W/ch

amplifier's output circuit is

button should not influence the

to 25W/ch, meaning the amp

working less efficiently in Class

output biasing mode'.

button on or off)?
Pete Smith, by e-mail

A Andrew Harrison

replies:

2005, p461, Ian Harris found the

GOT A Hi -Fi QUESTION? WE CAN HELP YOU ea.
If you have any hi-fi query iciu can send e-mail your que.stior, to hi-finews@ipernedia.com and mark it ' Cl&A'. Alternatively you catt 'snail mail' us to: Hi- Ft News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Stree., Croydon CR9 1HZ. If you want aparticular expert to answer
it please make this clear and we'll get it sent to them for an answer. We regret that due to tme pressures we can't answer any
technical queries by telephone, e-mail or post. Sorry!!
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MK.
consultants

the

T0118 981 9891

audio

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk
www.audioconsultants.co.uk

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

a Gamut 15 loudspeakers.
Avery high quality loudspeaker from this well known amplifier manufacturer.
An exceptionally transparent soundstage that has precise imaging and anotable coherence
right across the frequency range. The layered, 3-dimensional soundstage is comparable
to speakers costing much more. The tweeter extends the frequency response up to 60 KHz;
no need for additional, ugly super tweeters! The cabinet work and build quality is of the
highest order and would enhance any domestic environment. The curved sides and
remarkable internal bracing removes colourations. The richness of the rosewood or
maple veneers is greatly enhanced by n layers of hand finished lacquer. £ 5850
Birdseye Maple or Rosewood veneers.

For further information about
any of our products please visit
our new website
www.audioconsultants.co.uk
b Ayre Acoustics K-1. and
This pre- power combination offers an
exceptionally high level of transparency
and deep soundstage for the price. With
acharacteristically sharp focussed image,
the fully balanced circuits offer avery natural
tonal balance. On apar with the very best
amplifiers we have heard. K-1 pre- amplifier
£4995. V-1 power amplifier (2oowpc) £6495-

cAesthetix Rhea phono stage.
This is one of the best phono stages we have ever had the
experience of listening to. Avery large soundstage with
the best layering of the depth we have ever heard. Avery

d SME Model 20/2A turntable.

natural tonal balance and not too warm for avalve design.

All of the SME turntables are amongst the most popular we sell because of their

Transparency is of avery high level allowing the finest details

exquisite sound. They just do not get in the way of the music.

and nuances of music to be heard. The precision of focus

All three of our demonstration turntable models now have the new, improved power

of the images is noteworthy. The build quality is exceptional
with dual mono and fully balanced design through out. Three

supplies. The difference these made to the sound was more than we expected; more

inputs and four outpuls — 2balanced and 2single ended.
Gain and cartridge loading can be done from the remote

transparency and amore "correct" tonal balance. This improvement in sound quality
is not subtle. New power supplies can be fitted to older Series 2 turntables but there

control whilst the music is playing. There is abuilt in cartridge

is no exchange offered on the old supply.

demagnetiser which is also activated from the remote control.

There is also aprice increase due on the 1st April; please see our website for details.

A must hear for those who want the best from their vinyl
replay system. £ 3175.

AESTHETIX
ESOTERIC

AMPHION • AUDIO AERO
F
INAL

AUDIO ANALOGUE • AUDIO PHYSIC

F
INITE ELEMENTE • F
UTUREGLASS • GAMUT

QUADRASPIRE • ROGUE AUDIO • SHUN MOOK • SME

Located approximately 15 minutes drive
from either M4/Iunction

12

or M3/lunction 6

STAX

GRAAF

AVALON • AYRE ACOUSTICS

GRAND PRIX AUDIO

BEL CANTO • BENZ- MICRO ` CARDAS

L
YRA • MONO PULSE • NORDOST

CLEARAUDIO

DALI • ECLIPSE-TD

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • P
AGODE • P
ATHOS

STEREOVOX • SYSTEM AUDIO • THIEL • TRANSFIGURATION • VELODYNE ' VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • WADIA • WHEST AUDIO

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

with free and easy parking outside
the building.

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays lo:oo toi8:oo.

Aldermaston

It is advisable to call us before visiting.

We have ahome evaluation scheme for those

Reading

who might find this method more convenient.

Berkshire RG7 8JA

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
AC/HF/35

ARCAM FMJ AV9 AV PROCESSOR • £3600

ALEGEND

REBORN
"'WM/M/1/111

•

W

legendary AV8 multi- channel
processor, need little more
than atick of paint in place of

111111%%%%%%%%W%N.N.

it%

11111111
e‘"" )

hile every product has
anatural lifespan,
some, like Arcam's

The worst kept secret
in AV finally arrives, but
does Arcam's top- end
processor still cut the
mustard? Paul Miller
studies the AV9

/
.
7.,

r")

•

r

.

'HDMI inputs are provided for
switching purposes, allowing the
AV9 to route digital video from
multiple sources to a single TV'

DETAILS
Arcam FMJ AV9
pre- amp processor
(£)

wholesale replacement. The

£3600

'paint' in question comes in the

is instigating areturn- to- site

was, quite s'mply, to give an old

www.arcam.co.uk

form of five independent HDMI

rebuild, including new front

inputs, all switched to one HDMI
output, an upgrade that brings
the AV8 into line with Arcam's
more recent AVP700 processor

and back panels plus internal

but inherently superior product a
new lease of life.
Arcam has not skimped

01223 203200

(AVTech, Nov ' 05).
It's also enough for the fouryear old AV8 to be re- launched
as the AV9 at £3600, but anyone
familiar with the former will have
little problem adapting to the
latter. If you are lucky enough
to own an FMJ AV8 then Arcam

gubbins, for the sum of £ 650.
Now, these HDMI inputs are
provided for switching purposes
only, allowing the AV9 to route

on the bandwidth of the HDMI
routing, as these inputs will
support everything up to 1080p

digital video from multiple

(see Marantz DV9600, p50( and

sources to asingle flat- panel
TV or projector, for example.

ensure full compatibility with

Adding audio and video decoding
to the HDMI facility would have

0

Supreme multichannel
sound

(121111\ HDMI switching,
\dIilWl

but no decoding

future Blu-ray Disc, HD-DVD
and/or Sky HD packages.

brought an unwarranted layer of
complexity to Arcam's brief which

media receiver, for example, will

still 'see' and authenticate the

The HDMI loop also acts as a
repeater, so your LCD/plasma TV

output from the DVD player at the
front-end of the system. This is
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ABOVE: Five coaxial and two optical digitat inputs are provided below new HMI
socketry. The remaining top sockets offer three HDTV- compatible component
inputs ( one output) with six composite and S-video inputs for lower quality
applications. The lower bank of sockets caters for the 8- channel inputs and
outputs, second Zone and seven stereo ( plus two tape) inputs.
ABOVE. The five new HDMI inputs are visible at the top left hand edge of box's rear
panel. These are compatible with HDMI v1.1, routing encrypted digital video and

'The subjective transparency
of the AV9 's soundfield is
quite breathtaking'

multi- channel audio to other components including HD- Ready TVs. However, these
are HDMI switches only, for there is neither decryption nor decoding of digital
video or digital multi- channel audio within the AV9.

necessary if encrypted audio and

trequency (RF] interference

this can have on the subjective

video data is to travel seamlessly

circulating within the AV9. As a

performance of afinely- tuned

AV9 is the same as the AV8.

through the system.

Otherwise, the heart of the

result, Arcam has added ferrite

audio circuit. Conversely, its also

A 300- series processor from

plates and rings ptus RFI sheets

the reason why so many

caused Arcam's engineers to look

Crystal rema,ns as the Dolby/

at key locations to damp- out

ever more closely at any residual

over- complex AV processors

any remain,ng vestiges of noise.

DTS decoder solution with a

somnd about as compelling as a

electromagnetic ( EM) and radio-

You'd be amazed at the impact

second, back-end processor

PC mired in electronic fog.

Adding this HDMI board also

implemented to handle THX
post- processing and any bass

ON- SCREEN SET-UP MENU

management. This functionality

Arcam's latest software supports avery comprehensive on- screen setup system that is divided into six Basic and six Advanced

was rolled into the higher-densdy
400- series Crystal processor

menus. The former deal with essential settings including individual speaker ( channel) sizes, levels and delays, sub crossover

used by most other AV

frequency and THX modes. Meanwhile, the Advanced menus offer bass/treble equalisation for each loudspeaker, video and
digital input assignments, second zone settings, input trims and custom input naming. The entire 12- menu setup can then be
committed to one of five preset memories.

processors, receivers and
OVO players these days, but
with THX switched- out and all
your speakers set to Large*,

Setup Menu Index
Basic
1 Genera 1
2 Speaker Size
3. De lays
4 Level Set
5 Subwoofer
THX
Save Set up

2 - Speaker Sizes
Advanced
1. Speaker Eq
2 Uideo
3. Digital
4.Zore 2
5 Input Trim
6. Input Name
Exit

Setup

Auto Setup

Cus tom

Front L/R
Centre
Surr . L/R
Surr
Back L/R
Subwoofer

Large
Large
Large
Large
Present

5 1 Rears

Both

there's little to beat the elegant
simplicity of asingle 300series
DSP. Either way, the AV9 still
succeeds in offering all the key
DTS ( except DTS 96/24) and Dolby
decode modes, the latter in plain
vanilla or THX flavours.
LIGHTS OUT
While Arcam's HDMI routing

4 - Level Settings
Test Tone Cyc le
Manua l
Front L
+0 0dB
Centre
+1 0dB
Front R
+0 0dB
Surr . R
+0 0dB
Surr . BR
+0 0dB
Surr . BL
+0 0dB
Surr . L
+0 0dB
Subwoofer
-0 0dB
Se lect Speaker for Tore

5 - Subwoofe- Setti - s
Crossover Freq
80Hz THX
Stereo Mode.
Larse
LFE Level -----++ - 0dB
DTS LFE Gain.
0dB Normal
Sub Stereo. ----++ - 0dB
DUO- A Sub Level
Normal
No
of Subwoofers. 1

will come into its own as
more compatible sources are
,ntroduced, we still found it more
straightforward to run 720p
digital video from our reference
DVD-AlXV player directly to
SIM2's C3X Lite projector and a
separate optical cable to the AV9
for the Dolby bitstream. This is
where afull HDMI decoder within
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LEFT: The remote handset

dialogue in THX mode. Some

instead, the roar of the wind

been useful, higher

has illuminated buttons

movies, and I'm thinking of The

rushing past our two tumbling

jitter notwithstanding

for use in adarkened

Island in particular, do sound

heroes. Later in the movie, the

(see feature, AVTech

room

alittle more articulate in the

whistle and rumble of the two

rendering of rear- channel

contra- rotating turbine blades

delivered with ataut

effects in Dolby 5.1 rather than

fills the room with abooming

of routing, however, th,

efficiency. There's a

EX mode ( the EX algorithm was

subjective transparency

freedom from any hint

reworked by Dolby for front and

resonance and yet the dialogue
between the movie's two main

of the AV9's soundfield

of boom or tizz that has

surrounds). The sound of debris

protagonists remains clear,

is quite breathtaking.

each exchange speak

raining down from the tall, glass

balanced and intelligible without
ahint of strain on the part of the
listener. Frankly, it's about the

the AV9 would have

June 2005).
Whatever the choic

Indeed, where the AV9

with an articulation

very convincingly bunch,

that's amatch for any

office building as its massive
corporate icon breaks free is

upon the success of thu

crystal-clear dialogue.

just that bit more immersive in

best thing we've heard in the

Ishould add that in

5.1. The EX mode emphasizes,

Al/Tech home cinema. 11

AV8 is in its creation of
abroad, sweeping and

any conventional and

yet exceedingly subtle

well- matched home

acoustic.

cinema, the AV9 sounds

The short ice rink

at its most devastating

THE REPORT
LAB REPORT

chapter from Ronin

with clear and pointed

finds the sound of

vocals, keenly- delivered

Apeak OdBEs digital input realises afull 6.4V rms output at full volume ( 82 on

conversation and

Arcam's scale). At ' 72' the peak output falls to astandard 2V and the overall S/N

scratch of blades on

effects and ataut bass
-provided the THX

ratio is only 1-2dB less at an acceptable 98dB ( acceptable that is, for Dolby and DTS

the ice punctuating the

post- processing is

encoded DVD's if not the wider dynamic range achievable from OVO Aand SACO)

reverberant broadcast

switched out. The

Nevertheless, Arcam .saudio board with its Wolfson WM8740 24-bit/192kHz DACs
does achieve avanishingly low - 0.0003% distortion through the midrange, increasing

of music into the
vaulted dome of the venue

facility to bypass THX
as the default Dolby EX

to just - 0.003% at 20-40kHz.
Dolby lock is alittle slow at 2-3 secs, but the AV9's performance is as clean

itself. The music ushers from

mode was omitted from the very

all channels, filling the room,

first AV8's. Soon after however,

as awhistle with 48kHz LPCM and Dolby bitstream inputs ( see reports on www.

permeating every corner but

Arcam's engineers quietly added

milleraeoresearch.com/avtech) but alittle less so with 96kHz LPCM where

without drawing attention to the

asoftware patch to redress the

loudspeakers themselves. It's

balance in favour of plain vanilla

its phase- locked front-end is bypassed. If you have no sub then Arcam's bass
management will mix the LFE channel in with the front and surrounds but not the

certainly acompelling trick, but

Dolby EX.

centre channel. Otherwise, with afull 5.1 or 7.1 speaker package, the bass content of
any ' Small' channel is re- directed to the sub, as expected.

very few AV amplifiers succeed
with this sleight of hand.
Earlier in the movie, after

FULL AND ARTICULATE
Either way, Arcam's

the first breakneck car chase,

implementation of Dolby Digital

the ' atmosphere' is sustained

Surround EX decoding brings

solely by the sound of pistols

aslightly fuller, rounder and

and automatic gunfire rattling

even slightly warmer impact

from front and surrounds. But

from the main channels but

even here, the punch, impact

withoJt the loss of focus that

or ricochet of each round is

can accompany centre channel

500psee
Distortion, lkHz, 24bit digital

Digital Jitter, 1.8kHz Fs, 24bit digital
400psec

3010psec
0001flie
200psec

100psec

Manufacturer's
spec: <400psec

HIN sspec.
Hpsec

mantnacturer
spec 0001.,

0%

Opsec

Ill We spec:
8OM%

0002'0

110d

Distortion, lkHo, analogue

A-wtd Signal-to-Hoise, 240it digital
105d8

100d 8
0.001%
95dB

90d8
Manufacturer's
spec:›98d8

Is spec
98d8

0%

Manufacturer's
spec <0.0012%

141455w
00005%

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Arcam's AV9 has the hallmark of atruly great processor - one that can sustain a
truly dramatic sense of occasion, whether through effects or musical score, while
simultaneously delivering crystal-clear, empathetic dialogue at both very high and
low volume levels. The AV9 delivers this sense of scale, the true dynamic range of
the movie, without artificially ' pumping' asoundfield into your room. Promising a
velvet delicacy, with the punch and authority of a7.1- channel chainmail glove, it
looks set to live another four years.
ABOVE Arcam's AV9 offers both Dolby Digital EX and THX EX surround decoding
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TalkingTechnical
subwoofers. TacT contends that
this crossover is best placed
much higher in frequency than
is normally the case, and Ihad
experimented with crossover
points as high as 300Hz, initially

Pan. ers

without success.
Eventualy Isurmised that
this was due to using steep
10th- order low and high-pass
filters and switched to gentler
4th- order slopes instead. This
eliminated aslight but certainly
distinct blurring of the sound
and at last allowed the benefits
of ahigher crossover frequency
to manifest themselves.
Iput this down to the fact
that the main speakers and
subwoofers were afew feet
apart. The RCS 2.2X takes
account of this during its
automatic alignment routine,

Thanks to the tumbling price
and rising sophistication of digital
signal processing ( DSP), powerful DSP
is increasingly available to speaker
designers to make the ' perfect'
digital crossover. But there may be
unwanted consequences inherent in
too much messing with the signal,
warns Keith Howard

applying digital delays as
appropriate to ensure that the
main speakers and subwoofers
are time- aligned at the listening
position. But this timealignment cannot be maintained
everywhere off the listening
axis, with the result that the
oscillatory ' ringing' of the
low- and high-pass filters no
longer cancels perfectly. This
ringing can be clearly heard
colouring the sound of the sub
or main speakers in isolation,
and so Iconcluded that its

II

imperfect cancellation within the
tprobably won't have escaped your
notice that the early 21st century

off- axis sound was responsible
for the blurring Iheard.

is shaping up to be remembered

as audio's DSP era. In the number

IMPULSE RESPONSES

crunching equivalent of Moore's Law

Figure 1, wh ch originally

-which predicts that the complexity of

appeared in .DSPerate

an integrated circuit will double every

illustrates the point. This shows

two years - digital signal processing

impulse responses for the low-

hardware is becoming cheaper and

pass ( red trace) and high-pass

more powerful year- on- year. It offers

Iblue trace) sections of ahigh-

the audio industry the opportunity to

rate linear- phase crossover

achieve things that were previously

[12th- order, double- Butterworth

impossible, or at the very least

amplitude response) with corner

impractical and/or uneconomic.

frequencies of 300Hz. The low-

But with all this power comes the

and high-pass impulses both

potential to harm sound quality as

display severe oscillation, but

well as to enhance it.

so long as they are accurately

When Ireviewed the potential

time aligned as in Fig la their

for DSP in loudspeakers last year

ringing cancels to produce

SHOWN HERE:

('DSPerate Times', June 2005) I

aperfect impulse response

Meridian's DSP-8000

briefly alluded to an experience

[Fig lb]. But . fa3millisecond

active loudspeaker

I'd had using TacT Audio's RCS

delay is added to the high-pass

showing the digital

2.2X room correction pre- amp

output - which is equivalent to a

circuitry that is at

to perform crossover duties

physical separation of less than

its heart

between the main speakers

1metre - then the cancellation

and apair of TacT's own W210

is lost [ Fig 1c1, leaving ahighly

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
LEFT: Units such as DEDX•s

- 11:=

lum"

tweeter delay. As it happens,

PDC promise digital

100mm is approximately one

loudspeaker correction,

wavelength at atypical crossover

with analysis of driver and

frequency of 3.5kHz, so the

frequency viewable once a

situation is not much different

PC is connected

from that illustrated in Figure 1,
but of course with the time axis
scaled accordingly.
What is
particularly worrying
about this is that

ABOVE: Fig. la

linear- phase filters
-supposedly one
of the benefits of using
oscillatory combined response
(c11. The horizontal divisions in
these graphs each represent 10
milliseconds.
The sub- sat situation is
obviously extreme in respect
of physical separation but in
most speaker systems, barring
those with coaxial drive units,
some separation of the drivers

'With all this
processing
power comes the
potential to harm
sound quality
as well as to
enhance it'

digital crossovers - have a
symmetrical impulse response,
so when they are misaligned
as aresult of adifferential time
delay the resulting impulse
response includes pre- ringing,
ie, oscillation ahead of the main
impulse peak, as can clearly be
seen in Fig id. This acausual
(effect before cause) behaviour is

at crossover is afact of life, and

known to be particularly audible,

one that has to be taken into

and is never encountered in

account as part of crossover

the floor to ceiling height is 2.5m

conventional loudspeakers

design. Because of this physical

-all pretty typical dimensions. If

because linear phase filter

separation, the effect illustrated

we assume, for the sake of this

responses are impractical to

in Figure 1can still exist even

calculation, that the acoustic

achieve with analogue networks.

within asingle speaker cabinet.

centre of each driver is in the

Let's take the example of

plane of the baffle then the

ABOVE: Fig. lb

As I've already indicated,
this effect can be reduced in

asmall two-way speaker in

path length of the direct sound

severity by choosing to use more

which the bass- mid driver and

from tweeter to ear is 3.75mm

gentle crossover slopes that

tweeter are vertically separated

shorter than from bass- mid unit

induce less ringing. But high-

by 150mm ( axis to axis), which is

to ear, which can be corrected

order crossovers have some

used in aroom setting where the

in aDSP-equipped loudspeaker,

obvious attractions to speaker

tweeter axis and listener's ears

if necessary, by adding atime

designers, which can be seen by

are both 1.1m above the floor,

delay of 11 microseconds to the

reference to the raw, unfiltered

the tistening distance is 3m and

tweeter feed.

responses of atypical bass- mid

ABOVE: Fig. lc

driver and tweeter. Both figures
CEILING

2and 3show examples, with

REFLECTION

frequency responses above

Now let oconbider

and cumulative spectral decay

the ceiling reflection,

('waterfall') plots below.

which is the

Taking the bass- mid driver

ABOVE: Fig. Id

worst- case early

(Fig 2) first, note how its output

reflection for time

falls away at high frequencies

misalignment of the

and becomes ragged as breakup

Fig 1. Impulse responses of the

two drivers. Now

resonances set in, which can

low-pass ( red trace) and high-pass

the difference in

be seen as distinct ridges in

Iblue trace) sections of ahigh-ratP

path length to the

the waterfall plot. One of the

linear- phase crossover 112tT order,

listener's ear from

most important functions of

double- Butterworth amplitude

the tweeter and

the low-pass section of the

response, 300Hz). Though they display

bass- mid driver is

crossover is to attenuate the

severe oscillation, so long as they

103.77mm, or about

bass- mid driver's output at

are accurately time aligned la) their

100mm if we account

high frequencies so that these

ringing cancels to produce aperfect

for the electronic

resonances are suppressed.

impulse response lb). But adding a

Obviously, ahigher- slope filtei

3ms delay to the high-pass output

achieves this more effectively

-equivalent to aphysical separation

LEFT: Crossover from

of less than 1metre - results in the

Meridian's DSP-equipped
DSP3100 speaker, featuring

METAL DOME TWEETERS

cancellation being lost ( c), leaving a

aMotorola 56367 150MIPS

Modern metal dome tweeters

highly oscillatory combined response

digital signal processor

have only one resonance

Id). ( Horizontal divisions 10ms)

within the audio band: the

CI
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Talkillffechnical

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

fundamental resonance of the
moving mass on its suspension,
which typically occurs around
1-2kHz. In Figure 3we can see
that in this example it occurs
at about 2kHz, and again gives
rise to adistinct ridge in the

12

waterfall plot. This resonance is

e

also undesirable and should be

o

suppressed by the crossover's

-8

high-pass filter section.

-12

Once again, the steeper

10N

the crossover slope the more

20k

-18

frequency ( Hz)

effectively this can be achieved,

ABOVE: Fig. 2a8,1) Frequency response ( top, 10d8 per division) [ left] together with waterfall plot ( time axis 0to 2.33ms) [ right] of abass-

and it will also aid the tweeter's

mid driver. Note that the peaks in the driver's high frequency output correspond

power handling. Steeper slopes
-11.
1111111
1111111111111111111111081111111181.—

are accompanied by increased
phase distortion if the filtering

you aWord file explaining how to

is achieved using aconventional

perform the processing.

analogue network, but digital

Bearing in mind that this

filters realised in DSP can be

time domain effect is most

linear phase, thereby eliminating

likely to be heard in recordings

this problem.

of instruments that have sharp

Therefore, steep crossover

attack, Ichose two recordings

slopes are good because they

for the simulation. The first

allow more effective suppression
of driver resonances that

was atrack from the European

threaten to colour and cloud

(Sound Quality Assessment

the sound. Steep slopes are

Material) CD, which includes a

Broadcasting Union's SQAM

'A compromise
has to be struck
between the
negative and
postive benefits
that high order
crossover filters
can bring'

with the TacT's subwoofer
crossover. The effect was the
same in nature - asoftening of
leading- edge transients - but it
was pretty subtle.
Also, it has to be
remembered that Iwas listening
to the ceiling reflection in
isolation, which is only one
component of the overall room
sound, much of which is less
affected by time delay between

potentially bad because the

wide variety of single- instrument

filters * ring' more obviously,

recordings. Track 8, ashort

periods at 44.1kHz sampling

and this ringing may colour the

recording of solo violin, Ihave

rate, adelay of 13 samples

off- axis sound, particularly with

be diluted, perhaps to the point

used for other testing recently

(295 microseconds) was

of becoming inaudible.

linear phase filters.

the two drivers. So the slight
blurring Iheard will inevitably

and often proves revealing.

actually used. The non-

Track two was an excerpt from

delayed and delayed versions

'Autumn Yearning Fantasia'
(First Impression Music FIM

were the compared, first over

experiment it seems that quite
high- slope linear phase digital

headphones ( from computer

crossovers can indeed be

My experience with the TacT RCS
2.2X suggests that it can be. To

XR24 053) that features a

using aHeadRoom Total

Chinese stringed instrument,

BitHead headphone amplifier

used without untoward effect,
although my TacT experience

be clearer about how significant
an effect this is Idecided to

the guzheng.

and Sennheiser HD6501 and

makes me cautious about

then, after burning to DVD-RW

simulate the sound of the ceiling

generalising. As so often

were ripped from their CDs

as aDVD-A using Minnetonka's

reflection in the example quoted

with loudspeaker design, a

using Exact Audio Copy and

discWelder Chrome II authoring

above, using a12th- order linear

compromise has to be struck

processed to simulate a

software, via speakers ( Pioneer

phase crossover ( with double-

between this negative effect and

12th- order linear phase double-

DV- 939A, TacT RCS 2.2X, passive

the positive benefits high- order

REAL PROBLEM?
e,

hire

,1reel

problem, though?

Both of these recordings

On the basis of this

Butterworth responses) at

Butterworth crossover, with and

pre, Exposure XVIII monoblock

3.5kHz. If you want to try this

crossover filters can bring.

without adelay of approximately

amps and B&W 80551.

As the technology develops,

experiment for yourself and have

291 microseconds ( equivalent

access to Adobe Audition/Cool

to 100mm path difference)

SLIGHT BLURRING

will distinguish themselves

great DSP-toting speakers

Edit Pro or asoftware editor

added to the low-pass section.

The first thing to say about the

that offers similar capabilities,

from the herd through the

As 291 microseconds is

differences is that they were not

email me via f-fFN and I'll send

skill with which this and other

equivalent to 12.8 sampling

as marked as I'd experienced

compromises are struck. CI

RIGHT: Fig.3a ( near) and h ( far) Frequency response
(top, 10dB per division) and waterfall plot ( time axis 0
to 2.33ms) of ametal dome tweeter. Here there are no
diaphragm breakup resonances below 20kHz but the
unit's fundamental resonance at around 2kHz needs to be
suppressed by the crossover.
The unexpected ridges at higher frequencies may be
due to acoustic coupling to the bass- mid driver
20k
frequency ( Hz)
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Roksan

Spendor

If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take atrip to New
Malden in Surrey
For 30 years or more we've
been stocking, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.

ST searching

WAITROSE

LOOK at our website

HIGH

LISTEN in our demo rooms

www.unilet.net

I 3 /\

› i\

the synth.' ut s,., uritt,

STREET

NEW

MALTES

UNILET

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden.
Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 8942 9567
Fax: 020 8336 0820

sounds i)music
For the largest range of quality HiFi and Home Cinema products in the country, set up for your enjoyment
in one of our 8dedicated demonstration rooms it has to be Sounds of Music. Nowhere else comes close
Mastersound
'\
Lumley

Spend«

Monopulse

Boulder

DCS
kief
ijein

Audio Physic

T+A

00;;;malmb
.
i
Shanling

Audience

Vivid

•

•

-Eight purpose built demonstration rooms - One- Months Home Trial Exchange Scheme - Valve
and vinyl specialists
Fully automated Krell home theatre room • 75% Buy Back Upgrade System Minimum 3 years guarantee ( all parts and labour) on all new products - All set in the beautiful
Sussex countryside with parking at the door
Demonstration Room I

Domen. raton Room 2

Demonstration Room 3

Demonstration Room 5

Demonstration Roam 6

Demonstration Room 7

Demonstration Room 8

Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, cross in hand, Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQL
Tel: 01435 865212 Fax: 01435 865213

ªppointment p:Ease

InsideView

IN MY OPINION

Another right mess
for copy protection
Digital rights management has come acropper once more, this
time with ahigh profile casualty, explains Jon Thompson

II

nafollow-up to last month's
report on the Cinea DVC
player, and my conclusion

have been aproblem as almost
everybody owns amultiregion DVD player these days.

tnat digital rights management

Unfortunately. Munich was also

IDRMl was not good for the film
industry, the point was rammed

Cinea-encrypted and the Cinea
players are region locked and

home rather severely to one Mr
Spielberg when he, too, became
the victim of DRM.
After along delay, British
Academy members were sent
Cinea-encoded screener copies
of Spielberg% Munich, a
film that had already proved
controversial by managing
to offend both Israelis and
Palestinians. Spielberg is no
stranger to controversy arid

cannot be changed. So when a
Munich screener was placed in
aCinea player locked to, say.
Region 2, it was immediately
spat out with aharsh message
declaring ' Wrong Region'.
This means that the majority

'When a Munich
screener was
placed in a
Cinea player
locked to, say,
Region 2, it was
immediately
spat out'

of the 5000- odd European
BAFTA members will not
have seen
Munich,
making it

there's always the recompense

ineligible

of winning an award judged
primarily by his peers.

for a
vote and
dashing
ABOVE: The region- locked Cinea player

VOTING FIASCO

any

To be eligible for such awards,

chances of

Academy voters must have seen

it winning an award.

the film in one form or another

Apparently BAFTA's PR office

was too early to tell whether

-hence the film distributcrs

received arecorded message

Dolby's technologies would

keenness to send out so-called

apologising for ' technical errors'
with the screener. Under the

screerer disks. Unfortunately,
Spielberg's Munich screener
disk was coded for Region 1
only, which wouldn't normally

BIOGRAPHY
JON THOMPSON

circumstances, Iwould say this
is amajor understatement,
and leaves Steven Spielberg
as the highest profile victim
to date of digital rights Imisl.ianagement.

Jon Thompson works in the film
industry as both aproducer and a

DOLBY FLOATS - BUT FOR

Digital film Supervisor. His company

HOW LONG?

in Soho, the heart of the British Film

he press all around the world

that cost Spielberg apotential BAFTA

have amajor impact on next

•4,
:-"..2.1tthcz.r."
1
--

generation (
ie HD-DVD and
Blu-ray) hardware. This analysis

1..11.0_11s11.110"».........

•

instantly wiped millions off the
value of Dolby's stock and could
mark the end of proprietary

To nyeller leer NW»
from p- Riffle,
ob.« Elkiklie

sound systems. With the EU and
several major states in the US

ABOVE: '
Making Piracy History'

declaring that it is unacceptable

announces Cinea's website

to store documents in
proprietary formats, maybe we'll

to implement Dolby's technology

see areluctant acceptance in

industry, is called the ' The Hat Factory'.

,inmediately picked up the story

and keep it in business. If this

the AV world to open formats.

Current projects, with film legend Dino
De Laurentiis, include ' Decameron:

.vith headlines such as ' DRM
in UK Munich Farce', ' Munich

was not bad enough for Dolby,
several major investment

fiasco in America with Sony's

Angels & Virgins' directed by David

Screeners Screwed for Baftas

Leland and ' Behind the Mask: Young

and Spielberg Bitten by DVD

institutions such as Goldman
Sachs and Merrill Lynch rated

ill-fated attempt at
implementing digital rights

Hannibal', the prequel to the Silence of

Encryption'. Ironically, Dolby

Dolby, the recently- floated San

management on its CDs, maybe

the Lambs' series Jon has also worked
on ' Cold Mountain', ' Harry Potter' and

and Cinea's motto is ' Making
Piracy History'. Well, they are

Francisco sound company, a
very bad investment.

the industry will finally learn
that DRM is more trouble than it

'Tomb Raider?', not to mention many

certainly making history, but
not as intended, by annoying the

This was based on the
perception of a 'static' DVD

is worth. If nothing else, Steven

very people that they rely upon

market and the belief that it

awards in his cabinet.

independent films

Following another recent

Spielberg will have afew fewer
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DETAILS
Panasont TH-42PV500
42in plesma
f3000 ( inc. cabinet
stand)
www.parasonic.co.uk
1#1 08705 357357
images; one-shot
%.6) TV solution

e

Limited' pic:ure
adjustment

11024x7681 rescktion and is
compatible with video inputs
from 480i lhITSC) to PC inputs up
to 1280x1024 which, necessarily,
are downscalea. This 08 version
of the Viera series 'Ls the first to
fly the ' HD- Ready' flag and its
HOMI input will handle anything
your DVD player might throw at
it

Jpto

1080i at 60Hz. However,

Idid notice that Panas various
aect adjustment and zoom
p.cture modes are disabled I
the parel senses a720p or 1080i
irput resolution.
Otherwise, the built-in TV and
DVB tuners are areal bonus and
bath may be synchronised with
other ' C1-Link compatible VCR

I

Ls no great secret that both
Panasonic and Pioneer are
constant rivals in the plasma

and DVD recorders for either
direct lone button press) or timeshift downloading. Panasonic
has also added slots for both SD

market, even thcugh the former

ard PC memory cards and will

benefits from ahuge advantage

handle ooth JPEG picture and full

in manufacturing scale offered by

MPEG4 movie files.

its parent, Matsushita. The new

SET,

Better late thai never, Panasonic
launches its range of HD- Ready Viera
plasma TVs. Paul Miller examines the
42in TH-42PV500 model from the range
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Viera range of 37m, 42in and 50in

PRETTY BASIC

panels don't look dissimilar to

The menu screen is divided ; nto

Pioneer's latest PDPs with their

Picture, Sound and Setup, but

glossy black surrounds, although

the former is pretty basic with

Panas panels are physically

ratner ambiguous orightness,

wider thanks, in part, to the

cortrast and colou- adjustments

speaker system that is integrated

but none of the more advanced

into its side panels.
But this : ntegrated approach

Red, Green, Blue gain and cut
'tweaks' available from the latest

does mark adivergence in

Pioneer PDPs. More adjustments

approach between Pioneer and

are available in PC n'iode.

Panasonic, for while the former

otherwise Panasonic handtes

offers its PDP as amonitor with

any such ' colour management'

separate media receiver, TV

au`omatically along with other

tuner and speaker satellites, the

features including CATS ! contrast

Vieras are all- in- one solutions.

automatic trackirg system) that

At £ 2500 ( approximate price,

adapts the PDP's b-ightness and

without stand), the 42in TH-

gamma according to ambient

42PV500 offers anative XGA

cond.tions ! see Recommended

PANASONIC TH-42PV500 42IN PLASMA « £3000
THE REPORT

DETAILS

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
The ability to adjust the VP500's colour temperature is limited to Cool',
*Normal and Warm' although the ' Normal' mode still delivers ablue-ish
9000K colour temperature. This drops to amore accurate 6750K and 36.6fL
maximum brightness ( ANSI checkerboard) with the ' Warm' colour balance
setting and at an equivalent contrast of some 350:1.1 would be fascinated
to learn how Panasonic achieves its claimed 3000:1 contrast under anything
like realistic conditions, but Panasonic is not alone in this regard. The CIE
chart illustrates aloss in bright green extension, which is not uncommon
nor as subjectively worrisome as it might seem. More impressive is the very
consistent 6700-6800K colour temperature and smooth gamma maintained
over afull 20-100IRE - that's 80 0/0 of the PDP's dynamic ( brightness) range.
ABOVE: Asingle HMI socket confirms the TH-42PV500 is cne of Panasonic's first
Picture Menu

HO- Ready plasmas while acombination of three Scart and one component input
confers continued compatibility with traditional, analogue video sources. Asingle

» Viewing Mode » Normal
» Contrast » - 50%

input services both analogue and digital TV tuners which aLso benefit from a

» Brightness » - 75%

full [ PG ( Electronic Programme Guide) BELOW: Additiont controls, including both
an SD and PC memory card reader, are available from the front

» Colour » - 50%
» Sharpness » - 25%

Panasonic

» Colour Balance » Warm
» MPEG NR » Min

1
.11-1F

4000

•
D 5
03

-

'There's a great deal of detail in
its pictures and a sparkling image
that belies the limited contrast'
Settings. This is point- and- shoot
stuff, aimed at delivering features

Hawkeyed viewers will

0O

-1-

.

01

01

02

03

00

0I

probably opt for the 108Di input,

without baffling the user.

where available, asetting that
also gives the best results with

LIGHTS OUT
Th,s might be the first HD- Ready

Pioneer's latest panels. This
does assume, raturally. Coat

panel from Panasonic, but it's

the cleinterlacirg ( 7203) and

from aconventional CRT TV than, say, the modular Pioneer and Fujitsu models. Cr

not particularty well set-up or

scaling 720p/1080i) within your

the other hand, with all the connectivity arranged on its back panel, the

astancard 576i input. Scrolling

partnering OVO player is superior

TH-42PV500 is arguably less well suited to ahang- on- the- wall installation.

white text on ablack background

to Parasonic's own. With our

really cives the game
away, as deinterlacing
a-tefacts are
clearly visible in
the roLghness of
individual letters.
In the chapter 'John ‘
meet Jane' from the
brainless but entertaining
Mr and Mrs Smith, the
tying debris from their
exploding house can look
especially coarse with a576i
input, appearing smoother at
576p but significantly better
resolved and certainly more
'firrlic with either a723p
1080i HDMI input.

reference Marantz DV9600 and
Denon DVD-Al XV players,
this is certainly the case.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
This highly integrated POP solution represents amore straightforward upgrade

Picture performance is in the top drawer, if not the best achievable in absolute
terms, although the lack of fine picture adjustments may dissuade the keen AV
enthusiast looking for more control over image quality. But then the PV500s are
not AV monitors, they are state-of-the-art TVs.

We returned to some
of our old faitritul' DVD's,
including Finding Nemo
to check for the tell- tale
signs of contoLring in
the broad blue sweep
of the sea ard - in
particular - around
the illuminated
lure cf the
Angler fish. I
am boLnd to
say that while
the corona,
the shaded

were not quite as smooth or

layers of light) around the lure

very rich and saturated colours,
this PV500 delivered aslightly

continuous- looking as we've

drier and less vibrant picture.

seen, the Viera's greyscale

Do remember that our preferred

processing is still pretty

colour setting was ' Warm' and

impressive. There's agreat deal

that any other setting ( Normal,

of detail in its pictures and a
bright, sparkling image that

and bluer colour temperature

belies the limited ( measured)

still. In our tests the auto' viewing

contrast that still afflicts all

mode also reduced the maximum

plasma display panels.
Nevertheless, while the latest
Pioneer PDPs typically boast

Dynamic etc) has ahigher, colder

brightness ) 37fL to 30fL) and
contrast under standard, ambient
light conditions. 13
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In chemistry PH7 is neutral
-in the world of hi-fi, this
PH7 will supersede everything!
Audio Research PH7
For those of you who hove heard or are
fortunate enough to own the much loved
PH5 phono preamplifier, it's obvious that
this is the best phono pre-amplifier on the
planet. PH5 does truly incredible things,
offers good features and all for amodest
price. You sit listening to the PH5 thinking,
wow — how could my music get any better
than this?
Now PH5 is still awonderful phono
preamplifier but the new PH7 somehow
manages to give you even more — alot
more!
Still look at the bright side. Owners of
existing PH5 units will upgrade to PH7
naturally, which means those that could not
reach PH5 level can now do so at amuch
cheaper cost by buying atrade-in PH5
unit. Everybody wins!
The PH7 takes advantage of more recent
technology developed For products like
the landmark Reference 3preamplifier,
and uses avalve stage consisting of four
6922 twin triodes. Three 6H30 triode
valves look after power supply regulation.
Output coupling caps ore the expensive,
advanced types that ore proprietary to
Audio Research. Power-süpply energy
storage of the PH7 is more than three times
that of the PH5. Circuit board material,
power transformer design/size and other
components have all been exactingly
selected to boost phono performance to a
eviously unachievable level until now.
H7 has 575 dB of overall gain and
one pair of single-ended inputs
sFull remote control is provided

For all functions, coupled to an easily
readable front-panel vacuum-fluorescent
display. The display shows all selected
functions including loading 147K, 1K, 500,
200, 100 ohms), as well os accumulated
hours of operation. Display intensity can
be adjusted to one of eight levels, plus off.
The PH5 has won renown for its inspired
musicality, unerring tonal balance and
realistic dynamics. Improving on this was
no easy task, but the PH7 does
dramatically improve upon these virtues
-and then some. Soundstage dimensions
are seriously scaled up in width and
depth, with even more solid image
specificity. Tonal shadings and
microdynamics - so important to the
believability of amusical rendition - are for
more vivid, thanks to extra power-supply
muscle and olow noise floor.
Perceived frequency extension is greatly
improved. Highs are silky yet vivid, deep
bass has real slam and notes are carved
out with real tonal definition. PH7
purchasers have yet to discover what their
turntable, arm, and cartridge setups are
truly capable of! Every vinyl collection will
take on new life and reveal new meaning
as it is played bad( record-by-record .
through the amazing PH7 .
You may be wondering if the PH7 is an
advancement even upon the Reference
Phono? One word answer - Absolutely!
The equation is asimple one and the
answer is always the same. If you
want the new best stereo phono
pre-amplifler in the world, PH7 will
meet the challenge with ease.

Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd

WE LOVL TO H TE\
Camay House
Pork End Sheet
Oxford
OX1 1
JD

Opening Noun,
mon-fri: 1
Oom - 6pm
(closed thursday)
sot: lOorn - 5pm

Tel
Fax 01
info@oxforda
www.oxforda

bsite for
motion on

en!

Established in 1
xford Audio Consultants are one of the
Hing special'
lets in the UK, specialising in audio,
,e cinema, a
and multi-media installations.
We are very pro
nt world-class products from Absolute
Sounds (
www.abso
cosuk). As an Absolute Sounds Studio
Dealer, you can be 1
four exceptional service, backup,
long-term support and
ction of many of the world's most
renowned hi-fi products •
From asingle component to'
esystem, Absolute Sounds and
Oxford Audio Consultants hay
and ¡ ust as important,
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WiseWords

IN MY OPINION

More objectivity
woutdn't go amiss
The product sounds great, but why? John Crabbe reckons
reviewers s'iould investigate what's happening in physical
terms when reporting their subjective findings

A

swe edge towards 1-IFN's
half century, it struck me

the ' distortion', it transpired,

as worth citing acouple

double- bass playing!

being due to amoment of rough

of items Morn Sound Bites, the

But if I'd been obliged to

Kessler & Harris book produced

pass judgement with just one

to celebrate the occasion, as it

A/B exposure, and my attention

offers points worth following up.

had been dominated by some

The first is areference by

woodwind phrasing during A but

John Atkinson to my 1966 review

I'd then noticed the bass oddity

of an Ortofo^ cartridge. Log

during B ( as indeed happened],

before joining the rnagazine's

I'd probably have reported an

staff, *JA had seen this as

amplifier- mediated fault.

an example of what he most
valued in equipment reports,

SELECTIVE LISTENING

because, as he puts it, the

Conversely, its possible to

supporting measdrements

attribute improved retrieval

'reinforced and explained the

Could you hear the difference between aCuad Il valve amp and

of musical detail to an amp,

subjective findiogs'. Although

aQuad 303 or 405? Clockwise from top left: Laurie Fincham, JC,

speaker, etc, via the selfsame

he seemed

David Stripp John I3orwick, Jim Rogers and Mike Ballance

inadvertently selective listening

:o

regard that as

somewhat exceptional. I've

process, even when using

always believed that whenever

made it obligatory to investigate

amplit ers and their 303 and

material regarded as familiar.

possible, reviewers should point

what's happening in physical

405 sotid-state successors. I

This really does happen,

up the connections between

terms. For irstance - does the

remember that 1978 occasion

sometimes very obviously, a

measurements and what one

device split the arm/cartridge

well, because it provided an

fact powerfully underlining

hears, and 1no feasible tally

LF resonance into two by virtue

object- lesson in the need to

the wisdom of Percy Wilson's

can be found, its better to admit

of the added compliance? Is

avoid hasty judgements.

ignorance than resort to

the lateral/vertical response

quasi- technical bluffing.

paradigm affected? And so on.

But Ide follow the mair

My other Sound Bites

We listened to A/B versions

renowned injunction that when
comparing audio devices, one

of asequenced group of items,

should ideally concentrate on

and during the second

just one sonic parameter at

thrust of John's thesis, which

reference arises from a

is that by the time he'd become

photograph of six people

some momentary bass

multiple listenings to complex

Deputy Editor of HFN in 1978,

engaged in ablind listening test

distortion. This prompted me

densely textured music, a

this philosophy wasn't always

(abovel. This was conducted to

to pay special attention during

time-consuming process

enforced \Pith sufficient rigour,

discover whether, in response to

subsequent rounds, when the

unlikely to appeal to many

the magazine having perhaps

new ideas regardirg distortion,

suspect passage sounded

real- life equipment reviewers.

become tco inclined to favour an

any differences could be

exactly the same despite the

over- objective ' measurements-

detected between Quad II valve

various amplifier switchings

tell-all approacn.

131 run-through Idetected

atime. But this could require

Hence the uncertainty
principle leaking from particle
physics into hi-fi, apoint duly

BELOW: The Isolator: acase

emphasized when Iturned from
Sound Bites to February's HFN.

OBJECTIVE ROOTS

for attempting to explain the

Yet Ifirmly believe that

objective cause of asubjective

Here, one reviewer referred

seemingly improbable

improvemerit?

to the treble- tilt, bass and

subjective results should at

balance- control options found

least prompt attempts to -eveat

'on any properly appointed

their objective roots. Thus the

preamp', while another reviewer

dramatic improvements to LP

praised an absurdly expensive

sound reported in the Dec 2005

pre- amp bereft of such facilities

review of The Cartridge Man

for being ' as flexible as any

Isolator should in my view have

owner could hope for'. CI
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TIMELESS
TANNIITS
RIGHT: Tannoy
Kensington

I

flongevity is the hallmark
of atrue classic, Tannoy has
got them all beat.None of the

Methuselahs of audio - the SME
3009 tonearm, the Linn LP12
turntable or the Quad ESL- 63
for example - can compete with
the Tannoy Dual Concentric
loudspeaker, in continuous
production - developed over the
decades, appearing in many
different cabinet designs, but
unchanged in basic principle
-since 1947.
The Tannoy brand first
appeared two decades before
that, as the trade name of a
business founded in 1926 by
Guy R. Fountain. He was a
garage owner who'd gone into
the then- lucrative business of

The Tannoy Dual Concentric series of

-amodern

loudspeakers has been in continuous

Dual Concentric

production since 1947. Steve Harris

model in the
company's

looks back at this enduring line of

Prestige series

speakers with World War II origins
battery chargers, and in the process came up with a
tantalum/lead alloy rectifier - from which the name
Tannoy was coined. By the 1930s Tannoy had moved
into the new and expanding field of public address
systems, and during World War II the company
produced enormous quantities of sound equipment
for the forces.
WARTIME ORIGINS
The essential basic ingredients of the Dual
Concentric - including the horn- loaded compression
drive unit - already existed in Tannoy's pre-war
products. But it took something like a
stroke of genius to put it all together. The
following is adapted from a1984 Tannoy
publication.
'The conception of the Tannoy
Dual Concentric can be traced
back to the wartime year of
1940. Ronnie Rackham, ayoung
Tannoy employee then newly
returned from active service
with the Royal Signals regiment
to help with The production of
communicatons systems vital
to the war effort, developed
his interest in high quality
loudspeakers by building his own
designs of wideband speakers
that greatly improved the current
BBC radio broadcasts.
'After the war, Tannoy's
production once again returned
to more peaceful purposes.

TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS

Tournament military pageant.

Among the products called for

whole of the HF driver and

in Tannoy's post-war plan was a

horn assembly to behind the

laboratory reference loudspeaker

centre of the LF cone overcame

increasing advancement of LP

combining wide- band

these problems white still
retaining the single axis of sound

records and FM broadcasting,

response with single- source
characteristics that would enable

reproduction. So the Tannoy

it to be used as areliable sound

Dual Concentric system

source for the measurement

of construction was

of microphone responses etc.

created.

'From about 1952, the

plus the demand for high quality
sound reproduction in the home,
led to increased production of
Tannoy Dual Concentric
drive units and
complete cabinet
loudspeaker

Another product requirement
was for apublic address and

INNOVATIVE

live music reinforcement
loudspeaker with high sensitivity
and power handling.

features of the

systems.
'The 1950s

Other innovative

saw the start of Tannoy

Tannoy Dual Concentric

'Ronnie Rackham designed

were treated cone surrounds

Dual Concentric loudspeaker

one loudspeaker that met both

to give improved stability and
the ability to take the whole

exports to the US and in 1960

product briefs. Initially work
proceeded on adesign similar
to contemporary co- axial

the first quantity shipments of

loudspeaker assembly apart

loudspeakers were made to

for repair or replacement of all

Japan where today ) 1984] Tannoy

loudspeakers, with the horn

components.

is the most successful European

of the high- frequency unit
protruding through the centre

'The Tannoy Dual Concentric
was shown for the first time at

brand'.

of the low- frequency cone. This
approach was abandoned when

the 1947 Audio Show in London
and an initial production run of

TRADITIONAL CABINETS

it became obvious that acoustic
interference between each

100 units was built. After the
first complimentary review of
the Tannoy Dual Concentric

section of the loudspeaker Led to
unacceptably high degradation
of sound quality. Moving the

appeared in The Gramophone
magazine, it soon became

`The basic

apparent that, apart from the
initial planned applications [ for

Success in Japan in the
1970s encouraged Tannoy to
reintroduce traditional- style
cabinets that were big enough
to exploit the full potential of
the Dual Concentric driver, and
the Westminster model's 1982

ingredients of the

which early sales were made to

'Golden Sound' accolade proved
to be the first of astring of

Dual Concentric

the British Post Office research

Japanese industry awards.

centre and the National Physical

existed. But it

Laboratory) the Tannoy Dual
Concentric also made an ideal

took a stroke of

studio monitor loudspeaker.

genius to put

Among the first to realise

them together'

this potential was the British

Technical developments
it's
the sound
that eounta

let

...not the
aize'

Broadcasting Corporation [ BBC),
who bought many Tannoy Dual

Band' music of the day and also
classical music.

unit ( called the 2008) used a
THE

SINCLOWIII

greater commonality with
other components and more
economical manufacture.

unit, plus two direct radiator
drivers, in their popular Decola

BELOW: Tannoy

split magnet system, having
separate magnets for the HF
and LF sections, which gave

Tannoy Dual Concentric was
company who incorporated this

the professional studio market.
And as time went on the pro
studio and contractor products
the hi-fi side, and they are really
beyond the scope of this article.
In 1986, anew 8in Dual

output of both the popular ' Big

developed for the Decca

aseparate development team
worked on Dual Concentrics for

tended to diverge further from

Concentrics for monitoring their

'In the late 1940s, a12in

continued. In the late 1970s,

radiogram. Decca also adopted

In 1988, aresearch

the Tannoy Dual Concentric as

programme investigated

the standard studio monitor in all

customer feedback, which

their recording studios.

suggested that the cast metal
magnets, abandoned in favour of

'Through into the 1950s, the
biggest application for Tannoy

ferrite in 1978, had in fact made

'lifestyle' sub/sat

Dual Concentric loudspeakers

apositive contribution to the

home cinema

continued to be DC tine

speaker system

column speakers for sound
reinforcement systems. Many

Tannoy speaker sound. It was
discovered that the cast metal

today and Arena

high quality systems were
installed, including those

magnets acted as ashorted turn
ABOVE IFROM TOP TO BOTTOM): Cross

section of Dual Concentric; founder Guy R.

around the coil, minimising flux
modulation. So for enthusiasts,

for the famous Bertram

Fountain; a1964 Tannoy advert; the Tannoy

aspecial Dual Concentric

Mills Circus and the Royal

GRF enclosure was named after Fountain

version was introduced with the
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TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS

TIMELINE
TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRIC MILESTONES

While the * Prestige' models
continued to sell in the Far
East, Tannoy ' trickled down' the
Dual Concentric technology into

• 1947 The first Tannoy Dual Concentric ( 15in) appears, later designated the
'Monitor Black'

lower- cost ranges. The Tannoy

• 1950 Monitor Silver . Available in 12in and 15in versions.

this process, with the first use

• 1953 Autograph compound horn cabinet introduced.

of a6.5in Dual unit, the smallest

• 1956 Monitor Red Available in 12in and 15in versions, plus anew 10in size - the

so far. Both this and the 8in Dual

IIILZ which used anew 21/2in 2layer voice coil.
• 1967 Monitor Gold. Amajor change in the Tannoy Dual Concentric, brought about
by the increasing availability of high power amplifiers. Sensitivity was traded

Six series of 1991 really started

used in the larger Six models
featured injection- moulded

off against increased bandwidth and the ability to work in smaller enclosures.

:ones together with an integrally
formed surround.

An increase in the mass of the cone and an HF diaphragm of reduced mass
were introduced. Additional filtering in the crossover gave asmoother

perhaps bowing to audiophile

frequency response and HF response controls appeared for the first time. 12in

fashion, Tannoy also added

and 15in versions were available plus the IIILZ 10in version.

e1974 HPD

( High Performance Dual) Series, The Girdacoustic reinforced cone

appeared for the first time in this series together with afoam surround, giving
stable bass response. 10in, 12in and 15in versions were available.
• 1979 DC Series An updated version of the HPD using new Barium Ferrite

Coming up to date, or

Is Wideband Technology'
supertweeter to the big
Prestige series models, starting
Nith the Kingdom, in 2000.
The supertweeter was also

magnet and the latest adhesive and coil technology providing increased power

applied to the new Dimension

handling Available in 10in, 12in and 15in sizes. 1979 also heralded the K

Series. Incidentally, it was in

ABOVE: Tannoy Kingdom with extended high

Series. Improved surround treatments enabled areduced mass cone to be used

his enthusiastic review of the

frequency response to suit modern recorded

whilst retaining true piston operation. High power handling and sensitivity
were features of this series, various sizes of which were used in the majority of

Dimension TD12 1Hi-Fi News
April 2001) that Martin Colloms

material and SACO and DVDA sources

Tannoy Dual Concentric Monitor loudspeaker range, and the larger models in
the Surrey Series

explained exactly why it is that
Dual Concentrics fill the room in

se that, in amemorable phrase
from aTannoy white paper

adifferent way to aconventional
multi- driver speaker - which
partly accounts for their

aimed at the pro industry
araund 1990, ' While standing

continuing appeal.

Concentric has not stood still'.

LIFESTYLE DESIGNS

is always the new Autograph
Mini. Admittedly, comparing

• 1984 SSeries Dual Concentric loudspeakers featuring polyolefin copolymer bass
cones and ferrofluid cooled high frequency compression driver . Available in two
sizes, 10in and 8in (the smallest Dual Concentric so far).
• 1985 Crossover improvements. Printed circuits and wafer switches abandoned.
• 1986 8in type 2008 Dual Concentric, with split magnet system.
• 1988 Alcomax 3magnet. Cast metal magnets had been abandoned in 1978-9 in
favour of ferrite, but were revived for special applications in the form of this
new cobalt/aluminium/selenium/iron type.

• 1991 6.5in Dual Concentric. Introduced in Tannoy Sixes loudspeaker range.
Both 6.5in and Sin Sixes DC units use injection moulded cones with integral

I

surrounds
• 2000 Wideband Technology. Supertweeter introduced to Prestige series.
2003 5in Dual Concentric with wideband frequency response,for Arena lifestyle
home cinema range.
2006 4in Dual Concentric used in Autograph Mini.

LEFT: Eyris range featuring
the company's wideband
technology supertweeter
new Alcomax 3metal

And for traditionalists, there
world away, you could say,
from the big walnut cabinets

• 1990 Waveguide design New 'waveguide' Dual Concentric units of 8, 10, 12 and
15in sizes, introduced initially in professional monitoring systems.

application of waveguide theory
in 1989 and 1990.
The HF section was

the test of time, the Tannoy Dual

so beloved of the Japanese,
is Tannoy's Arena ' lifestyle'
sub/sat home cinema speaker
system. Yet the Arena, with its
5in Dual Concentric speaker in
curvy metal shell, is almost

this with the original is rather
like comparing one of those
sideboard Ferrari models with
the real thing - except that,
unlike aplastic miniature car,
the Autograph Mini can
actually be driven! But more

tne best proof of the soundness

of that next month, when Ken

cf the original concept. The

Kessler gets his hands or it for
a world exclusive review of the

'point source' approach has
tremendous benefits in a
multichannel, multispeaker

new miniature- sized Autograph.
Whir hever way you look at it, the

home cinema context. It's

Tannoy Dual Concentric speaket-

ironic, perhaps, that this most

legend is st:(1 living

o

thoroughly modern speaker

completely redesigned and the

should be based on aconcept

new ' waveguide' Dual units

already well over 50 years old

MORE INFO

magnet, and used

of all sizes from 8in to 15in

in the Westminster,

because Tannoy - despite all the
ups and downs, and changes

this article comes from two Tarnoy

Westminster Royal

were incorporated initially
into professional monitoring

and Canterbury

systems. In the old design,

of ownership over the years

Story' ( from 19841, and ' The History

models.
The biggest

acoustic output from the

-didn't do what so many hi-fi
companies have done over the

change to Dual
Concentric driver
design came with the

reversed dome of the HF unit
passed out to the HF horn via a

Yet this could only happen

Much of the information contained in
papers - ' The Tannoy Dual Concentric
of the Dual Concentric' Worn 1992).

years and throw away what

Asuccinct history of the company
appears in Chapter 4of ' Sound Bites',

piece. Now, this arrangement

they'd learned, only to realise
that they'd killed the only goose

by Ken Kessler and Steve Harris
(IPC, 2005, ISBN 0-86296-242-0))

was replaced by the

that could lay their golden eggs.

while the whole saga is told in llhe

precisely- calculated ' petals'
of the sophisticated ' tulip

Instead, to the company's great

Tannin Story by Julian Alderton

credit, Tannoy continued to

(Edward Gaskell, 2004).

waveguide'.

develop the Dual Concentric,

series of holes drilled in the pole

Walrus de

11 New Quebec St, London W1

Have we got turntables? Do bears... no, forget that. Of course we have!
We don't have aproblem with turntables at all (some shops seem to have - how
much choice do you see in your local hi-fi store, that is if they even sell proper
hi-fi any more). This venerable way to reproduce music in your home still
happens to offer the most realistic sound quality of anything available today.
You can spend afortune on the latest digital components to still only get a
fraction of what even arelatively modest cost vinyl front end has to offer. You
probably already have the " software" for it tucked away in acorner somewhere,
assuming you're not avinyl user already. And, the best thing is, it's not going to
become obsolete - you won't have to worry like the digital aficionados do about
the next miracle format and having to repurchase everything again! Provided
you look after them, those vinyl discs contain an almost unlimited amount of
information, and as you gradually upgrade your front end, you get to hear ever
more of it.
Our advice on turntable/arm/cartridge matching is second to none (provided,
obviously, you purchase from us!) and our subsequent building of your turntable
will ensure you get the full performance from it (we see quite afew turntables
purchased elsewhere or second-hand which aren't working properly). We also
don't forget about you after you walk out the door, it remains important to us to keep your deck working to your satisfaction over
the years. Just thought we'd remind you that vinyl playing is still our priority!

However...
Even we have to face the fact that more and more
of you want decent digital disc spinners, and
ironically (to us) people tell us they visit us for
digital players specifically because of our enthusiasm

example. Consonance also make some wonderful
products, and the Consonance Droplet 5.0 (pictured)
is the latest wonder from this company. Not only
does it sound excellent, the styling is also acomplete

for analogue. Er, yes. So, we have to be very
careful what we choose. The Chinese have been
making some absolutely superb digital products
lately, you've all seen the success of Shanling, for

departure for this price range (the Droplet costs
£1995). You get a24 bit / 192k upsampling DAC
and avalve output stage, all in aunit which weighs
just under an astonishing 30 Kg.

But it's not only the Chinese who're making digital waves, as it were. Our own home-grown favourite, Musical Fidelity, have
come out with an astonishing two box player, anew model in their acclaimed KW series, the DM 25 transport and DAC. The
digital and analogue sections are both effectively "dual mono", and although you can buy the units separately, there are very few
•other makes you can use them with because they connect using the esoteric dual mono twin cable system, amethod only one or two
far more expensive units use. The outcome is sound quality well ahead of
what you might expect of the price tag - both units together cost £3995. And,
in case you were wondering, those things sticking out the top of the transport
are levelling adjusters for the unique isolating feet, nothing more sinister!
And, just alittle reminder about the superb Stirling Broadcast LS 3/5a
loudspeakers. Now, we know these are about as unfashionable as it gets.
Modern speakers are supposed to be
big, bold, full of high-tech drivers, and
with amulti hundred watt power
handling tag. And indeed, most
modern designs are just fine for purely electronic music, where tonal accuracy, subtlety, and
even soundstaging take second place to sheer grunt. For acoustic music and spoken voice,
though, these BBC designed mini monitors are absolutely unparalleled. Even when you hear
them playing full orchestral music, or even rock, they are very special. Instruments sound as
they were meant to, voices are utterly natural. These are amust hear design if you are a
"serious" listener.
Finally, we now have the fantastic Hyperion HPS-938 loudspeakers on demo - sorry, no room for apiccie - book now for alisten.
air tangent amazon amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio aero audio physic black rhodium breuer dynamic
brinkmann cartridge man cawsey clearaudio consonance decca london duevel dynavector ear yoshino final lab goldring graham
(tonearms) graham slee hadcock heart heed audio hyperion ( loudspeakers) incognito isolda jadis kr electronics klimo koetsu lavardin
lyra magneplanar mcintosh michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon pro-ject
rega (turntables) revolver ringmat roksan shun mook shanling shelter sme something solid sonneteer spendor stax stirling broadcast
sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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Pass Labs amplification is tube amp- like in its simplicty of
circuit design, only two stages of gain and no feedback

•I

to smother the natural timbre of the instruments.
Gorgeous styling and peerless construction make these
some of the most coveted amplifying devices in the
world. The new X.5 series is now available in the UK

•

exclusively through the Musicology dealer network.

Musicology is the exclusive UK distributor for:
Atma-sphere

Pass Labs

Audiostatic

Rives

Coincident Speaker Technology

Symposium

Ferguson- Hill

Zu

01273 700 759
sales@musicology.co.uk
www.musicology.co.uk

The new Prestige, Capitole and Prima models:
24bit / I
92kHz DAC, CD and SACD players,
with the unique STARS 2resampling process.
Exclusive Distributor: The Audiophile Club - PO Box 6477 London - N13 4AY
www.theAC.co.uk - sales@theAC.co.uk - Tel: 020 8882 2822
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MOZART

lwe had agood recording of this

Mass in Cminor K427 [.

from Rene Jacobs on Harmonia

Cantatas by Haydn and

'
Ah! Pert ido', sung by his two

Camilla Tilling, Sarah Connolly, Timothy
Robinson, Neat Davies, Gabrieli Consort

'ece

and Players/Paul McCreesh

Paul McCreesh

soprano soloists whose voices blend
so well in the Mass.

Aichiv 477 b744

McCreesh's group has made

74m 10s Ea

tremendous strides since its first,

Mozart finished neither of his two greatest

Technics- sponsored recordings, although

Mass compositions: the C minor ( key

Iwould have liked the producer to nave

notwithstanding) is thought to have been in

given them alittle more presence: the

celebration of his marriage to Constanze

excellent chorus is dominant here, spread

Weber in 1722. Robert Levin's version witn

wide in the Walthamstow hall. The four

acompletion of the Credo and an Agnus Dei

soloists, though, are very realistically

drawing on he cantata Davide penitente

balanced. This is afine issue to celebrate

has recently been recorded by Hanss!er,

the 250 years since Mozart's birth. CB

but McCreesh wisely sticks to the familiar

Performances

‘
,rnre,

Recordings

dding Hvdn.•Scnn

ci• Rnmnicr•

day, including Kathleen Long,

and much of the playing

setting an appropriately fast

Evelyn Rothwell, Frederick

may seem too romantically

tempo for the first movement,

Grinke, Dennis Brain, Archie

inclined. But the inhibitions

with clipped opening notes and

Camden, Norman del Mar

of ' authenticity deserve to

punchy accents. Does Bronfman

and Leon Goossens. Mike

take aback seat, when the

do more than skate over the
surface of the music? Not

Dutton has made aterrific ; ob

musicianship here is nothing

of remastering and the sound

short of superb. CB

if Argerich with Mahler CO/

is clean, with Decca's ' ffrr .

Performances

Abbado ( DG) is your yardstick.

character well in evidence.

Transfers

Iam tempted to say that

J.S. BACH

MOZART

Mundi afew months ago) and

4, Beethoven's dramatic

Beethoven

BILLY BURNETTE

•••

The Fourth elicits a
perceptibly deeper response

Kathleen Long's playing in

BEETHOVEN

the Fifth Brandenburg alone

Piano Concertos 3and 4

interesting: not so much

justifies purchase, but there

Yefim Bronfman, Tonhatte Orchestra/David

Orpheus taming the wild beasts

and as slow movement is

Brandenburg Concertos etc

is adownside: although

Zinman

as areturn to full consciousness

Boyd Heel String Orchestral

pianoforte works well enough

Arte Nova 82876 64010 1

from deep reverie, as agrim

Boyd Neel, London SO/Anthony Bernard

in No.5 ( essentially akeyboard

67m Ois £

Dutton 2COBP 97E9

concerto), as continuo in slow

Certainly aoargain, given the

140m 32s two discs historical

movements of 1, 2and 4it

qualities of sound ( Chris Hazell/

For most collectors Boyd

introduces an alien coloration

Simon EadonI and playing,

Very Good

Neel is just aname found in

that is obtrusive.

this disc has gained admiring

Good

reviews - even drawing

Moderate

old catalogues, with other
occasional musical references

With Nos 1, 2, 5and 6on the
first CD, there is space for three

Ratings

1949/50 HMV recordings by the

Beethoven. But Iam not so

founded his chamber orchestra

Lonoon Chamber Orchestra:

sure. Since piano concertos

in 1933. His Handel Concerto

concertos for keyboard

like Prokofiev's Second are

Grossi found their way into

BVVV1058 ( George Malcolm)

in his repertoire, it comes as

Decca's ' Ec'jpse .series, but

and violin BVVV1042 ( Gioconda

no surprise that Bronfrnan

these 78rprn Bach recordings

de V.toI, plus the Sinfonia from

plays Beethoven's Third with

from 1945-47 - superseded by

Cannata 42.

assurance; and he is impressive

Bach performance has

in the exposition in the slow

set - were never reissued. They

changed dramatically since

movement. But more real

featured leading soloists of the

these recordings were made,

impetus comes from Zinman,

Performance/Rec,

Outstanding

Poor

comparisons with Schnabers

-amedical practitioner, Neel

the Münchinger Stuttgart LP

ca

Reviewers
CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
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orchestral march ( those
clipped notes again!) recedes.

BEETHOVEN

whereas he sounds more

Zinman can often seem more

able to identify with the two

miraculous range of keyboard

the conjuror than aconductor,

Piano Sonatas
Op.2:1-3 and Op.7

other, more Haydn- like, Op.2

colours simply unmatched by

with abagful of tricks to show

Andras Schiff

works. His general tendency

other pianists.

us and not always avoiding a

ECM 476 3054

to present 'second subjects' at

Ithink Idetected slight

campy result; but Iadmired his

108m 24s two discs (special

more relaxed tempos Ifound a

sounds of distant coughing in

trio sections Schiff deploys a

discovery of textural elements

Although there was an

bit mannered, yet in, say, the

one of the slow movements,

foreshadowing the finale of

'Appassionata' included with

extended slow movement from

otherwise the audience is quite

the Ninth Symphony in the

his Warner set of the five

Op.7 - which Tovey said should

inaudibie. CB

Rondo of No.4. CB

Beethoven piano concertos,

be thought of as orchestral

Performances

Performances •••

Andras Schiff has likened

-and in third- movement

Recordings

Recordings

the sonatas to asuit Istill

SOO

had to grow into'. Now in his
50s, he feels ready to embark
on acomplete cycle, and is
recording the works live in
chronological order using a
BOsendorfer or, for the more
dramatic works, asuitable
Steinway. The project began in
the Zurich Tonhalle in March
2004 with completion due
there in November 2006. The
booklet with Vot.1 includes a
discussion on the music with
Schiff that is of substantial

BEETHOVEN

value in itself.
So, how well does the suit

Violin Concerto

fit now? Perhaps Schiff is still

Violin Concerto 2

recordings would suggest. He

Nikolaj Znaider, Israel PO/Zubin Mehta

seems the detached observer

RCA 82876 69217 2

of Beethoven's Sturm und

71. lis fit

Drang' in the Fminor Sonata,

MENDELSSOHN

better in Haydn, as his Warner

The two most recent pairings
of these concertos ( Mullova/
Gardiner on Philips, Bell/

Given this time span and the

there is more to the Sousectska

Norrington on Sony) strongly

different New York and London

than Swensen finds, his is

reflect period- performance

venues, the sound is inevitably

otherwise an erioyable reading.

practice and neither has all the

variable. But Ax's musical

On tne disc it is followed by two

traditional cadenzas, whereas in

integrity is aconstant and his

encores: aWaltz transcribed

these more comfortably middle-

Chopin is eminently enjoyable:

from apianoforte original and

of-the-road performances

always intelligent, occasionally

aNocturne far strings - music

Znaider plays Kreisler's in

understated. Incidentally, of

which Dvorak recycled at

the Beethoven and the David-

other Chopin recordings listed

various times.

influenced Mendelssohn as

on the packaging his concerto

Ihe main work, the Vio!in

printed in the score.

remakes with OAE/Mackerras

Concerto, is both played and

were adisppointment compared

directed by Swensen: he is

to the earlier pair with

possibly the only musician to

Philadelphia/Ormandy. CB

have done this on records.

The Israel Philharmonic/
Zubin Mehta combination

CHOPIN

has often worked well in

programme - although in the

Ballades • Scherzi • 5Mazurkas
• 3Nouvelles Etudes • Andante
Spianato and Grand Polonaise •
PolonaiseFantaisie etc

slow movement Znaider relies

Emanuel Ax

DVORAK

too much on barely audible

RCA 82876 72554 2

Violin Concerto • Czech Suite

pianissimi for effect. Meanwhile,

135.1% two discs ft

Scottish CO/Joseph Swensen

Beethoven, and this is the more
compelling half of this live

Performances • • ••

Unfortunately, to these ears his

Recordings •• •

tone is not that attractive, and
the finale of the piece hasn't the
requisite playfulness.
From Haendel and Martzy to
Chang and Suwanai, there is a

his Mendelssohn, technically

Emanuel Ax won the first Arthur

Linn RD 241

high count of women soloists

very accurate and just as

Rubinstein Competition in 1974,

LlaiMs SACO 41prild ift

who have made interesting

well accompanied, is not so

with an RCA recording contract

Dvorak's five- movement

recordings; HFN readers. will,

engaging: for me it represented

as part of the prize. Chopin's

Czech Suite is undeservedly

have noted Akiko Suwanai's in

alot of perseverent listening

Sonata 3was on his debut LP;

less well known than his

my February ' Top Ten music

with not much reward. CB

Ax's second contained four

two Serenades for Strings

choices! CB

Performances •••

works reissued here, plus later

and winds, mentioned in Jan

Performances 00

Recordings ••••

Sony productions from 1977-87.

Smaczny's note. Although

Recordings • •• •

ca
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MAHLER
ELGAR

performance is enthralling

Symphony 6

Cello Concerto

and flies by. The soloist

Budapest Festival Orchestra/

JS BACH

sounds more at ease with

Ivan Fischer

Cello Suites 1and 2

herself, her playing is less

Channel Classics CCS SA 22905

Jacqueline du Pré, BBC SO/

wilful than usual, the focus on

78m 49s SACO hybrid fif

Sir John Barbirolli

the form of the work sharper.

This is the first recording by this

Testament SF 1388

In the two Suites, du Prés

orchestra to be produced in the

71m 38s part mono EC

Bach is classically contained;

recent Palace of Arts concert

Du Prés EMI ecording of

preliminary readings they

hall ( like our own Bridgewater

the Elgar Concerto may have

remain but worthy extras. CB

Hall it has options for changing

iconic status but it doesn't

Performance ( Egad

the acoustics) as opposed to

really show her at her best
-my preference is for the

Performance ( Bach)

and Barbirolli again, more
sympathetically working with

In aforeword, Fischer gives

OU s Jacqueline du Pré
Elgar ceo unneto
Bach,ceia.Soae. Mo &

MI

2

Jet. Una.

the BBC Orchestra, recorded

his views on the two thorny

Linn CKEI 252

Recordings

Now we have something
better than e:ther: du Pré

Budapest's Italian Institute,
which leaked in traffic noise.

Emma Ben, Scottish CO/Richall Egarr

live Philadelpnia version
conducted by Barenboim.

HANDEL
Operatic arias

51m 24s SACO hybrid Eft

issues concerning Mahler 6: the

Emma Bell's career was kick-

order of the middle movements,

started by aHandel role she

and the restitution ( or not) of

undertook for Glyndebourne

the third hammer blow in the

Touring Opera at very short

finale - which incidentally does

live in Prague during a 1967

natice in 1988; winner of that

not occur in this performance.

East European tour. ( The Bach

year's Kathleen Ferrier Prize

Touring the work alternating

couplings are from 1962 mono

she has subsequently worked

Scherzo and slow movement,

BBC tapes.)

at the Komische Oper Berlin,

Fischer finally decided that

Glyndebourne and Covent

Andante before Scherzo gave

times oddly balanced - du

Garden, mostly in Handel and

the more satisfying balance. But

Pré is placed to the left. me

Mozart roles. Emma Belt is

not even Abbado's latest

The sound is good if at

due to sing Violetta

Mahler 6convinces me of this:

Traviata)

is there not an analogy with

this year at the ENO and she
some years ago the company

appears in Alexander's Feast at

Beethoven's Ninth, where

decided not to press any more

the Proms on 1August.

no-one would think of reversing

CDs. Happily there has been

Her second Linn programme,

the relentless driving Scherzo
and the blissful Adagio?

achange of heart; not only

partly funded by agrant awarded

can you still find what was

to her by the Borletti-Buitoni

unquestionably Sir Adrian's

trust, is of eleven arias from

made by the Budapest

finest recorded interpretation

operas Handel wrote for London

Orchestra, although the new

(of five) but Beulah has also

performances from 1711 to 1741

setting renders it blurrily. At

reissued Anthony Collins's

-Detdamia to Rinaldo - covering

the risk of sacrificing gravitas.

Iliked the Mahler sound

LSO cycle of the seven Sibelius

awide emotional range, if

Fischer, like Bernstein, sets

symphonies, plus orchestral

with apreponderance of tragic

afast tempo for the March

fillers, recorded at Kingsway

mater:al.

(repeat observed); the cowbell
interludes have the right distant,

Hall by Decca from 1952-5 ( 1-

The recording was made

4PD8). Priory is the distributor.

at the Usher Hall, its acoustic

luminous quality. The principal

The Elgar couplings are Sospiri

not deal for the voice, but with

weakness here is that the finale

ELGAR

and the Prelude ta the Dream

great immediacy for the Scottish

doesn't convey the tragedy of

Symphony 2etc

of Gerontius. Takieig abusman's

Chamber Orchestra under

this summation with sufficient

BBC SO/Sir Adrian Boult

holiday, the booklet note is by

the period- instrumentalist

intensity - perhaps aquestion of

Beulah 3P015

one of the best contributors HFN

Richard Egarr. His stylish

the tonal weight the players can

66m 23s historical EC

ever had to its music pages,

accompaniments ( and there's

muster? Overall, anear- miss

abrilliant prelude to track

but interesting nonetheless. CB

1, from Amadigi) underpin

Performance •••

Bell's articulate, futl-toned

Recording 4••

When Radio 3scheduled Elgar's

Keener! CB

Second Symphony for its

Performances

'building afibrary featbre in

Transfers

••

and dramatic renderings,

CD Review EMI had not only axed
most of the composer's own
recordings but those of Boult
and Barbirolli too. David Nice's

the most striking of which
11111.11101GBONWS-NtE11111.
Mellen Na
12222,

...(CTS El C

perhaps is Melissa's ' Destero
dalI empia Dite' from Amadigi

final choice was this 1944 Boult

P7151. The full Italian/English

version, made at the Grammar

texts are printed with useful

School Bedford, where the BBC

descriptive paragraphs on each

Orchestra was billeted and

aria ( although the character

where several wartime HMV

Pol.nessa' should read

recordings were undertaken.

'Polissenal. CB

Beulah's 1996 remastering
was superior to EMrs own, but

Performances • 400111
Recording

*••
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MOZART
Eine Urine Nserhtniusil,
iteenutta setturosi
Lads= Night %Mk No. I
Swedish Chamber Orchestra
Petter Suodkiist

SHOSTAKOVICH

the BBC National Orchestra

-Symphonies 5, 6, 10 and 14

Symphony 8

of Wales; it began in 1997 with

-the booklet essay is by the

Netherlands Radio PO/Mark

the ' Leningrad' ( so impressive

conductor himself.

Wigglesworth

that . arranged for ten copies

BIS BISSACS 1483

to be given as prizes in a

'you had to cry silently,

69m 54s SACO hybrid Eft

HEN competition). The Eighth

under the blanket'. This

A projected Shostakovich cycle

was produced at Dutch radio

sense of sadness pervades

with Mark Wigglesworth was

stud os in December 2004.

Wigglesworth's reading: this

announced when he was with

As with prev'ous releases

He quotes Shostakovich:

is aless lacerating, violent
and overtly bleak Eighth
than we expect. It is almost
classically restrained, the

MOZART

mood of the long opening

Eine kleine Nachtmusik

movement quietly sustained
for almost 29 minutes. The

Serenata notturna •
Divertimento K247

thinking here is matched by

Swedish Chamber Orchestra/Petter

dedicated orchestral playing. A

Sundkvist

unique view of this music and

Naxos 8.557023

not aversion by which to get

67m 43s f
Three pieces of ' night music'

to know this symphony ( the

-the Divertimento Naxos lists
as lodron Night Music NoT, a

dedicatee Yevgeny Mravnsky's

th.

Royal Festival Hall version on
BBC Legends better serves
that purpose). BIS's transfer

designation new to me. It was
written ( strings and two horns,
silent in the Andante and trio

level is unusually low. CB

•MARK

Performance

WIGGLESWORTH

Recording

of the second Menuetto) for

• 00 111
•

the Countess Antonia Lodron
in 1776. Under its principal
conductor Thomas Dausgaard

movement is surety too fast; and

sings Stephen Foster's 'Jeanie

the Orebro orchestra is well

in the scherzo the established

with t'-le light brown hair' and

versed in period practice so it's

tempo is cut back after the

'Wilt thou be gone, love?'.

not surprising to hear separated

brass- only passage, seemingly

Dvorak rated Foster as the

violins, with basses at the rear,

to allow the winds time to

epitome of amodern American

in the two longer works; and

phrase. To give Gatti his due, he

composer. Gypsy music was

in the Rondo of the Serenata a

dces balance textures very well,

also influertial, as with Liszt

flourish from the leader before

exposing plenty of appealing

and Brahms, and the disc

the adagio section, then a

detail. He is also given good

ends with the Zigeunerlieder,

double- bass cadenza - with one

sound by the engineering

only three sung - four are with

or two comic raspberries thrown

team working in Walthamstow

cello/piano. including Songs

As,

my Mother taught me', which

the timpanist, in the manner

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 4 • Capriccio Italien

of Andrew Manze or Freiburg

RPO/Daniele Gatti

Recording

Baroque Iboth Harmonia Mundi)

Harmonia Month HMU 907393

in the final section.

53m 39s Eft

DVORAK

in - and aff-descrescendo from

-,

mhlv Hall CB

Performances

el,

everyone knows subconsciously
if not by name ( what struck me

J••

more was the likeness of No.1
to Howard Blake's ' Walking in

e

The Royal Philharmonic last

Cello Concerto

interpolated music for the

recorded Tchaikovsky's Fourth

Zigunertieder etc

missing first minuet in Eine

Symphony under Temirkanov

Jan vogler, Angela Kirchschlager, Helmut

material which satisfies, not

However, there is no

the Air').
It • sthe peripheral

kleine Nachtmusik. This is

in 1994. Much less in the

Deutsch, NYPO/David Robertson

the concerto. It's not abad

given astraightforward, rather

spotlight nowadays, especially

Sony 82876 73716 2

performance, with everything

solemn reading which doesn't

when it comes to records, it

67m Us fif

neatly in place and aglossy

lift the spirits.

nevertheless remains avery

This programme is tailored to

accompaniment. But Jan Vogler

Serenata nottuma receives

good orchestra, as this new CD

the thesis - by no means new

la one-time pupil of Heinrich

the best performance, although

demonstrates. Ihave listened to

-that Dvorak's Cello Concerto

Schiff, later principal cellist of

one might well consider

it several times this month ( even

cortains ' coded' references to

the Dresden Staatskapelle) is

this Naxos issue as acheap

the hackneyed Capriccio), not so

Josefina Kaunitzova, with whom

too politely restrained. Du Pré,

means of acquiring the 36m

much for Gatti's interpretation

he was in love in the 1860s ( and

Rostropovich and Tortelier may

Divertimento, well played if

of the Fourth as for orchestral

whose sister he subsequently

err in the other direction, but
with recordings by Gendron,

lacking the charm of the old

deftness and colour. In fact, one

married) by quoting her

Vienna Octet recording for

might quarrel with several of his

favourite song '..,asst mich

Fournier and Starker in the

Decca or the suaveness of

tempi or tempo changes: those

allein'; the CD includes this,

catalogue this new one is hardly

Karajan on DG. CB

after the opening fanfares in ( i)

both sung by the mezzo and

competitive. CB

Performances •••

are fussy, then too much of the

ir, acello transcription with

Performances • • • •

Recordings a •••

material is rushed; the second

piano. Kirchschlager also

Recording • • •
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REVIEWS • JAll
be carping to criticise such
eclecticism. Jones has the
effortless versatility that only
comes from total mastery of the
instrument. He has the ability

HIROMI

The multichannel SACD sound

Spiral

is certainly impressive, but you
should go for the 2.1D-with-

Teen: 'i.3-83631 [ plus bonus DUI

bonus-DVD package, which

Telart .W0-63631 [multichannel Sk011
65m 40s
The spectacularly- gifted

gives you agreat video of the
trio playing ' King Fu World

cianistikeyboardist

Champion', more compelling

%Ilk, Su RN

then to create for himself. Critic
Marvin Stamm's eulogy, ' This

ogo (eafy, be.

young man is the real deal!' has

her trilliant bassist Tony Grey

become Sean's slogan. But it's

and drummer Mart nVa ,hora.

true, he is. SH
Recordings * 000

Spi al' cycles endlessly, or

Recordings 00000

JIM HALL

so i. seems, through acuiet

Performances 00000

Dialogues

Performances •'" 1q110

ph.me hinting at Bill Evans, a

r‘ .14di I
.

( . 21
4 .blchrt
/
I.. Mum II
le. lowame

Amh

Tetarc CD- 83369 ! Discover Jazz series)

to embrace whatever he hears
from Clifford Brown on) and

'
ras

LADYSMITH BLACK
MAMBAZO

featuring Hall plus another

Heads Up HUCD 3019 )enhanced CD/CD-ROM)

MLsic For Three Piece
Orchestra' moves frcm mon:

soloist with or without bass
and drums. Fellow guitarists

Heads UP HUSA 9109 (multichannel SACO)

Evans- like introspect on
thraiugh awaltz- time

are on two tunes apiece, the

54m 50s
With voices as soft and sweet
as melting toffee fudge, the

standout by amile being the
tatter's uptempo Stern Stuff', a

supreme South African a

2.XUDerant.ty rhythmi:.. finale

cappella group reprise some

Bill Frisell and Mike Stern

real meeting of musical minds

favourite material, helped by

expressed by fleet fingers.
'Calypso Joe' has saxist Joe

aprocession of guest stars.

Lovano sounding like aslightly
buttoned- up Sonny Rollins,
while Hall's two acoustic duets

and foot- tapping ' Diamonds On
The Soles of Her Shoes' Read
vocal by Melissa Etheridge) and

with accordionist Gil Goldstein,

areally moving ' Homeless' [with

and two tunes with the
flugelhorn of Tom Harrell, are

the subtle Sara McLachlan).
Then comes ' Mbube' Ivocal
growl and bluesy guitar by

unusual, not to say quirky. But
it's an intelligent quirkiness that
could grow on you. SH
Recordings 10000
Performances 00000

Kung -Fu World Champion'
ends the abum SH

,
,
,
Jhrch

rhythmic build-up and asimple
out majestic main theme.

56m 06s
From 1995, an album of duets,
[
mostly original tunes and each

Long Walk To Freedom

perhaps than the ' Return of

perfect support here ' rom

Tne four- movement
RPM

mc‘.ement to apounding,
Tymer-Ish ' Reverse' and an

around 40 years Later. Stallings
went on to tour with Eckstine

Recalling Graceland are anew

and Basie, but dropped out
of the big-time to raise her
daughter before making agreat
comeback. This reissue is aCD
to catch Cal Tjader completists

THE BESPOF

)just try saying that!) but it's also
essential for fans of Stallings'
recent work. SH
Recordings 0000

GEORGESMEA

Taj Mahal), 'Amazing Grace'
(countrified by Emmylou Harris)

.•
lionlnl free IS9)

Performances 0000

and ' Shosholoza' Ia host of
African stars including Hugh

guitar, and there are acouple of

Masekela). You have to choose

standards with strings ! Robert

MARY LOU WILLIAMS

SEAN JONES

between SACD and an enhanced

FaFnon Orchestra). Finally, three

My Mama Pinned ARose On Me

Gemini

CD with videos, but for once

numbers recreating the piano/

Pablo OJCD 1108-2

Mack Avenue MAC 1023

the multichannel experience

vibes/guitar ' Shearing sound'

59m 17s

68m 17s

is well worth having. Awinning

A beginning, middle and end are

include one from Shearing's
1998 Christmas album - ' God

'You ain't heard nothing till
you've heard the blues,' sings

and 3 - avirtuoso warm-up over

demonstration disc. SH
Recordings & goal»
Performances e11100(

afast drum beat, aneat melodic
idea in 15/4 time, and agospel

GEORGE SHEARING

provided by ' Gemini', phases 1, 2

fragment over churchy piano.
In between, the trumpeter's

Reflections: The Best of
George Shearing

rest Ye Merry Gentleman' in the

Cynthia Tyson on ' The Blues',

style of ' Take Five'. Buy it now

which opens the set. Williams

for next Christmas. SH
Recordings 41611111
Performances 1114,641141

composed and arranged for
Andy Kirk's band, Ellington
and even Benny Goodman.
But here there are no show

music runs from straight- ahead

Telerc CD- 83613 ( Discover Jazz series)

to electric groove, and it would

70m 22s

CAL TJADER AND
MARY STALLINGS

Culled from seven Telarc
albums the pianist made from

Cal Tjader plays/
Mary Stallings Sings

sympathetically accompanied

1992 to 1998, this kicks off

Fantasy OJCCD 1106-2

on bass. The only other vocal is

well with alively be-bop blues,

40m 08s

Williams' own on the title song,

'Birdfeathers', one of four happy
numbers featuring drummer

Stallings was 22 whem she cut

atune from her early days as

this confident debLt album with
vibist Tjader in 1961. Still finding

an under- age saloon pianist.

SEAN JONES

Grady Tate plus regular
Shearing bassist Neil Swainson

tunes, no flashy virtuoso pieces,
just blues- drenched piano,
by Buster Williams [ no relation)

'I'm no singer', she says in the

her own style, she was already a

liner notes, ' Iplay piano.' And
she does, with deep feeling. A

tracks pay tribute to Nat King
Cole Trio's piano/guitar/bass

passionate performer - contrast
her earthy just Squeeze Me'
with Jane Monheit's calculated

format, with Louis Stewart on

seduction on the same song,

Performances 00000

at the Blue Note in 1992. Two

striking album. SH
Recordings 41164116
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The way top

First dCS gave access to
their legendary CD replay
in one box at one quarter
the price. Now comes the
two- box version!

Model 10

he_ É_ É_ e
Model 20/2

Cor142_

Most opinion — including the US
STEREOPHILE magazine — rates the
three- and four- box dCS CD/SACD
players as the best in the world.
dCS re- packaged their GROUNDBREAKING TECHNOLOGY into the
slim one- box £6.5k P8i with
remarkable results.

Model 30/2

For the new two- box player the
design team were told not to limit
performance within the £ 11
kprice
— if it embarasses the big system
"that just sets us anew challenge".
All dCS machines play SACDs and
CDs and UPSAMPLE CD sto DSD,
the format of SACD, for greater
"ambience" and presence.
Higher performance with the twobox player comes from better
power supplies, an Elgar family DIA
circuit and enhanced WordClock.

•
•

Series M2

Series 300

Digital inputs allow for superb D/A
conversion of other digital sources,
eg DVD with optional upsampling
to DSD. Integrate the player with
ahome theatre for stunning sound.
We always like to use the DIGITAL
VOLUME CONTROL and connect
directly to the power amp for the
greatest realism and dynamics.
Your dCS investment is protected
with one of the best UPGRADE
SCHEMES. Software update is from
adCS CD and hardware upgrade is
via part- exchange.

The
Ri ght
cpt
mu,
in tile

Customers say we make some of the BEST

Series IV

SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

dIP

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

Series V

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

01225 874728
or lo-call
0845 230 7570

CD ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL,
VERDI, VERONA, P8I), STELLO, W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM,
GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. AMPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT,
DK DESIGN, DNM, GAMUT, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO

Ask for details of this superb rang

SME LTD •STEYNING •
tel: +44 ( 0)1903 8143
email: se
or visit our w

PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, NEAT, TOTEM. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM,
NORDOST, VERTEX AQ ETC. MAINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS
UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

REVIEWS • ROCK
MEN WOMEN &
CHILDREN

THE RESEARCH

Men Women & Children

Breaking Up

Reprise/WEA advance copy

At Large Recordings

(41m 36s)

(35m 44s)

(The Dasaster), whose vcice suggests he's the

high-proifil....

r1105

le phone ad fthe ad

agencies have any sense at all. The bard's

ruGr LP2CD

musical dynamo however. seems to be

ussel:l

Looking for something to start

Combining synthesiser] butiolegum riffs and

kinc o guy that rnemoers of the school -ugby

the party with ahumongous

the ir nocence of Depe.che Mode ( be'ore they

team shoulcer out or the way in the cafeteria.

bang? New York's Men Women

got Gothed up) with the cheeky insouciance ol

And Children are that thing, with

Arctic Monkeys The Research is a

payee cn toy metruments, which will enamour

bells on MW&C pilot aspirit -

one- guy- two- girl combo from Wakefield

and alienate potential kr ne in roughly equal

lifting, liquid oxygen- fuelled

destined for greater th nos,

rocket ship to blissed ecstasy.

Much of ' he

album

sounds as iit's being

numbers. Ir the end, ttooLgh. The Research

The curnrit sincle. lorely Hears Sti,.

have enrough charm towinfliffan-base that will

Just crank the volume and

Beat The Same', features the girls, Sarah anc

keep then in clover for some white

soar away on the magnificent

Georgia, harmonising very sweetly indeed on

Recordings IIIHIO111

mess of Philly soul strings, rock

atune that should be snapped up for use in

Performances

. 0111011/

riffery and retro synths that is
'Lightning Strikes Twice In New
York'. Alternatively, superglue
your feet to the floor and try
not to jump around to the
lunatic chorus of ' Who Found
Mr Fabulous?', but you'd be
doomed to fail. And it would hurt
like hell. JB
Recordings

4̀,111111

Performances MOO

ARCTIC MONKEYS
Whatever People Say I
Am, That's
What I'm Not
Domino WIGC0162
remarkable with this alourr. He

(41m 02s)

track overflows with irresistibly

Here we have three quarters of

singable hooks and finely

uses 13 computer- manipulated

agreat little band. My problems

detailed arrangements that

solo piano pieces to explore a

lie with frontman Alex Turner

make repeated p:ays extremely

period of depression that carne

whose mannered vocals sound

rewarding, and that goes for

over him n2003. So, while it

like the Northern equivalent

tne lyrics too. When did you

could be played as haunting

of Mockney. The idea is that by

last hear abetter description

Satie like background music,

exaggerating your local dialect

of teen lust than ' Exchanging

anyone paying closer attention

to the point of self- parody you'll

body heat in the passenger

wid find asense of despairing

somehow seem more real, gritty

seat'? When did anybody last

melancholy pervading almost

and honest. Judging by their

nail scenester narcissism with

every track. Eno conveys the

phenomenal sales, of course,

aline as pointed as ' 1know,

bleakness with fracturea,

I'm as wrong as Icould possibly

it just doesn't feel tike anight

fragmented melodies, notes

but devotees will net be

be. To sum up, the band delivers

out with no one sizing you up'?

that hang in the air without

disappointed by Morph The

very tight, economical and

Unreservedly recommended. JB

eve- offering resolution and

Cat, unless they're expecting

relentlessly traditional rock. The

Recordings

electronic effects that add

anything new. Re- united with a

frontman, however, is purveying

Performances

lb«

last released asolo album,

suggestions of dissonance to his

bunch of session virtuosi who

the bog- standard, fairly tune -

beautifully- chosen arpeggios.

worked with The : an back in the

free glorification of laddism

He has, in effect, created a

day, Fagen sounds just alittle

that passes for social comment

kind of ambient piano blues,

too comfortable as he oozes

these days. JB

complete with anew musical

his way through cuts like the

Recordings ** 0

dialect in which to express it.

funky- but lite ' Brae Nightgown'.

104116

Play this instead of Leona-d

enlivened by ghostly organ and

Cohen whenever you find

xylophone ornamentatioe. He

PANIC! ... AT THE
DISCO

yourself thinking * Why me?' JB

injects alittle more energy into

Recordings *OS

'What IDo' but, on the whole,

AFever You Can't Sweat Out

Performances 01111110

it's astrangely lethargic voyage

Performances 404110

Decaydance 5101123342

ROGER ENO

135m 34s)

Fragile ( music)

DONALD FAGEN

This indie-emo quartet from

Burning Shed bshed G905

Morph The Cat

captivatingly obscure, but that's

Las Vegas may look like a

(57m 39s)

Reprise Records advance copy

about all that makes this album

bunch of over- privileged public

Roger Eno : yes, he is the

(42in 54s(

•.orth owning. JB

school sixth formers, but the

brother of that other Eno)

It's been nine years since the

Recordings 00060

music is whip smart. Every

has pulled oU something

former Steely Dan mainman

Performances 16066

through territory he's explored
before. His tyrics, as ever, are
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SALON HIFI
H ME CINEMA

25 - 26 MARS 2006
PARIS

1
.-4IGH FiNID"

"LE MEILLEUR DE LA HIFI ET DU HOME CINEMA "
'
UNE SÉLECTION SANS COMPROMIS DES MEILLEURS SYSTÈMES EXISTANTS
EN DÉMONSTRATION COMPARATIVE.

SOFITEL - S ÈVRES PARIS
8, RUE LOUIS ARMAND - 75015

PARIS -

M ETRO

BALARD

HORAIRES D'OUVERTURE : DE 101-1 À 19H.

www.spat.fr
Tel. 01 44 26 26 2.6

REVIEWS • AUDIPHILE CDS

ray charles
fq
h

knamliwit

oat.» John noteh plies li.b

Wiletu with peek* tear

king glady• knight diana kro

miehaiel motioned Johnny matins van morrison wIllie
bonnie mitt James taylor

genius loves company

•Alialeadlin
WY
nir
-pm
reedire. sm.
• 2 *ma IN.

LIVINGSTON TAYLOR

for 15 tracks from the Telarc
and Heads Up jazz, blues and

There You Are Again

pop catalogues.
In addition to showing you

Coconut Bay/Chesky JD307 CD
(48m 28s) purist recording
Ariother gentle, caressing,
intimate recording from Taylor,

what surround can do, it also
lets you hear artists like Junior
Wells, Spyro Gyra, Eric Bibb,

stiLl sounding like araspier

Ladysmith Black Mambazo and
others of that stature recorded
to perfection. Also available

version of his brother James.
There You Are Again is abit

RAY CHARLES
Monster Music MMU 44162

as stereo or surround with
Dolby Digital, DTS 96/24 and
Do!by Headphone, with an

168m 53s) 2discs
Monster Music - part of the

'in the band' feature placing
you - ight in the middle. Ana

classical tracks. KK
Performances ••••

Monster Cable Products
-has anew take on specialty

Sister Kate, Gary Burton, C&W
deities Pam Tiflis and Vince Gill

releases it dubs SuperDisc.

ther there's the fact that you
can feed the disc into your
computer for super- slick

Recordings • •••

aforementioned sibling and

And the disc here is both an

downloads of High Definition

and fo-mer sister-in-law Carly

ear- and an eye-opener.

Digital Music files to the

(receptive, because there's a
relatively high Christian content
which might antagonise atheists
and agnostics, but even this Red
Sea Pedestrian wasn't Pothered.
Guests include the

Srncin. KK
Performances ••••
Recordings • • • •

Genius Loves Company

Charles' well- received

portable MP3 player of your
choice, with this feature

parting shot set of duets

offering two bonus tracks.

Not contert to offer

with ahigh -res format

Incidentally, the music's

Morster threw in the lot. You

terr ific. KK
Performances ••••

get to hear it as anormal
CD on one of the discs, or

MEMPHIS IN MANNATIAN

there's certainly every reason

mastering of five of the DSD

to believe that this hot, young
saxaphone player will carve out

Memphis In Manhattan

tracks. There's no catalogue

arespected career.

ChesiryJD299 CD (43m) purist recording

BILLY BURNETTE
Audiophiles aren't overburdened

His debut for Bernie

promotional item. KK

Grundman's super- cool label

Performances • SOO

opens with arighteous take on

with asurfeit of rockabilly or
vintage rock'n'roll, so this

Coltrane, with Musa showing

twangy treasure from the son

sublime taste for the remaining

of one of the genre's pioneers is
welcomed recompense.

ZANE MUSA

eight tracks: Monk, Nat

MARecordings (108m 315 SACO;

Introducing Zane Musa

73m 47s CD) hybrid SACD

Straightahead 102(50m 18s) Dual- Disc
Preoicting jazz futures is more

Adderley, nods to Broadway.
This is wonderful stuff, able to

Nice twist, ahybrid where the
CD layer and the SACD layer
differ, to offer over three hours

TAN

Recordings • ••••

Cable, which was used on the

Recordings • • •••

MA on SA

Billy
BillINETTE

Siltech spin-off brand Crystal

number, so it may be a

VARIOUS ARTISTS

is The Absolute Sound SACD
Sampler [ SACO -6001U with 14

Imagine aless frenetic
approach than Brian Setzer
and you've got it nailed. Hell,

please fans of jazz from either
coast. KK

Burnette even injects aheady

Performances • • • •
Recordings • •• • •

dose of the blues.
Stand- out tracks here

most esoteric catalogue

VARIOUS ARTISTS

include aSouthern- fried version
of Peter Green's ' Oh, Well',

imaginable is ahoot, especially
if you appreciate freakish

Sound & Vision SACD Sampler

'Bye Bye Love' and his dad's

%arc/Heads Up SACD-63012 (67m 45s)

smash for Ricky Nelson,

instruments, and both obscure

multichannel SACO
Like they used to do it in the

'It's Late'. In short this is a
stunning disc, especially if you

classical and 'world' music.

old days, amagazine- endorsed

ever wore aDA. KK

Purist to afault, the disc was

sampler. This one's from the
USA's Sound & Vision, who opted

Performances • • • •

of music on one disc. This
saunter through the strangest,

percussion and esoteric

produced in conjunction with

perilous than pork bellies, but

Recordings ••• •
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HI-FiNews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Welcome to the Hot 100 - Hi Fi News' vital buying
guide section. It's here that we list the finest
hi-fi components that we've reviewed, updated
every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money, which doesn't always mean the
lowest- cost options, but we've also highlighted
those more expensive components that justify
their sometimes frightening price tags, by
offering atrue advance in sound quality for the
audiophile. Listed are the issue date Imonth/year)
where you can track down the original review, and
the author's initials. For the full-length review call
Back Issues on 01733 370800, go to www.mags-uk.com, or
check out our review reprints service at www.hi-finews.co.uk.

Award winner 2005: Inca Tech's Katana SE CD player best digital source up to £ 1000

CD PLAYERS
Make/model
Arcam CD33

Price

I£ 1300

Tested
08/03
Ali

How we rate it
An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While multi-format
machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.

Arcam Diva CD73

£399

3/04
re

Cambridge
C340C Azur

£250

09/04
AH

Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the most
challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.

Chord DAC 64

£1960

//02

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reciocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded, ' It's

AH

not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD50

£100

dCS Purcell/
Mein's

£5000/
£6500

Inca Tech Katana
SE

£995

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

£899

07/03
GB
12/99
AH

d
2/04
BA
)7/03
GA
8/04
BA

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 mufti- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off here
with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags, extracting
incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, CI pgradable firmware,
pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price-point thanks to thrang vocals and a
dexterity and energy that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust-listen concluded DA.
DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24- bit upsampling player. fi is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's sound
quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' untorced'.
Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal
impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

Nairn CDS3

£7050

10/03
MC

Top-of the- range two- box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for any other player - high-resolution format or otherwise
according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

Naim CD51

£825

004
tr•AROb

Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has becorre justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For many
listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.

$1100/
$800

um.
DA

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real

£380

2002
Argos

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV receivers, it
hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

£1100

J/03
AK

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

Perpetual P- IA/
P-3A
Rotel RCD-02
Unison Research
Wilco

musicians. The P- IA is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK.

DVD-VIDEO, DVD-AUDIO & SACD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Arcam DV88 Plus

£1000

Arcam DV29

£1600

Cambridge Audio
DVD57

£200

Demon DVD-2900

£850

Marantz SA- 11S1

£2000

Pioneer DV868AVI

£1000

Sony XA9000ES

£2400

Tested
02.03
PG
03i05
FHA
10,12
BM
09/33
BM

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit desigr : separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video,
dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcarr's Aipha 7SE.
Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's
clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with cc nfiderce.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD- Aplayer Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite toc.
Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives searrless multichannel sound plus excellent video performance.
Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder„3 wcrthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

05/05

Abenchmark with SACD replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resoluter, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural midband. With
CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.

02

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures. witn DDPD scaler
providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affogdable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

B1
05/64
BM

Sony's current flagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player (not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced sound with
the vast majority of rival DVD and CO players sounding artifical by comparison. If DVI) leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.
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RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Roksan Radius 5£850 ( HFN Nov ' 03)

TURNTABLES
Make/model

Price

Tested

graceful sound free of metallic or wooden colorations.

plinth and sub-chassis are clear acrylic, 19mm thick,
while the Nima tonearm is alightweight unipivot type

Holographic soundstage with palapable
images of instruments and performers. Excellent bass,

using athin-walled alloy main tube with internal wiring
made of aflexible printed circuit material found in the

free of overhang, and top-notch dynamics. The Roksan

more expensive Artemiz arm.

to that Nima tonearm.

is capable of handling good m-ccartridges too, thanks

How we rate it

Avid Diva

£1100

02/04
1H

Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to the.

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01
AH

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine hythmic groove' and pace. With black acrylic base and
translucent platter (
no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

Linn LP12

from
£1075

10/97
Alt

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for
improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.

Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply

£2413

01/05
AH

company's AC- powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

Pro-Ject Debut
Mk 11

£120

07/00
TB

Simple but effective: price inbudes tonearm and Ortofon m- mcartridge. No nasty topor flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).

Pro-Ject RPM 9X

£1000

09/04
TB

beween leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model a.ong with complete banishment of grain.

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

07/04
DA

Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems are a
thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.

SME Model 10

£3580

12/99

Pice quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. 'So eerily cp..iet and uncoloured' said KK, one of the best ambassadors yet
for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

Rega P2

£198

200

Roskan Radius 5

£850

11/03
AH

TUNERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.

Revamp for flagship deck couilesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worldi, in that it brings the pace and toe- tapping timing of the

Pro-Ject favourite receives aravamp coulesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved definition

Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged (there's still no
subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.
Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
contrast and timbrai colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

How we rate it

Arca mDT81

£650

01/02
AH

With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the moreexmnsive FMJ 0126, Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for intereited enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening upa beacicast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

Creek 143

£400

09/01
le

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM. MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path distortion are

£3750

2004
A DS

Old-fashioned analogue tuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for

Mara ntz ST- 17

£600

09/01
Ill

Three wavebands and RDS. for IH the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle bright.
it lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£330

07/03
$111

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for upgrading via a
PC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves— atop-drawer product.

Magnum Dynalab
MD106

displayed. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... Excellent value.'
sure, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'

RECOMMENDED AMP
Musical Fidelity kW 500
£3999 ( HFN Oct'04)
Another worthy Hi Fi News Awards 2005 winner, over 500W are on offer froto
this high-powered hybrid design, which banks on very low distortion ecross
the audio band to make aneutral, natural- sounding integrated amplifier that
approaches the company's monster kW pie/power statement. Fine looks,
mu- Vista valves inside, and packs agreat phono stage too.
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Still the best player under four-figures, with an airy,

Acomplete original for Roksan in that the Radius 5uses
new materials in an unusual configuration. The main

Hi-FiNews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
AMPLIFIERS
Make/model
Arca mFMJ A32
Arcam A85
Audio Research
VS110
Audio Research
Ref Two

Price

Tested

£1100

AG
WO

£700
£4000
£10,000

1

How we rate it
This top-of-the- range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the most of
speakers it was used with, reproducing the fife and vitafity of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

'Ail

Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.

oint
)8

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in spades.
DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

i),/cici
NIC

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound qualitywas top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-of-the-art
piece of audio engineering,' said MC.

0mi

Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to lightcontrolled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

orno
Pic

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with the
finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Bryston 3B- SST

£1725

1003
SA

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to see
if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly — he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

01/09

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched- mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and transparent. ' Has

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS?

£5000

Conrad-Johnson
350

£8000

Croft Vitale
EAR 864
GRAAF GM5OB

£350
£1500
£3950

Icon Audio Stereo
40

£990

Krell KAV-30011_

£3900

Krell KAV400zi

£2698

Music First Audio
Passive

£1498

Musical Fidelity
A32

£1000

Musical Fidelity
kW 500

£4000

Musical Fidelity
X-150

£800

Nagra VPA

£9350

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200

£1385

Naim NAC 112/
NAP 150

£625/
£750

Nairn NAC 552
Naim NAIT 5

Mc

AY
31/04
fc
199m4
NM

the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2, detail
was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.
First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced, fluid
midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.

240

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

Kit

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

Iico
HIC

Aphono inclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers

83/01
KK
CIA/
TB
I/0
le
WO
DB
I
Ws
44

os;os
IA

improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
This gorgeous- looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market thanks
to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.
UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter- sounding triode mode. TB liked
its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural- sounding music.
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300i Lover any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch drama
and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.
Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added features
from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any domestic
speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

1(.04
CD 9

Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered (500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency with no
bss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

0E404

Compact at 218 x98x 377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m- m phono input of very adequate quality too.

Li
I —
lOt

Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4,8 or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback.
KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,

£11,750
£800

Pass Labs X350

£9950

Pathos TT RR

£3250

Primare A30.1

£1500

Quad QC 24/
I
l- forty

£4000

Rote) RA- 01/
RA- 02

£250

TacT Audio RCS
2.2X

£3195

ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.
AH
i

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than any
other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

1

Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going amp
that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

o

R3ted at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
AG warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

I •
BIC
(16e.
AG
11/00
Nit

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below
about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Prima re's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
vc:ume control is afine 100-step- ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original. Pre-amp
lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision

/03

()La Pity needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line inputs,

TB

and asound that TB called ' smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.

08/øi
00/1911
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Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the listening
Doiition. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.

2000

LOUDSPEAKERS
Make/model

Avantgarde Uno

Pr re

Tested

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn- loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

£7350

sensitivity of 100dB/W.SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotonal communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.
Astudio-quality speaker that combines fine engineering, solid hand- built construction and accurate, musically satisfying replay in the home. While
it's not cheap, remember this is an active design and so comes with dedicated high quality amplification on board.

£12,720

Avalon Eidolon

£23,000

C2/01
MC

Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics with the
tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.

£13,000

C4/C0
AG

Adiamond tweeter and new materials used for the bass driver takes B&W's flagship to new hmights, banishing colorations of the original model and

B&W 800D

making for atighter and more tonally acurate musical ride. Remarkably well priced for aspeaker with its overall capabilities.

B&W DM603 S3

£600

An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of music in
most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear perts come with foam tuning bungs.

B&W DM303

£180

when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep i:ontrol at higher volumes.

B&W Nautilus
802

£6000

)9/C1
AH

£730

17/42
TB

£2460

11818C
10'

Energy Encore 2

£750

08/41
AG

Epos M12

£500

Harbeth Compact
7ES

£1300

Jamo D830

£1500

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3
iIin.5audio Contour

Jmlab Utopia
Alto Be
Leema Acoustics
Xavier

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore ' grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get harder

20 411

won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
1B described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirlirg 3builds on these strengths and gives greater vividness
nd more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)
The Contour T2.5 put KK in Ted of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the capacity
to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to reproduce
subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply igreat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with the

sr:
05/D!

boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little strain even
when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

£11,000

02A11
AG

With ahigh sensitivity (90d B/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positionrng but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth and

£1995

0103
cit

One to dominate aroom physic:ally though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly natural and
transparent sound. Needs careful matchingwith sources otherwise excellent resolving abifities of treble can prove fatiguing.

11 CI

Linn Katan

£635

MartinLogan
Prodigy

£8970

O&M
MC

MartinLogan
Clarity

£2500

08913
DA

PMC DB1+

£625

PMC GB1

£995

Quad ESL-989

£4000

Ruark Etude

£500

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautili.r. 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801 simply

£22,000

1714

scale, yet its unusually smooddreble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches to bi-wire-/oi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusua. (
for Linn) '
airy' audiophile quality to boot.
Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably MUs most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional spatial
qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis sound
dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!
Unburstable 'transmission- line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals reveals
BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DB1. Aclass winner at the price.

19IS1
Ji

PMC builds on the success of the OBI with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few compromises when

[pc)

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

05/02
/v3

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back presentation,

00 02

Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: k's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards issue.

C4'04

it comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.

but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry of
Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serbl in, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.
Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange performance was

Spendor S6e

£1495

11:04
MC

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

£6500

041
MC

With a12in ( 305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's

Totem Arro

£840

02199
iv

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers.
Integration between the two ! mall drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

Wilson Benesch
ACT 2

£9000

Wilson WATT/
Puppy System 7

£22,500

especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner tom Spendor.
Supertweeter mounted on too. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.

An opinion divider. KK founcra soundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG and his
10,01 8
panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
T2/01
_15/03

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icingon the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open midband and
smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested arather
bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

12/0)

Even compared with the exc ellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more dynamic
bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding still, so avery gcod amplifier is anecessity.
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ATC Anniversary

LP 0
,
DB

SUPER

NATURA

BALANCE

1

TAKE A STAND:

HELICON 300

They ooze finesse, and deliver generous doses of authority and scale.
If that sonic character appeals, take alisten to them. You will be impressed."
What Hi Fi

Sound & Vision

"This is a delicious loudspeaker that very easy to like, because of the
way it projects and communicates the music with a fine combination of
delicacy and enthusiasm."
Paul Messenger Hi- F,Choice
"There are very few loudspeakers - even at considerably higher prices
-that can reproduce triangles, cymbals or acoustic guitar so breathtakingly.."
Holger Biermann Stereoplay

IN ADMIRATION OF MUSIC
DALI UK + 44 (
0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

DALI Deutschland + 49 6026 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 96 72 11 55

*4/
4

FEATURES

.4

Wide Dispersion

3D Audio

Low Resonance Cabinets

(

e

Time Coherence

Hand Crafted

Amplifier Optimised

MALL
www.dati.dk

Grass
Dance

Where music

AUDIO

will move y

r
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4, 4,

On regular
demonstration;
Avalon Acoustics
Karan Acoustics
conrad johnson
Reimyo by Harmonix
Cardas
Magnum Dynalab
finite elemente
Andrew Lee design

01764 650 57

We offer agroup of synergistic
products all of which are capable
of delivering musical truth and
pleasure.
We are delighted to have been
appointed
Scot and's exclusive dealers
for; Rogue Audio pre and

Shun Mook

power amps Lavardin pre

Accoustic Arts

and power amps & Amphion

Zanden Audio Systems

Eø meet;
West-

calf

speakers

Selected second
hand pieces;
Conrad Johnson
Premier 8mono blocks
.

£7,000

Conrad Johnson
Premier 16 LSI I
Line stage
nnr

JAS-Audio
ORSA Loudspeakers
HiTi+ Discovery Of The Year 2005'
visit www.acaceustics.co.uk

•

£3,950

dcs Elgar plus DAC
Latest spec
mint condition £4,750
dcs Purcele upsampler,

Our customers tell us that we

Latest spec
£2,000
Odyssey Audio
Tempest Pre- amplifier
Stratos Power Amplifier
visit www.odisseyaudiogla.com

Zanden Audio Systems 2000 PCD Transport

Goldmund cd 39++
integrated cd player
mtnt co-iditicn £4,000

create the most beautiful sound
they have heard.

also

Call us to arrange a

Cardas power cords

demonstration.

interconnects and
speaker cables

Monkey says:
In Neasden you'll find aplace where East meets West...
acacoustics. 47 Chantey Avenue, Neasden, London. NW2 7QY
Tel 020 8830 6509 Iinfo@acacoustics.c.o.uk Iwww.acacoustics.co.uk
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www.grassdanceaudio.co.uk

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

St

VISION

With over 30 years experience, SEVENOAKS
SOUND & VISION is one of the largest and most
respected AudioNisual retailers in the country.

Specialist hi-fi &
home cinema

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store stocks a
wide ra -ige of quality products, covering all
categor es of specialist home entertainment,
from Hi Fi separates and systems to DVD
recorders, widescreen plasma televisions and
proje.:tipn systems.

Contemporary hi-fi is constantly setting new standards in
sound reproduction and design. Whatever you listen to,
Sevenoaks can recommend separate components that will bring
your music collection to life and complement your home. We're
enthusiasts and experts, passionate about helping you build (or
upgrade) asystem that will delight for years to come.

Our fully trained installation experts can neatly
ard seamlessly integrate ahome cinema or hi-fi
system into you home. All electronics can be
hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in
the wall; or ceiling and the complete system
operated via remote control.

The recent growth of DVD has led to ahuge rise in demand
for home cinema equipment - DVD players, AV receivers,
projectors and plasma screens but, with so many options, it's
not easy to know which ones will suit your needs. Indeed, in
the face of this quickly evolving and often bemusing array of
products, we aim to assist you in assembling ahome cinema
system to be proud of — one that achieves outstanding picture
and sound quality.

Whatever your requirements, Sevenoaks Sound &
Visic rhas adiverse range of products and the
expertise to advise, demonstrate and guide you
th ,ough the home entertainment jungie.

Audiolab

NEW STORES
LOUGHTON & YEOVIL
We are pleased to announce that these new
stores are now open: -

The 02 Series is Rotel's entry-level range. The RCD-02 CD
player combined with either an RA- 01. RA-02 or RA-03
integrated amplifier represents true audiophile
pe-formarce at an affordable price. For increased high-end
perfcrmance, the RC-03/RB-3 pre/power amplifiers are
available. The RT-02 tuner completes the range.

LOUGHTON
7-9 GOLDINGS HILL • 020 8532 0770
YEOVIL
14 SILVER STREET • 01935 700078

NEW 8000 Series

Audiolab's new 8000 series offers adefinitive and genuine
hi-fidelity performance from ano-nonsense approach to
engineering. These famous products have all been reengineered to create acomplete two channel range,
including the 8000S, 80000, 8000M and 8000P models
plus aall new CD player. A 7.1 channel pre and power
amplifier completes the range.

!rem=
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Project
Project is currently one of the world's leading suppliers of
turntables, with arange of models designed to satisfy all levels of
expectation and budget. The range includes the Award-winning
Debut ( pictured left), Xpression II, Perspective and RPM Series.

Roksan
Roksan designs ard manufactures some of the most
acclaimed hi-fi equipment currently available. All Roksan
products are careful yevaluated by experienced engineers
at every stage of the design process wilth the emphasis on
performance and build quality.

B&W

The focus of Bowers and Wilkins Loudspeakers has always been to offer
the best possible musical experience. With acombination of the latest R&D
techniques and apassion for music, B&VV produces adiverse range of
products befitting the largest audio mantufacturer in the UK.

Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to music before,
try listening to it through aCyrus system.
With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus
represents aquality of sound, which is rare
at any price. Invest in aCyrus system and
you'll be rewarded with awealth of sound
you wouldn't have thought possible.

www.ssav.com

BeLW MINI THEATRE MT-30
"Talented, covetable and worth every penny, the
MT-30 (and PV1 especially) could well be heading for
conic status."
*it**

i
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Monitor Audio

WHAT I- FE

5:nce 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing
and perfecting the implementation of metal

AWARDS ;, 05

o

drivers, innovative crossovers, and exemplary
speake: c3binet construction and finish to
further the ideal of achieving sound which is to
the original " as dose as it gets". The range
includes - GOLD SIGNATURE, SILVER RS,
BRONZE and RADIUS speakers, plus the
exciting new i
Deck docking station, an
excellent any- room companion for your iPod.

Quad

NEW
•

Founded in 1938, Quad's history is one
of audio excellence. Today's range
includes both electronics and speaker
systems.

p

ty
Thistexclthing
quah
new
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Wadable fr3m selected
Sevenoaks stores.
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Digital Radio

GMooldnitSoigrnAautudrioe
rangespeakers
o
is now

Silver RS6 AV Package

With Digital Audio Broadcasting ( DAB)
capability, these high-quality tuners
deliver nicre stations and offers pure,
distortion-free, CD- like sound, while
providing useful radio and data services.

AWARDS 2005

• •
Pure DRX702ES & NEW Denon TU-1800DAB

Wharfedale
Diamond 9.1
"Wharfedale has
been updating and
tweaking its
Diamonds for 20
years - and rough
they're not! Tight
bass, clear
midband, and
sparkling treble for
not a lot of cash."

WHAT m

Other KEF ranges indude XQ, KHT, the
Award-winning KIT100 and new KIT200
home cinema systems.

stars, providing
stunning scale
and authority
from discreetly
sized towers...
The i055 are

"Considering the
price, the detail and
definition to the
bass are controlled
and cohesiveequally adept with
movies and music."

fully deserving
Products of
the Year. "

NEU/ KI1200 - the complete DVD based 51 digital
entertainment system that's specifically designed

AWARDS 2005

Diamond

01•••••IIIM

KEF iQ5
'mss iQ5s are little

alb

SW150

AWARDS 2005

KEF
Replacing the highly successful Q Series,
KEF's New iQ line-up cormprises eight models
from the entry-level iQ1 bookshelf to the
impressive iQ9 floorstander. All models
incorporate KEF's Uni Q driver technology
and are available in avariety of finishes.

to match the new flat style flat screen TVs.

AWARDS ]005

Acoustic Energy
Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy is one of Bri:ainis
premier loucspeaker manufacUrers offering one of the
most targe:ed range Df hi-fi and home cinema loudspeaker
systems on the market today.
"The legendary AEI lives on in this groundbreaking new
version... It sets a new standard for small speakers "

KEF KHT1005
"The NHT1005 is an
ideal first-time buy,
and will suit
those looking
to ' clownsize'
to amore
livinc-roarn
friendly style
cf speakar."

Arcam
Arcam has spent more than a
generation building some of the
finest high-fidelity products the
world has ever seen. Whether you're
interested in two-charnel or a
complete multi-channel AV system,
the Arcam DiVA series offers the
music a-id movie lover the most
complete range of high-performance
home entertainment solutions from
any specialist manufacturer

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES
ere.enr
AWARDS 2005

Yeellfrt
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The right accessories
can make or break your system.
Our carefu ly selected range,
including QED, SOUNDSTYLE and
GRADO, will ensure you get the very
best performance from your system.

Arcam Solo Music System
"Excellent all-round sound
combined with the convenience of
a one- box product."
WHAT.111+1?
AWARDS 2005

Marantz
Marantz is introducing ahost of new
products ranging from high-end hi-fi to HDready DVD players and AV receivers. The two
main products groups are the ' premium' and
'range' series.
The SR9600THX Ultra2 AV receiver offers
seven channels, each 140w, and features
HDMI inputs. The groundbreaking DV9600 is
one of the first DVD players capable of
upscaling images to 1080p and is fully
prepared for the high-definition future.

Musical
Fidelity
Best
NEW IVIARANTZ SR9600 AV RECEIVER *•••••••••

A3.5 SERIES

lai711111

Musical Fidelity's A3.5 Series
amplifier, using circuitry closely
related to A5's, and upsampling
CD player combine high end
performance, visuals and finish
at acompe:itive phce

PLEASE NOTE Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.
*Added Value Offers - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer. ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 09/03/2006, E&OE,

Denon

Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established
an enviable reputation for the performance of both its
hi:fi and home cinema products, winning numerous
awards and accolades over :he years. Its stylish systems
have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which
all other are judged.

111111111
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Yamaha is recognised as aworld leader in the fields of
musical instruments and audio equipment, and in more
recent years, home cinema. New models for 2005 include
upgraded AN receivers, amplifers, and DVD players plus
the innovative YSP-1 virtual surround speaker.

ee.%T.V!
AWAII DS 2005
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DVD•Al XV " The most obvious winner of any category this year has to be
Denon's evolutionary step in DVD deck design, the landmark DVD-Al XV...
An astonishing piece of kit that has no equals."
AVC.A1XV " Ft's not often we can't find fault with aproduct, out as we said in
our review, "It not only expands the home cinema envelope, it shreds it and
then nukes it for good measure." HOME CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2005

Harman Kardon

Harman/Karction's nigh quality audio, audio/visual and
multi-room products are more than just boxes with
knobs on, the ,
/are declarations of passion for music and
movies. Producing pure, realistic sound with ever
smarter engineer: mg and simpler design,
Harman/Kardon products delight both the audio purist and the fdrr lover around the worli We invite you to experience the
unique cornbimation of artistry asid engineering that is Harman/Kardon.

Mar 41-101M
—
411111»2
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M&K

22•4102001
a...

YAMAHA'S DVD-52500, DSP-AX757SE & RX-V4600

Enjioy cinema as the director intended with
aspeaker system that is genuinely designed
for surround sound. Every Miller & Kreisel

EL

In ai market packed with subwoofers claiming
to oeliver the ultimate bass experence,. only
one brand of tubbass system can prove its
supremacy. With arecord of review success
stretching badkover adecade, REL is
acknowledged:as the leading provider of
deep, clean bass freluencies.

*it
menu&

surround sound system is designed
around the highest quality
centre speaker available
and partnered with two
idertcal main speakers,
producing seamless
panning across the front
soundstage, combined
with remarkableclarity and
effortless dynamics.

Connector Dock

MeeT29
a55.AR DS 2005

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

P:oneer's AV amp if Jet's and receivers are sound- reined by the world-famous Air Studios to
perfectly recreate thie natural sound and energy of tie origine performance. Tie result is
powerful, pure and crisp. Coupled with HDMI and iLirk digital connectivity, as %
NCH as
aC,

Onkyo DS- Al iPod

'777"

Pioneer

aconnection for your iPod and

Onkyo
"A Dinky design that offers avigorous
listen, plus reassuringly solid build...
Onkyo's CR-505DAB is afab buy."

111.1":11M?
AWARDS 2005
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The right accessories

the audio adventure is even more absolute.

car make or break your
system. Our carefully
selected range, including
QED, SOUNDSTYLE and
GRAM), will ensure you get

-110t'

t^e very best performance
from your system.

•le

PRICING POLICY

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event
you can find the same products and excellent se Nice at a lower price, please
bring it :o our store managers' attention.

DVD Recorders

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*

Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't new, the choice,

Spread the cost of buying. Flexible finamce options'are available on

versatility and quality of recorders keep getting better. Our product selection

the majority of products we stock. • Written ietailson request. Licensed credit brokers.

:ncludes DVD only, hybrid DVD/I-ard-disk and multi-format models.

Vininsunsbalance E400. Sutaect to status.

PLEASE NOTE

Some products/braids art not available at all stores.
Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.
Special Offers and Sale Offers - Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advert valid unt-1 at leas: 09Y03/2006, E&OE

www.ssav.com
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Specialist
home
cinema

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

At the heart of any home
cinema is its screen: Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision can put you in
the picture with aselection of
flat- panel displays and
projection systems LCD and
plasma screens are just afew
centimetres thick and come in
sizes from a 13inch portable to
over 60inches.

Pionee
Following its highly
successful ' 5' series, Pioneer
has unveiled its sixth
generation of plasma TVs.
The 43" PDP-436XDE and
50" PDP-506XDE models
include built-in digital tuners
plus dual HDMI inputs.

Sharp
Aquos

Ilg

1
Iffleti
ANARDS 2005

Only Sharp Aquos LCD TV
offers so mach perfection.
With supreme styling, the
appeal of tne Agues range
is obvious. The Ttanium
Series combiles Sham's
sixth-generation LCD panel
with stunning, angularstyling, titanium colourfinish and superb bui(cl

PDP-436XDE
PLASMA N
"Pioneer's latest is also
its greatest: this is a
truly wonderful
HD•Ready TV."

faiGIFJ

Samsung
Milano LE40M61B

quality to produce a
premium class of LCD dTVs

40" LCD TV
Sa -nsung's New 40" LCD TV
(LE40M6113) was honored with an
ESA award for its premium display
technology in terms of contrast ratio
(5000:1), color exoreion (
6.44 billion
colors, 92% color gamut for NTSQ.
viewing angle ( 178') and response
time (8 ms). Also the model's simple

TITANIUM SERIES LC-45GD1E LCD TV with integrated FREEVIEW
"Sharp's mammoth 45in LCD TV is atestament to the growing viability and performance
of large-scale LCD. Its 1,920 x1,080 resolution panel allows high- definition pictures to be
viewed without compromise and when exploited to its full potential, the results could
see this screen hung in agallery. Images are so crisp and sharp, it almost makes reality
look dull.We think it's inspirational. Go pay homage."Hoin CINEMA CHOICE • AWAP.O5 2005

body design focuses the viewer's
attention on the icreen. On the front
of the minimalist icies.gn, the speakers
are hidden from ,iievv in the bottom

FREEVIEW channel and service subject to coverage. Aerial upgrade may be required.

bezel and nothing distracts from the
superb image quality

Panasonic
Viera
There seems little doubt that the future of television is flat, and
the future of flat is the award-winning VIERA range from the
world leaders in screen technology, Panasonic. The VIERA
range consists of both LCD and Plasma televisions. New
additions to the range include 37,42 & 50in PV500
models with support for both high-definition
and MPEG-4 recording.

TH-42PV500 PLASMA TV
"All told, Panasonic's new TH42PV500
is a stunning set that's clearly the new
class leader"

Toshiba

LCD TV

These super-slim screens will take your breath away. Each model has been moulded from a
stunning blend of
Ceti ng-edge design
and state-of-the-art
technology to create
the ultimate audiovisual sensation. The
coilection comprises
LCD screen
technology, offering
unrivalled
combinations of
image quality and
sophistication and a
varriety of screen
sizes and options,
inciuding integrated
digital tuner.

eame

emmia

TX-32LXD500 LCD TV
"A classy performer that excels in
almost every area and restores
Panasonic to LCD's top table."
WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 269

•

efflet:7.

32W_158 LCD TV
"All in all, this is agreat set. The twin HDIVII inputs lift it astep above the
current competition, while the performance could easily grace something far
costlier. The Toshiba 32WLT58 has everything you need at an incredibly
reasonable price: can anyone trump that?"
WHAT VIDEO • XMAS 2005 #301
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Projection
If you'd prefer to

your screen-size
in feet, how about one of
the new generation of
projectors? The latest
designs are delivering
superb results at
increasingly affordable
prices - and they're more
home friendly than
previous projectors, too
measure

renter
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ScreenPlay
:rom the vvorlowicle leader in digital
projection technology and solutions,
'nFocusT ScreerPlaï DLPT. projectors are
:hanging' the face of home cinema offering
market-beating performance, specification
and value at every price point.

SP7210
"The new projector's picture is just
phenomenal... Looks like ScreenPlay's
success story is set to continue."

5P4805
"Another stunning success from
ScreenPlay - there's never been a
better time to take the bigscreen plunge."

mentottr
AWARDS 2005

Sim2
Sim2 Mudinnecia is a world- leading
imanufacurer at tie forefront of
!home cinema technology and a
name synoryrroui with high-end
home cinema pro;ect'on.

51M2

C3X

LITE

"line biggest leap forwara in

Irene! FT!

home cinema projection once
• the birth of DLP technology."

AWARDS 2005

WHAT HI FIT ST /UND
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NOVEMBER ¿Oct

147300E "Spectacular, in aword... Another
te ,rific projector from Italy's finest."
WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 292

Themescene

oN)

Since its launc:1, the multi-award winning ThemeScene'y
brand has rapidly established afive-star
reputation for uncompronised
image quality.
1430A "
There are so many good
points it's hard to know where to
start... Just how much better can
budget DIP projectors get?!"
WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 292

f PRICING POLICY

In the event
you can, find the same products and excellent service at alower price, please
bring it to our s:ore managers' attention.
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*
Spread the cost of buying. Flexible finance options'are available on
the majority of products we stock. •Wrrtten details on requeot licensed credit twa..«
Mininooll

xlance L4013. Subject to status.

Product Selection
Listed below is asmall selection of our extensive product range. Please note:
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call or check your
local store's details on our new website for alist of brands that are currently
stocked before travelling. vinrdniv.ssay.com

TURNTABLES
Lim RANGE
Michell RANGE
Project RANGE
Roksan Radius 5

TUNERS
Arcam RANGE
Cyrus FM X
Denon RANGE
Harman Kaulon RANGE
Linn RANGE
Marantz RANGE
Pure DRX-701ES DAB
Pure DRX-702E5 DAB/FM
Rotel RANGE

CD PLAYERS
Arcam RANGE
Audiolab RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon RANGE
Linn RANGE
Marantz RANGE
Meridian RANGE
Musical Fidelity RANGE
NAD RANGE
Quad RANGE
Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE

CD RECORDERS
Yamaha CDR- 11101500

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam RANGE
Audiolab RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon RANGE
Linn RANGE
Marantz RANGE
Meridian RANGE
Musical Fidelity RANGE
NAD RANGE
Quad RANGE
Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE

HI-FI SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three
Acoustic Energy Aelite RANGE
Acoustic Energy AE1 MKIII
AVI Neutron N
B&W RANGE
KEF RANGE
Linn RANGE
Meridian RANGE
Mission RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad RANGE
Ruark RANGE
Wharfedale RANGE

HI-FI SYSTEMS
Arcam Solo Ex Speakers
Denon RANGE
Linn Classik Music Ex Spks
Monitor Audio i
Deck
Onkyo CR505DAB Ex Spks
Teac RANGE
Yamaha CRX-M170 Ex Spks

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon RANGE
KEF KIT100 inc Speakers
KEF KIT200 : nc Speakers
Teac RANGE

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO
Cyrus Link RANGE
Living Control RANGE
Yamaha MusicCast RANGE

DVD PLAYERS
PLEASE NOTE

REGION 211 MULTI REGION

Some productsIbrands are not available at all stores.

Please call to ,confirm or visit our website before travelling.
'Added MAlut Offers - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer.
ADVERT VALID LCVTIL A9 LEAST 09103/2006, E&OE.

wwvv. ssay. co m

Arcam RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon RANGE
Denon DVD-A1XV
Harman Kardon RANGE

Marantz RANGE
Meridian RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer RANGE
Samsung DVD HD950
Toshiba 5D350
Yamaha RANGE

DVD RECORDERS
REGION 2It MULTI REGION

Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer RANGE

A/N/ AMPLIFIERS & RECEIVERS
Arcam RANGE
Audiolab RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon AVC-A1XV AN Amplifier
Denon RANGE
Harman Kardon RANGE
Lexicon RANGE
Marantz RANGE
Onkyo RANGE
Pioneer VSX AX2AVi AN Receiver
Pioneer VSX-AX4AVi AN Receiver
Pioneer VSA-AX10Ai AN Amplifier
Rotel RANGE
Yamaha DSP-AX7575E AN Amplifier
Yamaha RX-V357 AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V557 AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V657 AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V1600 AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V2600 AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V4600 AN Receiver

A/V SPEAKERS & PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy Evo 3B
Artcoustic RANGE
Audica RANGE
B&W RANGE
B&W Mini Theatre RANGE
KEF KHT1005
KEF KHT2005 2
KEF Q7 AV
M&K RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad L-Series
Wharfedale Diamond 9HCP
Yamaha YSP RANGE

SUB WOOFERS
B&W RANGE
M&K RANGE
M.1 Acoustics RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad LSeries
REL RANGE
Wharfedale Diamond SW150

PLASMA
Fujitsu RANGE
Hitachi RANGE
LG RANGE
Loewe RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer PDP436XDE 43"
Pioneer PDP506X0E 50"
Samsung RANGE

LCD TV
Hitachi RANGE
LG RANGE
Loewe RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Philips RANGE
Samsung RANGE
Sharp Aquos RANGE
Toshiba RANGE

PROJECTORS
Optoma RANGE
Screenplay RANGE
ScreenPlay SP5700

(
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Sharp RANGE
Sim 2RANGE
Sim 2C3X
ThemeScene RANGE

ACCESSORIES
We have awide range of Accessories from
QED, Soundstyle, Grado, Goldring and more...

Who are Sevenoaks?

SEVEN0a<S

Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the
leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a
reputation for outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting
our commitment to the emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name
was changed to Sevenoaks Sound & Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land
stocking a broad range of exceptional equipment and accessories.

SOUND

How to shop at SevenoaksGUIDE
When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for
actually road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing
the products in action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to
help you choose.

NATIONWIDE STORE
ABERDEEN 01224 252797

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

• 57 CROWN STREET OPEN SUNDAY

• 69 HIGH ST, CITY CENTRE

BEDFORD 01234 272779
• 29-31 ST PETERS STREET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338
•57 NESIERN ROAD HOVE

Hi Fi & Home Cinema Guide

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

New 2006 Edition

• 92E:WHIST
:LADIES RDAD, CLIFTON

Pick-up acopy of our new 68 Page Guide at
your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store
or order acopy via our Website. The brochure
will be posted to you ( UK mainland addresses
only) FREE OF CHARGE.

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988
• 3°9 EAST STREET

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320
• 19 NEWGATE STREET

NORWICH 01603 767605
• 29-29A ST GILES STREE -

NOTI1NGHAM 0115 911 2121
• 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

OXFORD 01865 241773
• 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770
•17 3URLEKE‘H STREET
CARDIFF 029 2047 2899
•104-106 eLBANY ROAD
CHELSEA 020 7352 9466
• 4C3 KINGS ROAD

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171
•14 PITIVLE STREET
CRAWLEY 01293 510777
• 32 THE BJ.JLEVARD

New Sevenoaks Website

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

The fully re- designed Sevenoaks Sound & Vision vvebsite has news and information
on the Sevenoaks group and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store.
You will find information on our comprehensive product range plus hundreds of
stock clearance items available from our stores nationwide.

READING 0118 959 7768
veatx SHOPP'NG CENTRE

• 3-1 KINGS

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267
•SIii-EGRAiSMARKE -

• 635 QLEENS ROAD, HERS EY OPEN SUNDAY

EPSOM 01372 720720

• 149-1S 1 STRATFORD ROAD

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655
• 88 GREATS JESTERN ROAD OPEN SUNDAY

GUILDFORD 01483 536666

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision CUSTOM INSTALL SERVICE can solve such problems.
By working with customers to design their ideal home entertainment set-up, we can
hide all the wires and help make the most of any space with abespoke solution which
complements the home rather than fighting against it.

PRESTON 01772 825777
• 40-41 TUNE STREET OPEN SUNDAY

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

• 28cown. STREET

pleasure, but the more kit added to ahome, the more cluttered it can become.

POOLE 01202 671677
• LATIMER WYJSE 44-46 -iIGH STREET

• 109-113 LONDON ROAD ,

EXETER 01392 218895

Many people would love to have the latest cutting edge home entertainment
technology - but they don't want it at the expense of their living space. Home cinema,
high quality hi-fi, DVD recorders and High- Definition TV make viewing and listening a

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011
•107 CORNWALL STREET

EAIJNG 020 8579 8777

• 12 LPPER HIGH STREET OPEN SUNDAY

A Vision for Every Home

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697
• 36-38 'ARK ROAD OPEN suNau

• 369,373 LONDON ROAD

• 24ITHE GREEN OPEN SUNDRY

To find out more, just click on www.ssay.com

Custom Install

VISION

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727
SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770
•33,011DON ROAD OPEN eria«

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777
• 77'CHASE SiCE

STAINES 01784 460777
• 4THAMES STREET OPEN SUNDAY

• 736 NORTH STREET

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

SWINDON 01793 610992
• 8-9 COI,IMERCIAL ROAD

• 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

Our service ranges from the most simple, affordable solutions to the most extravagant.
We can transform every room and every home, whatever the needs and whatever
the budget.

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAYRE ROW, SAVILE STREET OPEN SUNDAY

At Sevenoaks, we create bespoke home entertainment systems of the highest quality.
We work with individual customers, architects, developers and interior designers to

• 43 TIFE ROAD OPEN AWAY

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717

bring you the best in home entertainment. With 49 stores and over 30 years of
experience, Sevenoaks creates systems that can
transform your life.
i
t Custom Install Guide

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

New Custom Install
Guide Guide 2006
Our new Custom Install Guide 2006 is now
available. Pick-up acopy at your nearest
Sevenoaks store FREE OF CHARGE or order
via ssay.com ( UK mainland addresses only).

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777
• 21 NORTHWAF'S PDE, FINCHLEY RD OPEN SWAY

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543
• 28-30 S- JOHNS ROAD

WATFORD 01923 213533

• 62 NORTH STREET

• 478 AT ALBANS ROAD

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•10 LOSEBY LANE

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525

UNCOLN 01522 527397
• 20-22 CORPORATION STREET OW HIGH STREET

1MTHAM (ESSEX) 01376 501733
•1THE GROVE : ENTRE

• 43 .,11URCH

STREET,THE QUADRANT

LOUGHTON 020 8532 0770 NEW

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

• 79 C-OLDNOS HILL

• 29-30 CIIEVELAND STREET

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366

YEOVIL 01935 700078 NEW

• 96 WEEK STREET

• 14 SILVER STREET

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHO \IE OR VISIT OUR VVEBSITE
E-MAIL: [ insert store iocation]@ssay.corn
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ACCESSORIES CLUB

Latest audiophile books
T

he Sixth edition of Martin Colloms'
High Performance Loudspeakers is
now in stock. Available in hardback

only at £ 55, Martin's book deserves
its position as the industry
standard reference.
Another well respected
book on the subject of
loudspeakers that has
just arrived in its latest

High 1
.
Performance
Loudspeakers

1
Main Colleens

AM. •IVAIltelIMIDIN

_
DIGITAL
AUDIO

incarnation is Vance
Dickason's Loudspeaker
Design Cookbook, the Seventh
edition, with fully updated information
on the design of home, in- car and home
theatre loudspeakers.
Sticking with loudspeakers, from Phillip
Newell, the author of Recording Studio
Design, and Keith Holland [ acoustics and
psychoacoustics1 comes Loudspeakers
for Music Recording and Reproduction.
Not design this time but application,
practical advice on the specific application
of different loudspeakers to the different
phases of the music recording and
reproduction chain. Softback at £ 38.
New to our lists is An Introduction to
Digital Audio by John Watkinson 1£261, a
hardback companion to his The Art of Digital
Audio covering all aspects of digital audio
production, conversion , compression
and coding as well as how digital audio is
employed within DVD recording, SACDs.
DAB and MPEG transport streams.
Sound Bites from our very own Steve
Harris and Ken Kessler is proving to be
even more popular than we envisaged,

Accessories Club Order Form
BOOKS
HIGH FERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS6TH ED: MARTIN COLLOMS
LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK 7TH ED: VANCE DICKASON
LOUDSPEAKERS:NEWELL/HOLLAND
TUBE .MPLIFIERS: KAVSEK ( GERMAN EDITION I
ANINRODUCTION TO DIGITAL AUDIO. JOHN WATKINSON
OU AD SOUND BITES OFFE R

E55,
E35 LII
MCI
C20
CUE

HANCOOOK OF ACOUSTICS: Everest
ROUGING VALVE AMPLIFIERS: Jones
RADICTRON DESIGNER'S HANDBOOK: FLangford Smith ICD ° MO

(40

LOUD;PEAKER RECIPES: Dickason
QUAD THE CLOSEST APPROACH:Kessler
RIBBYN LOUDSPEAKERS, Herbager

E111E
Eap
C17 C

C20
C10

(19E
£25C
E55 LI

THE LNNOT STORY
PAUL KLIPSCH: THE LIFE
ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING: Olsen
HIGH ERFORMANCE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS:Duncan
GEC AMPLIFIER DESIGN: GEC UK
ELEC .ROSTATIC LiS DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION Wagner
LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK: Dickason
COME LETE GUIDE TO HIGHER!) AUDIO: Harley, 3rd Edn

COO
(DOLL
£11111

THE SAGA OF THE MARCONI VALVE
HOMI THEATER FOR EVERYONE:Harley
AUDIO ANTHOLOGY VOLS 1-6Ieachl

C35
(25E
C111O
E12

Ann GLOSSARY: Holt
VALVE AMPLIFIERS: Jones
POWER AMPLIFIER PROJECTS:Audio Amateur
BUMMERS GUIDE TUBE AUDIO DESIGN: RosenbUt
AUD'O POWER AMP DESIGN HANDBOOK: Sell

(10E
UBE
C20
£10
E26

so to whet you appetite for ' Kessler

Name

speak' we have put together apackage of
Quad, The Closest Approach by Ken, and

Address

the aforementioned Sound Bites for the
remarkable price of £ 50. It's almost a ' Buy
Telephone

quantity of the fabled ' coffee table' book
Tube Amplifiers by Kaysek. Originally

.
1
1
FN

has page after page of full colour brilliant
illustrations of ' all the world's' valve
amplifiers complete with full technical

LOUDSPEAKER PRO) : Audio Amateur
001110E HIFIHANDBOOK:Sinclair
ELETRONICCLASSIC'i COLLECTING & REPAIR: Emmerson
MO )
ERN RECORDING TiChkilt/lIES:Huber&Runstein
STUDIO MON:TORktiG D' SI;11. Newell

(55E
ERIE

THE WILLIAMSON AM .P . IF ER: Williamson ( CD only)
THE LP IS BA:K! Audio Amateur
ADIO ELECTRONICS: Hood
LIFE& WORM SOF .1DE IJh LEIN:Alexander

CBE
£26
C12 O
£20

RUN LOUO5PEAFIF
Dinsdale
FIRSTS IN HIFIDELEr TheLeak Story
El:ASSAM/13 PACJE1S:Autlio Amateur
TH MICROPHONE COG B1
Ta sella
5.1SOUND, UP & PUP NINE, Holman

£20
EEO
C10
(20E
(25
E32

SUE ON AUDIO:Self
BACK TO BASICS ilU ) 1(1: Nathan
LO »SPEAKER& ILIOPHONE HANDBOOX• Borwick
VALVE & TRANSISTORt.U010 AMPLIFIERS Hood
ART OF DIGI -AL AMC,Watkinson

(65E
E21
C55 C1

(30 E

ACOUSTICS & PSYCK.COUSTICS: Howard
THE MICROFHONE BOOK: Eargle
NEWNES GLIDE T3 Alt 10 & HP, Beer
BL ILO YOUR OWN H04 TlEkTRE:Wolenik
PFACTICALACOLSTICS: Kamichik
PLBLIC ADDRES£STT
Capel
AUDIO AUDIO: Hill

(200
£120
£12.50

Post Code

one get one free' offer!
We have managed to acquire asmall

priced at £ 70+, this luscious publication

E35
C17. J
Ea
£111E
(30E
C210
(25E

nDiCIPLESOF ELI CTRYJNIC TJBES, Reich
.11.ILLARD DJEIE CI KSTS:Mullard UK
ELETROSTATIC LIS MICA COOKBOOK: Saunders

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling' made payable to:

Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessMsa/Diners/Amex ( delete)

Card Number

II I EILJI ID

II

iik Orders
get FREE
Pos tag e

&

Packing

Signature

Expires ( date)

specifications. Our price is £ 20 including
postage. The catch is that we only have the

TO ORDER Please send

form to: 01234 742028

U SALES All pr ices include

Where applicable they

completed order form or a

OR Telephone: 01234 741152

VAT. Accessories Club prices

will be free of VAT ! Sales

German edition in stock but the pictures

photocopy of the

OR e-mail: sales@hifia ,cessa

include postage and packing

Taxi, but will be subject

and specifications which together make up

HEN Accessories Club & CD

riesclub.com

fie all items, whatever their

to additional shipping at

Service, PO Box 200, Bedford

OR Visit the secure order

size, anywhere nthe UK.

cost. Please contact us for

Mk40 1YH, UK

facility at

EXPORT SALES Export sales

quotation. Delivery subject to

OR Fax your completed order

WWW. h
iliacce s
sort esclu v. co m

ere always very welcome.

availability. E&OE.

90%+ of the book, need no translation!
Please call 01234 741152 or go to our
website (
wwwhifiaccessoriesclub.com1 for
our full product range. Happy reading!

torml to:

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com - e-mail orders welcome
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-KINGSOUND Electrostatic Loudspeakers

By popular agreement, the very best
sounds at the recent Northern HiFi Show.
The KingSound K53000 is agenuine
full range electrostatic that does not require
special amplification or sub-woofers for
utterly convincing music reproduction.
This is an affordable, true high-end
loudspeaker that is also remarkably at ease
in most listening rooms.

LUXMAN
Integrated Amplifiers

World renowned Luxman introduce
the latest

range ofintegrated amplifiers.

Setting incomparably high standards
ofperformance, there are three versions of
these beautiful Luxman amplifiers for you
to audition right now Contact usfor details
ofyour nearest UK Luxman dealer!

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
Engineering Excellence for State-of-the-Art Vinyl replay
Advanced technology combined
with micro-precision engineeringfrom
Germany underpins the incomparable
quality and value of this superb range
ofAcoustic Signature turntables.
Designed and constructed entirely
'in-house' at Acoustic Signature, each
model incorporates a highly refined,
self lubricating 1idorfolon' bearing
which is fully guaranteed by the

manufacturerfor ten years.
Combining massive construction
with ultra-fine tolerances further
ensures that each one of these
magnificent instruments will greatly
exceedyour expectations in all respects.
Owning an Acoustic Signature
turntable could be your best long term
investment in the supreme medium for
music reproduction.

S ELECT A UDIO
Distributors of Superior Audio Equipment
For details cf your nearest specialist retciler, please phone 01900 813064 or email: select.audiotiscali.ro.uk

Distributors Of Quality HiFi

the south coasts
leading hi-fi specialist

what's new at b:h:e

consomiance audio products

E-mail
dave@hifiguy.co.uk
Web
www.hifiguy.co.uk

Telephone
01424 201 157
Mobile
07734 436 180

"DROPLET SERIES' " SIGNATURE SERIES''

Services include
free advice
knowledgeable staff
home consultation
home loans
home installation

"CYBER SERIES" " REFERENCE SERIES"
PLEASE VISIT US AT THE "HEATHROW HIGH FIDELITY SHOW",
PARK INN, SUITE 4, APRIL 1ST/2ND

E-Mail

saleSea iumati

Website www.aliumaudio.com

Enjoying your music?
The main problem that most customers experience is not really
enjoying the music they listen to on their system as much as they
feel they should. U's hardly surprising as even walking around the
various ' Hi-End shows, whether here in the UK. or as I've recently
done in Las Vegas. its surpisingly difficult to find a sound that
really engages one. One of the problems is invariably the music
they play. though frequenlly exhibitors are borrowing equipment
they don't make from other manufacturers/distributors, who seem
only too happy to get their products on display as often as possible.
It doesn't however mean that it will work in a given system.
however good it may be.
System matching is vitally important. which is why a complete
sysytem from AVI for example. which Iam always recommending.
will sound great as it was designed as a system. With a CD player
and Integrated 200w/ch amplifier at £ 1500 each, plus a pair of Duo
Floorstanders at £ 1300, you have a system for £4300 plus cables.
that you cannot but enjoy. Iwould still, recommend the Abbey Road
Cables Ireferred to in an earlier advert, though they are not cheap.
To improve it you only have to go up to the separate Pre/power
combo (far more than just the integrated in two boxes - see
www.avihifi.com). or either of the larger speakers namely the
Trio at £3250 or the Brio at £4500.
Ican also recommend the Nola range of speakers (www.nolaspeakers.com).
which also go extremely well with the AVI electronics, and if you
have room for the larger Electrocompaniet units, then the EC 4.7
Pre and 220 Power will do a great job. We don't go in for hundreds
of makes. but only select asmall group of equipment which we
have evaluated and know work well together. Soon hope to be
trying the Chapter Audio Precis Integrated and will report on that
later. But whatever your budget. do give us acall and I'm sure we
can sort out a system you will enjoy listening to!

icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk
0117 968 6005

'Brands
Acoustic Signa
Acoustic Zen
Airtight
Amphion
Audience
Audio Valve
ASR
Basis
BAT
Border Patrol
Boulder
Cabbase
CAT
CEC
Clearaudio
Gamut
Graham
Halcro
Hovland
Hyperion
Lavardin
Luxman
Music Fi
Oracle
Pass Labs
Plinius
PS Audio
Reference 3A
Rogue Audio S.PJ Record Playe
Transfiguratio
Vincent
Weiss
many MOr
We have an extensive
range of used hi-fi
equipment. Shown on
the right is just asmall
sample of the products
we have.
Visit our web site:
www.hifiguy.co.uk
as the list changes daily.
Services include
collect your hi-fi
deliver your hi-fi
home installation
trade-in
part- exchange
commission sales

Acoustic Signature.
Hand-crafted
masterpieces of music
making which are
developed, produced
and made for natural
listening. Ask us to tell
you about the'Mambo'
model...

Wog

ASR has avery
definite idea of how
an amplifier should
sound. The musical
reproduction should
be homogeneous and
natural, combining
the harmony and
musicality of asuperb
tube amplifier with the
accuracy and power
distribution of modem
transistor amplifiers.
The perfect integrated
amplifier? We think so!

Basis. The philosophies
underlying Basis designs
are sound principles
of physics; provable
concepts that result in
the most accurate replay
of records possible. Did Kings Audio. We
are the south coast
we mention that they
main dealer for this
look visually stunning?
exciting new range of
electrostatic speakers
from Kings Audio. If
you love full- range
electrostatics you must
audition these!

Luxman is back
in the UK with a
vengeance! A range of
products are available
and we just have to
mention the L-509F
Integrated model.
Falling in love with the
sound of the L-509F
Integrated Amplifier
is easy but leaving our
place without one
could prove rather
more challenging!

Music First David
Price says,"The MF
Audio pre is extremely
open and sophisticated
musical performer that
betters anumber of
even more expensive
designs. " We definitely
agree!

just a few of our used
bargains...
Accuphase C2000 Prearnp[Lates-t] £4800 £2,500
Alon Signature Speakers £8k
£2,750
Audio Artistry Dvorak Speakers £8k £2,500
Audio Research VT200 Mk2 Pwramp £ 12k £5,995
Audio Silver Night Monoblocks + two £ 1,800
border patrol power supply £4000+
Cadence Arca Electrostatic Spkr £ 1I
k £2,750
Conrad Johnson Premier 8A mono £20k £6,500
DCS Elgar Plus DAC £9k
£2,995
Gamut CD' (only 2hrs use) £3k
£ 1,400
Goertz Divinity AG3 - 4m sp cable pair £895
Kondo Kassai Silver £ 30k
£ 12,500
Krell FPB250N £ 10k
£4,500
Lumley Lampros400 mk2S £8k
£3,400
Maranta CD I
2 (2box)
£950
Musical Fidelity CD-Pre 24 £2k
£ 1,000
Nagra P-PL Preamp £7,250
£4,500
Nordost SPM Ref 1x3m pair spk cable £ 1,400
PMC BB5 Monitors £ 12k
£5,500
Ruark Accolade Speakers £2.5k+ £850
Sim Audio Moon Edipse two box £6k
£2,700
Soundlab A ISpeakers[Very Latest] £ 19k £6,000
Tannoy Canterbury's £9.5k
£4,995
Tom Evans Groove Phonostage £ 1,900 £ 1,000
VVadia 270/27ix DaciTrans[Latest] £ 18k £6,500
Wilson Watt/Puppy 3 £ 16k
£3,500
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Even the reviewers are tired of
the same old copper or silver
wires dressed up in new colours
and selling on the basis of hype.
Of course audo cables do
make

rce.

To demonstrate the point, we
assembled the Unico CD player,
integrated amplifier, and Zngali
Prelude 1loudspeakers (
system
cost £3,295, wires thrown in
for "free"). Then we substituted
interconnect, lcudspeaker
cable and two AC power cords
which doubled the system
cost. Did the all-JPS wire loom
double the sonic performance?
It completely redefined the
music system and promoted
the status of each component
Undermined the logic of leaving
"as much as!" 10% for cables.
JPS has been tried and trusted
by serious users and reviewers
for many years. Uniquely, the
starting point is AlumiloyTA4 is
the only metal designed and
patented as asignal conductcy.
Through the full range of audio
interconnects, speaker cables,
digital and video links fuil cfetai Is
of the individual technologies
employed can be learned from
our award-winning website.
From the use of high-tech
kapton insulator material to the
aluminium particle technology,
nothing has been spared to
preserve the signal (detail and
dynamics) and exclude external
distortion and interference.
While most manufacturers are
satisfied with good or excellent
audio mains cords, ¡
PS appPes
its in-house technologies as most
effective to each application.
One cord does not best fit any
one af)plication until you reach
the state of the art products like
our Kaptovator and Aluminata
mains cords. Counter intuitively
just one of our AC power
cords eliminates the need for
expensive and in some respects
counter-productive power
plants that many amplifier
manufacturers now advise
against using.

boldly go
where none
have gone
before ...

ww w. jpslabs.com

From our budget products to
our latest reference products,
try one, and you will finally be
connected to your music.

0%

Range of Finance facilities
available.

-

Call the Audio Salon on 0141 333 9700

jps«i audiosalon.co.uk Iwww.audiosalon.co.uk

•

_

In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different I

Authorised dealers:
Acoustic Arts, Watford. Tel 01923 245250 - Adams & Jarrett, East Sussex, Tel. 01 424 437165 - Glasgow Audio, Glasg ow, Tel 01413 324707 - HI-F1 Studios. Doncaster, Tel, 01302 725550
Ho'bum HI-FI Aberdeen, Tel 01224 585713 - Midland Audio Exchange. E3elbroughton. Tel 01562 731100 - Mike Manning, Taunton, Tel 01823 326688 - Mike Manning. Yeovil. Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontiers, Loughborough, Tel, 01509 264002 - Phonography. Ringwood, Te1.131425 461230 - Practical Hi Fi ',_ancaster, Tel 01524 39657 - Practical 1-11.-R, Manchester, Tel 01618
398'869 - Practical HI-R, Warrington, Tel 01925 632179,- R.J.F. Cornwall, Tel. 01209 710777 - Sound Seduction, Sevenoaks, Tel. 01732 456573 - VideoTech, Huddersfield. Tel. 01484 516670

The

New

Densen

B-110

The B-110 is the successor to the B-100, which became the most sold high-end amplifier ever from a Scandinavian audio manufacturer. The reviews have confirmed the quality of the "old" B-100 by awarding the B-100 a string of very favourable reviews: "You
just can't beat it", " rhythmic magic" and " build quality that should embarrass everyone fighting in this price category" - words that
tell you it is time to open your ears and listen! Even so the B-110 is in all aspects a giant step forward in terms of musicality, features,
user friendliness and upgradability.This completely new design is simply sonically superior because of the high- end details and features it inherits from its close relation to the B-150. The B-110 even comes with liftetime warranty.
The B-110 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's. Densen use a sophisticated microprocessor controlled attenuator; this is the reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is a
definitive sign that Densen use the advanced relay driven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies, which substantially
downgrade sound quality. The click is your assurance that Densen does not compromise!
Features:
-Upgradeable with external power supply
-Ready for SAXO electronic crossover
-Ready for remote control and phono stages
-Ready for multiroom systems
-Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping

The B-150 has already been awarded Best

-Upgradeable with plug-in 7.1 pass-through surround board

Integrated' Amp of the year in Portugal and

B-110 2x6Ow 8 ohms / 2x120w 4 ohms - £ 1,000

Editors Choice in UK. The B-110 is a down-scalled
version of the B-150, so it is a real High End killer!

B-150 2x100w 8 ohms / 2x200w 4 ohms - £ 3,000
Densen Audio Technologies - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: maiedensen.dk
www.densen.com

Excellence is our
only compromise
Ki West One,
customers.

like any responsive business. is shaped to an extent by its

A distinction we appreciate. this being because our discerning

clientele continue to expect only the best!

With this in mind, we have been

working hard to create an ' aural declaration of the absolute finest audio
components available today.

Once again we are so pleased to be working and collaborating with our friends the UK
most distinguished distributor ' Absolute Sounds:

We are presently jointly

celebrating 50 years of involvement in the pursuit of audio excellence.

Both of our

Companies are grounded in the love of music and between us we have made it
possible to offer asensitive expertise and uncompromised demonstration facilities
which will enable you to complete your search for musical purity and authenticity.

Absolute Sounds have continued to provide us with ' State of the Art' audio
components which exceed all of our expectations.

Right now we are seeing the

introduction of a wide range of innovative and extremely exciting super audio
flagship products from several renowned manufacturers, each emphatically
demonstrating advances in sound reproduction. KJ West One are proud to be able to
invite you to enjoy an ' audition' at anytime convenient to you. Simply call us on
020 7486 8262/3 or email us on info@kjwestone.com, we look forward to
meeting you again here at New Cavendish Street.

Perfection is infuriatingly elusive,
if we were to achieve it what objectives would remain?

West

One

26 New Cavendish Street London W1G 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PEI 1NA

T:020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

www.kjwestone.com

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141

iteerroo.

Valve Amplifiers for modern living: Powerful,
Musical, easy to live with and affordable!
Stereo 00
ETU integrated 2x 65w nos
Call 01592 744 779 for the best part-ex prices!

List changes daily so visit ... • ... .,• • ..._..

regularly

amplification

AVI Lab Series CD player, latest spec 7months old (£ 1499)
Resolution Audio CD50 cd player, boxed, finished in black (£3000
Talk Electronics Thunder 4and Whirlwind 3, cd+ upgrade PSU (£ 1900'
Sorry SCD1, boxed in excellent condiiton. One owner. (£40001
AudionetARTV2 CD Player, one owner, unmarked. (£2500)
Naim CDi, boxed in excellent condition (£ 1999)
Cyrus CD7 in silver, boxed, unmarked. (£8001, match pdxr aval for £249
Wadia 302 CD player, boxed as new. only 2months old (£4000)
Advantage CD I
Soblack boxed, just fully serviced (£4595)
Cyrus CD6, latest spec in crackle black finish, unmarked (£650)
Meridian 508 20-bit cd player, boxed as new, one owner.
Marantz CD94, boxed, manual 9/10 condition, very very rare
Bel Canto PL- 1, boxed as new, ex-dem. (£6990)
Cyrus Discmaster CD Transport, Black, PSX-R available, see misc
Bel Canto PL- 1Uniersal CD/DVD-A/SACD boxed as new (£9490)
Cyrus Discmaster CD Transport In Black, one owner
Shanling CDT- I
00 (3D accoustics UK model) £ 1600
Audio Analogue Paganini n9soi
Roksan Kandy MKI I
silver/black ex-dem

(I)

ro
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o
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£449
£749
:1353
£P0A
£295
£P0A
£295
£990
f695
f450

Roicsan Kandy power amplifier, latest spec exdisplay. (f550)
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta, boxed as new in silver. ex-dem (£475)
Audio Analogue Puccini Settanta HiFi news amplifier of the year. (£950)
Musical Fidelity A30,8 pre and power, boxed, unmarked ( f4(
Musical Fidelity A3cr pre-amp. Unmarked condition
Steil° M200 Monoblocks, silver. boxed NEW unused. being sold for curt
Unison Research Unico SE integrated amplifier, ex-dem (£ 1395)
Audio Note PI SE, power amplifier, pure valve class A. with volume control
Croft TS1 hybrid power amplifier, ex-dem, boxed, unmarked (£2000)
Croft Syntegra hybrid Integrated, ex-dem, boxed, unmarked (£2500)
Bow ZZ1 integrated amplifier. Boxed, unmarked in black. (£3350)
Musical Fidelity kW750 power amplfier, boxed as new, unmarked (£5999)
Pass Labs X350.5 , one owner, supplied by us new (£7600)
Chord CPA2200 pre amplifier in silver. Boxed unmarked (£3710)
Krell 400xi integrated, boxed, unmarked, (£2800)
Rogue Audio 99 Magnum pre-amp, boxed, silver (£2495)
EAR V20 integrated amplifier. Stunning loolcs and performance (£3595)
McIntosh MA2275 valve integrated (f5773) boxed as new, ex-dem
McIntosh MA6500 integratedamplifier, ex dew, boxed as new. (£3361)
Krell KAV500i integrated, very very rare, boxed, excellent (£5000)
Pathos Classic One mkII, boxed as new, only one month old (£ 1400)
Musical Fidelity kW500, one owner, originally supplied by us new (£4000)
McIntosh MI-11200 8x140 watts home cinema heaven.ex-clem (£6503)
ATC SPA2 150 power amplifier If 34001
Audio Innovations 2nd Audio Monoblocks (£3000)
McIntosh MC252 power amplifier £3852)
Linn Wakonda pre amplifier
Graaf GM50, award winning valve amplifier (£4000)
Chord SPM 1200E in silver one owner with Integra Legs (£5800)
Copland CSA 28 integrated amplifier (£1500):
Pathos TT-RR integrated amplifier (£3595)
Bel Canto Evc4, boxed as new, ex-dem (£3499)
Bel Canto Pre2. boxed as new, ex-dem (£2999)
Bel Canto EVO 2i, boxed as new (£2750)
AVI Lab Sedes Integrated amplifier (£ 15001
Conrad Johnson Rvi4L pre, 2yri
sold (£2300)
Croft TS1 with Epoch Pre (£3000)
Musical Fidelity X-150 v3 (£799)
Hovland HP100 pre+built inphsta:ge (£5350)
Hovland Radia Power amplifier (£7995)
Hovland HP200 + phono stage (£73251
Audio Analogue New Maestro (£ 1750)

£350
£295
£695
£1795
£395
POA
£895
£449
£995
£1250
f1495
£3995
£4995
£1895
£1895
£995
£1995
£P0A
£P0A
£1995
£995
£3199
£3950
£1995
£1200
£2995
£495
£2795
£3495
£695
£1995
fPOA
fPOA
£P0A
£949
£1250
£1795
£650
£3595
£4995
£4995
£1255

Usher ACI 0loudspeakers. Very rare in Walnut. (£80001
Gershman Accoustics Avantgarde solo, Piano Black Laquer, (£7900)
Wilson Benesch ARC's with stands silver finish (£2500)
Living Voice Auditorium in Cherry. Latest spec. (£2195)
Wilson Benesch Discovery, 8months old, boxed as new (£57001
GamuT U, in Rosewood, one owner, boxed as new. (£3750)
Zingali Overture 3S, boxed, one owner, as new condition. (£4000)
ATCSCM-35, one owner, cherry, boxed as new (f1999)
ART Expression V6, boxed as new, one owner in cherry (£3250)
Wilson Benesch Curve speakers, one owner, 4months old (£5000)
Dali Helicon 400, boxed as new, only 2months old. (£3300)
Ref 3a Dacapo i, boxed as new in maple, 2months old. £2700
Triangle Heliade, Champaigne finish (£595)
Wilson Benesch ARC's with stands (£2500)
Triangle Australe in cherry (£3300)
Living Voice Avatar OBX-R in Cherry
Quad 989 ESL Vintage, new £5000
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, cost new £3750
Audio Physic Virgo III, Cherry

£2795
£2995
£1699
£1495
£3895
£2750
£1595
£1395
£1995
£3495
£1995
£1650
£395
£1699
£1995
£2895
£3600
£2999
£2895

Pro-Ject Perspective Turntable, boxed, ex-display. (£750)
ART Vinyl One phono stage (MM/MC), chrome panel, ex-d (£ 1910)
SME 300 series, 309 tonearm, latest spec, boxed, unmarked, (£805)
Systemdec II in excellent condiiton, inc cartridge + SME tonearm.
SME 10a, boxed as new, one owner, 9months old onlylf 3600)
Krell KPE Reference Phono Stage, boxed, manual, excellent
Mark Levinson JC-1 phono stage, very very very rare
Project Tube Box - as new - superb valve phono stage
SME 10, boxed AS NEW (£2800)
seté20/2a +SME Vtonearm (£56951
VANon Benesch Full Circle+Fly Cart (£2100)
Midre Œbe SE boxed as new
SME 10A, boxed
Nottingham Anaiogue Spacedec
Trichord Dino - silver front

£450
£1195
£499
£195
£2395
£1395
£1495
£195
£1895
£3695
£1495
£1595
£2495
£695
£199

Purist Audio Dominus 10ft speaker cable (£7000M
Cyrus PSXR boxed unmarked in black
Nordost THOR mains coodbcrer, supplied by use new (£ 1799)
lsol8 Cleanhne2, boxed as nem ex-display. (£295)
isotek 2K Qube2, boxed, one miner. If 1595)1in silver
Chord Anthem 1m interconnect boxed as new,one owner. (£299)
c6PStXR boxed unmarked ln silver, one owner
Brahma 2.0m Mains cable, one owner, boxed as new. (£8951
Nordost Solar Wind 10m interconnect.
Nordost Red Dawn red 1.0m interconnect, as new.
Isol8 2k Qube, boxed as new, one owner. (£ 11595)
Vertex AC) Roraima Plus, mains lead with filter, as new (£4901
Grado RS2, reference headphones, boxed new, unused. I £550)
PS Audio P600 power plant just serviced. Multiwave model. (£2895)
ism main' ine2 digital mains teed, inline filter (£225)
Kimber 4TC 2x 43m (f262) Kimbers best selling speaker cable
Nordost Vishnu 2m mains lead, one owner as new (£450)
Townshend Seer Tweeters in Titanium matt

£1495
£249
£1195
£185
£795
£199
£249
£595
£49
£150
£795
£395
£295
£1395
£129
£145
£349
£650

Çrrrg

E

£;.

Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, K1'7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779, fax: 01592 744 710
info@shadowaudio.co.uk, www.shadowaudio.co.uk
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Brand new UK design
ALL TRIODE Push-pull driver
Stage. Triode mode 2x 30w
Choke regulated PSU.
Remote control. Four inputs
plus tape loop. Hand built
Huge transformers weight:alp

From £1,299 Inc Russian valves
(Upgrades available)

liesigneeo get me best from Me KM IN Stereo 60 will deliver 65
waifs of valve power at very low distortion from 2011/ to 20k/ii [+0 Mail MN only valves aroviae. Beautiful builtIgustily
Stereo 300
300B Integrated amplifier
Full 2x 35w rms
UK Designed. Hand built
Remote control
ALL TRIODE driver stage
Choke regulated PSU
Four inputs plus tape loop
Huge transformers lweight351tgl

From £1,599 Inc Russian Valves
[Upgrades available]

Now you en afford outwit 300B amp Indians not need super
efficient speakets!35évalis of 3001 parer will Nil your roam Win lash
sumptuous musical tones whether Classical falzar Rock music.
Iddet-e Lint.? pre —a/trip
Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
DC heaters

High and low level output
Stunning looks
From £649.95 Complete
'Stereo 401 Clinic
Upgraded design
Choke regulated power supply
3inputs, plus tape loop
Triode switching (20 watts)
45rms watts x2 (KM version)
All Mollard NOS driver option

Still Fr_ i
only £899.95

Stereo 401 Classic

Also: Stereo 401e £ 599.95, Stereo 401 Special Mu £699.95
• Other models available, see our website or ask for aleaflet
•

Designed in Leicester UK

• Wide choice of valves: inc, Mullard, Ji, EH, Svetlana, Sovtek
•

Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester

•

All supplied with beautiful valve covers

•

Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

Features. Hand built Point to Point' wiring No printed circuit board ALPS Volume control Gold
plated terminals Audiophile components by Solen Rubicon Silver audio cable Steel & alloy plate
construction Soft start

Uni• ue

HT dela

Com•rehensiye manual Inc DIY valve chan .e into

Available Now: Our new "Marte for Valves' .Loudspeakers!
by with confidence Estaillebed 11E IMury. Mown reibillty.linatabla
advice Cback up service Try fir 311days. rebind If mot delplitatk
For more into visit our website at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
;
mint. c e uxa cu

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

'Conditions apply

Visa and MasterCard accepted

APRIL 20CE •

CE marked

www.hifinews.co.uk 127

The HiFi Company's

The leading reseller of carefully used

Trading
Station
ab
LINN Axis Block
LINN Bosik Turntable
LINN LP12/Vol/Cir/Tram/Akito

£ 75
£ 145
£55
£ 75
£ 198

£600 £ 298
£450 £ 225

Dynavelor cart.)
LINN LPI2/Afc/Bosio Plus/Reson.

£2,900 £ 1,998

(incl. origin D.C. Ado PS)
LINN IPSO ( Rose) look IV II
LUXMAN PD287

£1,950 £ 798
£2,300 £995
£595 £ 245

MICHELL ORBE ( latest spec)
(incl. SME & REGA boards)
ORACLE Alexandria
PS. AUDIO 118 ( phono stage)

£2,200 £ 1,495
£1,500 £375
£250 £98
£5,000 £ 1,998

ROKSAN TOURAJ Moghaddam Signature
ROTES RP830 / Audio Tech cart.
SME 10A Ex- Demo
SME 20/2A Ex- Demo
•
SME30 / VAnn Series 1
THORENS TDI25/SME3009 ( incl. SME Plinth)
THORENS TDI 50 Rare
THORENS TDI65 / Shure V15 III
THORENS TD280 Mk II
TRICHORD Di. phono
WILSON BENESCH Foil Circle Ex- Demo

£175 £ 75
£3,581 £2,954
£5,537 £4,568
£14,000 £6,998
n/a £495
£300
£300
£350
£299

£ 145
£ 128
£85
£ 225

£2,000 £ 1,496

ARCAM Alpha 8
ARCAM Alpha CD

Retail
Offer
£450 £ 135
£300 £68

ARCAM Alpha One
£300 £85
ARCAM FM.1 CD 36
£ 1,500 £895
ARISTON ACOUSTICS £ DX720
£250 £ 78
ART V2 CD Player
£ 2,600 £ 1,695
AUDIO ABRO 24/192
£ 4,000 £2,246
AUDIO ANALOGUE Pogonini £895 £375
AUDIOLAB CDM CD Transport £ 1,700 £398
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2
£3,500 £ 1,996
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 Mk 11
AVI 52000 MC
CALIFORNIA LABS Tempest Mk II
CANDEIAS PRO DAC
COPLAND CD0822

£ 1,850 £ 445
£ 1,500 £695

MARANT2 CD67
£ 300
MARANTZ CD72 / Tnohond 2
£ 500
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
£595
MERIDIAN 206 CD Player
£ 700
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN

207
263
506
800

CD Player
£ 700 £ 228
DAC
£500 £ 1135
24 Bit
£ 1,200 £598
Trans. V. III
£ 10,000 £ 5,498

MERIDIAN 861 Incl. FA00/SL00/0E12 Veo III

£ 10,000 £5,498

MICROMEGA Logic CO
MICROMEGA Stage 2CD
MICROMEGA Stage 3CD

£300 £ 145
£600 £ 226
£750 £ 298
£1,000 £375
£1,000 £698
£1,200 £598
£2,200 £ 1,098
£1,000 £296

MICROMEGA 1
DUC
MUSICAL FIDELITY 113.2 CD
NAIM CD 3.5
MAIM CDX
PIONEER POR 04 CD Recorder
QUAD 66 CD
QUAD 77 CD
REGA Jupiter
REGA Planet

£700 £ 298
£700 £ 298
£1,000 £695
£500 £225
£1,500 £695

ROKSAN Attesa
ROTEL RCC 955 ( 5play)
ROTES RCD 965
SONY COP 555 ES
THETA
THETA
THETA
THETA

£ 125
£ 195
£ 198
£ 225

Carmen ( Sil)
Carmen ( Block)
Cobalt 307 DAC
Data Basic II Trans.

DENON AVC-Al 0SE

DNM Pre 2/ FUI Pre 8Power
ELECTOR MPS Pre.

£750
£2,000
£2,800
£500

JOHN
KRELL
(EELS
KEELS

£400 £ 228
£3,500 £ 1,698
£2,500 £ 1,398
£3,750 f1,996

SHEARNE Phase 3Power.
FPB250M ( single mono)
KAV150A Power
KAV250A Power

KEELS KSP-7E1 incl. MM/MC input
LINN Koirn Pre.
LINN 1.4100 Power

McINTOSH
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN

MUSICAL FIDELITY 0308 Integrated
MUSICAL FIDELITY Akr Pre.
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 Power

THETA Pro Prime II
TRICHORD Nor I

£1,500 £598
£2,000 £548

£1,000 £596
£500 £ 175
£500 £ 195
£500 £ 105
£1,250 £695
N/A £ 148
£2,500 £ 1,196

MUSICAL FIDELITY P170 Power
MAIM MAC 32.5 ( iml. 71 boards)
NAIM MAC 423 Pre.
MAIM NAPI80 Power
NYTECH CA302 int. ( classic)

QUAD 33 Pre Amplifier
QUAD 77 Int.
SPHINX Project 12 mono's
SPHINX Project 2Pre Amplifier
TAG McCLARFN F3 Prozor

£ 998
£676
£ 288
£468

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Mono's
CONRAD JOHNSON PVIOAL Pre
CONRAD JOHNSON PVII Pre
CONRAD JOHNSON PV12 ( Ind phono)
CONRAD JOHNSON POSOS
CONSONANCE MI0005 Plus
COPLAND CTA301
GRAFF GM20 OTL

£1,600 £796
£2,500 £998
£200 £98

PS. AUDIO 6.2/100 Pre./Power
QUAD 303 Power

£175
078
£700 £298
£3,000 £ 1,128
£1,600 £598
£1,500 £ 488

TESSERA( Tora Pm.

£1,500 £378

THETA cambium II Pre.

£10,000 £3,498

£5,000 £3,796
£ 1,200 £ 445
£2,995 £ 1,098
£3,000 396
£
£ 1,600 £ 798

COWS Dad3Q
£ 600 £285
LID. 18000 CD ' LD Transport £ 2,000 £698

• Amplifiers solid state
Offer
£1,195

AVI S2000 MP Pre amp.
£ 1,000
AVI 2000 Power
£ 1,000
BURMEISTER 850 Mono blocks £2,500
CHORD CPAI800 Pre.
£ 2,500

£205
£295

CHORD CPA2800 Pre.
CHORD SPM 1200 Power

£ 4,000
£3,750

CHORD SPM900 Power
£ 1,500
CYRUS 3Integrated
£400
CYRUS 5Integrated
CYRUS AV Master

£600
£ 1,000

CROWN DC300A II Studio Pro Power ( 2available

N/A

£178
£185
£398

£998
£1,298
£1,998
£1,798
£446
£245
£395
£198
£595

Amplifiers

N/A £2,298
£1,000 £495
£6,000 £ 2,698

MoINTOSH MC2102
PATHOS TWin Tower ( inpol) Int.
PM COMPONENTS 845 Mono's
QUAD 240 Monoblocks
TRILOGY VG Integrated

£5,500 3,296
£
£3,250 £ 1,998
£3,000 £ 1,275
£3,250 £ 1,998
£2,500 £948

TRILOGY 902 Pre

£1,950 £896

Retail
Offer
£1,200 £448

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS Modulus 30
AUDIONOTE MO Pre. ( incl. Phono)
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60

£1,200 £ 518
£2,500 £998
£2,500 £ 1,245
£2,500 £995

AUDIO RESEARCH 152
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Silver
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
AUDION Silver Knight Pre.

£2,798 £995
£1,400 £898
£2,645 £ 1,195
£1,250 £595

AUDION Sterling ET Se Mono's

£2,000 £ 1,295
£3,600
f995
£1,200
f525
£2,700 £ 1,895

MAGNA PLANAR MG3R
MARTIN LOGAN SL III ( light oak)
MARTIN LOGAN Aeon (walnut)
MERIDIAN DSP33 ( 24/96)
MERIDIAN DSP5000 MkI ( 18 Bit)
MERIDIAN DSP5000C Mkt
MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24/96)
MERIDIAN DSW 2500 ( 24/96)
MIRAGE Mloi

£500 £ 148
£900 £ 226
£1,200 £446
£2,500 £ 1,120

AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO

R652MD
Studio 14
Studio 12
Studio 20

PROAC 2.5 ( Cherry)
PROAC ( Cl centre
PROAC Studio 1
PROAC Super Towers
QUAD II L
QUAD 77/10L (Yew)
QUAD ESL57 ( Bronze)

ACOUSTAT Spectra 1100
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI20
ANTHONY GALLO ( Subs/Sats) Red
ARISTON ONE Monitors
ATC SCM10
AUDIO PHYSIC Tempo's

£600
£1,500
£1,200
£950
£2,500

£ 225
£895
£275
£528
£598

AUDIO- STATIC DCI (White)
AUDIOPLAN Kontrost II
88W DM602 S3
BOW DMI400

£3,500
£3,000
£350
£300

£ 995
£ 746
0198
£ 108

CASTLE HARLECH
CHORD LS5/12A

£750
£1,995
£600
N/A

f348
£898
£ 185
£ 795

INFINITY KAPPA 8
JAMO Conceit II ( mahogany)
REF 035
REF
REF
REF
REF
KEF

055
Q85 ( Surrounds)
Ref 104.2
Model 1.2
Ref 3.2

LINN Kober ( missive)
LINN Kober (active)
LINN Walls ( white)
LUMLEY Ref 2Signature
MK 590 wall speakers
MAGNA PLANAR lo Imp
MAGNA PLANAR MG2.5

£2,950 £ 1,298
£1.950 £998
£11,000 £5,498
£2,950 £ 1,498

MONITOR
MONITOR
MONITOR
MONITOR

OPERA Mini / Stands incl. (Mahogany)
PLATINUM Studio 1

Retail
Offer
£1,500 £ 438

£ 1,296
£ 1,796
£ 2,296
£ 1,498

£2,000
£1,000
£500
£300

NEAT Petite 3

• Loudspeakers

£3,950
£3,300
£3,300
£2,950

MISSION 753 Freedom ( Black)
MISSION 774
MONITOR AUDIO ASWI00 ( sub)

MORREL Bass Master
MAIM SEL

IMPULSE H7 ( horn- loaded)
INFINITY KAPPA 70

alve

AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 800 Mono's
AUDIO INNOVATIONS S800 Power

BEARD 101 Monoblocks
BEARD RE TOO Integrated
CONRAD JOHNSON MV605£ Power

£1,950 £ 748
£2,300 £ 1,295
£2,000 £ 1,196
N/A £995
£1,200 £598

KORA Exploro 90 int.
MANLEY Ref 275 VII Mono's

EGGLESTON WORKS Rosa
EPOS E522 ( cherry)
GALE 401 ( Chrome)

Retail
ADVANTAGE A300 Power Amp
£2,699
ARUM Alpha EP Power
£ 350
ARCAM Alpho AVSO Avint.
£ 600
ARCAM Dire ONO 995/9 p
ow° ,
£900

£16,000 £6,996
£1,400 £ 475

£2,500 £646
£1,500
f395
£2,200 £ 1,298
£1,000 £596

MERIDIAN 603 Pre.

£3,500 £ 1,296
£795 £ 295

£225
£378
£678
£ 118

£600 £228
£7,995 £ 3,998
£395 £ 76
£1,200 £378
£950 £ 496

( 200 ( 2box Pre.)
101 Pre. (classic)
541
555 Power
56202

PLINIUS 9200 Integrated
PRIMARE 030.1 int.

THETA Dovid Trans.
THETA Progeny DAC

£3,000
£1,750
£750
£1,100

LINN L4280 / Sparks PS.
LINN Malik nt.

£350 £ 148
£300 £ 105
£600 £ 298
£3,500 £ 1,296

£2,000 £898
£4,500 £ 1,998
£1,395 £506

£1,000
f295
£2,000 £256

DENON AVP-Al AV Pm.
DEMON P0A-TIO Power
DNM Pre -o- 3PSU's

DCM Time Windows ( classics)
DYNAUDIO Audience 121
DYNAUDIO Contour 5.4 ( Rose)

• Digital Sources

Cash ... Trade-in ... Commission Sales

BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm - CLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED•NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE•COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL ( ALLERS

LIEN Numeric / Rank
£ 3,350 £ 1,296
MARANT2 CD17 KiSig. ( Gold)
£ 995 £495

£150
£400
£175
£175
£325

QUALITY HI- Fl WANTED

email: info@hifitradingstation.com

Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.

LINN Korik
LIMN Numeric

Retad
Offer
£275 £ 148

MANY ITEMS REDUCED
BY 25% - GIVE US ACALL

The Trading Station
35Cowgate Peterborough PEI 1LZ

Tel: 0870 608 8211

and systems.

HELIOS Storgate
£2,500 £ 1,298
K1NSHAW Perception DAC
£ 800
f378
KEELS KAY 250 CD
£3,500 £ 1,496

• Vinyl
ACOUSTIC Research EBIO I
ARISTON QDedo
CARVER M.C. Transformer
DUAL ( 5505-1 / Grado UT
GOLDRING LENCO 75 / Grado UT
LEHMANN Black Cube ( mm/rm phone stage)

and mint condition hi-fi components

www.hifitradingstation.com

£1,600
£1,800
£1,200
£795
£1,500

£ 895
£ 425
£ 255
£ 145

£ 445
£ 898
£ 495
£ 498
£695

£2,800 £ 1,496
£600 £ 296
£950 £ 376
£1,000 £ 445
£380 £ 275

£1,500 £598
£3,000 £ 1,396
£2,500 £695
£3,000 £ 895
£300 £ 148
£4,000 £ 1,298
£1,200 396
£
£1,400 £445
£2,950 £ 788

£1,750 £847
£850 £ 457

COPLAND CDA 823 ( CD player)

£1,750 £ 1,297

COPLAND ( DA 822 ( CD player)

£1,600 £997

COPLAND CIA 301 ( Pre.)
COPLAND CTA 504 ( Power)

N/A £ 787
£2,000 £ 1,397

GOLDMUND MIMESIS 6 ( Amplifier)

£2,950 £ 1,497

GOLDMUND MIMESIS 66 ( Pre.)

£2,500 £ 1,297

JADIS ORCHESTRA ( CD Player)

£1,295 £897

JADIS DLP 2 ( Pm.)

£1,799 £ 1,397

JADIS DA 5 ( Power)

£2,199 £ 1,897

KOETSU Block ( Cart.)

£1,200 £997

KOETSU Red T(
Coa.)
KEELS KCT ( Pre.)

KEELS KPE-PS ( Power supply)
KRELL KRC 3 ( Pre.)
LINN Akito (Tonearm)

£1,498 £ 1,257
£9,998 £6,997
£750 £497
£3,409 £ 2,547
£500 £ 264

LINN Classik Movie Mkl

£1,995 £ 1,296

MARTIN LOGAN Ascent

£4,500 £3,297

MARTIN LOGAN Clarity

£2,298 £ 1,897

MARTIN LOGAN Depth ( Sub)

£1,800 £ 1,297

MARTIN LOGAN Script ( Black)

£2,500 £ 1,297

McINTOSH CR16 ( Controller)

£4,000 £ 2,667

MoINTOSH MC7I08 ( 8à. power)

£2,500 £ 1,496

MoINTOSH MHT200 ( 2box pre.)

£7,500 £4,327

MICHELL GYRO BE ( without arm)

£1,060 £ 895

PATHOS In Control ( Pm.)

£3,650 £2,896

QUAD E5163 ( Rosewood)
REGA SEL ( Black)
EEL Stadium Mkl ( Sub)
EEL Storm (Sub)

£700 £395
£1,000 £ 398

PATHOS In Power ( Power)

£7,000 £5,596

RES Strata 5 (Sub)
REVOX Elegance ( bookshelf)

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P- 3A ( DAC)

£1,000
£450
£895
£495

£1,000 £596

PIONEER DVR7000 ( DOD recorder)

£1,200 £596

PIONEER PDP503HDE ( 50" Plasma)

£5,000 £ 1,995

PIONEER 50-T5000 ( 50" bock proj. TV)

£4,000 £ 796

ROGERS LS33/AB33 ( Subs)
SMELL Type

£ 395
£ 286
£395
£ 298

SOUNDLAB Al Eledrostotion ( Cherry)
TANNOY Buckingham ( Rare)
TANNOY DC2000
TANNOY M3

£16,000 £5,498
£5,000 £ 1,475
£200 £ 75
£200 £95

TOWNSEND RIBBON Speakers
TRIANGLE lore
WHARFEDALE Pacific E.. 30
WILSON AUDIO 5.1 ( Black)
WILSON AUDIO 6.1

£1,295 £ 495
f1,200 £ 255
f1,000 £395
£18,000 £5,496
£22,000 £ 8,997

WILSON AUDIO Grond Slam Series II

£69,000 £ 24,998

PS AUDIO DU
PS AUDIO Ref link pre / der
PS AUDIO Link 2HDCD ( DAC)

£5,000 £2,995
£1,695

SWIM FABER Amati Anniversario
SONUS FABER Concerto ( Walnut)
SONUS FABER Electa

£1,795 £ 1,077

SONUS FABER Solo (( entre)

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 5 ( DTOA)
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO

RESEARCH LSI6 Mk11 ( Pre)
RESEARCH LS25 Mk11 ( Pre)
RESEARCH VSII0 ( Power)
RESEARCH 71( 00 MkIll ( Power)

AUDIOGRAM MBI ( int. amp)
AUDIOGRAM MB2 ( int. amp)

£548 £ 397
£499 £ 297
£4,000 £3,196
£399 £ 266
£4,995 £ 2,496

THETA (ampli ( universal player)

£4,500 £3,467

THETA David 11 ( DVD / CD transport)

£5,800 £ 2,797

THETA %go.

£1,295 £557

THETA Pro Prime
THETA TLC Jitter Buster

£7,500
£2,500
£3,500
£5,000

TRIANGLE Titus 202 (Sp.kers)

£4,000 £2,997
£6,400 £ 4,897
£495 £267
£595
0327

£450 £347

THETA Cosanovo ( Pre / processor)

Retail
Offer
£5,679 £ 2,996
£3,997
£ 1,297
£2,497
£3,997

POA.
£995 £697
£2,650 £2,165

TDS Audio transformer

AERIAL ACOUSTICS Model 8Mol. sods.
APOGEE Mini Grond AS ( Ribbons)

f1,277

SONGS FABER Cremona Auditor / Std,.

ERA VIO ( int. amp)

NEW Ex- Demonstration

£2,750 £ 1,037

RUNCO CL500 DIP projector

SOMAS FABER Stonew.d Stands

I.

£79S £ 497
£4,750 £ 1,997

SOMAS FABER Grand Piano (Walnut)

SONUS FABER Wall

£1,200 £295
£700 £198
£2,000 £895

0300 £ 126
£600 £ 295

CALIFORNIA AUDIO GAI

£600
f298
N/A
f498
f3,500 £ 1,298
£1,000 £346

£5,000 £3,498
£8,000 £ 2,998
£1,600 £ 775
£750 £ 298

£2,000 £ 696
£350 £ 198
£500 £ 296

CALIFORNIA AUDIO Alpha DAC

TRIANGLE Celius ( Speakers)
TRIANGLE Megellon
WILSON AUDIO Cub (Wilson gloss) WA
WILSON AUDIO Cub II ( Wilson gloss)
WILSON AUDIO Sophia

£1,450 £677
£250 £ 167
£1,300 £896
£400 £ 276
£9,995 £ 7,996
£6,750 £ 4,997
£6,995 £3,287
£11,500 £8,996

WILSON BENESCH Centre / incl. stands

£1,775 £ 1,496

WILSON BENESCH Discovery ( Silver)

£5,500 £3,996

audio
•
A New Dawn for Naim and TomTom Audio...
rin the world specialising

purely in th

world class products

DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS

Extensive

ction of current Nairn Audio product

range on

onstration and the largest stock of

pre -loved

•rn Audio equipment on the planet

• Part ex

Wa s

Digital

nges very welcome

• Friendly help and advice
• Open 7 days till late

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

...the only d

• Compare current with previous Nairn ranges
• Comfortable demonstration facilities

Analogue
Audio Research P113 Phono Stage x- demo
Kuzma StabiStogi S Turntable New8 Boxed
Roksan Xerxes XPSI/Flega 1113250/69 Sal
Roksan Xerxes Alphason Xenon XPSII S/H

Preamplifiers

Audio Analogue Bell. Remote Preamplifier X- demo
Conrad Johnson PVIObL valve Preamplifier x-demo
Conrad Johnson PV14L Remote controlled valve x- demo
Deseen B250 Preamplifier 2 weeks old S/H
EAR-Yoshino 864 Balanced Preamplifier Sh
Krell CRC HR Balanced Preamplifier Sai
Nairn NAC82/NAPSC Phono stage fined S/H
Mark Levinson No380 Preamplifier S/H
Roksan Lt Line Preamplifier Silver Sal
Roksan DS4 Black PSU S/H
Spectral DMC 30s Reference Preamplifier Sal

Amplifiers

/6C"--11r
. 1
New!
Naim Audio Parts & Accessories Online Shop
See www.tomtomaudio.cem for details

AMPLIFICATION

Tel • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers X-derno
Audio Research VM220 Valve mono Amplifiers x-demo
Audio Research VT60 Re Valved S/H
Audio Research CL60 Re Built S/H
Conrad Johnson MV60 SE Valve Amplifier S/H
EAR-Yoshino 890 Power Amplifier S/H
Electrocornpaniet ECI 1Class A Integrated S/H
Electrocornpanet ECI-3 BNIB amplifier
Etectrocornpaniet AW220 Stereo Power Amplifier S/H
Electrocornpanet AW120 Omb Stereo Power Amplifier sm
ECS EA1 Mono Amplifiers ( pair)
Na. Audio NAP250 Silver Bumper Amplifier S/H
Nairn HiCap Silver Bumper SM
OCM 500 Soloist stereo power amp. awesome S/H
Pathos Classic 1Mk .1 Hybrid integrated amplifier
Pathos Logos valve Hybrid S/H
Primare A30 2 Power amplifier x- demo
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x- demo
Rega Mae Power amplifier Black s-demo
Roksan S1.5 Power Amplifier Silver S.H
Roksan S1.5 Power Amplifier Silver S H
Spectral DMA150 Amplifier x- demo

Loudspeakers

ti e

Clielmsford, Essex

E- M
soundstagea netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX PREPOWER/PS/PHONO STAGE £1295
CASTLE HARLEGH PLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK
£399
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£595
CYRUS II WITH CYRUS PSX POWER SUPPLY BOXED ANO SUPERB
£395
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£399
KINSHAW OVERTURE POWER AMP
£299
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT
£649
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITFOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP liAIWMC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LINN KABER BLACK ASH WITH KU- STONE STANDS BOXED
£695
MARANTZ PM66SE KI SIGNATURE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED
£199
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 4 CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£ 329
MOREL BASSMASTER BLACK ASH STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS BOXED MINT
£399
NAIM INTRO II MAPLE FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS MINT BOXED
£695
NAIM CDX 1998 BOXED AND SUPERB CONDITION
£ 1395
NAIM XPS 2000 POWER SUPPLY FOR CDX
£1695
NAIM NAC 52 WITH POWER SUPPLY
£2495
NAIM NAP 135 OLIVE POWER AMPS
£1895
NAIM FLATCAP 2POWER SUPPLY SUPERB
£429
NAIM NAIT 51 MINT AS NEW WITH BOX AND ALL ACCESSORIES
£595
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£349
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL) £399
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£349
NAIM NAPV 175 3CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2004 AS NEW
£975
NAIM NAP 135 POWER AMPLIFIERS PAIR CHROME BUMPER SUPERB BOXED £1495
PIONEER CT95 3HEAD DOLBY S CASSETTE DECK STUNNING
£249
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3 CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£ 1495
PURE DRX-701ES DAB TJNER SILVER
£179
REGA JUPITER CD PLAYER BLACK 6 MONTHS OLD MINT
£795
REGA PLANAR 2 RB250 LINN MM CARTRIDGE
£199
REGA PLANET CAST CASE BLACK BOXED SUPERB UNMARKED CONDITION
£299
RUARK TALISMAN II MAHOGANNY FLOORSTANDERS SUPERB
£379
TEAC VRDS-9 CD PLAYER BLACK BOXED
£999
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT-FEW MONTHS OLD ..£ 1195
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH BOXED SUPERB
£995

SPEAKERS

e:re

CABLES & TABLES

k

01376 521132
07709 260221

Audio Physic `fare Monitor Cherry x- demo
Audio Physic Yara Floorstander s- demo
Audio Physic Virgo 3 Maple x- demo
Avalon Acoustics Symbol ', demo
ATC Active SCMIO SL x- demo
ATC Active SCM5OASL Maple S H
ATC SCM7 Cherry s- demo
JM lab Diva Utopia Light wood SM
JM Lab Electra 926 Rosenut S/H
JM lab Electra 927 be Anniversary last paie New
JM Lab Micro Utopia Anigre with Stands Sal
JM Lab Sib XL x5 Grey SM
Martin Logan Clarity Cherry 4 months old S/H
Martin Logan Aeon 1Oak BNIB
Pen Audio Rebel 2 x- demo
Pen Audio Charisma x- demo
Pen Audio Chara x-demo
Rega ELA Cherry X- demo
Rel Acoustic Stadium Ill light Oak SM
Sonus Faber Leather Stands, fixed height. 0-demo
Zingali Overture3 S/H

Cables and Accessories

2999
3150
795
6290
2990

1999
1499
699
399
1699
1799
499
1799
e95

1699
1
,
1
,
71
N/A
N/A

1099
1399
499
599

625
1299
2399
1100
1999
6949
2579
4999
2250
449
7600

499
799
1750
699
1199
2299
875
2499
799
199
4999

1050
9000
1999
N.A
2500
3075
3289
1499
1499
2499
6500
N/A
N/A
2700
1250
2750
1299
1000
548
1499
1499
6850

729
7499
995
1399
1895
1649
995
899
749
1399
2999
950
375
899
749
1699
799
649
399
549
549
4750

549
999
4500
2900
1650
7989
499
7600
2300
2800
3999
1000
2498
3189
995
1995
1600
749
1500
310
4200

399
749
2999
1999
1199
3999
375
4999
1299
2400
1599
650
1999
2500
699
1199
995
549
795
220
1999

550
NA
199
1469
1503
420
295
495
540
3950
1400

Gerdes Neutral Reference tm RCA-BNC
Cogan Hall Intermezzo EMD 0 75m RCA S/H
Kudos S50 60cm Stands S/F1
Nordost Valkyrie 1m RCA- RCA interconnect s- demo
Nordost Valkyrie 1m XLR-SLR interconnect x-demo
Madrigal MDC1 1fil AEStEBIJ 110ohm Digital Cable new boxed
Mana Acoustic Mini table S/H
Siltech SPO18M 4m Mains cable IEC-Shako ',demo
StItech Fit 2 G3 2e08m Silver Speaker cable x- demo
Sinech LS188 Classic 203m Silver 8 Gold Speaker cable BNIB
Spectral M1-350 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x- demo
GREAT DEALS ON SILTECH AND SPECTRAL CABLES!.
SITE FOR DETAILS!!
Sound Organisation Record Rack with CD insert SM
Transparent Music Wave Bi Wire 2x89 S H
Transparent Balanced Music Link 203m Interconnects SH
VDH CS- 122 HYBRID 203m pair Speaker cable ex- demo
VDH Goldwater 203m pair Speaker cable es- demo
VDH 0.352 HYBRID 203m pair Speaker cable ex- demo
VON MAGNUM HYBRID 203m pair Speaker cable ex- demo

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies
Nakamichi DR3 cassette deck SH
PS Audio PS300 multiwave x- demo
Quad FM4 Grey Phono Tuner S H
Rega radio 3 Silver X- demo
Rotel RT 950BX ArniFM Tuner S/H
ice Solo Powerline Enhancer S/H
Tice Solo AV Power Conditioner S h

Midland Audio X-change ar7si elkoi

No m

2999
2999
1299

Accuphase DP55V CD Player x-demo
Audio Synthesis DAS Decade 22 Bit Single ended S/11
Electrocompaniet ECDI 24/192 Khz multi- input DAC BNIB
Meridian 206 CD Player Sal
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CR 3D Player SM
Orpheus labs One DAC with anagram ederno
Primare VIO CD/DVD Player x- demo
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Theta Pro Basic II DAC With Oscom/BaLanced S/H

d lsr. taioemarch.

375
199
79
795
829
249
129
295
275
2995
799
CHECK WEB-

N'A
499
649
172
48
205
280

£ 40
249
325
85
25
99
149

N/A
1750
NIA
398
N'A
NA
NA

149
999
249
279
99
249
249

Krell . Mark Levinson ,

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

t.01562 731100

f.01562 730228

m.07721

605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD
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Atac
Award Winning North of England Retailers ..
Audiolau
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
All Chord Electronics available
with up to 3yrs
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Acou
Monitor Au
Mordaunt-Shcirt
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
24 Gillygate. York
Tannoy
01904-629659
TEAC
Van den Hul
www Vickers Hin co uk
Wharfedale
Yamaha
Specialists it! k !.
& lots more...

0% finance

be .„_,.,,

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM
"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FIVI/OFtLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade lita wire is also offered at an additiottal £ 70 and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can ? repare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LPI 2remains aclassic ...but - upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of lli-Fi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £ 000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade Especially one that
improves on the_be‘t of other power supplies costing over 4times_as much or
your money back. li is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT IN FI?
Jilt.. AND VISION

Structural Mockfication - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £ 70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL Iarm ( manufactured
by Regal £ 124
Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days
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attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
tines! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
lingo /

Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop

in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now:. - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade 1)C MO motor -£ 129 with kit

www.originlive.com

eeehtdel Je_Jfi
30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, AAE1 1LD - 01634 880037
www.rochesterh-fi.co.uk

WANT TO HEAR MORE MUSIC?

Then get rid of the noise!
NC - the total
solution to mains
noise and
interference

k.

r2S.
411.

/

Fit a Trichord
•.„
Clock 4 and'
i
nkti
'Never Connected' power supply to
improve the performance of your CD or
DVD player. Let us undertake the work
for you in our Modification Workshop.

ADVANTAGE, ARCAM ATACAMA, AUDION, AVI, BASE, CHORD, CAIRN
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, CYMBOL, DALI, EPOS, JMLAB, GAMUT, GOLDRING,
GRADIENT, 3RADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO, HADCOCK, MERLIN,
NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE,
DARTINGTON, PEIGA, PURE, QUADRASPItE, SENNHEISER, STEIL°, STIRLING,
L535/0, TIVOLI, TRANSFIGURATION, USHER, VINCNT, VIVID.

Ne
Never- Connected

act us now to see how we
can elp you to reduce the
nais in your system:
LOn

TRicho d RESEARCh

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 3116 00

Fax

-

+ 44 ( 0)1684

CHORD SPM 14000 ON DEMONSTRATION

definitive audio

The amazing

from Arcam

Definitive Audio offers you a fresh and focused way of choosing a sopnisticated
sounc for your horse. Dur service is bespce, 0.8 philosophy is unique anc our
reputation peerless The wstems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons. We use a judicious selection of the
world's most artful and ingenious creations. inclzding the beautiful, beguiling
Living Voice loudspmeen torn England and Kondc KSL electronics from .x.apan.
New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock.
Sale of part exchanged and ex- den

items

S:ele

New

Voyd Reference turntable Ueque example or this berchmark design
Offered for sale on behalf of Me . lesigner - never prevoJsly sole This
turntable has a huge specification including. 30mm Lexan plane, massive
Papst motor system: extreme power supply. beauf tut >atin rosewood plinth £ 15000
Sale include,. AudioNote wired Helios Cyalene tonea-rn arid ANUK 10limited field coi cartridge with PS11 ( 15 hours Jsel. Comes with
manufacture- s warranty on turntabIe
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 - 2003 - very good concliken

£4500 £ 7500

Living Voice Avatar Mkl loucsp>aker - cherry

£1500 £ 2700

Living Voice CBX-R2 loudspeake - walnut

£3400 £ 4400
£500

Sugden Bijou phono amp - new

£ 000

Pathos 2 bon pre- amp with remote control - spotless

£1700

Audion Golcen Night 300B mom's- very good condition

£1750 £ 3200

Unison Simply 845 beefcake integ ,ated amp

£2250

£3750

Cardas Neutrat Reference speaker cable - 2 metres - wary nearly new

£500

£ 780

Gerdes Neutral Reference intercornect - 1 metre - very nearly new

£350

£ 500

Vertex Moncayo speaker cable - 15' pair - one month olt1
Vertex Roraima standard mains cad ( silver) - one month old

£1000 £ 2000

Vertex Roraima high current Diver mains lead - one month old

£150
£400

£317
£ 811

Vertex Solfonn interconnect cable .elver - one month Old

£425

£ 985

Vertex Mini Mancayo speaker budging wires - one month old

£250

£585

Vertex Jaya -ricins filter - one month old

£150

£295

Border Patrol Sontrol Unit 1 - line pro- amp

£11100 £ 1700

Border Patrol Control Unit 2 - line pre- amp

£2000 £ 3000

Art Audio PX25

£3000 £ 40,
00

5watts - S ngle ended flea power for the sensitive type

Nottingham Analogue SpacededY with RB300 & Living Voice Mystic Mat

£700 £ 1100
£500 £ 1300

Helios Model 1 CD player
Audio Note Japan M7 pre-arnp - line only

£3000

SJS Arcadia Model 2 line pre-amp copper chassis - slyer wiring - v. good
Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista M3 CO player ( 2001) - as new conditicn - boxed

£1600 £ 30.00

Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista MC integrated amp ( 2000) - as new - boxed

£1600 £ 3000

Border Patrol S.20 power arre - mahogany - nearly new

£5000 £ 7000
£1000 £ 2500

Sugden Maslerclass integrated amo

£2203 £ 3300

Canary Audio 301 300B stereo push-pull power amp

£3400 £ 5400
£3800 £ 72710

Canary Audio .103 ( 110v1 - new - fillet mignon
Audio Innovations Series 1000 monos - fully serviced - class A > lassie:
AudioNote UK CDT- Two

Hear it sing with the new
B&W CM1 speakers at..

£900
£250

Audio Innovations Series 500 imegrated - classic
Aloia
ycry ' levy v..ry cpud

fury serviced
- OK

FM:1

B&W
Nautil
Pure
AVi.
.Grad
Jm
Nai
Lutron
Rega
Sim
Linn
Denon
M&K
Fujitsu
Nevo
Attacarna
IsoTek
Chord co
Project
Stax
Triad
Pioneer
Goldring
Systemline
Arcam Fmj
Vogel
Beyer
Mission
Quadraspire
and
More..
Quality
Audit;
Since
1985

£1400 £ 2250

B&W CDM

Tel: 0115 973 3222

10 great reasons to buy
the perfect solution.

£750 £ 2000

Audio Mecca Mephisto CO transport

internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.tik

1xaudiophile cd player.
1xdab digital radio.
1xfm tuner with rds.
1xamplifier, 2x75 watts.
1xsmart remote control.
3xrear inputs for tv. ect.
1xnew ipod rlead.
1x £ 1000 inc v.a.t

£400 £ 1000

AVI S 2000 fuIt integrated ainn

311928

'chord research . com
www.tri chordresearch . com

Sales

•

65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, Bucks
2800

Fax: 0115 973 3666
ernai!: shoutf&definitiveaudio.co.uk

www.sotmdgallery.co.uk
0 1494"-;
Ih 8

00

g0
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MANTRA%

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS
SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND
SHIPPING CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE
CARTRIDGES
Audio
Technica
Goldring

Sumiko

£28
£330
£33
£76
£95
£124
£143
£133
£232
£235
£585

GRADO HEADPHONE

Reference

STYLUS

EXCHANGE

AT 110E
AT OC 9ML
Elektra
1006
1012 OX
1022 OX
1042
Eroica LX/H
Elite
Blue Point Special
Blackbird

N/A
£295
£28
£62
£76
£100
£114
£109
£190
£200
£500

EX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
EX
EX

£17
N/A
£24
£52
£67
£86
£100
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Award Winning Equipment

Audio Salon
If you've forgotten just how good a dedicated music
system can sound, don't worry: the following two
great value set-ups have musicality to die for. (And
you don't always have to look to China to get a bargain!)

o

HIFI ACCESSORIES

SR- 60

£75

Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier £60

SR- 80

£90

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£ 13

SR- 125

£140

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

SR- 225

£175

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill

SR- 325i
RS- 1

f265

May Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£635

Bib Universal Standard Headshell £ 15

111=111111 _

£ 16
£38

RS- 2

£450 CARTRIDGES
STYLUS
Dimon
DL 103
£ 105
£95
QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
£ 79
N/A
DL 110
N/A
DL 160
£95
FULL RANGE OF QED
£210
N/A
DL 304
Guido
Prestige Black £40
£27
SWITCH BOXES.
Prestige Gold £ 110
£73
CABLES & INTERCONNECTS
£58
Shore
M97 XE
£98
AVAILABLE
V15V xMR
N/A
£213
V15 VMR
N/A
£158
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS.
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

Exchange price against any cartridge type

GEX -

Ex - Exchange price for MC from above companies
VISA

et

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

<= 7 11111

MANTRA AUDIO (HEN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD. SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

-cartridges
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
>cables /II
chord company
eichmann

dpfjI's in t

nordost
headphones

tail

System
Unison Research Unico
CD 1250
Unison Research Unico
Integrated 950
System Audio ' 1730'
Loudspeakers 695
Cost (
excl. JPS cables)

System 2
Ayre CX-7e C) Player 2195
Ayre AX7e Irtegrated 1995
PrcAc Tablette Ref. Eight
Signature 799
Cost (
excl. JPS cables)

£2895

This system causes jaws to
drop. Listeners can't believe
such compact ccmponents can
produce such a .iving & breathing
three-dimensional sound.
Breathtaking.
"There's far mom to the Ref Eights
than just apretty face...they
reward the listener with a
beautifully proportioned view of
the musical performance. The
result is extraordinarily satisfying,
the more so for the diminutive
dimensions of the speakers
producing it."
Roy Gregory
Hi Fi+ Awards Issue 2004

You won't believe the scale of
sound these 40 inch tall Danish
floorstanders are capable of
delivering. The Unico Integrated
won a ' Blue Moon' award, not
just for Amp of the Year but
overall Component of the Year.
"It's been a while since a
component has elicited this type
of admiration. From wailing
e-guitar to Brahms' Clarinet
Quintet the Unico couldn't be
tripped into favouring one genre
over another. Count all the
money you saved tapping your
toes to your favourite tunes."
6moons.com

£499 0

atc
arcam
cabasse 1"•
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
michell
m+k
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
origin live
primare
runco
sme
something solid

se

spendor
trichord

ht fi for grown-ups

ipswich ( o14 7 3) 65 5 17 1
fax (01 473) 655172
ematl:eng@signals.uk.co—
signals
bucklesham
www.sig

Ipswich
suffolk
IPio ° Ds,
a Is.uk.com
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The Audio Salon,
The Townhouse, 4Park Circus, Glasgow G3 6AX
0141 333 9700 / 9736

www.audiosalon.co.uk
www.ayre.com
www.proac-loudspeakers.com

www.system audio.com
www.unisonresearch.com

hifisoun ci

by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts, in the

Nort.h East

Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, Chord Cable,
Consonance, Creaktiv, Custom Design, Esoteric, Grado, Isotek, Nbien, Neat, Opera,
Pathos, Pure, Resolution Audio, Revolver, Roksan, Shanling, Standesign, System Audio, Teac,
Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van Den Hul and more!
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 7TE. Tel: 01 325 241 888 Email: newsehifisound co.uk

Se 12.f

...what are you up for?
Analogue

Speakers

Amplifiers

Digital
All Hp. Tpeb 99 nr went boxed

199

Albany AP4 Preen, Actre/Pnave

249

boost., Energy AEI ex. new bass beers

399

akheenest Brae Phew stage c/st

Arun, 0821 as new

399

Aran A75. knegrated. Marl

249

Accrete Energy All let2 vgc

449

kb° Research P143SE. re nuns boxed

Amen CD72T. black or elver

199

2.2811 Alpha 9 Pr.. and Power son

499

4000.0.0 Energy AE1.3

Cd

Chord Phan stage. ex boxed

999

Arum C11231,

499

nant, boxed

dern

799

Clearaude broom pagage, ex',tern

999

Electrocompenneet Phono stage, rrow/mc. Lynwood p/s

ATC 50420, Reno 0.06. vgc. boxed stands

899

AK SIMS.« 3/6991.774 rare as...

MA %awn, bar brash, .

299

Cal

AN rájle000r IV ex. boxed cherry

399

Kees« Preceptor, phonostne end p0
1.1111L1,12. Lego 2. Aato. Oplevectur DV20.. boxed

249
599

549

Arc., Alpha 9 (negated

279

ACCAA.K Energy AE2.. bed,

Arum 0/79

779

Arum Alpha RAJ C30 Preamp

730

Adato Energy AE2, co $31.0

Arum 0330. nr ,.it boxed
0.41 Analogue Maestro 192/24 es dm,

649

»cm AVR200, ex boxed
Mello Analogue Maestro 1SO. re, ex creed

399
999

&KM Innovates. 200/503 pre and cower. ex. boxed
Ausbotab 80004 Integrated

also boxed

Cd
999

AV1 Laborstory Saws, ex boxed

octet', pa

c/tv stands

399
1249

399
349
479
1499
399

Cp. CM, ex. boxed
Cyrus 0170, ex, boxed

549

749
249

Unn LP12/VaMalla/Noto
Leer 1,0112/06, Aganced DC KA

Cal

229

Modular,. OTO. 'a «ant asteal et
Maio Research VT100 Power. as new boxed

BIM 09.17001. ex, boxed
Castle Eden, ex 110x1A1

Cyna PSXR bod, colours. /Mtn

1999

Dahlgrot DQI 2

Cal

799

Mennen Kann/0970

Cd

Arab Relearch LS25 Preangeher. as new boxed

2299

Dynoudo Auger. 10 ex

199

Lan LP12/Valhalla. IttokLVS, K9 ex
Low Mo.. re mint the best we've seen

Cd
199

*VI 5200014 integrated far

Len etc* 12'
Urn
ne mot boxed

999

498
549

nachell Gyrodec Export

699
649
1599
1999

549

Marna. Radon OV22. New

Merger, 200 Trumpet. n remote
Mendel 263 DAG

299

AV1 L. Senes Integrated. phono stage..
eryston BP25 and 48ST Pre/Power. mm/rnc. remote
Conrad lohnecn Sangre,' SA250

179

Creek 4330M42 , Integrated. remote as near

lecemege Stage 1

179

Croft Coleslaw hreenta

Mercolega Stage 2 and matchng DAC

399

Gy.. WA. es booed

lereornega T-dnve and It Y own boxed

799

Meromega Oahe bagas ntro to steromegs

Merenta 06313 Selw1w, 00 toeote
Meant. COI 7KI nr nee

499

349

K.ES Reference 1.2 re tram boxed

Cd

811v 0116 5tenderarn

1949

0

Proac Studo 123

599

379
799

599

QUAD £SL63 Fenster., Don serveed 2005 REDUCED. , 1199

249

QUAD ESI.63 %gam. - bargee. 10 deals please

Cd

lace. Reference 140.044 /0441 lam
bechee Orbe SE. NC maw eetrlY

499

QUAD ti Starernoutn, booed. RED10ED

249

Who. Orbe F4 sere1, cancelled order

229

QUAD 121. Stamen.reit as new

400

anchell Tecnodec ex dern

479

Cynas Power.. booed

249

REL Stadium 3 Ste. ex

799

Wheel Ter:roam early

249

129

Cyrus 3Ireegrated. ex boxed

179

Revolver R33 ex den. wee revéerred Organ

249

Melee No/Mera

299

Monarchy ['Pug

149

Dawn P0A6600 RNAo, n booed

699

Resolver RW45 as den,, wee rerewed began

899

Mrseon 774 ongonal ann

149

Morel Felenty t1003 ex boxed

179

Deint 3hen Prearnp

Roan Sabre ex black

149

eel Source heavyweeght suspended def.

499

Mused Felonry XDACy3 ex boxed

349

Goal WST 2and 50/50 Pre/Power m.o. ex bccxed

Rust* Egano.o no. bergem

599

%Mein Andouse The Foot %learn

599

349

SOMA isbe Comet.° c/sr surds

499

Oracle Delp. V, he «non, babo ps. as new

Cd

TantRaen Shaba bare. Large

399

Ono Uwe Pore. Goad ex de..,

999

Tannoy Chataxerth Floormander

649

Orgn Lew Sever as new

429

Offlolon Kontragankt
PeA Tnangle LPT/R8250. the best Eve sem

399

Poe Triangle PTo

479

Prop« RPM658 c/w propel ann, ex. booed

299
799
199

Mused Felebty K. SACO es net, RELUCED TO
NAD C5411 re mot boxed

2699
199
399

MAIM CD3 ex

bowl

rn. MA80/14A100/14.4100 Pre/Pmeer x2 lovey corrno
L., Kern ( 1ate) and LK I00 pre pow... boxed
Lumley Reference 120 Monotaccks

599
1249

1499

Minden 555 par.
menew 505 Monobloch. ex boxed

.9

Trongle Cornet, ES. ex den,

329

899

699

Mention 205 Mcnoblocks,

499

',angle Texas 202. el boxed
0311. AUdn 0719.es darn

199
549

Role. Cana. I OlIO, n dm,
Rota 60971 n, remote

799

lencenege Tenn, 2

349

Wharfedale Dernond senes, var..

Cl

179

299

Prgect RP149e NEW. SAVE 0300

Rota 60991

299

Sony CDP333ES cute topPeder

299
329

Mums' Frdelrty 3a Prunes/1'150 eMner. es
Musical Fogerty 144.X50 &annotate.
Mumal Fleury Pre/TM...

299

Project Tube Box, ea
One« ehonobsx SE

Sony SCD7705, ex boxed

Call

TAG McLane, DP,A32r vath ono laser module
TEAC DV505 new hi warranty. tFIE BEST,

CO

NAM C002 rr man boxed s/n 219xxx
WA Trantparent Statement. n usted
Proceed P1)12.

Cal
I749

en. boxed

TEAG DV20 new the test at Is once

3399
149

999
194.4 72/13to Pre/Power c.09.
NAM 92/90 pre/poser ccenbo. n boxed
399
Pathos Loge, pat back horn UM serve.. ex boxed rem.. 1599
479
Prow. A20 rnt2,
tn. integrated

Art., 561 re man boxed
Hama, Kardon 11)970 DAEVFN New. uve Iamb

79

Mane. ST4000 ex

199
199

Maned 130 re men boxed
Natarnehr DR2 ex

Cral

Reg. Pie. 2/00250.080

149

Reg. Rena 309300, vgc

179
79

Cyrus . FUR, es boxed from

229

Rota 00970

PI 204/200/208. 5.1 Speakers
O 10001 970 Cd/anta ( see MEN renew) free owe nee,

399

299

Graham 94se %sects. Era Gokl/Devars combo, ex boxed
Gramm Sloe Reflex. customer return

599
Cd

514E 3009 boxed

I79

149

M Kagan 451135/0V22 new save bads

179

Note Slow& ex boxed

329

Quad 77 Integrated . woe 77 system remote
Quad 606. 606.2 and 707 Pgwer. each horn

349

Note Nova cabled order

379
749

06.501 referee 36.7.3
Nord. Blue /Maven RCA Irn

Cd
199

'borate TI,1601, boud
Thorens TD125/90.3009

Cd
349

99

Thera TD1600/Mayeare

249

299

Nordost FlIte Nelsen 12.11 0.6m

149

Tovesland (Me Mg led/Mearon 7741C

499

Nordost Shwa Mans 2m

139

Tram:teen SlabetoniVesbgal

799

TranscrIplors Hydraule Reference

649

59
349

Trareaptors Saturn. vgc
Tnchord Dee ex booed

349
199

449

Mean Renege Act/Act 2am ex

Quad 909 sueD sox
Ronson Kandy .43 meat . nmed
9otel 60995 superb preen, won system remote
Seem *2150. lloro less than ayear Ad

Gmed 042 the gee hytnd. Qad servrced 2005

149

TAG lecLaten 125rn mcnobbüs, te rent boxed
Lemon Research Mystery One Weeny RARGaoe

Dun 044 ex boxed

199

lesson Research 56 Integrated

89

Pure 701E5 ek booed

49

Quad 44 Preen. 405 and 405/2 Pow« amps from

Quad 34 Preen and 306 Pow« arnp.ead, hen

159
199

Chord Suet RCA lrn

379

Cd
399

Quad SO leteoblocas

Radio and recorders

Systems/Misc

2999

299
1199
999
899

699

Propct Headboa
Rae Dan portable DAB. new
QUAD 30/306 Pre/Pœser. re nee grey
IFAC Al /0101 - Amo/CD0 una

Teen. SL 110 wg

39

179

2499

... tel 0845 6019390 lo-call, or email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash

Call us before you trade in

Commission Sales too

VISIT OUR WEBSITE, OR CALL TO SPEAK TO A REAL PERSON TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10 TO 5-ISH

turntableworld!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...
Aesthetix, Clearaudio, Decent Audio, Dynavector. Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Roksan, Graham Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Trichord, Whest Audio and Wilson Benesch

...there is no better analogue decision
tumtableworld!

is at 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 7TE. Tel 01325 241888 or email newsetumtableworld.co.uk
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TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade lira wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

allb
T
.

_
UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

motors & power
supplies
for ALL
Upgrades
& replaces
belt drive turntables

"The single most important upgrade you can

ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT HI.F1?
SOUND MOO VISION

Structural Modification - £75
* ** **
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdedc, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order nos? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £199

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Advanced dc Motor Kit -£339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

by Rega) £ 124
Arm modifications normally returned within 1-3days

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit

www.originlive.com

TRUE FIDELITY SOUND FROM ENGLAND

0 400 WATTS OF CROFT POWER
8 iARD-WIRED TRANSVALVE n4
e

ROFT SILVER CAPACITORS
EICHMANN CABLE PODS TM

Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables

*ZERO OVERALL FEEDBACK
*17 .) MPONENT CIRCUIT
INFUW

•vv. • aVtt

CROFT AUDIOGRADE PSU
IRON

THE MASTER

CRAF TSMAN

GLENN

CROFT

London enquiries:
CROFT
+44 ( 0)208

201 9286

feadrian@audioflairco.uk
AtIN.'_NT audio

tel: + 44 ( 2)1746 716881/ 07792 420266 fax: + 44 ( 0) 121 681 8772

w , b:www.eminentaudic.co.uk •. audiognosisIteminentaudio.comk
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lincs

Audusa Eupen true ferrite
power cords

KINGSOUND
F
ULL R
ANGE
E
LECTROS
TATC

and interconnects

The new KS3000 is a
genuine 32Hz-24KHz
full ronge electrostatic
uncompromised by any
need for sub-woofers
and agreeably tolerant
of both amplifier
requirements and room
positioning.
At just £ 3,995, it's
also an 'affordable'
high-end loudspeaker
which offers quite
astonishing value.

Threshold amplification

You really owe it to
yourself to hear them.

@LIS.
oe 0 0 oLii
ACOUSTIC
SIGNATURE
Meticulous German
engineering at the heart
(and soul) of our vinyl
reference system.

LIKE NEW...
.NOTHING
LIKE THE
PRICE!

LUXMAI4
We'veheei taken [' bock by the powerful musicality
cuid eepisite subtiFy of the new Lu)q-non 1-509f
integrated amplifier. With comprehen§ve faciliàes,
MC/WA phonostage ond remoto control, Luxman
torve rkaimed their cown here ul he UK.

HORNING
The mighty Horning
Agathon - proof that
mal music reproduction
transcends mere hi-fi.
On permanent demo.

ACOUSTIC ZEN Si ver Ref Interconlects RCA 2mtr (£ 1,285) Mint £825
ACOUSTIC ZEN Hologram 2Spkr Ids 12ft Biwire (£ 1,195) Mint £/95
ART ST1 Inudspeakes. Black/slate tops (£2,500)
Superb £895
AUDION Sterling (E
L34) Integrox Volve Amplifier New Valves £645
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 Integrated Amplifier
New Valves £475
AUDIOSTATIC DO budspeokorsir block (£5,000) Mint, boxed £3295
BAI VT- 51S[ Pre-omp (£7,995)
Mint, boxed £3995
BAT VK-5i Pre-amp/Remote (£4,500)
Mint, boxed £1795
BAT VK-150SE Moneblocks (£' 5500)
Mint, cases £8995
BAT VK-P5 Phono stage
New, boxed £ 1395
B&W DM603 Mk2 Soeakers Block Ash
As new, boxed £395
CARDAS Golden Rokrence lndr RCA
Wit £595
CARY 3008 SE Monclocks (£2,750+)
Mint, boxed £1995
CAT SU 1Ptimate Pro-amp with phono stage
Mint, boxed £4195
CONRAD JOHNSON in Phone-rage (£2000)
Mint, boxed £795
CONSONANCE Ref : . 2Pre-amp (22,995)
b-clem, boxed £1995
CYRUS CD6 CD player
Mkt £525
EPOS FM'. 2Loudspeurcers. Cherry
Mint, boxed £295
GRAAF GAI608 In -grated Amp
As new, boxed £2795
HORNING Zeus. Few hours only(£2,500)
Lx-dem, mint £ 1395
KIMBER IC-lei Type Bag 1.6mtr ' pecker cables (£m) Unmorlei £895
LINN SONDEK1P12 er
o
mpoI
i
n ) - ire,' Origin Live Uhtc Umotor,
new eign lio Conqueror orm. (Value i:4,500)
Mint £2,995
MARANTZ CD6000 OSE CD Plcyer
Mint, boxerl £125
MICRO BENZ Glider MC Cartidge
New, boxeo £695
MYRYAD MP100/MA120 Pre/Pwr (Block)
Mint, boxed £695
ORIGIN LIVE Aurora t/t with Silver tik2 one (£ 1595)
New £1295
DEJAD ; LS57 ElectrcFotics
Superh £425
SHANLING CD-T100 :atest spec
Mint, boxed £1195
SPENDOR 59e Loudspeakers (Maple)
Boxed as new £2395
SME IV Tonearm (Les, than 12 nrs use)
Mint, boxed £895
SUMO Gold Volve Pre & 3008 P.isb/Pull moroblocks Serviced £ 1995
UNISON 5
.
2t Integrated valve cmp.
Becutiful, boxed £895
XTCCDT1LE CD Transport Remote coedi
As new, boxed £495

www.audiolincs.com

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers

LAT International
power cords,
Interconnects,
speaker cables

PHONE

GRANTHAM ( Al) LINCS

078 2192 5851

MOST CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY EXPORT SALES

01476 591090

www.audusa.com
sales@audusa.com
02082419826 or 02082640249
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K LAN Ccbcdc

High End Cable

Audio servicing
specialists,
upgrades available.

cal; Dave Jackson 01775 761880
or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

MADisouND

Skaaning
%tea op Loudspeakers

van den Hul

Fast/ex

ACOUSTIC PANFI.S

IsoTek
Stax earspeakers

vila
::=

Ortofon - Sumiko - Lyra

live music at home?

Previously owned
Free delivery worldwide on all

nterconnects.

e

furless

NeiRDOST

LPG

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0
Loud

siltech
spectral
spendor

seas
Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Acoustic Zen

Tel: 01264 323573

accuphase
arcam
Cyrus
dynaudio
focal jm lab
linn
nagra
naim audio
peak consult
proac

QUALITY

S

Black Rhodium

Sale of pre-owned
equipment.

SPEAKER

HIGHEST

AND ADVICE.

Nordost UK

Custom equipment designed
8. built in house.

www.dnm.co.uk

PARTS

PROVIDES

THE

Stereovox

Phase Linear 8. SAE
specialists.

transistor, valve, class A, AB,
SE, push-pull?

WITH

Chord Company

British. Japanese
8. American hi-fi
catered for.

amplifier sound is the key

BUILDERS

Too Loud

0

Way

Rothwell: 01204 366133
See the ex

scan-speaK

too Loud

It's a common problere The usable range on the
volume control is all diSwn at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noisdifloor may be audible too.
There is now a simpind effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attedeators. They can be used
with pre/power '
rated amps to cure the
problems of
' • gain and bring sonic
benefits, evert wite•
st experfstve equipment.
The cote is only £39 per pair delivered To order, call

www.re

47
1EMAIr

, MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
11[
11«.

8608 PO
UNIVERSITY
GREEN
BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S A
TEL 608-831.3433 FAX 608-831.3771
e-mail info@madisound corn
',Lob Page: htlpierwer maciLsound corn

or

e
wilipproducts.co.uk

nt reviews in Hi -Fi Ch. r.e., Hi -Fi World,

Hi- F Plus and on the web at www int-aucho.com

o

the audio room

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit:

2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH
tel

www.servicesound.com

01482 891375

vvvvvv.theaudioroom.co.uk
open mon sat 9a.m -6p.m

or phone Geoff on:

01424 216245

Specialists in Valve and
reel to reel tape recorders

udio Destinatioi
> devons aud,o speclallsts

NEW from Tannoy

Call 01884 243 584
Open mon - sat : 9am - 5pm
328 Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon, EX166AH
info@audiodestinationcauk Iwww.audiodestination.co.uk

wwwis
:y
u
n,ndciner gy.co.uk
C
s(pundci

çperrehsts on ho

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Herman Kordon,
Infinity, Linn, Marontz, Mordount Short,

NAD, Preect, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926
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CHOKING

The Old School

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

School Road, Bracon Ash
' Near Norwich, Norfolk

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

Basically Sound of Norfolk

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

www.basicallysound.com

Tel: ( 015115) 570829

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax. Teac, and others

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
IrilT
UBE
S
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
f

(215) 862-4870 • fox ( 215) 862-4871
Visit out website at:
Ittp://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatvryre.com

THE
CAME

comniny

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 16938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS
• Range of replacement drrve units from Seas, Volt,
Vita, Scanspeak. Peerless and Morel, for use in AR,
Gale, Heybrook. IMF, KEF. Mission, ProAc, Rogers Fostex
¡DL plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland MusiCap),
cables, damping and grille materials.
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.
FOSTEX

Drive Units
now available, including
the FE full r.inge sanies
with cabinet plans
available on rectum'

Phone today tor your FRE
FULL COLOUR Catalogue
or check out our wetesne.

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE96RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
WebSite: www.wilmslowaudlo.com
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MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • Mj Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hoos Moat Road
West Midlands 892 8JL
01121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West M dlands DYE 1AB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 5TD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
CoLnt, Durham DL) 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR
Written details on request • Licensed c,edit broker

home cinema, multi- room and

BADA

lighting. Home trials are available

CEOIA

for many products

O'Brien Hi-Fi

MUSIC
MATTERS

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS_

www.musicmatters.co.uk
Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road. London. 5W20 OTW
T 020 8946 1528/0331 E snop@obrienhilieom
Free parking • Five minutes Irons 63 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 0.30

Moon - Supernova

Sonus Faber - Domus
Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Cornpany

tez'

Creek • Drearnvisaon • Dynavector • Epos • Guityrire • Lyra
Krell • Marlin Logan • Michell • Moon • Neal • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Resort • Sonneteer
Somas Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a Est of no-dens & diaplay product

Chord - Cables
Ws are clemently
demonstrating the-,
stunning new proilucts.
Flame comm. tato
•rrangpe ademonstration.

Sugden - A2ISE Amp .9 CD

'Lockwood AudiW

Hear the difference with

VINTAGE GEAR

Join us at the High End Show, 1-2 April,
Park Inn, Heathrow.

AND RECORDS

"Improvements to the overall sense of realism

FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

were quite startling..." Hi -Fi News
"Superb"
Hi -Fi World
"Produces astonishing results"
"Extraordinarily convincing"

Hi -Fi

Hi -Fi Choice

"Indispensable for listening to music"
Stereo Sound, Japan
Make the most of your LP's, CD's,

www.lockwoociauclio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Hanwell on

-44(0) 20 8579 7755
•

or Fax 4.44(6) 20 8379 7156
mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

te ,

HIGH END SALE

Dynavector's SuperStereo

SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 ( 5895) or
Adp-3 (£ 1,495).
Info& sakes direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: 44 -I- ( 0)1202) 767873.
E-mail: dynavector(a onetel.com

,410(4s1
vassal www.web.onetel.com/-dynavector

KOETSU URUSHI GOLD
PATHOS LOGOS
JADIS DAB

amp

ARC SP- 16 ( w/ phono)

£1800
£1750
CALL
£1950

A/A MAESTRO 24/96 CD

£ 1050

M/LOGAN MOSAIC

£ 1100

COPLAND ( various)
TRANSPARENT ULTRA

CALL

Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

Pinewood

Lister'. Carefully
Calm and intelligent equipment demonstrations for lovers of all types of music

The free AYRE information pack containing everything you need to
know about this astonishing audio equipment is just a phone call way.
lrelephc:brie 020 844-7 84.85
http://vvvvvv_listencarefully.co_uk/
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NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
ni- fi by enthusiasts

DRIVERS:

Below

• ATC

is just

asmall setection of

some of the exciting products we offer
a- AUDAX
>>

The Apollo is the
latest player to come
from British firm
Rega Building on
the strengths of its
predecessor, the

ETON

• FOSTEX
» LPG

»-

MAX FIDELITY

• MOREL

PEERLESS

»- SCAN- SPEAK

»- SEAS

• SILVER FLUTE
• VIFA

VISATON

- USED BY THE

refinement ana it: build guality is quite astonishing for a
player costing just £850
The £695 Conso-

LOUDSPEAKER

nance CD 120 Linear is the player
we've wished for for
many years. It uses

MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

anon oversarmling fineness design which always produces
athrillingly involving performance with exceptional speed and
realistic dynamic contra -,ts

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

The £ 750 Heart CD6000
is structurally based
upon a Maiantz CD

player to listen to.

'

The £ 1,250 Unico
COP is ajoy to use
both for its valve
output/upset-Wing

SOLEN

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

sound quality but also for its superb build and finish quality.
The £ 1.250
Cairn Fog
V2.0 may
not yet be
that well
known in the

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450 443 4949
Email* solentOsolen.ca
vvvvvv.solen.ca

ctronics
Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site
RIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the
best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: Active & Passive, Components, Accessories,
New LS3/5A type Crossovers & Components
PLUS P.A./Professional Sound Equipment
Speaker Repairs also available — Contact for details.
Dedshete back in stock

COMPONENTS
sOLE \ Pols props lene capacitors. 0.1mEd. to 100mFd.
NEM Values:- 3.OmFd 400v 5'/. &9.1mEd 250% 2.5%
Polyester and Polyearbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1mFd, to lOrnEd.
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors (Non-Polar);
50v, 100v &Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd.
FALCON Custom-wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard High Power, Super Power, Super-Super Power
SIRCORED 0.56 - I.25mm wire; IRON DUST. 1mm wire
I
UPE!)
CTORS:- 0-10mH in ImH steps & 0-ImH in 0.lmH steps
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Builder. Audio Amateur & Glass Audio.
plus the Audio Anthology Set,
Altogether 50+ books and Audio .Amateur's magazine year sets.
2001 to 2004 sear sets on CD- RoriB

Focal Unit Range
on

Web site - available

in . pif format

Arange of Falcon Designed and Manufactured
Units coming later this rear.
8inch - 15 inch12 inch and 15 inch on Die-cast Magnesium Chassis.
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price list PL32: Just send alarge S.A.E.
(47p stamp) or USS3 bill overseas, Europe USS2 bill, 2or 3
International Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:- ( Dept HEN) Falcon Components
Ltd Unit 12 Danigate Industrial Estate, Damgate Lane, ACLE,
Norwich, Norfolk. NRI3 3D.I Tel ( 0)1493 7511D0 Fax (0)1493 751155
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Audio Note M3 Pre Amps ( photo)
f2750
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
£ 1,495
Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre-amp
£ 395
Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp & PSU
£595
Mark Levinson 326S Pre-amp
EPOA
Mark Levinson ML32 Ref. Pre Amp with phono
£8500
Meridian GO2
£ 1095
Musical Fidelity F25 Pre Amp
£ 545
Musical Fidelity 3A Pre Amp
£ 175
Nalm NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
£ 595
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
£ 1,395
Rotel RC - 995 Pre Amp
£ 295
A IIIPLIIPIIIR S

UK but if you're ir, the market for aplayer at this level then
you really must here this. It has superbly extended and well
defined frequency extremes combined with great imaging.

hifp://www.falcon-acoustics.cauk

Audio Physics Tempo Speakers
£ 795
B&W John Bowers Active Speakers
f495
B&W Silver Signature 30 Speakers
(very rare. retail £ 7,000)
£3,995
Eltax Liberty 5x floor slanders
£ 140
Kef Concord Speakers
£ 150
Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £ 5.700)
£2,950
Martin Logan CLSII Brand new panels just fitted £1995
Mordaunt-Short MS3-30 Speakers
f95
Orchid IWO Speakers
£2,795
Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint £9995
Spica TC 50 Speakers
£ 275
al-AMPS

player. Heart fit ahigh quality valve output stage and tweak
many aspects of the design resulting in afulsome sound with

ef
t
eel

Price List & Unit Specs FREE

PIONEER REFERENCE SYSTEM
C-73 Pre-amp/M-90a Power amp/PD93
CD Player/ CT- 91a Cassette deck
Only £ 2495
SPEAKERS

imbues the sound with great

MOST DISCRIMINATING

Web

Main dealer for
7anno) ,Prestige Speakers

Planet. it reveals more information and places each instrument or voice in its own acoustic space which is a rare trait to
find on a plavei priced at just £ 498.

already received in the
press, its valve output stage

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

e

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OUJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwwhift-stereo.com

Shanling CDT-80 well
deserves the accolades its

• VOLT

INDUCTORS

Heat erdale
audio limited

The Consonance
CD2.2 Reference
Linear is similar in
approach to the CD120
linear featured above
and takes the design
many stages further, It
uses a6H30 triode output stage and has an air of refinement
above most players at its £ 1,395 price tag whilst offering the
exceptonal dynamics and energy this type of design allows.
Shanling CDT- 100 is a
modern day classic
Not
only is, it a work of art but rt
also produces a mid band
with superb delicacy: £1.850
The £ 2,850 Resolution Audio Opus
21 CD player is split into 2half width
boues to separate the power supply
and noisy circuits from the audio
.nages.
This player ha, a very open and any
presentation with quite stunning
speed and imaging capabilities.
If you' eafter the abso)ute best
performance from CD then we
strongly recommend auditioning
the Audio Note ..ange it DAC's.
These trend setting model', use
aone time.; oversampang,
fineness design and in our opinion offer an unmatchec musical
performance, with dynamk.s and energy that make the CD
become a senously enjoyable format. Prices range from just
£1,600 up to astate of : he art £ 36,500
We also offer arange et suitable transports. starting with the
superb Talk Electronics Thunder ( pictured top right) for
£1,000.
For the best possible performance with any two box system,
we recommend using the £ 200 Chord Signature Digital
cable whim we feel is one the finest digital cables available.
Come and visit us at the Heathrow High
Fidelity Shcw on the 1-2 April 2006
where well be demonstrating and

Accuphase A20V class A amp
(as new, retails £4.000)
£2,500
Advantage Integrated Amp
£ 1,295
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
£ 5,495
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.
Brand new ( retails £ 28,000)
£ 15,000
Audio Research D130 power amp
£ 995
Denon POA - 3ch
£ 275
Mark Levinson 20.5 Reference Amps
£ 4495
Meridian GO2 pre amp
£ 1295
Musical Fidelity P270 power amp
£ 395
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp
£ 1,095
Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp
£ 345
Quad II Power amp with 22 pre- amp & Tuner
£ 795
Rotel RC995 balanced remote control pre-amp with 200
watt FIB 991 power amp
£ 650
Sirius ( Gamut 2) power amp upgraded
to latest spec
£ 1.795
D PLAYERS

6. TRANSPORTS

Audiophase DP75 CD Player
£2995
Denon DCD 590
£ 60
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
£3,995
Mark Levinson 390s
EPOA
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU
£895
Sonic Frontier Transport 3
£ 1995
MISCELLANEOUS
Accuphase P/1200 mains regenerated
£3500
Selection of AudioTekne Cables and accessories
at unbeatable prices .
Phone for details
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 1m pair (ex demo) ... £ 450
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 2m pair (ex demo) . . . £ 695
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner
£60
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) .. £17.50
URNTARLES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARMS
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£
2,995
Blue Pearl (
the prototype) with gold plated SME V . £9995
Project 6.9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £600)
£425
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)
£375
RS Laboratory RS- A1 with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £ 850)
£595
SME Series V Tonearm Mint/Boxed
£ 1195
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,500)
£ 995
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years'
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL

displaying a wide variety of puns1 stereo

WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD

equipment.

VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

Ooen 9.30 te 5 30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email:

Tel:

N OTEWCRTHY A UDIO
36 Buckincham Street. Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.

Evenings

—

VISA :'

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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Listen Carefully

V.,,e

fir
0
•

Calm and intelligent equipment demonstrations for lovers of all types of music

Why not leave your mobile in the office and hide away here for a few hours listening to your
choice of music - and mine too if you wish - through equipment delivering astonishingly
realistic musical performance?
Just image munching biscuits, stroking my cats ( optional!) and perhaps most importantly,
rediscovering yourself. It's yours for the asking.

Premier Audio
Now demonstrating
Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Tram:poet, Plintos CD Lad &

I

1
2

250 Pouer, Verity Fidelo & Sonos Eater Speakers. Siliech
Cables, botch Sub Station, IODA Equipment Stands
Audio Aren. Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & PCM er, Pink
Triangle CD- Amp. Marini Logan - Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcaci Equipment Stand. lunch Sub Station PS

AMO ay nun,. Audit 1"11_. 4.
Ando, ,
Atro,lic ..
DCS - Korn - Minim - Siltet-h - Arcici - RDA - Pink Inangle
Avid Turntables - Project - (Moron - Van den Hull - Mirage

1
P/X unicome 'Home dernonstrantm

quoéseiection of S/gand

We are '
Weems J39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 — Cohn Grundy

mackists of: AR(' -\% 1 • In NM \ • EPOS • LINN • LOEA1F:
•MICROMEGA • \ ) 11 \ IDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•BOYD • SHAMA! \\ • 11 • l % MAIM & MORE

n iaeiit yY

'I high

atc
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m+k
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
primare
sme
spendor
runco

I
pswic

indecently good hi-fi

Street. Ilanipton Wick. Kingston upon Thames,
sorres Kl 1411.% Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

fax ( 01473)
W W W.

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, EAR. and others.

sign Is

'CARTRIDGE MAN smus GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

Plus cartridge re-tipping service

hi-fi for grown

01473,

55171

Web Site:

Email:

www.cartridgeman.com

thecartridgemangbtinternet.com

.55172
ii:enesignals ::igna
uk.co

020 8688 6565

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01 992 653999 MOBILE:07860 511111
FULL LIST & PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
SOLID STATE
ARCM SOLO CD,DAB/I-M/AMP
SONUS FABER MUSICA INTEGRATED
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-100
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 5B
AVI S2000 PRE AMP & SYSTEM REMOTE
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-300
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1/SCD-1
'THE ALCHEMIST PRE AMP
'THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
THE ALCHEMIST'MONOBLOCS
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
CLASSE CP-60 2BOX REM PRE
CLASSE CA-400 POWER AMP
DPA 50S PRE/POWER/CABLES
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP
C. JOHNSON PER .REMOTE PRE
ROKSAN L-2 PRE AMP

MINT/BOXED . . £695
MINT/BOXED. £1250
BOXED ... £275
EXCLT .. £2495
EXCLT/BOXED ... £375
NEW/BOXED ... £995
MINT/BOXED... £895
MINT/BOXED ... RING
EXCLT .. £3750
EXCLT . £2750
EXCLT ... RING
MINT.. £
2895
MINT .. £1695
VGC. . RING
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
MINT .. £2795
MINT/BOXED .. £1795
EXCLT . £395

CD/SACD/DVD

ARCAM SOLO CD/DAB/AM/FM/AMP
MINT/BOXED.. . £695
DENON OVO Al
MINT . . £795
PERP.TECH P1 -A/P3-NPSU SIG- 2
BRAND NEW .. £1895
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD
MINT/BOXED.. . £495
PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
SONY SCD-1
MINT/BOXED .. £1850
WADIA-8 TRANSPORT
EXCLT £1450
PRIMARE V-25 OVO (£ 1000)
EX DISPLAWBOXED ... £595
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT
&FORSEITI DAC/REMOTE VOL
REDUCED .. £1595
TECHNICS Z- 1000/X1000 TRANS/DAC
REDUCED.. £1595
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED .. £1695
AUDIOMECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT
EXCLT. . £575
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS (£6800)
MINT/BOXED. £2850
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MINT/BOXED ... £375
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£ 1450)
MINT/BOXED ... £495
TEAC P-500 TRANSPORT
MINT. . £375
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£ 1000 TRICHORD MODS)
REDUCED ... £795

VALVE AMPS
ROGUE
ROGUE
ROGUE
ROGUE
ROGUE

MAGNUM 99 REMOTE PRE (PHONO STAGE)
MAGNUM STEREO 90 POWER AMP
MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
88 STEREO POWER AMP
TEMPEST MAGNUM 1NT.(£2800)

MINT/BOXED .. £1495
MINT/BOXED .. £ 1295
MINT/BOXED. . £995
MINT/BOXED. . £995
EX. DEM . . £ 1895

EAR 834P MM/MCNOLUME
MINT. . £425
GRAAF 5G/50 POWER AMP
MINT.. £ 1395
AUDION REFERENCE PRE AMP & PHONO SMGE . NEW OLD STOCK £995
CROFT M'CRO A-11 & PHONO STAGE (REVALVED) . EXCLT/BOXED ... £395
AUDIO INN 1X00 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S
MINT/BOXED. . £ 1250
LUMLEY M-120 MONOBLOCS (CHROME)
M1NT/BOXED. £ 1695
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
MINT/BOXED . £ 1595
JADIS DEFY- 7POWER AMP
EXCLT .. £2995
EMIT .. £595
UNISON RESEARCH C-511EMOTE PRE/MM,MC

VINYL
ORIGINAL LP-12/BASIK ,..1N
EXCLT ... £395
LP- 12 VALHALLA/CIRKU:l/AKITO/CORUS BLACK
M1NT/BOXED .. £695
LP-12NALHALLA/BASIK +/CARTRIDGE
EXCLT. £450
LP-12/VALHALLA
VGC... £350
LINN AXIS•BASIK+/CARTRIDGE
MINT/BOXED . £295
ALPHASOK SONATA/PUMA-100S MCS/GRADO
BOXED.. £1150
NOTES ANA.SPACE.DECIVGRAPH. PLAT.
MINT/BOXED ... £950
CLEARAUCIO CHAMP LE9. l& UNIFY ARM ...... (£2250 ) .. £ 1595
ROKSAN/ GOGNOCENTVPSU/R8-300/CAFIT
MINT/BOXED ... £795
ROGUE AUDIO STEALTH PliDNO STAGE MM/MC (MOO)
EX.DEM
.£395
LE IMAN BLACK CUBE SE e650)
NEWBOXED
£450

LOUDSPEAKERS
HORNING AGATHONS
LOVELY COND
.TBA
KEF 04 FLOORSTANDERS
MINT/BOXED
.£275
SNELL TYPE All
EXCLT/BOXED
£2750
CURA CA- 3D B.EYE MAPLE
MINT/BOXED
£1095
CURA CA-21 B.EYE MAPLE
MINT
.£695
£1150
TDL REFERENCE MONITORS (WALNUT)
DIGIT
TRINITY AUDIO TRIDENT
£695
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM3 (£9500)
DIDEM. £5750
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOHINGA WOOD (SUPERB).
EX OEM .. £ 1250
TANNOY BERKLEYS REFURBISHED
EXCLT. . £995
A.R.T PRECISION- 2PIANO BLACK
MINT/BOXED. £3250
LINN SARA'S
MIMF/BOXED ... £495
LINN KANS
EXCLT
TBA
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS (RARE)
MINI/BOXED £ 1695
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS (RIBBON)
M'NT £750
PROAC STUDIO 150 (YEW'
REDUCED. £895
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD
BRAND NEW/BOXED .. £1195
KELLY KT- 3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED . £750
MIRAGE Mini
£2750
MIRAGE BPS-20 SUB .
TBA
SNELL CMKN
EXCLT . £1293
AUDIONOTE ARE ROSEWOOD
£795
CASTLE AVON
EXCLT • . £375

CASTLE HOWARD- 2BEECH
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD
REL STORM
A.ENERGY.ASW FB110 SUB

EXCLT .
EXCLT .
GC .
NEW/BOXED...

£650
£495
£395
£350

INTERCONNECTS
NORDOST MOONGLO DIGITAL 1METRE
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 1METRE
INCA DESIGN 1METRE
RENAISANCE 2METRE XLR
TBA
RENAISANCE 2METRE RCA
TBA
RENAISANCE 1METRE SIGNATURE RCA
TBA
HOVLAND GEN3 1M XLR
£275
MISSING LINK CRYO 0.5 METRE XLR
£125
JPS LABS SUPER CONDUCTOR 1METRE ViBTS
£125
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF. 3.5 METRE XLR REDUCED £1195
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1METRE RCA
£650 0
XL0 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM/NEW
£225
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£450
N/UODIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£395
A.R.T INTERCONNECTS
RING

LOUDSPEAKER
OPA BLACK 164 X4.5M LOCK/PLUGS
£895
NORDOST FLATLINE BI-WIRE
OED XT-350 4.5 METRE PAIR/AIR LOCS
MIT 350 3METRE PAIR
RENAISANCE 4METRE PAIR
£995
DIAMOND - HI 2X3METRE PAIRS (NEW)
EACH £750
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET LONG .... BOXED AS NEW £795
PS AUDIO 0-STREAM 3METRE BI-WIRE
£750
NIRVANA SL 2.3 METRE PAIR REDUCED .... BOXED AS NEW £450
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIR SILVER SPADES NEW £225
CHORD CO.RUMOUR 24METRE EX.DIS
A.R CABLE
RING

SONOS EUTE 4SHELF
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100
TARGET R-2 SILVER
TARGET R-2 BLACK
ATACAMA R-274 (£275)

STANDS

EACH ... £295
EX DEM £ 149
NEW £199
NEW ... £195
NEW £275
NEW £250
REDUCED... £195
REDUCED ... £195
MINT/BLACK ... £ 195
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The

Market

For sate
Linn
amp,

Kairn

pre- amp

former

and

Klout

top- of- the- range

power

amplifier

combination from Linn Products, Kairn has
m-m/m c phono stage and original factoryfitted Brilliant SMPS, Klout built into slid billet
of alloy, good condition with original boxes,
manuals, remote and leads, £ 850 each ono,
Tel: 07973 795608 ( South London) [ X]
dCS Purcell D- D upsampler, this is the original
Audiophile

16/44.1- to- 24/192

upsampling

converter, Dual AES output, superb £ 2500, dCS
Delius D- A converter, bettered only by the dCS
Elgar, 24/192- capable with dCS unique Ring DAC
£3500, both units owned since new, near mint
condition, all original boxes, remote, manuals
etc. Tel: 07973 795608 ( South London) [ X]
Mark Levinson 335 power amp, recent
overhaul by Madrigal, boxed £ 3600, excellent
condition Tel: 07796 545031 [ CDFOC]
Shan Shimna speakers with matching stands
£160, Croft Super Micro A MK4 valve m- m
preamp £ 300, Sound Factory tripod stands,
three shelves £ 40 Tel: Alex 02380 225239 or
email: apmfanoc.soton.ac.uk [ CDFOC)
Boulder 500AE stereo power amplifiers, two
for sale £ 2000 each, £ 3800 both, new £ 6000
each, boxed, instructions, immaculate, rare
opportunity, superb sound and condition, Audio
Research interconnect 9 x metres £ 200 cost
£1000 Tel: Bob on 01604 720122 [ CDFOC]
AVC AISR £750ono, Pioneer DV- 757A1 E120ono,
Quad 606 amp E75ono Tel: 01253 892777 [AC17)
Tannoy Canterbury 15HE £4000, 1RRP £ 85001,
Tannoy ST- 200 supertweeter £ 450, ( RRP £ 950)
REL Strato Ill sub- woofer £ 250 ( RRP £ 5501,
Nordost Red Dawn 2m single speaker cable
£200, banana plugs attached RRP £ 530 Tel:
07764 156157 [ DCFOC]
Complete

System

DSC

Verdi

La

Scala

(Upsampling SACO Transport) & DCS Elgar
DAC plus ( stereo to digital convertor) HiFi
Choice review ' the best digital audio player in
the world', unused & boxed, retail £ 19000, sell
for £ 7500, Classe Omega Mk3 2box pre- amp,
unused & boxed, retail £ 13500 sell for £ 4900,
ATC

SCM100

ASL

speakers,

piano

black,

unused & boxed, retail £ 9500, sell for £ 4500,
3 x PS Audio Regeneration power plants, 2 x
PS 1200s, unused & boxed, 1xPS300, pristine,
very slight use, retail £ 11000, sell for £ 3600
Tel: Hugh on 01224 484470 [ CDFOC]
Classe Delta System, unused &

boxed,

comprising of Class Delta CDP-100 CD player,
CP-500 CO player, CP-500 pre- amp & 2 CAM400 power amps, retail £ 14000, sell for
£6500, focal JM Lab 25'^ Anniversary Electras
BE937 speakers, only 300 manufactured, 5of
which are in UK, finish in classic, unused &
boxed, retail £ 3900, sell for £ 2000, 2 x B&W
Subs, Model ASW 750s, 12 inch, cherry, 1000
watts, unused & boxed, retail £ 2500, sell for
£1100 Tel: Hugh on 01224 484470 [ CDFOC]
Selection of high end cables for all of the
above ( most unused & boxed) Atlas Electra
Interconnects, Atlas Ichor speaker cable,
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The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

Harmonic Technology FantaCy AC10 & PRO-

perfect condition, high end pre- amp, buyers

AC11 CL's power cords, Magic Link One,
Pro-Silway MKII & Truth- Link Interconnects,

welcome to test amp at my home, cost £ 4000
new, selling for £ 1800 contact James on 020

Kimber Cable, Audio Cable & Rumour Cables,
retail approx £ 10000, sell at 1/3 of price Tel:
Hugh on 01224 484470 [ CDFOC]

8240 6183 or jadedwardsfarnac.com ECEFOC]
Pair Shanting SP-80 mono block valve amps, as

GRAAF GM50B,
highly acclaimed valve
integrated amplifier, vast soundstage and

Prologue Two integrated valve amp, superb sound,
mint condition £650 Tel: 02380 224003 [ BD17]

tremendous musicality, 6months old, little

Proceed

use, boxed as new, black finish. £ 2795 ovno

1E50001

email:steve-byrnefdritlworld.com

Theta Dreadnaught 3 channel x 200w £ 2899
1E50001 black, owned from new, mint, email:

Tel:

01638

602319 ( Home) 07956 222919 ( Mobile) 01638
731888 ( Work) [ CDFOC]
Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A interpolating
upsampler/DAC/PSU's £ 725,
Marantz
CD
17MK11-KI ( unused part of package system
purchase) £ 575, demonstrations with pleasure

new condition, superb sound £ 1150, Prima Luna

AVP
mint,

preamp
Audio

processor £ 1200

Synthesis

DAX £ 499,

harnfieldlahotmail.com Tel: 07961 536232 Tel:
07961 536232 ECEFOC]
Krell KSA200B £18001£54001one of the best power
amplifiers, owned from new, mint, Krell KRX Active
Crossover £ 599 upgraded with Black Gate capacitors

(Mid Derbyshire) Brian 01773 831830 [AC17]
Krell KSA50 power amp £800, Audio Research
SP8 valve pre- amp £ 650, Marantz CD17 K1

by Jon Cheadle, email: harnfieldahotmail.com Tel:
07961 536232 ECEFOC]
Tact Audio 2.2 RCS room correction pre- amp,

Signature CD player £ 550, all boxed, excellent

full spec unit with DAC etc, makes everything

condition Tel: ( 01224) 826372 evenings [ CDFOC]
Conrad- Johnson Premier B mono valve amps,

fall into place, rave reviews everywhere
£2250ono Tel: 029 20235881 ( day) 07770

300W/ch, recently fitted GE6550 valves, one of

227998 ( mobile) [ CDFOC]
Wadia 301 CD player £ 1875 (£ 3650), Music

the greatest amps, stunning sound £ 7500ono,
Conrad Johnson Premier 16Ls valve pre- amp,
superb sound, one of the greatest pre- amps

First Audio passive pre- amp £ 950 (£ 1500),
Hegel power amplifier 150wpc £ 875 1£25001,
Linn LP12 turntable, afromosia, no arm £ 295,

£3995ono, all in excellent condition, boxed
with manuals, very reluctant sale, genuine

American Acoustic Developments E 48 slim,

reasons Tel: Rod on 01462 700536 [ CDFOC]
HiFi for sale, second system, Accuphase DP-

3- way floor standing speakers £ 1951E6001 Tel:
01202 767873 ( Dorset) [ CDFOC]

75V Precision 24/196 upsampling disc player,
email for Stereophile report, 18 months
light use, Rolls Royce build quality £ 3950,

Audiophile APS pure power regenerator with

Accuphase DG28 digital voicing equaliser with
leads, plug in remote, mike, tunes the room/
recording in the digital domain 1/6'" octave
20hz-20khz, 4 presets £ 1950, serious fun,
Accuphase DP- 70-V exceptional build 52lbs
wt analogue sound £ 1250, Accuphase t108
FM tuner, remote £ 550, ProAc Response 2s,

battery backup £ 1595 mint (£ 2100), Accuphase
P- 55V £ 1750 mint (£ 2950). Accuphase E-307
integrated 100 WPC with DAC10 board & AD9 board £ 2400 mint (£ 4000), Accuphase PS1200V regenerator £ 3500 mint (£ 5950), Audio
Note CDT one CD Transport, silver £ 550 mint
(£1000), Monarchy Model 22B DAC with Dip
£525(£1300), Finite Elemente HD12 £ 2750 mint
1E40501 contact: barakalaeurope.com [ CDFOC]

good condition, very natural, Conrad Johnson
Premier 11 valve power amp, 70wpc, recently

Marantz SACD1 £ 1500ono, Stax SRM007T and
head speaker, cost £ 2800) accept El 000ono, Denon

revolved £ 1295, Cardas Golden Ref 1.5m rca,

AVC AISR E750ono, Pioneer DV- 757A1 £ 120ono,

mint £ 600, Cardas Gold Ref 0.5m xlr £ 300,

Quad 606 amp £ 75ono Tel: 01253 892777 [CDFOC]

Synergistic Research digital XLR with active

Audio Innovations S-700 £ 375, NVA TI5 £ 375,

shield and power coupler special £ 550ono,
Audionote SPX Ref silver cables 4 x 17 metre

Conrad Johnson MV- 55 £ 750, Avondale Zeta
mono's £ 250, Camelot Dragon Jitter Buster
£175, Meridian 501.2 £ 275, Pink Triangle

pairs £ 250 p.p. Siltech Octopus Schuko
high power mains dist. with 4 shuko plugs,
removes noise prone 13amp fuses £ 350 email:
philngilfaaol.com Tel: 01706 813987 / Mobile
07780 698650 [ CDFOC]
AVI S2000MC CD player, S2000MI integrated
amplifier, S2000MT11 FM tuner, seven band
receiver, pair Biggatron speakers, stands
unique four glass shelves mahogany, Atacama
speaker stands, Philosophy and Curion cables
and interconnects £ 2250ono Tel: 01326 378611,

ventricle speakers, external c/overs £ 300,
Cary CAD 300B £ 800, Quad 33 303 £ 95, Proac
Studio 150 £ 800 Tel: Carl 07765 015045/email:
carldebruynefaaol.com [ CDFOC]
T * A V10 integrated amp £ 1800, Advantage
S-100 integrated amp 100wpc £ 1000, Linn
LP12, Wok LV11 arm, Karma cartridge £ 650,
NHT subwoofer system, Active Crossover,
250watt mono amp £ 600, NHT amplifiers 250w
monoblocks £ 400 Tel: 020 8531 5979 ECEFOC]

email: bobatpamspenrynfaaoLcom [ CDFOC]
T + A V10 integrated amp £1800, Advantage

Micro Utopia Be, mint pair of Micro Utopia Be

S-100 integrated amp 100wpc £ 1000, Linn
LP12, Ittok LV11 arm, Karma cartridge £ 650,

so moving to asmaller place therefore selling

NHT subwoofer system,

co.uk or call 07921 044254 with offers [ K0341
Proceed AVP preamp processor £ 1200 (£ 5000)

Active

Crossover,

250watt mono amp £ 600, NHT amplifiers 250w
monoblocks £ 400 Tel: 020 8531 5979 ECEFOC]
DNM Twin C pre- amp with six power supply,

speakers that are 6months old, Iam relocating
some of my kit, please email zijafferjilayahoo.

mint,

Audio

Synthesis

DAX £ 499,

Theta

Dreadnaught 3channel x200w £ 2899 1E50001

black, owned from new, mint Tel: 07961 536232
email: harnfieldfahotmail.com [ BD17]

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 300 integrated amp,

Tel: 07966 267404 ( Essex( [ CD14]

separate

ex..cond.

Pathos Classic one integrated amp Mk2 £ 800,

Krell KSA200B £1800 ( E5400) one of the best
mint,

£2050 ( E40001, Michell Gyrodec S.E. 2yrs old,
Rega RB300, Ortofon MC20, ex.cond. £ 750,

BAT VKD 5 valve CD player £ 2000, Musical
Fidelity Xcans headphone amp £ 75, Denon
TU260L tuner £ 30, all mint Tel: Ian 020 8517
0253/07905 320220 ( Essex) ( CD14)

power amplifiers,

owned

from

new,

PSU,

156/500,

MM/MC,

Krell KRX Active Crossover £ 599 upgraded

delivery possible Tel: 01278 793886 evenings

with Black Gate capacitors by Jon Cheadle
Tel: 07961 536232 email: harnfieldfahotmail.

(Somerset) [ CE17]
Chord CPM 2600 integrated amp, silver, boxed

com [ BD17]
Maim CDX £ 1250, NAC82 £ 1250, NAP250 £ 900,

with remote, beautiful sound, additional power

Hi- Cap £ 350, all 4yrs old, unmarked with

amps can be added for Bi-amping, bargain
£1900, call Dave 020 8641 3911 eves ( Sutton,

boxes, Naim Hydra power cord ( new £ 1801
£100, Chord Anthem interconnect for Naim

Surrey! [ CE17]
Meridian 500 Transport, excellent condition

(new £ 240) £ 125. Tel: 07795 552220 [ XFOC]

with remote, manual, boxed £ 375, Sugden

Nordost

Blue

Heaven

speaker

cables,

5m, spades, new in box £ 390, Blue Heaven
interconnects 0.5m, RCA, new, £ 45, El Dorado
power cable,

1.5m £ 140,

£280 Tel: 020 8661

JR149

speakers

5329 or email zhuo_

dengahotmail.com [ CE171
Velodyne DD- 15, black, pristine 1E28001 £ 1600,
Castle Speakers ( all deluxe Yew!, Harlech S2,
mint ) E13001 £ 700, Avon VGC (£ 800) £ 350, Bastion
mint 1E3301 £ 200, Sony TA-VA777ES Audiophile

Pair VV302 valves, plenty of life left £ 60, the

Bijou Headmaster pre- amp, excellent condition

Head MC transformer £ 240, Technics SL150
TT, SME 3with Shure VXMR plus spare stylus

£325 with remote, manual, boxed Tel: 01793
490968 Mobile 07941 419196 ECE171

v.g.c. buyer collects £ 230 Tel: 01903 247779

Shahinian

(Sussex( [ CD14]
Audio Synthesis Dax 2 ( Bat) £ 995, Theta
DSpre ( DAC/PRE) ( 6k) £ 895, Musical Fidelity

cherry finish (£ 4000 new) reluctant sale £ 1750

Surround 1£15001 £ 500 Tel: 07747 093672 [ CE17)
Chord Btu CD transport £ 2750, ( E41951,

ovno, Russ Andrews purifier, black with 16amp
Reference powercord (£ 567 new) £ 325 inc.

Chord DAC64 Mk2 £ 1350, ( E19951, Sonus
Faber Cremona speakers in maple £ 2950,

F15 £ 895, Theta Pro- Gen Ill £ 795 Tel: 07966
267404 ( Essex) [ CD14]

delivery Tel: 07795 552220 ( W,. Midlands( ECE171
Logan CLS II £2295, BAT VK31 £ 1195, Theta
DS Pre (£ 62001 £ 895, Levinson 336 110k) few

(E5000), REL Storm Ill sub- woofer in cherry
£425, ( E9001, Pure DRX701ES DAB tuner

Spendor BC1s, teak, very good condition, inc,
stands £ 250 Tel: 020 8866 2959 [ CD14]

Obelisk

loudspeakers,

beautiful

marks £ 2995, Rowland model 5 £ 1695 ( E6000)

£95, ( E250).
All items as new,
Tel 0787 9816151 ( Yorkshire) [ CD14]
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The Market
£875, CR4E £ 375, Ortofon Kontrapunkt ' a'
£225, Merlin SP cables Scorpian bi-wire 3.5 m

old - £ 4995, Pass Labs X600 monoblocks
(£16500), mint - £ 5950, Wilson Sophia

ono also pair original OLN one speakers with

£125, Wanted: Sony Mini Disc MDS-SA333ES
Tel: 01474 326220 [ 01750]

Tel: 07795173094 [ DE14]

Usher

Compass

CP730

floor

standing

speakers, rosewood finish, mint condition with
boxes, stunning looks and sound quality £ 485

speakers (£ 11995), mint with crates - £ 6250.

stands £ 150ono Tel: 01773 826170 [ 08]

Clearlight Audio Aspekt rack, three shelves,

Halcro DM- 10 1E119951, year old - £ 5500,

Classé 30 pre- amp (£ 1800) £ 450 v.g.c. Arcam

black with cherry legs, very good condition

Hatcro DM- 38 (£ 13995), year old - £ 7250, EMM

A32 integrated amp, as new, boxed (£ 1200) £ 850,
Spendor S6e speakers, as new, boxed (£ 1495)

£300 Tel: 01592 772806 [ 081

Labs CDSD/DCC2 (£ 13500), latest with USB -

JM Lab Cobalt A/video system Technik finsh 816

£8995, BAT 150SE (£ 15500), valve monoblocks

B&W Nautilus cherrywood 803 loudspeakers,

CC800 SR800 SW8W complete £ 1000, email:
baskmediaancom Tel: 07768 487770 [ 08]

Chord SPM 600

SCM1

Meridian M2's in rosewood with stands, leads

boxed, very clean lucid sound, 130 watt/ch

and

Talk Electronics Hurricane 5 pre- amp with

30db gain, cost £ 2400 new, sell for £ 1050 Tel:
07725 583743 [ DF17]

Whirlwind 2power supply, boxed, immaculate
£375 Tel: 07729 620621 [ 08]

Audionote AN-E/spe-HE speakers, lovely finish
+ stands £ 1495 ( E4600 new), Tube Technology

PMC DB1+ speakers, two months old, as new £445
ono, AVI Lab Series integrated amplifier, also

Genesis valve monoblocks £ 1295, Audio Research
CD1, boxed with manual £ 795 Tel: Jonathan on
01444 892157 or 07944 182376 [ DE14]

£850 Tel: 01491 613760 ( Oxford area) [ 08]
loudspeakers,

speaker,

Linn

HTM2 centre channel

AV5103

System

Controller,

Klout ( 2) CO/OVO amp LK242 amp AV5150
Active lsobarik bass speaker. Classé 1,
Chord Odyssey speaker cabling, immaculate
condition, original boxes, sell £ 17500 Call
Steve on 07870 222770 [ D1250]
Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC £ 600, Musical

101B pre in stunning condition £ 500,

- £ 6750. Tel: 07795173094 [ DE14]
power amp,

black,

mint,

Fidelity XLPSV3 phono stage £ 125, Musical Fidelity
XPSUV3 power supply £ 125, all pristine and boxed

recent and as new, 845 Tel: 01661 871010 [ 1381
Hi -Fi News 1981 to 1999 inclusive for disposal
£30 the lot, buyer to collect Tel: 01458 443897

Tel: Fin on 01162122584 ) Leicester( [ 08]
Conrad Johnson MV55 power amp, mint, EL34

(Somerset) [ 08]
Nordost Vishnu 13m IEC1 £ 500, asking £ 275,

Triode or Pentode operation ( 22/55 watts), offers
Tel: 01590 672451 ( evening) or 02392 336312 [ 08]

JPS Superconductor + 15ft bi-wire) £ 800,
asking £ 325, JPS power+ ( 2m IEC) new £ 375,
asking £ 250 Tel: 01296 437314 ( Aylesbury,

and manual, Naim NAP90/2 £ 175 Tel: 01702

Bucks) [ 0E141
Amphion Xenon loudspeakers, birch, one year

£600 upgrade) £ 1500, Quad 909 £ 750, Cyrus

old, mint condition 1E25001 superb sound and

Exposure 2010CD £ 300, Denon TU260 LII £ 60,
free delivery Tel: 01206 510392/07966 400745

Sony XA9000 ES multi channel SACO player,
black, under warranty, reviewed HFN May
2004, mint £ 1295 Tel: 07956 121013 ED81
Meridian 200 CD Transport, mint, boxed,
instructions £ 275 ono, Philips 870 C,D,R,
recorder, c/w remote, instructions, as new
£150 ono Tel: Mike on 01246 209578 ( day)
01246 570556 ( eves) [ DE14]
ProAc Response 3.5 floor standing speakers,
stunning

yew

finish,

low

use,

very

good

condition, with plinths, spikes, manual, boxes,
superb sound £ 1800 Tel: Kevin on 07989
507927 ( Bedford) [ DE14]
NAD 5100, S200 pre- power, boxed with

not fussy about placement, abargain at £ 1250
see www.amphionii for reviews Tel: 01633
440190 ( South Wales) [ 0E141
Tannoy Monitor gold speakers 12" late 60's,
vintage, seek TLC and good home, offers, enquiries
01353 723562 or rogercolemanfarca.ac.uk [ DE14]
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade power amp
£1100,

optimised

for use with

CD

digital

Russ Andrews 3ft Reference power cords,
as new with Wattgate 320i £ 90 each, Naim
NAPSC power supply, as new £ 150, Linn Helix
speakers immaculate £ 150 c/w granite stands
370410/01702 617274 [ D8]
Meridian 596 5 Star OVO (+ Meridian service
pre- amp, black £ 400, EAR 8L6 50 wrms £ 1950,

[DF17]
Mark Levinson 380s preamp £4000 / No 27.5
power- amp £ 2000 and Phonomena two box
battery phonostage £ 750, also Soundlab A3 panel
speakers with upgraded power supplies £ 4000,
all in excellent condition Tel: 020 8868 0369 or
07711 064480 ( Please leave message) [ DE22]
Chord SPM1400E x2 power amplifiers, black,
mint, £ 7250, Audio Synthesis DAX Discrete
Variable DAC, mint, £ 2850, Nordost Valhalla

manuals, excellent condition £ 1000 ono Tel:

volume control £ 2995 new, immaculate, Loewe
Aconda 9381, black 32" TV, excellent condition
£800 ono Tel: Martin on 07730 912080 or 0207

01953 851468 ( Norwich) [ E81
Michell Gyrodec with RB300 arm, QC PSU

684 0995, ( Central London) [ DF17]
Krell/Wilson system, Krell FPB600c power

and Ortofon MC25e cartridge £ 700, Musical
Fidelity X- Cans £ 100, stands unique sound
tower ash, with isolation platform 100 Tel:

Watt Puppy 5.1 speakers, metallic Ferrari grey,
Cardas Golden Reference cables throughout,

01628 623592 [ 08]
Garrard 401 SHE Mk 2 £450, Michell ISO Hera
£350, Leak Troughline 3 £ 70, Hitachi 5500 tuner

all mint and crated, £ 16995, new house forces
sale, can demo Tel: 07905 338232 [ DF17]
Kharma Ceramique 3.0, champagne, new

£70, Valhalla PSU plus motor £ 100, NXT cardboard
speakers E100 ( unused) Tel: 01606 784767 [ DE14]

woofers, excellent (£ 4750) bargain £ 2500,
Counterpoint DA10/DA1 1 CD player, still

Audio Research 1.59 solid state preamp, as
new, boxed, remote £ 600 ono, Audio Research

Wanted

LS2 Hybrid preamp, black, excellent £ 750 ono,

excellent (£ 5000) £ 999, system occasionally
used, hence pale Kevin 01245 251235 [ D8]
Parasound A21 power amp, cost £ 1700 new,

AVI S2000MC CD player, as new, remote, £ 375

selling for £ 900 ono, Isotek minisub, cost £ 1500

ono Tel: 01782 397971 ( Staffs) [ DF21]
Pair Lowther speakers, large Acousta teak

new, selling for E750 ono, lsotek Cube 2K, cost
£1500 new, selling for £ 750 ono ( no box) all in

Ouadropod stands for the ESL 63's, these are
the stands that Quad produced themselves for

cabinets, upgraded PM6 drive units, as new

good condition Tel: 07774 575960 [ 08]

mint condition ones, Email zijafferjifayahoo.

condition,

Audio Research LS16 Mk 2 preamp, black,

co.uk or call on 07921044254 [ K034]
E.A.R. 802 pre- amp + 509 Mk11 mono block

original

owner £ 850 Tel:

01752

remote, 2003 model, absolute sounds, mint,

362072 ( First to see will buy) [ DE14]
Nottingham Analogue

Hyperspace

T/table

with wave mechanic PSU, fitted with Hadcock
242 arm plus Music Maker Mk3 cartridge and
smoke grey uni -cover,

amp, Krell KPS20i/iL CD player/pre amp, Wilson

cost £ 4000, accept

£2950 less than 25 hours use Tel: Steve on

boxed,

manuals ( E3500) £ 1650,

Target

R2

speaker stands, 4 pillar, heavy 1E3801 £ 160
Tel: 07973 189538 [ DF17]
()retie CD100 Evo 2CD player, latest version,
just a few months old, as new condition with

07921 572823 [ DE19]
Meridian 502 Pre £750, Phono BDS M- M £ 60,

original box, manuals, and remote £ 650
1E13001, Sonus Faber Grand Piano, original bi-

M- C £ 60, Pwr amps, 505 £ 825, MSR £ 40, 588
CD £ 975, bal. cables 6+1 M sets £ 90, Spendor

wire version, immaculate with box + packaging
£1000 Tel: 07791 361620 ( London) [ DF17]
BAT 600SE power amp, (£ 9995), just one year

S6e, cherry £ 1050, Nakamichi cassette CR7E
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1m XLR analogue interconnects., mint, £ 1100.
Contact: Ian 01789 261585/07941 424322 or
idbruntfaf2s.com [ DE14]
Wilson System 6.1

speakers, piano black,

excellent condition, tools, crates, 5 years
old (£ 18450) £ 7000, Transparent Ultra 6metre
speaker cable, balanced interconnect 1metre
and 10 ft lengths. Tel. 01344 430376 [ DE14]

the 63's, will pay way over the market rate for

power amplifiers for sale, 2metre par Nordost
Solar wind speaker cables, offers Tel: 01745
331681/Mobile 07714 530889 ( Rhyl) [ DEFOC]
Audio Synthesis DAX must be original version
with Ultra Analog chip, must be mint condition,
prefer to have factory box, packaging manuals
etc. Tel: 07791 361620 ( London) [ DF17]
Sony COP- 555E50 compact disc player,
email: grmsydrayahoo.com.au or Tel: Glen on
+612 98082482 [ DFOC]
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CD Players and DAOs
Accuphase DP 55V
£1500
Accustic Arts DAC 1mkitl
£2795
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
£2250
Arcam 5
£200
Audia Flight CD1
£379
Audio Research CD 2
£1695
£3550
Audio Research CD3 Mk11
Audromeca/ Pierre Lome Damnation
£565
BOW Technologies ZZ-8 (24/192)
£3300
Burmester 001-CDP
£6500
CEC DX 51 DAC
£1095
Cyrus cd7q/psxr
£750
dCS Elgar 24/192
£2650
EAU DSP 9000 Pro Ill
£1495
EMM Labs OCC2 and CDSD
£8250
Esoteric DV5OS
£2950
Gamut CD lmk11
£1495
Goldmund Meta-Laser- 11
£1650
kenwood DPF-J5010
£90
Krell KAV300CD
£1450
Krell (PS 20 IL
£4250
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
£10995
Marantz CD12
£1195
Maranta SA- 11S1
£1800
Mark Levinson ML 390s
£3495
Muse Mod9 DVD/CD
£1450
Onkyo MSB-1HDD+CD MSB-1 HDD nec £500
Pioneer PD-F1009
£120
Proceed cdd + dap
£1200
Tag CDT2OR-T2L £675
Teac VMS 20
£895
Theta Data II Transport £1395
Theta Data II Transport £400
Theta DS Pro Gen III
£1195
Theta Pro Prime 2
£695
Theta PRO PRIME 2A DAC
£650
Theta Progeny
£495
Trichord GENESIS
£250
Wadia 2000 Digimaster £1785
Wadia 301
£2000
Wadia 830
£1595
YBA 3Alpha
£995
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
£2895
Complete Systems
EZO system
£2700
Linn active system
£4500
Naim Audio SBL System £6975
Naim Audio DBL Active System £ 19750
Custom Installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive
DUD Players
Arcam dv79
Lexicon RT10
Pioneer DVD656A
NI Fl Other
Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner
Rotel RT925 tuner
Intergrated Amplifiers
Accuphase E530
Arcam A85 + P85
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Bel Canto Evo 2i integrated
Chord Electronics CPM 2600
EAR 834
Krell (AV 30th
Krell (AV 400xi
Musical Fidelity Al 000
Roksan rocksan kandy kal
Sonus Faber Musics integrated
Unison Research SRI Hybrid amp

£225
£850
£1395
£150
£250
£75
£3250
£725
£995
£1900
£1950
£1095
£1295
£2250
£895
£450
£995
£485

Loudspeakers
Acoustic Labs Bolero
£495
Alen Vmk11
£995
Arcam One
£300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2 £ 10499
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2 £9999
Audio Acoustics Fundamental 62 bun £ 10499
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Tic
£19999
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha £17999
Audio Physic Libra
£1695
Audio Physic Minos Subwooter £2500
Audio Physic Padua
£1999
Audio Physic Spark 3
£999
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£1595
Audio Physic Virgo Ill
£2750
Audiovector M3signature active £2100
Definitive Technology BP3000 £2500
Dynaudio Contour 55.4
£2950
Eggleston Works Fontaine £2850
Efac Jet CL310 Jet
£550
Epos ELS 303 Light Cherry £225
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £395
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1+2
£26120
Hales concept 5
£2200
Horning FTX
£ 1095
Infinilyffrimus Centre speaker £60
JAS Om
£995
JMLab Diva Utopia
£5900
JMLab Electra 906 +Stands £695
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands £3600
JR Jordan JR 150 + Stands £450
KEF 105 mkt
£450
KEF 107.2 Ref +Qube
£1250
KEF Coda 80
£60
leema SPU(12 sub-woofer £650
Magneplanar MG 20x
£8500
Magneplanar MG3.6/R £3600
Martin Logan Clarity £1195
Martin Logan Fresco
£ 1250
Martin Logan Quest
£2200
Martin Logan reQuest £1695
Martin Logan SL3
£1295
Mirage FRX 9
£600
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker £2995
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Proac Studio 150
£800
Proac Tablettes mkt
£250
Quad ESL 57
£695
REL 0200E
£350

REL Stadium Ill
Revel bl 5a subwoofer
Revel M20 Performa
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
Sonus Faber Concertos + VW Stands
SoundLab Al
Talon Kite Centre
Triangle Australe 260 Strains
Velodine FSR 10
Vibe Alpha 2sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
wharfedale diamond 8.1
Wilson Audio MA)0( 2
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Wilson Audio System 7
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
Wilson Audio Witt

£850
£1800
£895
£300
£795
£8990
£750
£2100
£495
£250
£475
£4500
£70
£28990
£5900
£12995
£6495
£4250
£3495

Muth Channel Amps
Arcam P7
£ 1995
Bryston 9B ST
£ 1995
Denon AVG lose
£600
Krell (AV 250 0.3
£2250
Parasound 0.51
£2895
Pioneer VSA-E07
£575
Theta Theta Dreadnaught II
£3900
lAidll Channel Speaker Systems
Audio Physic Centre 1
£450
creative 7700
£ 150
Definitive Technology BP 3000 +LCR £3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £195
JMLab Sib & Cub 5.1
£450
Vienna Acoustics 3Webernt2 Berg/ Subsoil £2650
Power Amplifiers
Accuphase P700
£4000
Accustic Arts Amp 2
£3495
Accustic Arts Power 1
£2150
Albany 408
£395
Alois ST 13.01
£995
Aloia ST 15.01
£1095
Aragon 8008 mk2
£1500
Audia Flight Flight 100
£4495
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated £3495
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks £5000
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt £ 12995
Audio Research 111200 M(II £6000
Audio Valve Baldar
£1795
Audiolab 8000 P/C
£785
Audiolab 8000a mkIll
£300
BAT. 150SE
£6950
BAT. 600SE
£4950
BAT VK 600se
£5995
Beard M1000 monoblocks £1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks £ 1250
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen
£2300
Bel Canto EVO
£2995
Bel Canto eVo4
£2499
Boulder 1060
£9995
Boulder 500 AE
£2250
Boulder 500 AE Monos
£4650
C.A.T .11.2
£6995
Carver A-500x
£295
Carver TFM-42
£360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS £1200
Cary SLA 70
£895
Celts Duet 350
£4995
Counterpoint NP100 (SA100) £695
Cyrus Illi
£275
Cyrus spa
£125
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP-60 £ 1250
Dud -VatunTiteanpVP-20+SL2000A1 £ 1850
Dual mono block-200w 23.5 £2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790
Exposure XVIII Monoblocks
Exposure 101111 Power Amp
£475
EZO Kl(face nord) Monoblocks £ 1100
Gamut D 100 mk11
£ 1395
Gamut D200
£2000
Gamut 0200 mkiii
£3395
Goldmund 18.4
£7365
ORA/OF GM5OB
£2895
Gryphon Reference 1Monos
£8495
Halcro DM 38
£9995
Halcro DM68
£15500
Harmon (ardan AP2500/PA2200 £395
Krell FPB 600c
£6195
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 U/graded) £7995
Krell FPS 750 mcx
£22250
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks £13550
Krell FPB-700CX £9995
Krell (SA 100S
£2000
Krell (SA 150
£1295
Krell (SA 80 Ballanced £1295
Lumley Reference M120
£1750
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks £4995
Mark Levinson ML436
£7975
McIntosh MC352
£3250
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks £4995
Morns 402 Gold Monoblocks £2495
meracus Intrare 6
£850
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
£1095
Musical Fidelity 0370 (mkt') £850
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power £2495
Naim Audio Nac 62, Nap140 £595
Passlabs 0350
£3395
Passlabs 0600
£6495
Passlabs 0600
£6495
Primare 0.30.2
£595
PS Audio HCA 2Pwr(x2) &PCA2 Pre £1800
PS Audio HCA-2
£750
Tag Avan)garde 100x4
£1295
Tesserac TAMP
£999
Tom Evans Linear A
£2699
VERITAS P400
£999
XTC power one
£1300
YBA Passion Monoblocks £6995
Pre Amplifiers
Acoustic Arts Pre 1
£ 1495
Adyton Modus
£ 1295
Alma PST 11.011
£1450
Aloia PST 11.011
£995
Aragon aurum
£1150

Audia Flight Flight Pre
Audio Note M3
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Refinement Pm 5
Audio Research LS 2
Audio Research LS 5mk I
Audio Research LS9
Audio Research SP14
Audio Research SP8
Audio Research SP9 MKIII
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate
Audio Valve Eklipse
B.A.T. VK3i
B.A.T. VK3I
Bonnec Timpano
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
Chord Electronics 3200 E
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
DNM series 2/3
Exposure 17 MC Pre
EZO Nanda (face nord)
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Halcro DM 10
Jadis JP 80mm
Jeff Rowland Consonance
McIntosh C2200 Tube Preamp
Meridian Audio GO2
Pathos In Control
PS Audio PCA-2 + HCPS
Tact RCS 2.000
Tesserac TALA Pre
Tom Evans The Vibe
YBA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre

£3495
£1795
£2795
£395
£795
£1595
£895
£1200
£795
£950
£795
£1500
£1095
£1500
£3000
£8495
£9995
£2995
£5995
£2200
£595
£325
£395
£550
£5500
£7995
£3595
£950
£1500
£1100
£1795
£1700
£1995
£495
£1995
£995
£3995

Protectors
Madrigal MP 9CRT

£19990

Stands
Black Diamond Racing Shelf & Cones
Mana Acoustics reference sound table
Mana Acoustics Reference Table

£400
£250
£250

Tumtables/Arms/Cartridges & Pliewneh
Antique Soundlab Phono
t
e
ri0
Audio Note OTO Phono
£ 1195
Audio Synthesis MM/MC phono Equaliser £395
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£4995
Breuer Type 8
£2000
Clear Audio Accurate £2395
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£0
Goldring 1012GX
£30
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat. £3250
Linn K9
£40
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon £2495
Mark Levinson JC-1 DC
£1500
Ming Da M-Star Phono
£300
Origin Live Encounter £750
Ortolan 510 MM
£35
Ortofon 540
£85
Ortolan Jubilee
£ 1000
Ortolan Kontrapunkt B
£550
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Artemiz/Jubilee £3500
SME 20/20. Turntable and Arm £4250
SME 30/20. Turntable & Arm £ 10495
SME Series 100.
£2795
SME Series VArm
£ 1400
SME V-Counterweight £20
Systemdek 11XE900
£350
Transfiguration Temper Supreme £400
VPI TNT 4 + Rokport Arm
£6500
TV/Plasmaf LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMA/XR$
Panasonic 42 PWD8
Panasonic 42 PWD8HD

£1495
£3000
£ 1495
£ 1995

Accessories
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo i300 iPod Docking+Sats
LP Record Boxes
Ringmat Full Version
Vacuas Valves See List

£70
£0
£75
£150
£395

AV Processors
Arcam AV8
Arcam AV8
Krell HTS
Lexicon MC12 Rev
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8
Meridian Audio
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSD

£2395
£2195
£3995
£9500
£3995
£4150
£695
£4500
£2995
£1995

AV Receivers
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S

£450

Cables
Pudo litéPNSYXSixx2miltEsEiliMieBEree £1450
Census Technologies 1.5 Meters XLR £495
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
£150
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2 £160
Kimber 1130 interconnects £590
Kimber Kober Select KS 3035 £1750
MIT Digital Reference Proline AES/EBU £395
Nordost SPM Speaker cable and Quattrofil
Interconnect £ 1650
Nordost Valhala Digital lm
£750
Siltech Cables balanced £200
Tara Labs 0.8 ISM Onboard ( 1Um) £1750
Transparent Audio Digilink £ 125
Transparent Audio Music Wave £150
Transparent Audio MUSIC Wave 10ft Bi Vise £350
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable £12990
van den hul revelation £350

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM ¡PL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen

the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.

•B A T • Boulder • Hovland
•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
AUDIO RESEARCH VS110
3999.. 2795
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155
2895.. 1995
AUDIONET ART V2 CD SILVER
2500.. 1495
AUDIO PHYSIC VIRGO 11 BIRDS EYE MAPLE
3500.. 1295
ACCUPHASE DP67
4600.. 2795
ACCUPHASE DP55V
3000.. 1795
ACCUPHASE DP75V
7000.. 3995
ACCUPHASE E212
2200.. 1495
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE CD
1395. . 295
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30 RED BUBINGA
7000.. 2595
BAT VK75SE NEW SEALED
7950.. 4495
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC NEW
12950.. 7995
BRYSTON BP20 PRE
1800... 895
BURMESTER 935 PRE
4000.. 1595
DENON AlSR 7.1 HOME CINEMA BLACK
3000... 995
HITACHI 55PMA550 HI/DEF 55 INCH PLASMA
6000.. 3495
HOVLAND SAPHIRE
7000.. 3995
HOVLAND HP100 MC PHONO
5750.. 2995
HOVLAND HP200 LINE ONLY
6450.. 3995
HOVLAND HP200 WITH PHONO NEW
7325.. 4995
JM LABS ALTO UTOPIA
11500.. 6995
KHARMA CERAMIQUE 3.1 PIANO BLACK EX OEM
5750.. 2995
KRELL FPB 650 M X2
24000.. 8995
LINN KLOUT 2001 2AVAILABLE
2400.. 1195
LINN 2250 AMP
1900... 995
LINN AKURATE 242 ACTIV CARDS
1250... 695
LINN SILVER INTERCONNECTS
200... 125
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I
4333.. 2495
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT
4000.. 1995
MARANTZ SC71 PRE MA9S1 MONO'S
17000.. 8995
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 24/96 ROSEWOOD
4500.. 1995
MICHELL ALECTO MONO'S MK1
2000... 895
MUSICAL FIDELTY A308 CR PRE
1500... 795
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 PRE
999... 495
NAGRA DAC
7800.. 4995
NAGRA PL - L
5500.. 3795
NAGRA VPA MONO'S
11000 .. 6995
NAIM ARIVA MAPLE s/n207148
1300... 895
NAIM AXESS CHERRY s/n192943
1330... 895
NAIM CDX s/n14434
2500.. 1195
NAIM SCAP 2 sin 19118
2885.. 1995
NAIM CD5 s/n 165689
1200... 695
PENAUDIO REBEL2/CHARA NEW
2600.. 1495
PMC FB1 OAK
1410... 795
PLINIUS SA100 MK111
4000.. 1695
PROAC TABLETE REF 8 MAPLE
700... 450
REL STAMPEDE BLACK
550... 350
REGA EXON 3
1195... 695
RICHARD GREY 1200 CUSTOM MAINS DISTRIBUTION 1900... 895
ROTEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
1000... 595
SPECTRAL DMC3OS
7600.. 4795
SPECTRAL DMA 150
6850.. 3995
STAX 3030 CLASSIC 2 SYSTEM
600... 395
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
4000.. 1795
TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE PLUS BIWIRE 2X15 FT 1300... 450
VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO BLACK INC FLIGHT CASES
7500.. 3495
WADIA 302 BLACK
4000.. 2795

CAB SIZE mm
810x 191x 261

PLUS KIT

S3tI
6.5"IPL PP,1"Seas treble
5311m
6.5"IPLmeta1,1"Seas treble
S3tlinRib 6.5"IPLmetal,Ribbon treb

903 x230 x350

£200.00

903 x230x 350
903x 230 x350

£248.00
£403.00

S4t1
S50

960x 276x400
1080 x320 x400

£258.21
£378.00

KIT
M3tIrn

•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs

SPEAKER UNITS
5"IPL MetaLl "Seas treble

8"Mfa,1"Seas treble
10"IPL,3"Dome mid,1"treb

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10 00 to 8.00
Website

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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P&P
£9.50
£10.00
£10.00
£10.11
£11.00
£12.11

Send cheque tor postal order) made payable to Mr IPLeslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Villa, Tons Park, lifracombe, Devon, EX348AY, tel 01271867439. Altemativly visit
our website at www.iplacousties.co.uk or send a47p S.A.E. for catalogue detailing
Transmission Lines, Ill-Ft and AV kits, including Active Subwoofers, drive units,
Silver PTFE cables, and Quality Accessories.

IN

HAFtFtISCIN

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE

NATIONWIDE

SALE

DENON DL304
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TOM EVAN'S GROOVE
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
GRADO RSI
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TOM EVANS VIBE
GRAHAM PHANTOM
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
GAMUT D200 MK3 9UAL MONO
GAMUT L3 LOUDSPEAKERS
MICHELL TURNTABLES
E.A.R MASTER DISK
STAX HEADPHONES
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
NORDOST CABLES

£175
£1900
£1500
£1300
£370
£625
£599
£800
£2200
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
£P0A
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA

HIFI

DELIVERY

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLORING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN. AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, C.A.T., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
UVIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW &BOXED WIll-IFULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 600
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

It is not necessary to have great
equipment in order to listen to music-.
...hut it helps.

es-7
1

111
PO Boa 30429, London, NW6 7CY
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analoguefa email.msn.com
wwm.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

THE

QUAD

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL. YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT INITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK Lk-VINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • VVADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROVVLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

£215.00

SPECIALIST
ESL 57

LE 1

Spares and Repairs

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.
QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. + 49(0)2654 987977 fax. + 49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GmbH@t-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.com

www.quadatelier.de

(01563) 574185
vvww.kevingallovvayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

Demonstration by appointment

high performance
audio specialists
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ALSO ON TEST
•Creek Destiny CD player
•SME's new turntable
C
j

5

‘

•Transparent cables
•Aesthetix Rhea
phono stage

EXCLI S1V ESP

Tannoy's Autograph Mini Speakers!

PLUS:
•Q&A
•1970s hi-fi
•Classic kit
•Marantz's audio guru

Hi -Fi News, May 2006 - on sale Friday, 7April 2006
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FAVOURITE THINGS

Massage Albul
Good music can play an essential role in relaxation
and stress- relief. Just ask Kavida Rei - professional
therapeutic masseuse, writer and obsessive muso

Pat Metheny & Lyle Mays

Dead Can Dance

AS FALLS WICHITA, SO FALLS

SPIRITCHASER

WICHITA FALLS

1996: 4AD Records 46230

1981: ECM 1190

Spiritchaser grabs you and

The impeccable ECM label has long been

transports you to an entirely

Peccary Music 402

aMecca for cutting- edge musicians,

new musical continent.

Delicately sculpted

gathering ensembles from every style

Shamanic drumming, tuneful

soundscapes and

imaginable.

wailing by innovative vocalist Lisa Gerard -

sublime keyboard

album, recorded live in achurch on acoustic

textures hypnotise
the tistener and takes them on a
powerful journey. Flow can be played

Here, classic

PetAtelftenyLLyleAlays

early Metheny

instruments, carries you off to the musical

guitar blends with

underworld. Dead Can Dance are gothic unplugged

exquisite keyboards

-fresh and compelling on every album.

played by long-term
collaborator Mays.

Hari Prasad Chaurasia
and Friends

David Helpling

CALL OF THE VALLEY
1995: Blue Note Records 32867

SLEEPING ON
THE EDGE OF THE
WORLD
1999: Spotted
Peccary Music 802
There are so many
sublime moments
in this music that
you feel as if you've been drugged. Subtle
rhythms, combined with keyboards played
with such sensitivity this is astunningly
beautiful composition that opens the
heart of the most stoic listener. A rare CD
that never gets stale

Suspended
Memories
linc Steve
Roach, Jorge
Reyes, Suso

Saiz1

FORGOTTEN
GODS

Okay, you kind of have to like
Indian music to dig this album
but its aclassic. An exotic
combo of santoor, flute, slide
guitar and tabla, this album stands the test of

Jon Jenkins
FLCW
t 1998: Spotted

athousand times and will continue !. o
thrill. It moves, it grooves - for me the
earth moves every time!

Amelia Cuni &
Al Gromer Khan
MONSOON POINT
1995: New Earth
Records 9504
This extraordinary

time. The follow up, The Valley Recalls, by the way

piece of music

is just as delicious.

comprises no fewer than 55 minutes
worth of cleverly understated synth
background and slow motion Indian

Brian Eno

raga singing. Unfortunately it's now only

APOLLO - ATMOSPHERES

distributed in athree- bog set alongside
two other CDs that are not my cLp of

AND SOUNDTRACKS
1983: Virgin EG EGLP 53

camomile. You can just donate the spare

Difficult to choose a

discs to the lacal. charity shop...

favourite Eno but this
has to be top of my list
for massage, with Music For Airports following
aclose second. Together with Daniel Lanois
he created atimeless masterpiece of musical
invention. Wondrous atmosphere.

Jerry Burns
PALE RED

Mark lsham
TIBET
1989: Windham
Hill Records 1080
More than a
virtuoso trumpet
player. ! sham

1992: Sony Music 657946 2

has composed
some of the most

Music with lyrics doesn't always

atmospheric film

work for massage but if you want
something truly sexy, track this

soundtracks of our
timE. This is atranscendental album.

counting), Roach produces an endless
stream of cosmic, ambient delights

album down. It sounds like The

David Torn plays guitar and if you've
never been ' Torned .before, track down

from his hideaway in the Arizona desert.

Blue Nile, only with luscious female vocals. What's
she doing now? And why isn't she asuperstar?

Clo.fil About Mercury on ECM.

1993: Hearts of Space HS 11034
Hard to choose aibest • Steve Roach
album! One of the most prolific
musicians in the world ) 68 albums and
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Esoteric X-01 CD/SACD
and G- Os Master Clock system

This is a most exciting
time for high end audio.
The finest of todays designers
are bringing a transparency
and naturalness to the high end
unlike anything we have
previously experienced.
Symmetry is proud to
be involved with many
of these designers.
Here are some of the
exciting new components
they have created
for you to experience
the music you love.

Lyra Skala
moving coil cartridge

Mark Levinson
No 51 Media Player

Brinkmann La Grange,
10.5 Tonearm and
EMT phonograph system

Ayre K-1xe and
V-lxe amplifiers

Thiel CS2.4 and SS1
speaker system

Stereovox SEI
and LCP cables

Ayre Acoustics
Brinkmamn
Cello
Esoteric
Grand Prix Audio

symmetry

Lyra
Lyra- Connoisseur
Mark Levinson
Stax
Stereovox
SUMik0
System Audio

&Thiel

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Sonus Faber Grand Piano Domus

Sonus Faber Concertino Domus

Sonus faber®

For over two decades, Sonus faber have treated us to speakers so beautiful that they've revolutionised the entire industry. Where once there were only parallei sides, we now have curves. Where
once we suffered poor veneers, we now savour finishes worthy of the finest furniture. From the
exquisite Homage series, reyesenting the ultimate in Sonus faber artistry, to the Cremona range,
offering the pleasure of Homage for awider audience. Sonus faber has addressed the needs of the
majority of music and cinema lovers. Now, the audience is wider still.
Imagine an affordable range of loudspeakers able to join the Homage and Cremona families. Imagine
afull selection, from centre channel to main and surround speakers to subwoofer, floorstanding or
shelf mounting, acomplete selectior of stands, with the unmistakable lute shape, leather details,
fine woods, and - above all - deliriously musical, truly sublime sould quality. Imagine no more: Sonus

Sonus Faber Gravis, Center Domus

faber offers you Domus.

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: +44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F:

44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62

www.absolutesounds.com

info@absolutesounds.corn

